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Welcome to your 2019/20  
OnSite Support Catalogue

For us, everybody matters. As specialists in safety, welfare, site 
equipment and tools for the construction industry; we believe in 
putting people first.

When my father Richard began this venture over 40 years ago, he 
knew he wanted to do more than just start a business. Working 
in and around the construction industry, he saw how crucial 
safety and wellbeing were – both to getting the job done right, 
and ensuring the people doing it could go home in one piece 
every day to their families.

He believed that more could be done to help contractors deliver on 
those aims, by putting people – both ours and theirs – at the heart 
of the process. Because then, as now, the people matter far more 
than the product. You might find that strange coming from someone 
who makes a living selling products, but it’s absolutely true.

Selling a good product isn’t good enough. It has to be the right 
product, for the right members of the team, for the right task, at 
the right time. And that means really getting to know our clients. 
Talking to them, listening to them, understanding what they truly 
need, so that we can make it happen.

We’ve taken the time to ensure we supply the right products 
for our clients, so we value your feedback on our products and 
services outlined in this catalogue. Please get in touch on the 
details below.

Best regards,

 
Warren Lynes, Managing Director

01293 744 444

hello@onsite-support.co.uk 

Visit our website onsite-support.co.uk

Fast delivery

Next day delivery if ordered  
before 5pm

Same-day delivery within the M25  
if ordered before 10am

Our Trade Counter in Crawley,  
West Sussex is open from  
6am – 5pm each week day  

for instant collections

Damian, Richard and Warren – the directors 
of OnSite Support

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Our Mission and Values

Our Mission

For over 40 years, we’ve worked on the principle that 
safety and productivity go hand-in-hand; and for us, 
safety starts and finishes with people.

Listening to and caring about our own people and our 
clients alike means we can deliver what everyone wants: 
the right product, into the right hands, at the right time, 
without fail – so everyone goes home safe, and happy too.

That’s why we’ll still be here, in another 40 years, doing 
what we’ve always done best: putting people first.

Our Values

We care about people. 

We put people first. We invest in personal relationships. 
We look after our clients and each other. 

We’re positive & helpful. 

We approach every interaction with a ‘can-do’ attitude. 
When we encounter challenges, we work together to find 
the solution. 

We go the extra mile. 

We don’t just tick boxes. We ask ourselves “what does the 
client really need?” and then find a way to deliver it. 

We’re committed to learning  
and innovation.

We’re always learning. We use that knowledge to help our 
clients, and to consistently lead on innovation. 

We strive for excellence.

We seek to be the very best at what we do, so that our 
clients, in turn, can excel and thrive.
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Why We’re Different 
There are plenty of great products on the market, and 
plenty of ways to source them. 

But we know, as you do, that ensuring the safety, wellbeing 
and productivity of each person working on your site is 
not as simple as buying good products. For us, safety and 
wellbeing in construction starts and finishes with people. 

Getting to know our clients, and their workforce, is the 
most fundamental part of what we do. Put simply, if 
we really understand your goals and challenges – both 
as a business, and as individuals – then we’ll be better 
equipped to provide what you really need, when you need 
it. That’s good for you, because you and your workforce 
will be able to get on with the job safely and happily. And 
it’s good for us because the trust it generates between us 
will help develop a long-term partnership.

This belief in working for mutual advantage is at the heart 
of how we run our business, and it starts with our own 
staff. They enjoy free meals at work, an on-site gym, and a 
fantastic benefits package. Our thinking is simply that if we 
look after them well, then each member of our team – from 
senior managers to delivery drivers – will go out of their way 
to look after you.

Because in the end, each of our clients is different, and 
their needs evolve and develop as their businesses grow. 
If we’re to support you properly, then we need to be 100% 
committed to understanding those needs on an ongoing 
basis, and be prepared to do whatever it takes to deliver 
them. Whether that means a bespoke product innovation, 
more data and information to help you manage budgets, 
another pair of eyes on a problem you’ve been grappling 
with, or just faster deliveries, we’re there to help you find 
the answers.

In our view, that’s the best way for us ALL to succeed.
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Our History
Our story began over 40 years ago, when Richard Lynes 
started Beaver Construction Supplies in January 1976, 
running his business out of his home and the greenhouse.

He started to supply existing contacts with tools and 
access equipment, but soon realised that they all shared 
a much greater common need: stocked architectural 
ironmongery. Lightweight metal frames were enabling 
fast, inexpensive and flexible construction of office space 
at that time, but typical lead times for these materials 
were as long as 12 weeks, hampering progress on sites.

To solve this problem, Richard built partnerships with 
manufacturers in the Midlands, drew up monthly supply 
contracts, and invested heavily in stock. The result was  
a massive reduction in lead times for his clients, and as  
a result the business began to grow rapidly.

Business boomed in the 80s, but in order to focus more 
on his family, who were still very young, Richard sold 
Beaver Construction to begin a new venture, OnSite 
Supplies, trading from Horley in Surrey. This business 
grew steadily, supplying tools and site equipment for the 
construction industry and agricultural merchants.

“Something we learned was there is always a quality end 
to a market. Not just quality brands, but products and 
services fit for purpose; it’s what you do and how you do 
it with these products, knowledge, care and a passion to 
serve clients’ needs.” – Richard Lynes

A decade later, Richard, now supported by his sons Warren 
and Damian, had cemented OnSite Supplies’ reputation as 
a leading supplier to the construction industry.

They expanded their offer to the industry further by 
acquiring Highline, a quality workwear company.

Operating from home, out of 4 garages in Redhill  Us at work during the early days

1988

1976

1999

In January 2004, Richard and his family invested in the 
current premises in Three Bridges, Crawley, West Sussex, 
which they rebuilt. They officially moved into the new 
offices and warehouse space in July 2004.

Acquisition of Andrew Beattie & Co., a welding and 
consumable distribution company.

By 2012 it became clear that having outgrown its  
old premises, the business had outgrown its original 
name. It had become much more than just a supplier  
to its clients, working with them continually to 
understand their needs and challenges, offering them 
the most suitable products and processes, and providing 
bespoke advice.

Richard, Warren and Damian decided to reflect this 
shift from supplier to business partner by renaming the 
business as OnSite Support Ltd, in January 2012.

“OnSite Support continues to look ahead to provide our 
clients with more than merely supplies. Our goal is to 
provide support for the client with reliable, innovative 
processes all encapsulated in our business to give the 
OnSite Experience.” – Richard Lynes

OnSite Support underwent a state of the art fit-out 
and rolled out the OnSite Experience for clients, an 
articulation of our commitment to an exceptional 
customer experience of knowledge, honesty, friendliness, 
helpfulness and positivity.

With the business continuing to grow, Richard formally 
passed over the reins to his sons Warren and Damian. 
Together, they commissioned a redesign of the OnSite 
Support brand, and developed an updated set of values – 
contained in this document – to reflect the past, present 
and future of the company.

State of the art fit-out in 2016Our current headquarters

2016

2018

2012

2011

2004
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Our Home
Situated in Crawley, close to Gatwick Airport, the M23 
and M25, our headquarters is the permanent base for 
over 50 staff, as well as housing our trade counter and 
warehousing for well over £2.5m of stock. 

This means all the different roles within our team can easily 
collaborate to make sure our clients get what they need. 

Our headquarters also include a gym, state-of-the-art 
meeting rooms, and facilities which enable us to provide 
meals on-site for all our staff. Just as on a construction 
site, a happy workplace is a productive one, and we pride 
ourselves on creating a positive and welcoming atmosphere. 

We look forward to showing you around soon. 
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What We Offer
As a business which believes in putting people first, delivering 
exceptional client service is at the heart of what we do.

Strong relationships help us deliver great service, which is 
why each of our clients have dedicated, named Account 
Managers to ensure that we’re constantly listening, 
understanding your challenges and responding to your 
needs. We commit to responding to all requests and 
queries within one hour, and although we can’t always 
provide instant solutions, we believe in doing whatever it 
takes to find the answer for you and keeping you updated 
throughout the process.

As a family owned company, we cherish the partnerships 
we have with our clients, and we look forward to working 
with you. We offer a number of practical services that set 
us apart from many of our competitors, and which our 
clients value highly:

Fast Delivery – Supporting site teams with urgent and 
important deliveries is one of the most valuable features  
to the clients of OnSite Support. We offer same-day and 
next-day deliveries on a wide range of products.

Special Product Sourcing – Every job is different and brings 
new challenges. We understand that sometimes, supplies and 
equipment have to be modified to suit the parameters of a 
specific requirement. Talk to us to tap into our expertise!

Corporate Uniform Personalisation and Branding Services 
– A key part of our business is that we offer a garment 
making and personalising service. From one garment to 
thousands, we’re experts in the many methods of garment 
marking, including embroidery, heat-seal transfers and 
screen printing.

Fully Bespoke Workwear Branding Service – We can work 
with you to create a unique corporate image entirely from 
scratch. Our team will listen to your requirements, visit 
the working environments and get an understanding of 
your brand values in order to get the look and feel just 
right; drawing on our experience in fabrics and garment 
function to develop fit-for-purpose ideas and turn them 
into practical, visually effective and relevant garments that 
exceed expectations.

Product Demonstration – With an innovative product 
range, clients often need to see and trial before the 
purchase. We’ll bring to you a range of the right products, 
and run the necessary trials and reports to find the best 
solutions and accessories to maximise success.

Training – We’ll not only supply the right solution, but also 
help your team to use the solution properly. We invest 
significantly in product and development training of the 
OnSite Support team, and we want to pass this expertise 
on to you.

eProcurement – With every passing day, OnSite Support 
improves its e-procurement system. We can demonstrate 
real-world savings through simple site-based systems 
which are easy to implement, reduce administration and 
improve the speed and efficiency of your procurement 
system. Back-office savings in POD and invoice processing 
can be demonstrated and our feedback loops ensure 
collaboration with clients further improve our platform,  
for the benefit of all. 
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2a. Respiratory Hazard Audit 
(PRODUCT CODE: MA3AUDIT) 
Deaths from work related respiratory diseases are 
approximately 12,000 every year (Source HSE, 2017).  
For that reason, we offer an RPE audit to all our clients.

We work with you to identify your tasks, risks, outline 
best practices and spread awareness throughout your 
organisation to ensure everyone is aware of the dangers 
and their responsibilities.

Working alongside a selection of industry leading 
manufacturers, we will issue a full report on our findings 
and recommendations and work with you to ensure you  
are keeping your employees safe.

See page 102 for help on understanding the  
different standards.

2b. Respiratory Face Fit Testing & Train  
The Trainer Sessions  
(PRODUCT CODE: MA1FFT) 
It’s never enough to apply legislation, perform an audit and 
then leave users to their own devices. The HSE stipulates 
under COSHH (2002) that any tight-fitting RPE supplied by 
the employer must be fit tested with the wearer. This is to 
ensure the wearer is suitably protected. 

Reflecting our core value of everybody matters, we work 
with experts in the industry to provide you with a face fit 
test and train the trainer sessions, helping you to keep 
your employees safe and healthy. Whether you have 
five staff or 500 staff, we can equip you with the tools 
or reinforcements you need to fulfil your legal and moral 
obligations with minimal disruption to staff and tasks. 

1. Eye Protection Audit
(PRODUCT CODE: SP5AUDIT)  
The human eye is one of the most fragile parts of the 
body, yet throughout your life, it never stops moving and 
you won’t go a day without using them.

When was the last time you audited your eyewear?  
Is it still appropriate or applicable to the task you and 
your team are doing? Personal Protective Equipment 
(PPE) in general should be audited regularly to ensure 
you are still using the correct equipment. But when it 
comes to eyewear, most of us simply look at the EN166 
rating and consider that a case closed. The opposite 
could not be more true.

We will work with you, alongside a trusted and 
respected eyewear specialist to ensure that your 
protective eyewear is suitable and appropriate.

This service comes with recommendations and 
suggestions based on experience and best practice.  
We are able to support findings with campaigns on  
your sites to drive improvements.

As part of this service, we can make recommendations 
on prescription safety spectacles, where they should  
be implemented and best practice to ensure best  
value for money and appropriate levels of protection  
are observed.

See page 45 for more information  
on eye protection standards.

Our Services
Products alone can’t be successful unless they are properly selected and managed. That’s why we, in collaboration with trusted 
partners, offer a full range of services to help you ensure that your overall approach to safety is continually optimised. 

3. Fire Hazard Audit & Extinguisher Location/
Type/Quantity Recommendation  
(PRODUCT CODE FE8AUDIT) 
Whenever you set up a new site, it’s imperative that you 
are proactive when it comes to assessing fire hazards. We 
will work with you to arrange not only the installation of 
brand new fire extinguishers, along with recommendations 
of location, type, size and quantity, but also engage in 
audits of present placements.

Whether or not you have an ageing population of 
extinguishers which need auditing, servicing recycling  
or re-filling, we are here to help you.

We only work with recognised providers of fire-fighting 
equipment, who are trained and qualified in the 
service, repair, supply and installation of site-based fire 
extinguisher solutions, so you can trust us to keep you in 
the safest hands possible. Always look to combine this 
with a signage audit to put your time to best effect. 

4. Head Protection Audit  
(PRODUCT CODE HM3AUDIT) 
Head protection options have come on in leaps and 
bounds in the last 10 years. With more standards than ever 
before, do you know which one you need to be observing?

In the vast majority of cases, simply adhering to EN397 is 
good enough. However, for companies which engage in a 
variety of tasks, work at height, as well as on and below 
the ground, more considerations are necessary.

After spending time getting to know what work you do, 
where you do it, and what features you appreciate from 
head protection (hint, it’s not always the price of weight), 
we can recommend a solution for you.

As a distributor of multiple branded hard hats, you can 
trust us to identify the head protection that best fits your 
needs, and is sympathetic to your budget.

See pages 58–59 for help understanding the  
different standards.

5. Hand Protection & Hazard Audit With Report 
(PRODUCT CODE GL4AUDIT) 
Gloves are an ever changing market, and you may 
constantly be battling with your staff to ensure they  
are wearing the most protective gloves possible to  
prevent injury.

We can always prevent injuries to hands by providing  
more protective gloves, but we have to balance protection 
with risk and dexterity. Our hand hazard audits are carried 
out in combination with a UK leading manufacturer of 
protective gloves.

We work with you to learn about the work and tasks 
you carry out and then use our extensive experience 
and links with industry experts to provide a tailored 
recommendation and best practice.

Everything we offer is supported with literature and 
posters, with further site visits to reinforce best practice  
and advice where required.

See pages 26–27 for help understanding hand 
protection standards.

6. Protective Footwear & Task Hazard Audit  
With Report 
(PRODUCT CODE: FW4AUDIT) 
Utilising the industry knowledge of a leading UK 
manufacturer of footwear, we will carry out Foot Protection 
Audits for clients, establish common dangers and comfort 
issues and make recommendations.

We specifically focus on the benefits of using  
footwear, which users appreciate since this generally 
improves productivity and the care of products.

Every job and every individual is different. We will work 
with you to identify where your hazards are, and proffer 
advice concerning the best footwear to use in your  
specific operations.

See page 95 for details on footwear standards.
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7a. Spill Control & Hazard Audit  
(PRODUCT CODE: ES1AUDIT) 
We’ve been providing guidance on spill control, prevention 
and best practice for over 20 years. With a wealth of 
site-based experience, our staff are able to advise you on 
products available, placement locations and much more.

We always work with the environment in mind, whilst still 
realising savings for clients on a spill control front.

We also ensure you have a control system capable of 
dealing effectively, safely and appropriately with a spill,  
be it oil or chemical based.

We can offer everything from advice and recommendations 
on traditional spill control solutions, through to modern, 
innovative and environmentally friendly options, as well as 
working with you to design bespoke spill protection  
for unique tasks.

7b. Spill Control Level One  
Training Course & Qualification 
(PRODUCT CODE: ES1QUAL) 
OnSite Support is proud to be offering a spill control 
training course, complete with recognised qualification,  
and led by industry-known experts, with you in the 
director’s seat.

This is a safety-first course which sets out to teach all 
personnel about the safe use and deployment of a spill 
kit and absorbents. The training meets all EA/SEPA/NIEA, 
DEFRA and ISO14001 requirements. It is something we 
have undertaken for our own staff and highly recommend 
you do so as well.

Its objective is to instruct personnel on the safe, correct 
response to spillage incidents and the use of spill kits  
and absorbents. Knowing how best to deal with a spill 
will not only preserve the environment in which you are 
working, but protect your site from extra cost, downtime 
and litigation.

For more information or to book one of these services, please call us on 01293 744 444 
or email hello@onsite-support.co.uk and quote the relevant Product Code.

9. Tailored Session on Tool Tethering Principles 
(PRODUCT CODE: SFATRAIN) 
It’s no secret that falling objects can kill people. Even if  
no injury is caused, how much time does it take to retrieve 
dropped tools? How much does it cost to replace them?

This training session aims to cover all these points and 
more, by bringing the importance of observing tool 
tethering practises to site and office.

This course can be tailored to suit your exact requirements, 
including range, specific examples and citing your own 
policies. We can also offer guidance and insight into how 
your policies can be improved to match the ever-innovating 
world of tethered tooling.

10. Toolbox Talk & Hands-On Training Session 
(PRODUCT CODE: TR9TT1) 
The best way to spread a message on a busy site is with 
a hands-on toolbox talk – we know, we’ve been doing it 
for years. With an exceptionally broad array of product 
expertise at our fingertips, our staff are perfectly positioned 
to provide toolbox talks to satisfy any requirement.

Additionally, it covers waste disposal, limitations of 
absorbent products and post incidence actions, which 
means you can relax, safe in the knowledge that we’re 
covering all the bases for you.

The course is fully certified which means there will be 
a certificate of attendance at the end, to demonstrate 
your training and that of your team, which all helps to 
demonstrate your adherence, not just to legal ecological 
responsibilities but moral duties of care to the environment 
in which we all work, live and play.

8. Tailored Training Session on Working at Height 
(PRODUCT CODE: HN1TRAIN) 
Falls from height are, year on year, the biggest killer  
in the workplace. That’s why it’s always been an aim 
of OnSite Support, as it is for the HSE, to educate and 
increase awareness of risks of working at height, and  
how to tackle them.

This training session aims to ensure that all attendees 
understand the importance of using the correct fall arrest 
and restraint systems and is tailored to your site to ensure 
it works in tandem with your policies and procedures.

We strongly advise that when working at height, both  
your operatives and their tools are prevented from falling. 
As such, we recommend this training session on working  
at height is twinned with a Tethered Tooling Audit and 
Training Session.

Name the time and place and we’ll do the rest, tailoring  
the content to your needs and mirroring the message  
your organisation is looking to promote.

From hand tools to PPE, and skincare to signage, we’re here 
to support you and your drives to improve. You may choose to 
focus on a broad range, or single product. That’s up to you.

11. Site Signage Compliance  
& Recommendation Audit 
(PRODUCT CODE: OS2AUDIT)  
Signage is a fairly straightforward thing for a site to 
consider, but yet it is very often made overcomplicated  
and unwieldy by the injection of layer upon layer of 
regulation and consideration.

Let us help you cut through that by using our expertise, 
gleaned over the past decade and honed against the 
supply of signage to keep buildings and sites compliant.

From high rise block signage to temporary escape signage, 
we are positioned to provide you with recommendations 
of signage, standard, layout and location to keep you 
compliant and ensure your site runs smoothly.

Our approach is dynamic in that we can provide solutions 
in a variety of sizes and layouts so that even awkward 
locations can be catered for. Our bespoke audit will  
cover everything from warning and fire, to directional  
and wayfinding signage.

As signage is often a large impression maker for client 
visitors, we offer a bespoke branding service whereby you 
may top and tail any of our signs with your logo, slogan  
or both, whilst maintaining all required compliance.

12. Cabling Audit 
(PRODUCT CODE: TR9TT1) 
Trips, slips and falls are still a considerable cause for 
concern on many sites. Where temporary lighting and power 
is required, cables will often be trailed across a workspace.

We consider all aspects of our client’s site to advise best 
practice methodologies to enable compliant, safe and 
productive environments for staff.

We offer a range of simple and cost-effective solutions  
to mitigate the danger of a trip hazard. At its most simple, 
the audit takes into account HSE best practice and how 
to implement it sensibly, at its more complex it can be 
tailored to investigate all areas of your cabling practises.
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Quality & Product 
Assurance
We believe in safety, quality and excellence.

We only provide reliable, safe and high performance 
products, and our quality policy ensures continuous 
improvement in our quality management activities.

In all our work, we commit to:

•   Comply with all applicable laws and regulations.

•   Follow a concept of continuous improvement and make best 
use of our management resources in all quality matters.

•   Communicate our quality objectives and our performance 
against these objectives throughout OnSite Support and  
to interested parties.

•   Ensure that all items which can be CE marked, are 
CE marked. Where CE marking is not available or 
appropriate, we investigate the credentials of the 
manufacturer and ensure that appropriate, independent 
testing is carried out, validating that the product(s) are  
of suitable quality and safe to use.

•  Take due care to ensure that activities are safe for 
employees, clients, suppliers and any others who come 
into contact with our work.

•   Work closely with our clients and suppliers to establish 
the highest quality standards.

•   Adopt a forward-looking view on future business 
decisions which may have quality impacts.

•  Train our staff in the needs and responsibilities  
of quality management.

To assist the company in achieving its quality requirements 
we are committed to operating in a manner that sustains 
registration to the International Quality Standard  
ISO 9001:2015.

It is our belief that, in operating to these standards, it will 
meet the requirements of our clients and the industry.

Finally, we constantly review the prices of our products  
to ensure they are affordable and fair.

For us, this is all part of putting people first.
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Our Role As Innovators
We don’t think it’s always good enough to simply supply 
products ‘off the peg’. We’ve only done our job properly 
if what we supply really works for you, and that means 
three things.

Firstly, listening hard. We don’t just wait for our clients 
to give us feedback, we actively seek it. Often this 
happens as part of ongoing communications, but we 
also make sure we capture feedback more formally. Most 
recently we conducted a major independent survey both 
of our own clients, and those who use our competitors. 
The information this gave us is actively helping us to 
continually innovate and develop both the products and 
the service we provide.

Secondly, working closely with manufacturers. We love 
creating bespoke solutions (see below!) but in the end the 
most efficient solution is one that is manufactured at scale. 
Hence it’s essential that we’re constantly learning from 
and influencing manufacturers for your benefit. We need to 
understand what they’re focusing on in terms of product 
development and give them feedback from us and from 
you about what works, and what needs to change.

But sometimes what you really need just doesn’t exist, 
and that’s when we step up to create something unique 
that does exactly the job you need it to do. Here are just 
two of many examples where we’ve innovated directly to 
solve our clients’ problems.

Portable fire and safety solutions

Situation: In 2017 a client came to us asking for help in 
managing their on-site fire equipment. They were using 
handmade wooden cabinets, constructed on each site, for 
the storage of fire-fighting equipment. These were neither 
robust nor professional, and critically they could not be 
easily moved.

Challenge: Create a more robust and professional 
solution for storage of fire-fighting equipment.

What we did: We redesigned the cabinet in metal and 
mounted it to a trolley.

This reduced the weight, improved the durability and 
made the finished unit more professional, portable and 
functional. During scoping, needs were also identified for 
first-aid and spill management storage, and we decided 
to extend the system to encompass these too.

Result: A simple but very effective system of colour 
coded trolley cabinet systems for fire, first-aid, and spill 
management; improving safety and flexibility on the 
client’s site, and in the process raising their profile and 
reputation for safety and environmental protection.

Tool tethering

Situation: Clients made us aware that they were  
having frequent issues working at height, dropping  
tools and equipment.

Challenge: Improve tool retention solutions to protect 
people from tools dropped when working at height.

What we did: We developed our system in partnership 
with key accounts, noting how they operated at height, 
their work procedures and tool types. We identified the 
best methods of retaining tools, released best practice 
guidelines, engaged in training and toolbox talks, and 
introduced innovative methods of retrofitting tether 
points to tools to save companies from spending more 
than required, and to tether tools already in use.

The main aim has always been public safety – a focus 
echoed through our key clients with whom we work, 
but an additional benefit has been improvements in 
productivity, as work does not need to cease should 
a tool be dropped. As it is retained, the worker simply 
retrieves it, inspects the lanyard and continues working.

Result: This range has grown and we are proud to report 
that we are the preferred supplier of tethered tooling to 
a large group of our key clients. Our staff are able to offer 
advice on tethering virtually any tools used on site.
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Sustainability 
We believe we can all work together to provide a more 
sustainable future for generations to come, so that 
everyone benefits – but we can’t do it alone. That’s why 
our goal is to work in collaboration with our clients, as 
partners. Not only to meet their needs in the present, 
but to do so without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs.

Sustainability is more than just reducing your carbon 
footprint. It’s about managing and coordinating 
environmental, social and financial demands to ensure 
responsible, ethical and continued success. Hence, our 
efforts to grow sustainably are focussed in three key  
areas: the environment, business ethics, and community 
& social responsibility.

Environmental Impact

Here are just a few of our current initiatives focussed on 
our own environmental impact:

Carbon emissions reduction: As part of our fuel emissions 
strategy and FORS accreditation, we’re working with 
clients to consolidate deliveries where possible, and we’re 
currently trialling use of electric vehicles with a view to 
rolling these out across our logistics fleet.

Waste reduction: As part of our ISO 14001 accreditation, 
we have implemented numerous paperless systems 
including e-PODs and digital invoices that can be 
downloaded from the bespoke client portal on our website.

Energy-efficiency strategies: We’ve installed LED lighting 
throughout our premises including the office and warehouse. 
This type of lighting uses 90% less energy than standard 
halogen lighting, further reducing our carbon footprint.

Green supply chain management: We’re actively seeking 
and finding ways to deliver our range from materials which 
are both sustainably produced and can be recycled.  We’re 
also working to reduce the plastic content of our packaging 
and launching initiatives to encourage suppliers to omit 
non-recyclable plastics from the ranges we supply. Key 
examples include FSC certification for timber products, 
reduced use of polypropylene in clothing, and increased 
use of much longer-lasting EVA material in our footwear. 
We also have numerous products with the EU Ecolabel, 
meaning the full lifecycle of these products from raw 
material to how it’s disposed of can be traced.

Environmental Effect 

Just as important to us as the work we do to manage our 
own impact, are the partnerships we seek to form with all 
our clients to help them manage the environmental impact 
of their projects. We can offer a range of support in this 
area, including advice on:

•  Sustainable product and service solutions, minimising 
waste and reducing carbon footprint.

•  Minimising the impact of vibration, air, light and  
noise pollution.

•  Protecting landscape, wildlife, vegetation and water 
courses through more effective spill management.

Business Ethics

We believe that strong business ethics guide sustainable 
growth. We are committed to trading and working with our 
clients, employees, contractors, suppliers and any other 
individuals and organisations, in accordance with the best 
moral practices. We believe in treating people fairly, and 
place a high value on the relationships we have with our 
clients and supply chain partners.

Our employees are expected to exercise the highest  
level of integrity, ethics and objectivity in their actions  
and professional relationships, and to act in the long-term 
best interests of OnSite Support at all times. 

Community & Social Responsibility

We believe in playing our part to support the people we live 
and work amongst, so that both business and community 
can thrive.

We volunteer with and donate on a monthly basis to the 
Rapid Relief Team: supporting local communities in times 
of need and providing catering for the emergency services 
when responding to major incidents.

Annually we hold fundraising events for a variety of 
charities such as British Heart Foundation, Macmillan,  
Breast Cancer Now, Shelter and Save The Children.

We also support fundraising events that our clients, 
employees and suppliers are raising money for, such  
as sponsored bike rides and marathons. 

As well as making a positive impact on our communities,  
we believe these activities also help bring our staff together 
in a different context, building and strengthening the team 
that serves our clients, so everyone benefits. For us, that’s  
a perfect example of what sustainable business is all about.
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Safety & Clothing
OnSite Support understands the importance of keeping site workers safe and 
comfortable on site. Whether you are after a PPE supplier to source a full range 
of branded safety clothing and equipment, or you just need a pair of safety 
boots – we will endeavour to find the ideal solution for your company.

We pride ourselves on our customer service and industry knowledge to ensure 
your products are delivered quickly and hassle-free to your sites. From hi-vis 
jackets to waterproof clothing, we can advise on the most comfortable and 
suitable products for your project and workers.

26  Hand protection

43  Eye & face protection

57  Head protection

65  Hearing protection

69  Hi-Vis clothing

77  Ladies Hi-Vis clothing

79  Hi-Vis rail clothing

83  Thermal clothing

84  Waterproof clothing

88  Workwear & corporate wear

93  Flame retardant clothing

94  Foot protection

104  Disposable protection

105  Respiratory protection

113  Fall protection

118  Tethered tooling

130  Hats, bags & accessories

132  First aid kits, defibrillators  
& accessories

137 Other safety & clothing products

Please note: Items are subject to change. Please check our website for the 
most up to date list at onsite-support.co.uk
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Hand protection

Safety standards

 
Gloves will carry four  
numbers plus an optional  
fifth number denoting  
impact protection. 

Abrasion (1–4): applying a spinning abrasive  
disc to the glove establishes it’s longevity  
and abrasion resistance.

Cut (1–5): using a pizza wheel style cutter  
(Coup test), the glove material is tested for 
resistance to cut. The more passes the blade 
conducts, the higher the number. 

Tear (1–4): the glove material is subjected  
to a stretch test. Higher numbers denote  
more resistance to pull-apart force.

Puncture (1–4): a 4.5mm diameter puncture  
probe is pushed through the material. The  
more resistant to breakage the material is,  
the higher the number.

Notes: EN388 cut tests now use ISO 13997 if the coup 
test sees a blunting of the blade. The puncture test does 
not extend to hypodermic needles since the puncture  
test is designed to force apart the material fibres, not 
pierce them.

Example gloves: 

GLTG5180 – page 39            GL2SS3 – page 35

Hand protection isn’t just to make a job easier 
or more comfortable to complete, but mainly to 
prevent injury. Have you ever stopped to think 
about just how much less you’d be able to do if 
you couldn’t use your hands for a week?

That’s why we collaborate with you when you’re 
looking to review your hand/arm protection 
selection on site. Once you’ve identified your risk, 
we take a look at what sort of protection and 
performance you need. UPDATE:  

It’s important to note that 
EN388:2003 has been superseded 

by EN388:2016. The biggest change is to 
the cut test where if any blunting of the blade 
during cut test occurs, then the more stringent 

EN388:2016 test shall apply. 

To make it easy to identify, the 2016 ISO standards use 
letters (A–F) rather than numbers (1–5) which the 2003 

system used. Existing EN388:2003 ratings are valid 
until 2021 so don’t be put off by a cut level 5 glove 

conforming to the 2003 standard. 

Do be aware that a Cut level C glove will 
have been tested a little more firmly 

as you’ll see below.

EN388:2003 
(and 2016)

EN420

EN511

EN407

EN381

All industrial  
gloves offering 
some form of 
protection must 
comply with  

EN420. This standard ensures  
that size designation, markings  
and pictograms are included  
where appropriate.

Example gloves: 

GLLN1 – page 42

 

Although mirroring the same tests  
as EN388:2003, the cut test used is  
a resistance cut (ISO13997). The blade  
is replaced after each pass and the  
glove is given a letter at the end of it’s 

rating to denote how resistant it is. This is A (lowest)  
to F (highest). 

It is generally accepted that EN388:2003 cut rated  
gloves of 1, 3 and 5 correspond with EN388:2016 cut 
rated gloves of A, B and C–F. If unsure, please talk to us.

Example gloves: 

GLCPU5 – page 31               GLTG3210 – page 36

EN388:2016

This covers 
protective gloves 
which are used 
to guard against 
chemicals and 

microorganisms. You’ll find  
the rating on disposable gloves  
and gauntlets.

Example gloves: 
 
 
 

GL2BC1 – page 41

 

EN374

If you’re looking  
for chainsaw 
gloves, then you’ll 
be needing this 
rating! Be wary 

since usually only the left hand 
glove will carry the protection.

If you’re working in 
cold environments, 
EN511 assures you 
that the gloves  
will keep you safe 

and protected from the cold. 

Example gloves: 

GLTG5070 – page 37 

If there is thermal 
risk involved, then 
you should use 
gloves conforming 
to EN407.

Example gloves: 

SGA103 – page 40

We offer a Hand Protection 
& Hazard Audit With Report. 

See page 15 for more information.

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Hand protection

Cotton Stockinette Gloves

 • Cotton knit and knitted wrist for comfort
 • Ambidextrous
 • One size

Code: GL1S00

Constructor Concretors Glove

 • 13 gauge seamless, fully-coated red latex 
gloves coating the palm, fingers and back  
of the hand
 • A second layer of black foam latex covers 
the palm and fingers
 • Provides protection against minor cuts and 
abrasions on the palm and fingers
 • Avoids leaving fingerprints on components 
being handled
 • EN388:2003:2131

Constructor Professional Concreting Gloves

 • A 15 gauge lined, flat nitrile-coated gloves with sponge nitrile to palm and generous  
cuff length
 • Resistant to oils, acids and alkalis
 • Superb for a variety of mechnical handling tasks including: concreting, aggregate and 
general construction work, machinery maintenance and heavy industry
 • Blue
 • EN388:2003:3121

Size:  Code: 
8 (M) GL2CG1-08
9 (L)  GL2CG1-09
10 (XL) GL2CG1-10

Constructor Concreter’s Gloves

Size:  Code: 
9 (L) GL2PC1-09
10 (XL)  GL2PC1-10
11 (2XL) GL2PC1-11

377 Concreter’s Gloves

 • Liquid-proof, nitrile undercoat for oil 
protection and an additional foam nitrile 
coating on top for excellent grip in wet 
and oily applications
 • Fully coated, extra coating on palm
 • Reinforced knit cuff, scalloped edge
 • Flexible, robust gloves offering great 
dexterity and with good resistance  
to tearing
 • Protects the hand from oils, 
hydrocarbons, grease and abrasion,  
with optimal long-lasting grip
 • Impermeable for working in damp or 
greasy environments, with increased 
resistance to abrasion for better durability
 • Minimal allergy risks
 • Designed for easy movement and 
continuous wear
 • No irritation by seams in contact with 
the skin
 • Wrist well protected
 • EN388:2003:4121

Size:  Code: 
8 (L) GLS377-08
9 (XL)  GLS377-09
10 (2XL) GLS377-10

Hand protection

       

 

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Hand protection

Skytec Krypton Nitrile 
Palm-Coated Gloves

 • Durable, tear and abrasion resistant with 
excellent flexibility
 • EN388:2003:4121

Size: Code: 
9 (L) GL2SK1-09
10 (XL) GL2SK1-10

Tenactiv Nitrile Palm Anti 
Impact Cut 5 Gloves 

 • High-strength fibre for total comfort and 
extended glove life
 • Lint-free, continuous filament yarn  
that is stonger than steel on an  
equal-weight basis
 • Nitrile-coating is foamed to increase your 
grip in oil by displacing oil on surfaces, 
while the thermo plastic rubber (TPR) 
backing reduces back-of-hand injuries 
and increases impact protection, all 
without impeding flexibility or dexterity
 • Applications: handling sharp objects; 
glass plants; construction; automotive 
industry; aerospace industry; metal 
fabrication; metal stamping
 • EN388:2003:4544

Constructor Latex Coated 
Knitted Gloves

 • Latex-dipped, cotton knitted gloves  
ideal for most construction and related 
trade tasks
 • Good wet and dry grip
 • Orange
 • EN388:2003

Premium Grip Knitted Gloves

 • Latex-dipped, cotton knitted gloves  
ideal for most construction and related 
trade tasks
 • Good wet and dry grip
 • EN388:2003

Size:  Code: 
7 (S) GL2TNP1-07
8 (M) GL2TNP1-08
9 (L) GL2TNP1-09
10 (XL) GL2TNP1-10
11 (2XL) GL2TNP1-11

Size:  Code: 
8 (M) GL3ABS1-08
9 (L)  GL3ABS1-09
10 (XL) GL3ABS1-10

Size:  Code: 
9 (L) GL3PGG5-09
10 (XL)  GL3PGG5-10

Skytec Ninja Lite Ultra 
Lightweight Nylon PU Palm 
Coated Gloves

 • Ultra-light palm coating for those tasks 
requiring extra dexterity and feel
 • EN388:2003:4131

Size:  Code: 
8 (M) GL2SN1-08
9 (L)  GL2SN1-09
10 (XL) GL2SN1-10

Constructor Lightweight Nitrile Coated Gloves

 • Seamless knitted nylon lightweight  
handling gloves with nitrile coating,  
providing excellent dexterity and comfort
 • Ideal for damp conditions
 • Dry and wet handling gloves
 • 12 pairs per pack
 • EN388:2003:4121

Size:  Code: 
8 (M) GLCNC1-08
9 (L)  GLCNC1-09
10 (XL) GLCNC1-10
11 (2XL)  GLCNC1-11

Seamless Knitted Gloves With Anti-Vibration Coating

 • Unique coating helps to reduce  
the effects of impact, shock and  
vibration whilst offering a greater  
level of dexterity
 • Foam coating offers excellent grip

Size:  Code: 
9 (L) GLASTL1-09
10 (XL)  GLASTL1-10

Constructor Lightweight 
Polyurethane Coated Gloves

 • Ideal for dry  
work conditions
 • Provides excellent 
dexterity and comfort
 • EN388:2003

3 Digit Matrix Mechanics Gloves

 • Flexible, close fitting mechanics  
style gloves
 • Reinforced in key areas giving the user 
additional protection
 • Has three open fingers for greater 
dexterity when handling components 
and tools
 • Versatile gloves feature a synthetic 
leather palm with reinforced palm grip 
patches, spandex on the back of the 
hand for comfort, and Neoprene® on the 
knuckles for extra protection
 • Combined with the reinforced liner, offers 
good overall protection while maintaining 
excellent levels of comfort and flexibility
 • Adjustable velcro wrist strap for  
a secure fit
 • EN388:2003:2121 

Size:  Code: 
7 (S) GLCPU1-07
8 (M)  GLCPU1-08
9 (L) GLCPU1-09
10 (XL)  GLCPU1-10
11 (2XL) GLCPU1-11

Size:  Code: 
8 (M) GLMMG2-08
9 (L)  GLMMG2-09
10 (XL) GLMMG2-10
11 (2XL)  GLMMG2-11

Impact Mitt Fingerless 
Lycra Gloves

 • Fingerless four-way stretch polycotton 
Lycra glove liners with synthetic silicone-
coated palm for extra grip
 • Gel inserts
 • Comfort fit 
 • Reflective piping
 • Ideal for use with power tools
 • Minimal risk

Size:  Code: 
9 (L) GLAM01-09
10 (XL)  GLAM01-10

Constructor Cut 5 Lightweight Polyurethane Coated Gloves 

 • Offering the highest level of cut protection
 • Provides excellent protection in all environments
 • Dry handling gloves
 • EN388

Size:  Code: 
8 (M) GLCPU5-08
9 (L)  GLCPU5-09
10 (XL) GLCPU5-10
11 (2XL)  GLCPU5-11

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Hand protection

TraffiGlove Classic 1 Cut 1 X-Dura PU Coated Gloves 

 • Lightweight gloves with a generous cuff length for use in dry conditions
 • Liner: Nylon, 15g
 • Flexible and very comfortable
 • Excellent dexterity
 • Close fitting
 • Durable PU coating
 • EN388:2016:4131A

TraffiGlove Metric 3 Digit Gloves

 • Lightweight PU gloves with three 
exposed fingertips for improved dexterity
 • Good level of abrasion resistance for use 
in dry conditions
 • Close fitting design and good grip  
makes it an ideal choice for general 
handling tasks
 • Breathable
 • Durable PU coating
 • EN388:2016:3X21A

TraffiGlove Centric 1 Cut 1 Waterproof Gloves

 • Lightweight, rubber-coated handling gloves suitable in wet and dry conditions
 • High-stretch liner delivers an outstanding wearer experience
 • Excellent dexterity, highly tactile
 • Flexible and very comfortable
 • High tear resistance
 • Rugged and durable grip
 • EN388:2016:3131X

Size:  Code: 
6 (XS) GLTG1010-06
7 (S)  GLTG1010-07
8 (M) GLTG1010-08
9 (L)  GLTG1010-09
10 (XL) GLTG1010-10
11 (2XL)  GLTG1010-11

Size:  Code: 
6 (XS) GLTG1220-06
7 (S)  GLTG1220-07
8 (M) GLTG1220-08
9 (L)  GLTG1220-09
10 (XL) GLTG1220-10
11 (2XL)  GLTG1220-11

Size:  Code: 
8 (M) GLTG1050-08
9 (L)  GLTG1050-09
10 (XL) GLTG1050-10
11 (2XL)  GLTG1050-11

TraffiGlove Morphic 1 Cut 1 MicroDex Ultra Coated Gloves

TraffiGlove TG1210 Metric, Cut Level A, Abrasion Resistant Lightweight PU Gloves 

 • Good level of abrasion resistance for use in dry conditions
 • The close-fitting design and good grip makes it an ideal  
choice for general handling tasks
 • Nylon liner with PU coating
 • Excellent dry work
 • EN388:2016:3X21A

TraffiGlove Active Cut 1 
Coated Gloves

 • Latest dipping technology provides 
complete water-resistant coating with  
a high-comfort liner
 • Flexible and very comfortable
 • Dry and wet handling gloves
 • Elastic wrist for easy donning
 • Good abrasion resistance
 • Ideal to be worn with the TraffiGlove 
Thermal Liner GLTG005 in cold weather
 • Liner: Seamless knitted red nylon 
 • Coating: Red Soflex™ coating 
 • EN388:2016:4121X 

Size:  Code: 
7 (S) GLTG1140-07
8 (M)  GLTG1140-08
9 (L) GLTG1140-09
10 (XL)  GLTG1140-10
11 (2XL) GLTG1140-11

Size:  Code: 
7 (S) GLTG1210-07
8 (M)  GLTG1210-08
9 (L) GLTG1210-09
10 (XL)  GLTG1210-10
11 (2XL) GLTG1210-11

Size:  Code: 
8 (M) GLTG180-08
9 (L)  GLTG180-09
10 (XL) GLTG180-10
11 (2XL)  GLTG180-11

 • Close fitting and flexible gloves with  
a high-tech MicroDex Ultra coating that 
provides excellent grip in wet, dry and  
oily conditions
 • Close fitting
 • Highly-dextrous gloves

 • MicroDex Ultra coating provides great 
oil resistance and grip combined with 
extreme durability and comfort
 • Liner: Nylon
 • Coating: MicroDex Ultra
 • EN388:2016:3131X

Lightweight 
gloves with 

a generous cuff 
length for use in 
dry conditions

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Hand protection

TraffiGlove Hydric 1 Cut 1 Waterproof Gloves

 • Flexible, highly comfortable and waterproof gloves with an extended cuff providing 
additional cut protection
 • Ideal for outdoor construction and civil engineering
 • EN388:2016:4131A

Size:  Code: 
7 (S) GLTG1060-07
8 (M) GLTG1060-08
9 (L) GLTG1060-09
10 (XL) GLTG1060-10
11 (2XL) GLTG1060-11

 • Suitable for cut-risk applications that 
demand high tactility
 • Superior precision handling  
of small components
 • Secure grip in light oily and  
dry conditions
 • Excellent resistance to abrasion  
and tears for extended durability
 • Sanitized® antimicrobial finish provides 
extra freshness
 • Light blue
 • EN388:2003:4342

Uvex Unidur 6659 Nitrile Foam 
Palm-Coated Cut 5 Gloves

 • Lightweight cut protection gloves with 
Nitrile foam coating to palm offering a 
high level of sensitivity
 • Perfectly suited to precision assembly 
work requiring tactility and cut protection
 • Reliable cut protection with HPPE/
fibreglass combination
 • Maximum blade cut resistance (level 
5/C), very high abrasion resistance, very 
high tear resistance
 • Certified to EN388:2003:4543 and to 
EN388:2016:4X43C

Cut Protection Sleeve 
(Individual Sleeve) Cut 5

 • 100% kevlar sleeve to protect from  
cuts to the arm while handling sharp 
sheet materials
 • One size

Code: GLKS14

Size:  Code: 
9 (L) GL2SS3-09
10 (XL) GL2SS3-10

Skytec Sapphire Lightweight 
Cut 3 Gloves with Polyurethane 
Coated Palm

Size:  Code: 
8 (M) GL2UU1-08
9 (L)  GL2UU1-09
10 (XL) GL2UU1-10

Size:  Code: 
8 (M) GLCPU3-08
9 (L)  GLCPU3-09
10 (XL) GLCPU3-10

Constructor Cut 3 Lightweight Polyurethane Coated Gloves

 • Cut-resistant specialist gloves for the handling of sharp objects
 • Mid-level cut protection
 • Dry handling gloves
 • EN388:2016

Cut 5 Glove Liners

 • Cut 5 protection
 • High dexterity
 • Food safe
 • Enclosed glassfibre means no flocking
 • Precision work compliant
 • Breathable
 • 10 pairs per pack,  
10 packs per case
 • EN388:2016:454X

Size:  Code: 
9 (L) GL1CL5-09
10 (XL)  GL1CL5-10

Size:  Code: 
7 (S) GLTG1170-07
8 (M)  GLTG1170-08
9 (L) GLTG1170-09
10 (XL)  GLTG1170-10
11 (2XL) GLTG1170-11

TraffiGlove Nitric 1 Nitrile Coated Gloves 

 • Lightweight gloves with high-stretch,  
comfort liner and generous cuff length,  
for use in many different applications
 • Delivering extended wear life and all  
day comfort
 • Flexible and very comfortable

 • Excellent dexterity, highly tactile
 • Liner: Nylon
 • Coating: X-Dura Nitrile
 • EN388:2016:4131X

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Hand protection

TraffiGlove 3-Digit 3 X-Dura 
PU Coated Gloves

 • Unique three-digit design for dexterity  
and performance
 • Close-fitting gloves with high abrasion 
and tear resistance and three exposed 
fingertips for improved dexterity
 • Breathable polyurethane coating for use 
in dry conditions
 • Factory sealed ends to eliminate  
loose threads
 • Flexible and very comfortable
 • EN388:2016:4X43B

TraffiGlove TG3210 Metric, Cut Level B, Cut and Abrasion Resistant 
Lightweight PU Gloves 

 • Close-fitting design, good abrasion and 
tear resistance and grip makes it an ideal 
choice for most general handling tasks in 
dry conditions
 • Nylon/HPPE liner with PU coating
 • EN388:2016

 • Exceptional quality and value handling 
gloves, giving added protection levels
 • Offers excellent dexterity, comfort and 
fit, and extended glove life
 • High mechanical strength (tear)

 • Close fitting with outstanding dexterity
 • High abrasion resistance
 • EN388:2016:4X43B

Size:  Code: 
7 (S) GLTG3020-07
8 (M)  GLTG3020-08
9 (L) GLTG3020-09
10 (XL)  GLTG3020-10
11 (2XL) GLTG3020-11

Size:  Code: 
7 (S) GLTG3210-07
8 (M)  GLTG3210-08
9 (L) GLTG3210-09
10 (XL)  GLTG3210-10
11 (2XL) GLTG3210-11

Size:  Code: 
8 (M) GLTG365-08
9 (L)  GLTG365-09
10 (XL) GLTG365-10

TraffiGlove Force Cut 3 Nitrile Foam Coated Gloves

TraffiGlove 3 Digit Cut 5 X-Dura PU Coated Gloves

 • Factory sealed edges to eliminate loose ends
 • Breathable and comfortable throughout wear life
 • Close fitting
 • Factory sealed ends to eliminate loose threads
 • Flexible and very comfortable
 • EN388:2016:4X43C

TraffiGlove TG5060 HYDRIC 
Cut 5 Flexible, Cut Resistant, 
Waterproof Gloves

 • Flexible, highly-dextrous and waterproof 
gloves with an extended cuff providing 
additional cut protection
 • High cut resistance
 • Water and oil resistant dip
 • Superb grip
 • 13 gauge liner, with Liquidex coating  
and nylon liner
 • EN388:2016:4X43C

Size:  Code: 
8 (M) GLTG5020-08
9 (L)  GLTG5020-09
10 (XL) GLTG5020-10

Size:  Code: 
7 GLTG5060-07
8  GLTG5060-08
9 GLTG5060-09
10  GLTG5060-10
11 GLTG5060-11

TraffiGloveThermic Cut 5 X-Dura Latex Coated Thermal Gloves

Size:  Code: 
7 (S) GLTG5070-07
8 (M)  GLTG5070-08
9 (L) GLTG5070-09
10 (XL)  GLTG5070-10
11 (2XL) GLTG5070-11

 • Foam Plus coating on Cut 5 liner reveals 
excellence in wearer comfort and glove 
life in challenging environments
 • Single layer blended liner delivers dexterity 
and high levels of wearer comfort

 • Brushed acrylic liner to keep hands warm 
whatever the weather
 • EN388:2003:3543

Unique three 
digit design for 
dexterity and 
performance

Rail Standard compliant

TraffiGlove Classic 3 Cut 3 X-Dura PU Coated Gloves

Size:  Code: 
7 (S) GLTG3010-07
8 (M)  GLTG3010-08
9 (L) GLTG3010-09
10 (XL)  GLTG3010-10
11 (2XL) GLTG3010-11

 • Lightweight gloves with a generous cuff 
length for use in dry conditions
 • EN388:2016:4X43B

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Hand protection

TraffiGlove Classic 5 Cut 5 
X-Dura PU Coated Gloves

 • Lightweight gloves with a generous cuff 
length for use in dry conditions
 • Close fitting
 • Breathable
 • EN388:2016: 
4X43D

TraffiGlove Morphic 5 Cut 5 MicroDex Ultra Coated Gloves

 • Close fitting and flexible gloves with a 
high-tech MicroDex Ultra coating that 
provides excellent grip in wet, dry and 
oily conditions
 • Liner: nylon/HPPE/glass
 • Coating: MicroDex Ultra
 • Flexible and very comfortable

 • Excellent dexterity, highly tactile
 • Breathable
 • MicroDex Ultra coating provides great  
oil resistance and grip
 • Reinforced thumb crotch
 • EN388:2016:4X44C

TraffiGlove TG5210 Metric, 
Cut Level C, Cut Resistant 
Lightweight PU Gloves 

 • PU coating offers excellent grip in  
dry conditions
 • Close fit and high tear and abrasion 
resistance makes these gloves a good 
choice for general handling tasks with  
a cut risk
 • Lengths: 220mm – 270mm
 • Nylon/HPPE/glass liner with PU coating
 • EN388:2016:4X43C

TraffiGlove Secure Cut 5 Nitrile Foam Plus Coated Gloves

 • Foam Plus coating on Cut 5 liner reveals 
excellence in wearer comfort and glove 
life in challenging environments
 • Very comfortable
 • Good grip
 • Suitable for dry and wet conditions
 • Excellent abrasion resistance
 • Excellent product quality and comfort 
with full length cuff and good sizing
 • EN388:2016:4X44C

Size:  Code: 
7 (S) GLTG5010-07
8 (M)  GLTG5010-08
9 (L) GLTG5010-09
10 (XL)  GLTG5010-10
11 (2XL) GLTG5010-11

Size:  Code: 
7 (S) GLTG5140-07
8 (M)  GLTG5140-08
9 (L) GLTG5140-09
10 (XL)  GLTG5140-10
11 (2XL) GLTG5140-11

Size:  Code: 
7 (S) GLTG5210-07
8 (M)  GLTG5210-08
9 (L) GLTG5210-09
10 (XL)  GLTG5210-10
11 (2XL) GLTG5210-11

Size:  Code: 
6 (XS) GLTG535-06
8 (M)  GLTG535-08
9 (L) GLTG535-09
10 (XL)  GLTG535-10
11 (2XL) GLTG535-11

Electricians’ Insulating Gloves 
(1000V Resistant)

 • Excellent electrical resistance and 
for working safely with high voltage, 
anatomical shape for greater user comfort
 • Use with leather overgloves GLEEOG1
 • Class 0 1000V safe working

TraffiGlove TG5180 ARC Flash, Flame Retardant Gloves

 • Aramid-composite gloves palm-coated with flame retardent neoprene, providing unrivalled 
performance in a multitude of environments whilst simultaneously protecting the wearer 
against electrical arc injury
 • Arc flash rating of 8.6cal/cm2

 • Excellent dry and wet grip along with oil, grease, glue and chemical resistance
 • Dexterity, touch and elasticity similar to natural rubber
 • EN388:2016:3X34D

Welders’ Chrome Leather Sleeves

 • Hard-wearing leather protective sleeves
 • Length: 18"
 • Ideal for protection of the forearm from 
welding spatter
 • Held in place by elasticated end collars
 • Sold as a pair
 • One size

Code: SCC10

Size:  Code: 
8 (M) GLEEI10-08
9 (L)  GLEEI10-09
10 (XL) GLEEI10-10

Size:  Code: 
8 (M) GLTG5180-08
9 (L)  GLTG5180-09
10 (XL) GLTG5180-10
11 (2XL)  GLTG5180-11

Cut 5, 3/4 Dip Nitrile Foam Gloves

Size:  Code: 
8 (M) GL1A621-08
9 (L)  GL1A621-09
10 (XL) GL1A621-10
11 (2XL)  GL1A621-11

Electricians’ Leather 
Overgloves

 • Protect gauntlets as well as wearer from 
cuts, abrasions and punctures

Size: Code: 
9 (L) GLEEOG1-09
10 (XL) GLEEOG1-10
11 (2XL) GLEEOG1-11

 • Offering Nitrile foam coating to palm, 
fingers and knuckles offering excellent 
grip in wet and dry conditions
 • 3/4 dipped for increased protection
 • Superb abrasion and tear resistance
 • 100% breathable 13 gauge seamless liner
 • Resistant to oil and water so keeps your 
hands dry and clean
 • Grey/black
 • EN388:2003:4543

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Hand protection

Red Welders’ Gauntlets, Heavy Duty, Reinforced Seams

 • Long-lasting protection
 • Cowhide split leather, full welts  
to protect all stitched seams and  
kevlar stitching
 • One size

Code: SGA103

Welders’ Gauntlets, Eco Red

 • Red leather welder's gauntlets
 • Strong and versatile
 • Well-priced for general workshop welding
 • One size

Code: SGA300

Constructor Hi-Vis Thermal Gloves

 • Coated Latex palm on a seamless 
cotton/acrylic base for warmth
 • Superb grip and comfort
 • Ideal for winter site work
 • Hi-Vis yellow
 • EN388

Thermal Glove Liners

 • Exceptional quality and value, offering 
thermal insulation for added comfort as 
liner gloves
 • Cold weather liner gloves
 • One size

Code: GLTG005

Classic Rigger Gloves

 • Safety cuff with vein protection patch
 • Elasticated back
 • Canadian rigger style
 • One size
 • Grey chrome leather

Code: GL3E15

Quality Hide Lined Drivers Gloves

 • Fully fleece-lined gloves with  
elasticated back
 • Good thermal properties for  
colder conditions
 • Great comfort whatever the task

Rigger Gloves, High Quality

 • Premium protection, heavy-duty  
rigger gloves with double palm and  
thumb protection
 • One size

Code: SGL301

Size: Code: 
8 (M) GL3TBS2-08
9 (L)  GL3TBS2-09
10 (XL) GL3TBS2-10
11 (2XL)  GL3TBS2-11

Size: Code: 
9 (L) GLD25-09
10 (XL)  GLD25-10

PVC Gauntlets

 • Heavyweight PVC chemical-resistant 
gauntlet, with flexible PVC coating that 
is resistant to acids and alkalis
 • Different lengths available

Household Rubber Gloves

 • Excellent sensitivity
 • For cleaning, maintenance and light  
assembly tasks

General Purpose Nitrile Gauntlets

 • Excellent sensitivity
 • For cleaning, maintenance, and light 
assembly tasks offering greater 
resistance to chemicals and detergents
 • Excellent tactility and flexibility

Best Chem Master Neoprene Over Latex Chemical Resistant Gauntlets

Size: Code: 
9 (L)  GL2BC1-09
10 (XL)  GL2BC1-10

Size: Code:
270mm (11") GL0P11
350mm (14")  GL0P14
450mm (18") GL0P18

Size: Code: 
8 (M) GL1HR1-08
9 (L)  GL1HR1-09
10 (XL) GL1HR1-10

Size: Code: 
8 (M) GL1NG1-08
9 (L)  GL1NG1-09
10 (XL) GL1NG1-10

 • Self-flushing, tractor-tread grip pattern 
improves gripping effectiveness by 
encouraging fluid run-off
 • Impermeable so perfect for working in 
damp or greasy environments
 • Fully coated and fully waterproof with  
a rolled cuff

 • Flexible and perspiration-absorbing, 
whilst protecting the hand from 
chemicals and water
 • Blue/black
 • Conforms to EN388:2003:2021  
and EN374

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Hand protection

Disposable Nitrile Gloves

 • Box of 100
 • Exceptional tactile sensitivity makes 
these natural rubber latex-free gloves 
ideal for intricate work
 • Resists snags, punctures,  
abrasions, cuts

Disposable Vinyl Gloves

 • Box of 100 pieces
 • Powdered vinyl with a rolled cuff for 
additional strength and the prevention  
of liquid roll back
 • Powdered for easy-donning

Lightweight Nitrile Full Dip 
Knitwrist Gloves

 • Fully-coated nitrile knitwrist gloves for 
tasks requiring abrasion resistance
 • Tough nitrile coating withstands  
grease, oil and water penetration so  
is perfect for refuse 
collection, utilities 
and maintenance
 • EN420 and  
EN388:2003:4111

Lightweight Nitrile Knitwrist Gloves

Size: Code: 
9 (L)  GLLN1-YLW-09
10 (XL)  GLLN1-YLW-10

Size:  Code: 
7 (S) GL2LD15-07
8 (M)  GL2LD15-08
9 (L) GL2LD15-09
10 (XL)  GL2LD15-10
11 (2XL) GL2LD15-11

Size:  Code: 
7 (S) GL2VD5-07
8 (M)  GL2VD5-08
9 (L) GL2VD5-09
10 (XL)  GL2VD5-10

Size:  Code: 
9 (L) GLLN1-BLU-09
10 (XL)  GLLN1-BLU-10
11 (2XL) GLLN1-BLU-11

 • Dipped on palm and fingers
 • Lightweight abrasion resistant nitrile 
gloves with open back ventilation
 • 3/4 dipped for increased protection
 • Tough nitrile coating withstands  
grease, oil and water penetration so  
is perfect for refuse collection, utilities 
and maintenance

 • Dipping absent from the dorsum of the 
hand allowing for breathability, normally 
not a feature of this type of glove
 • Yellow
 • EN420 and EN388:4111

The wearing of eye protection in hazardous 
areas is covered within Regulation 4 of the 
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) at work 
regulation 1997. The European Directive for 
PPE 89/6686/EEC has led to the introduction 
of European Standard EN166 to cover all eye 
protection used throughout the EU.

Eye & face protection

All eye 
protection 

within the OnSite 
Support range meets 
or exceeds current 

regulation while at the 
same time offers 
style and wearer 

comfort

PVC Knitwrist Gloves

Size: Code:
11 (XL)  GL9K45

 • A best-seller, the red PVC fully-dipped 
working gloves with knitted wrist  
and cotton interlock lining have a  
smooth finish
 • CE certified
 • Protects against oil in warm and  
humid conditions
 • 100% breathable seamless liner
 • Superb abrasion and tear resistance
 • 13 gauge liner for a perfect fit
 • Knitted cuff for comfort and warmth
 • Red

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Eye & face protection

Lens marking

Lens marking must include the scale number for filtering 
lenses and the manufacturer's name (logo or brand 
recommended by the manufacturer). 

Mechanical strength symbols:
B.  Medium energy impact, resists a 6mm, 0.86g ball  

at 120m/s
T.  The letter T, immediately after the mechanical strength 

symbol, authorises use for high speed particles at 
extreme temperatures

F.  Low energy impact, resists a 6mm, 0.86g ball at 45m/s
S.  Extra strong, resists a 22 mm 43g ball falling 1.3m  

at 5.1m/s

Optical class symbols:
1. Continuous work

Use symbols:
9. Molten metal and hot solids

Others symbols:
K.  Resistance to surface damage by fine  

particles (optional) 
N. Resistance to fogging (optional)

UV and the effects on the eye
When protecting the eyes it is important to select the 
correct type of lens filter. Clear polycarbonate lenses 
offer protection at the lower (UV215 to 380NM) range, 
whilst a filter conforming to EN172 offers additional 
protection through to 780NM.

We offer an Eye Protection Audit.  
See page 14 for more information.

Frame marking

Frame marking must include the CE Symbol and 
manufacturer's name (logo or brand). If the glasses 
refer to the EN standard, the EN standard number is 
mandatory together with the various use and mechanical 
strength symbols, in accordance with the tests requested 
by the manufacturer. 

Mechanical strength symbols:
B.  Medium energy impact, resists a 6mm, 0.86g ball  

at 120m/s
S.  Extra strong, resists a 22mm, 43g ball falling 1.3m
T.  The letter T, immediately after the mechanical strength 

symbol, authorises use for high speed particles at 
extreme temperatures 

Use symbols:
3.  Liquid droplets or splashes
4.  Large dust particles > 5 microns
5.  Gas and fine dust particles < 5 microns
9.  Molten metal and hot solids

Standards

Recommended 
during high  
UV radiation

Guaranteed minimum resistance 
of the protective eyewear against 
everyday risks including dropping 
the protective eyewear onto the 
ground, ageing by light exposure, 
exposure to heat or corrosion etc.

EN170 EN166

Suitable for gas  
welding/cutting

Anti-mist lenses

Lightweight

Scratch resistant

Sun spec

UV 400 rating

Key to icons
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PLATINUM® ANTI-FOG AND ANTI-SCRATCH COATING: EVERLASTING PROTECTION
The European standard tests the scratch resistance on the outside surface of the lens (K marking) and the fog resistance on the inside 
surface of the lens (N marking).

At Bollé Safety, we are convinced that scratches and fog do not only attack specific surfaces... This is why we decided to permanently 
apply the anti-scratch AND anti-fog coating to each lens surface (inside AND outside).  
This dipping process offers protection which is twice as efficient and considerably slows the appearance of fog and scratches.

Lens

Lens

Lens

Lens

Ventilated vapour

Water bath

Sand pouring

Anti-scratch coating

Anti-fog coating

PLATINUM (     ) 
fog and scratch resistant coating 

Lens

Lens

Lens

Lens

Ventilated vapour

Water bath

Sand pouring

Anti-scratch coating

Anti-fog coating

PLATINUM (     ) 
fog and scratch resistant coating 

Lens

Lens

Lens

Lens

Ventilated vapour

Water bath

Sand pouring

Anti-scratch coating

Anti-fog coating

PLATINUM (     ) 
fog and scratch resistant coating 

Lens

Lens

Lens

Lens

Ventilated vapour

Water bath

Sand pouring

Anti-scratch coating

Anti-fog coating

PLATINUM (     ) 
fog and scratch resistant coating 

Bollé Safety Others

YOU WORK, YOU MOVE, YOU SWEAT

IT RESISTS

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Eye & face protection

 • Offers all-round vision and fits all face shapes thanks to its adjustable temples
 • Upper protection
 • Adjustable temples
 • EN166 F

Bollé Viper Safety Glasses with Anti-Mist Anti-Scratch Lens

Bollé Bandido Clear Safety 
Glasses comes with Neck Cord

 • Made entirely of highly-resistant 
polycarbonate
 • Technology approved for permanent 
wear and certified with perfect  
optical quality with anti-fog and  
anti-scratch coatings
 • 99.9% UVA/UVB protection
 • Neck cord
 • Clear

Code: SP2BANCL1

Bollé Bandido Tinted Safety 
Glasses comes with Neck Cord

 • Made entirely of highly-resistant 
polycarbonate
 • Technology approved for permanent 
wear and certified with perfect  
optical quality with anti-fog and  
anti-scratch coatings
 • 99.9% UVA/UVB protection
 • Neck cord
 • Tint/smoked
 • EN166 F

Code: SP2BANTI1

Bollé Rush Safety Glasses with Anti-Mist Anti-Scratch Lens

 • Offers perfect optical quality, maximum 
comfort and a modern design
 • Adjustable non-slip bridge – designed 
to adapt to the nose so the frame sits 
perfectly on the face
 • Technology approved for permanent wear 
and certified with perfect  
optical quality with anti-fog and 
antiscratch coatings
 • 99.9% UVA/UVB protection
 • Clear lens
 • EN166 F

Code: SP2RUSHPSI

Colour:  Code: 
Clear SP2VIPPSI
Tinted  SP2VIPCF

Bollé Silium Safety Glasses

 • Modern anti-static, non-slip tipgrip temples
 • Metal frame
 • EN166 F
 • Maximum protection for glasses.

Bollé Tracker II Safety Glasses

 • Removable adjustable strap
 • Upper and lower protection
 • Side ventilation
 • Removable foam reinforcement with 
indirect ventilation
 • 52g
 • Ultra-comfortable and technical tracker 
provides protection from all mechanical 
risks and also chemical risks, making it 
unique in the safety glasses range
 • Strap must be used for EN166B protection
 • Clear

Code: SP2T22

Colour:  Code: 
Clear SP2SI2
Smoke  SP2SI3

Fits all  
face shapes

Bollé Contour Safety Glasses

Colour:  Code: 
Smoke tint CONTPSF
Clear  CONTPSI
Amber ESP lens CONTESP

 • Only 21g in weight offering unparallelled 
levels of fit and user acceptance
 • TPE arms provide excellent grip
 • Also supplied with free microfibre bag
 • Designer sports-style glasses
 • EN166 F

Code: SP2SQUPSI

Bollé Squale Overglasses with Anti-Mist Anti-Scratch Lens

 • High-quality overspectacle
 • Adjustable arms and neck cord
 • Designed to fit over prescription spectacles
 • Upper protection, adjustable temples, lower protection
 • EN166 F
 • Clear

Fits over 
prescription 
spectacles

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Colour:  Code: 
Clear SP2RP1
Smoke  SP2RP2

Eye & face protection

Bollé Contour Metal 
Lightweight Safety Spectacles

 • Stylish and effective
 • Increased upper protection
 • Non-slip tipgrip temples
 • 160% Flex temples
 • Non-slip bridge
 • ESP, extra sensory perception
 • An innovative coating to reduce dazzle 
and the harmful affects of blue light
 • B-ESP filters 57% of blue light, transmits 
64% of visible light
 • 99.99% of UVA/UVB
 • Maximum protection for glasses
 • EN166 F

Bollé B-Line BL11 Overglasses

 • High quality over spectacles 
 • Clear
 • EN166 F
 • EN170: recommended during high  
UV radiation

Code: SP2BL11

Colour:  Code: 
Clear BL2CMETCL
Tint/smoke  BL2CMETTI

 • Non-slip arms grip the head holding the Super G securely in place 
for all workplace activities
 • Ultra-thin lens provides great field of vison
 • Lightest safety spectacle only 18g
 • Metal-free
 • Flexible nose bridge enables wearer to acheive a comfortable fit
 • Uvex supravision HC-AF lens coating – permanent anti-fog on the 
inside, scratch-resistant on the outside, which helps to increase 
safety and prolongs the life of the product

Uvex Super G Safety Spectacles with Anti-Fog & Anti-Scratch Lens

Uvex Pheos Safety Goggles 
with Clear Anti-Mist 
& Anti-Scratch Lens

 • Wraparound and stylish
 • Dual component arms provide  
great grip
 • Large non-rimmed lens provides 
excellent all round vision
 • Clear
 • EN166 F

Code: 9192215

Colour:  Code: 
Clear lens 9172265

Uvex I-Works Safety Spectacles with Anti-Fog & Anti-Scratch Lens

 • Provide high-quality protection and comfort combined with a stylish design
 • High-performance protective lens that is anti-fog inside and scratch-resistant outside
 • 100% UV 400 protection
 • 100% metal-free for reduced weight
 • Panoramic lens with enhanced lateral vision
 • Soft grip side arms for a secure and pressure-free fit
 • EN166 1F KN CE

Frame colour:  Lens colour:  Code: 
Anthracite/blue  Clear 9194.171
Anthracite/orange  Grey tinted  9194.270
Black/yellow  Amber 9194.365

Bollé Rush Plus, Platinum Coated Safety Glasses with Anti-Scratch 
& Anti-Mist Lens

 • Ultra-sporty design with ultra-flexible, 
co-injected and customisable temples 
(MOQs apply)
 • Offers upper protection, non-slip 
adjustable bridge, Platinum® coating, 
ultra-flexible temples

 • Anti-fog Platinum coating, UV light 
filtration and resistance to high speed 
particles at extreme temperatures
 • EN166 F

Bollé Rush Plus Twilight, Platinum® Coated, Customisable Safety Glasses 
with Anti-Scratch & Anti-Mist Lens

 • Ultra-sporty design with ultra-flexible, 
co-injected and customisable temples 
(MOQs apply)
 • Offers upper protection, non-slip 
adjustable bridge, Platinum® coating, 
ultra-flexible temples
 • Anti-fog Platinum® coating, UV light 
filtration and resistance to high speed 
particles at extreme temperatures
 • New Twilight technology offers the 
advantages of ESP with a double  
anti-fog coating (on both sides of the 
lenses) to prevent fogging in the most 
challenging conditions

 • Designed and used in low light 
conditions, it improves contrast
 • Its light transmission rate is perfect  
for outdoors, particularly early morning 
and late evening
 • Twilight filters 76% of blue light making  
it ideal for VDU users
 • EN166 F

Code: SP2RP3

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Eye & face protection

Visitor Safety Glasses

 • Economical eyewear ideal for visitors, 
wearing over prescription spectacles and 
general use
 • Wrap-around style with single lens
 • Moulded browguard and vented  
side arms
 • One size
 • Clear
 • EN166 F

Code: SP1A01

Constructor Safety Glasses

 • Ultra-lightweight safety glasses giving all 
round protection
 • 24g
 • Clear or tinted lens
 • EN166 F

Ladies-Fit Lightweight Safety 
Glasses with Clear Lens

 • Sized to fit the smaller face making them 
ideal for women in construction
 • Lens and sidearm marking for  
quick identification
 • Clear
 • EN166 F

Code: SP1LSC1

Montana Safety Glasses

 • Montana lightweight wrapround safety 
glasses with soft grip side arms
 • Comes with hang cord
 • Clear or tinted lens
 • EN166 F

Lucerne Safety Glasses

 • Lucerne wrapround safety glasses  
with soft padded nosebridge and  
dual flex arms
 • Complete with sports cord and  
storage bag
 • Clear or tinted lens
 • EN166 F

Xcel Lightweight Safety Glasses 
comes with Drawstring Pouch

 • Lightweight glasses offered in clear and 
smoke grey colours
 • Lenses are anti-mist and  
scratch-resistant
 • Approved to EN166 1 FT EN170

Xcess X2 Safety Spectacles with 
Anti-Mist & Anti-Scratch Lens 

 • Lightweight, close-fitting frame for 
increased protection
 • Comes with drawstring pouch
 • EN166 1 FT KN EN170

Xtreme X2 Safety Spectacles 

 • Lightweight 22g with anti-mist,  
scratch-resistant lenses
 • Comes with drawstring pouch
 • Available in HD blue, smoke grey  
and clear
 • EN166 1 FT KN EN170

X2 High Performance Safety 
Spectacles (Shade 5 for Cutting)

 • Wraparound gas and flame cutting 
safety spectacles
 • Snug fit to the face for safety
 • Comfortable ear pieces and nosebridge
 • Tinted shade 5
 • EN166 F

Code: SSP300-SH5

Colour:  Code: 
Clear SP1CEC1
Grey tint  SP1CET2

Colour:  Code: 
Clear lens SP1OTC1
Tinted lens  SP1OTT2

Colour:  Code: 
Clear lens SP2B5302
Tinted lens  SP2B5303

Colour:  Code: 
Clear lens SP2X24112
Smoke grey  SP2X24133

Colour:  Code: 
Clear SP2X24232
XTP 50:50 (tint)  SP2X24236
Amber SP2X24284
Blue mirror  SP2X24285

Colour:  Code: 
Clear SP2X24332
Smoke grey  SP2X24333
HD blue SP2X24338

Contractor Chemical/ 
Dust Safety Goggles

 • Polycarbonate lens
 • Chemical and dust protection clear lens 
with elasticated head strap
 • Anti-mist coating to lens
 • Clear
 • EN166 1B

Code: GG1C92

Contractor Safety Goggles

 • Polycarbonate lens with PVC frame with 
elastic head strap
 • Lightweight, comfortable with direct vent
 • EN166 1B

Code: GG1S92

Xcalibur Safety Goggles

 • The most compatible goggle when using 
a hard hat and RPE
 • Anti-mist and scratch-resistant
 • EN166 1BT EN170

Code: SP2X24832

Product:  Code: 
Bollé SuperBlast Goggle BLAPSIS
Bollé SuperBlast Visor (2 separate variants within the product) BLVS

Bollé SuperBlast Goggles & Visor

 • Design ensures a maximum fit and can 
be worn with prescription spectacles
 • A wide adjustable strap ensures 
excellent comfort
 • With the “Visor” accessory, the Blast 
model can be used as a face shield with 
protection guaranteed

 • Anti-mist coating and new visor 
interconnect system for visor to ensure 
improved fit over original Blast
 • Polycarbonate lens offers protection from 
impact, liquid droplets and molten metals
 • All-round vision
 • Ball-pivot
 • Overflow chute for liquids

 • Compatible with half-mask respirator
 • Clear goggles
 • UVA/UVB protection
 • EN166 and EN170
 • Mechanical strength B, T
 • Chemical risk 3, 4

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Eye & face protection

 • Offers increased peripheral vision and 
excellent anti-mist properties, whilst 
being extremely lightweight
 • Innovative frame combines hard and soft 
components to create a soft effective 
seal around the eyes
 • Goggle is permanently anti-fog on  
the inside, scratch-resistant on the 
outside and suitable for virtually all  
light environments
 • Can be worn over most  
prescription spectacles
 • EN166 B

Code: 9302247

Uvex Ultrasonic Safety 
Goggles with Clear Anti-Fog 
& Anti-Scratch Lens

 • Excellent peripheral vision and  
anti-mist properties
 • Can be worn over most  
prescription spectacles
 • Extremely comfortable fit
 • Extremely lightweight
 • Innovative frame combines hard and soft 
components to create a soft effective 
seal around the eyes
 • Wide, fully-adjustable headband
 • Combined hard and soft materials ensure 
a comfortable fit for long periods of wear
 • Clear
 • EN166 1B

Code: 9302645

 • Indirect vents for protection against 
impact, dust and chemical splash
 • Soft and flexible inner face seal for 
ultimate comfort and protection
 • Anti-scratch and anti-mist polycarbonate 
lens for excellent all-round vision
 • Adjustable size
 • Clear
 • EN166 1B

Code: GG2B282

Gas Welders’ Goggles, 
One Piece Lens

 • Ski-style, wraparound welding goggles  
for comfort and style
 • Shade 5
 • EN166 B

Code: SWG505

 • Large adjustable strap, fits over 
prescription glasses
 • Compatible with half-mask respirator
 • EN166 1B

Code: GG2BA1

Bollé Attack Safety Goggles

Uvex Ultrasonic Goggles with Brown SCT Sunglare Lens

Constructor Sport Style Safety Goggles

Browguard comes with 
Polycarbonate Visor

 • Economical browguard face screen 
carrier comes with ratchet headband
 • Ratchet adjustment for comfortable fit 
 • 200mm
 • Clear
 • EN166 B

Code: SB3JC1

Polycarbonate Visor to suit 
SB3JC1 Browguard

 • Replacement 200mm  
polycarbonate shield
 • Clear

Code: SB4JRP2

Lightweight Faceshield 
Headband/Browguard

 • Visor carrier only (see visor code SFS800)
 • Excellent full-face impact protection
 • Strong, durable and very lightweight at 
only 160g complete
 • EN166 B

Code: SFS700

Replacement Visor for 
SFS700 – Clear

 • Pulsafe lightweight faceshield  
visor only
 • Excellent full-face impact protection
 • Strong, durable and very lightweight  
at only 160g complete

Code: SFS800

Bionic Faceshield With Clear 
Polycarbonate Visor

 • Offers more comfort and versatility than 
others on the market, including extended 
chin protection
 • Comfortable fit with respirators

Code: SFS900

Autochange Welding Helmet

 • Ideal everyday welding helmet with a fast 
response autodarkening cassette
 • Affordable and robust
 • STS4700 Lens
 • Shades 9 – 13

Code: STH160

Leather Helmet 
Sweatband, Single

 • Comfortable and soft replacement 
headbands to suit all types  
of welding helmet
 • Red

Code: SWHSBR

Welding Lens

 • Anti-spatter lens, CR39
 • 41/4 x 2" welding lens
 • Tinted to protect from welding glare
 • Clear lens goes over shaded lens to 
protect from welding spatter

Code: SWL412-CLR

Welders’ Helmet Flipfront, 
Nylon, Fitted With Lens

 • Robust helmet with flip-up front to reveal 
clear lens for angle grinding
 • 41/4 x 2"
 • Shade 10, clear

Code: SWH310-C

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Eye & face protection

Bollé B500 Lens 
Cleaning Towelettes

 • Individual pre-moistened cleaning tissues
 • Anti-static
 • Anti-reflective
 • Anti-bacteria
 • Box of 500

Code: SP3LCT1

Bollé All-inclusive Prescription Glasses Pack

 • Choice of frames, varifocal and single-
vision choice (excludes sight test)
 • Simple, effective, all-inclusive solution  
to getting prescription glasses
 • Either provide your own prescription,  
or pay for a new one at the optician
 • Choose from 16 frame designs with  
a choice of lens types

Code: SP2BPG1

Bollé B600 Lens Cleaning Station

 • Plastic dispenser includes two boxes of 
tissues and a cleaning spray
 • Alcohol and silicone free spray does not 
damage lens coating
 • Aqua formula guarantees perfect 
cleaning and protection for your glasses 
and goggles

 • Tissues are larger than most competitors 
reducing the need for multiple tissue use 
per lens
 • Certified by COLTS laboratory
 • Can be either free standing or  
wall mounted
 • Recommended for all safety spectacles

Code: SP3B600

Bollé Replacement Lens 
Cleaning Station Tissues Box

 • Replacement tissues for SP3B600

Code: SP3B401

Bollé Replacement Lens 
Cleaning Station Spray Bottle

 • Replacement cleaning spray for SP3B600

Code: SP3B405

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Eye & face protection

You will be more than aware that safety 
helmets have been available for decades 
and since 1989 were made compulsory 
in most situations where there is a risk 
of head injury. We take your safety very 
seriously, which is why we work with key 
UK manufacturers of safety helmets to 
ensure that the quality and standard of 
your safety helmet is second to none.

A surprising amount of research and 
testing has been carried out to make sure 
that the safety helmet you put on your 
head is able to deflect and absorb some 
of the impact from an object colliding 
with it. For that reason, a safety helmet 
is sacrificial and must be replaced if 
something collides with it.

Head protection
Spectacle Nylon Bag with Cord

 • Washable microfibre storage bag to 
keep your eyewear clean and in pristine 
condition for your safety and comfort
 • Microfibre storage bag doubles as  
a handy lens wipe, suitable for use with 
most spectacles
 • Black

Code: 9954550

Sport Spectacle Hanging Cord

 • Stylish, sporty and practical, breaks free 
in emergency
 • Used to keep your spectacles from 
falling or dropping
 • Can be secured on each arm of the 
spectacles and worn around the neck
 • Suitable for use with most spectacles
 • Adjustable size
 • Black

Code: 9958005

Spectacle Hanging Cord

 • Standard spectacle hanging cord
 • Breaks free in emergency
 • Used to keep your spectacles from 
falling or dropping
 • Can be secured on each arm of the 
spectacles and worn around the neck, 
suitable for use with most spectacles
 • Adjustable size

Colour: Code: 
Black 9959002
Blue  9959003

Lens Cleaning Station comes 
with Cleaning Fluid & Tissues

 • Wall mounted
 • Cleaning station includes four boxes  
of 450 non-abrasive tissues and one 
16oz cleaning fluid
 • Helps protect your PPE
 • Suitable for use with most spectacles
 • Durable plastic
 • Refills available at 9991000 and 9992000

Code: 9990000 Code: 9991000

Replacement Cleaning Solution 
for Lens Cleaning Station

 • Specially-designed for anti-fog and 
scratch-resistant coatings
 • Pump-action lens cleaning spray
 • Suitable for use with most spectacles
 • Fits 999000
 • 500ml bottle

Code: 9992000

Replacement Tissues for 
Lens Cleaning Station

 • Tissues are non-abrasive, absorbent and 
low lint
 • Each box contains 450 tissues,  
36 boxes per case
 • Packs fit 9990000
 • Environmentally friendly
 • Protects lens coatings
 • Recyclable packaging

We offer an Eye Protection Audit.  
See page 14 for more information.

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Head protection

What is the lifespan?

A question we are often asked, and the honest answer is 
that it depends on a number of variables, and varies by 
manufacturer, but the general maximum is five years. The 
main reason for the variability is that safety helmets can 
be manufactured from a number of different materials. 
The most common are HDPE (High Density Polyethylene) 
and ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene) of which the 
latter is more expensive so generally only used in more 
expensive safety helmets. However, a safety helmet may 
also be stored in a controlled environment for up to  
five years so it’s important that you check the instruction 
sheet which came with your safety helmet. If you are 
unsure, ask us or ask the manufacturer.

Safety checks

It sounds pretty obvious, but you do have to complete 
checks on your safety helmet before each use and don’t 
share safety helmets without changing the sweatband in 
the front (for hygiene reasons of course). If anything looks 
broken, weakened or damaged in any way, you should not 
use the safety helmet. 

Cleaning & maintenance 

When you’re cleaning it, keep solvents away as they 
can weaken the plastic in a way you can’t see. For that 
reason, don’t paint it, or apply large stickers since they 
can obscure damage. 

Branding

When it comes to logoing safety helmets, we know what 
we’re doing (we’ve been doing it for decades) and we 
make sure all our logo stickers have adhesives which do 
not damage plastics and always prefer to apply them 
to the front ‘shield’ of the safety helmet, in line with 
manufacturer’s recommendations. For the ultimate in 
professional finishes, we always prefer printing your logo 
to the safety helmet, and although this can add a little 
time to the process, the effect is amazing.

Safety standards

It’s easy to get lost among the plethora of standards 
which exist, so we have put together some of the 
common ones which exist and a little description as to 
where and why you’d need them. For really specialist 
applications, it’s so important that you talk to us about 
what you need so we can make sure that you and your 
staff are not only kept as safe as possible, but that it  
is also legally compliant.

 
This standard states that the head 
protection must be designed to protect 
the wearer from falling objects. 
Protection against mechanical impacts 
to the head safeguards the user against 

brain injuries, skull fractures and more. The standard 
also includes protection against lateral deformation 
of the helmet, as well as protecting the wearer from 
dangerous head injuries. The helmet must meet minimums 
associated with shock absorption, penetration and flame 
resistance and also have a chinstrap which releases 
between 150N and 250N.

Notes: There are other tests which EN397 have as 
options. They include very low temperature tests (-20C 
or -30C, very high temperature tests (+150C), 440V 
Electrical insulation, molten metal resistance and lateral 
deformation. If you’re getting involved in a task with 
these risks, please talk to us before buying a safety 
helmet as we’ll likely want to investigate your options 
with you.

Example products: 

HM1EVR1 – page 60                     HM1I15 – page 61

HM1EVRP3 – page 61

In addition to the requirements of 
EN397, this standard provides insulation 
compliance for low voltage installations  
(up to 1000V AC or 1500V DC). 
Compliance to this standard gives you 

the security that the shock will not be conducted 
by the safety helmet and guided through your head 
which, let’s face it, is going to be a little more than just 
uncomfortable. Many of these safety helmets are not 
vented, but if they are then there are strict guidelines on 
placement and materials.

Example products 

Chin strap available  
code HA14CC – page 64

In recent years, working at height 
has been under more scrutiny than 
before. This is the standard which 
mountaineering helmets comply with. 
There are some significant differences 

between EN397 and this standard to help make working at 
height safer. Along with multiple impact test across different 
areas of the safety helmet, the chinstrap needs to withstand 
a 500N load before it releases (that’s over 50 Kilogrammes 
of force to you and I, and more than the EN397 test sets as 
the maximum permissible.

Notes: A safety helmet cannot adhere to both EN397 and 
EN12492 standards unless the chin strap can be altered 
or changed so that the breaking strain of it falls within 
the requirements of each individual test.

Example products 

HM1EVS2 – page 61                    HM1EV5 – page 60

This standard is essentially a seriously 
beefed up version of EN397. The safety 
helmet is exposed to two drop tests in the 
same test and the impacts are far more 
ruthless. For example, the EN397 impact 

test requires a single strike to the crown from 1 metre by 
a 5kg weight. For EN14052, the same weight is dropped 
from twice the height and the helmet is then rotated to 
expose the side. The 5kg weight is then dropped again to 
validate side impact protection.

The same optional extra tests as EN397 for molten metal, 
low and high temperatures, electrical insulation as well as 
an additional radiant heat test are available.

Notes: EN14052 safety helmets are often much heavier 
than their EN397 counterparts as they are stronger and 
more resilient. Since PPE is considered the last line of 
defence, it does pay to see if you can eliminate or vastly 
reduce the risk to enable you to use a lighter, more 
comfortable helmet. In the event that you cannot do this, 
your personal safety is more important than anything else 
and an EN14052 safety helmet will be available to keep 
you safe.

Example products 
JSP Evo 8 – available upon request

EN397

EN50365

EN12492

EN14052

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Head protection

JSP EVO®5 Dualswitch Industrial Vented Safety & Climbing Helmet

 • Switching to EN397 mode sets the 
harness release force to less than 25daN, 
(250N), allowing the chinstrap to release if 
snagged to avoid risk of choking

 • Switching to EN12492 mode sets the 
harness release force to more than  
25daN, (250N)
 • Available in other colours upon request

Colour:  Code: 
White HM1EV5-WHT
Black  HM1EV5-BLK

Evolite Mid Peak Vented Safety Helmet

 • Weighs less than 300g
 • 6-point terylene cradle harness  
system with cotton core sweatband
 • Sweatband made from Egyptian cotton  
core with porous PU coating for  
maximum sweat absorption
 • Extra large area for logos on the front,  
sides and rear
 • Fits the widest range of head shapes  
and sizes
 • Harness and shell integrated as one 
 • Gives added security and protection  
when working at height
 • EN50365 Class 0 10KV

Evo 3 Comfort Vented 
Safety Helmet

 • Unique 'One Touch' slip ratchet 
adjustment, firm fit in seconds
 • Packed full of the latest protection 
technology and features such as the 
Evolution 3D Adjustment™ harness 
system, Revolution™ Wheel Ratchet or 
the unique OneTouch™ Slip Ratchet
 • Supreme comfort: a 6-point terylene cradle 
harness system
 • Chamlon™ sweatband: Egyptian 
cotton core with porous PU coating for 
maximum sweat absorption
 • 3D precision fitting
 • Side and rear ventilation for optimum 
air movement inside the shell, reducing 
helmet temperatures by an average 
2–3°C
 • Integral visor ensures that eye protection 
is on hand when needed 
 • Universal slots
 • Tough HDPE shell: in tests the  
EVO3™ proved far tougher than  
the EN397 standard

Colour:  Code: 
Black HM1EV3-BLK
Blue  HM1EV3-BLU
Green HM1EV3-GRN
Orange  HM1EV3-ORG
Red HM1EV3-RED
White  HM1EV3-WHT
Yellow HM1EV3-YLW
Grey  HM1EV3-GRY
Pink HM1EV3-PNK

EvoLite Skyworker Vented Safety Helmet

 • Lightweight, extremely comfortable  
and fits the widest range of head shapes 
and sizes
 • Harness and shell integrated as one
 • Gives added security and protection 
when working at height
 • E.P.S liner: side, front and rear impact 
protection from the shock absorbing 
E.P.S liner
 • Comfort harness: a 6-point terylene 
harness system
 • 4-point chinstrap: fully-adjustable, 4-point 
chinstrap with quick-release buckle 
 • Impact protection: side, front and rear 
impact protection from the shock-
absorbing E.P.S liner

 • Revolution wheel ratchet and 3D 
adjustment and a vented shell to reduce 
heat within the helmet
 • Universal attachment slot enables firm 
fitting of a range of Surefit safety visors 
and ear defenders 
 • Extra large area for logos on the front, 
sides and rear 
 • Strong light shell: conforms to the 
mandatory shock absorption and 
penetration requirements of EN397 
industrial standard 
 • EN12492

Colour:  Code: 
Black HM1EVS2-BLK
Blue  HM1EVS2-BLU
Orange HM1EVS2-ORG
White  HM1EVS2-WHT

Evolite Micro Peak Unvented 
Linesman Helmet comes with 
Wheel Ratchet Harness & Four 
Point Chinstrap

 • Lightweight, extremely comfortable  
and fits the widest range of head shapes 
and sizes
 • Harness and shell integrated as one
 • Gives added security and protection 
when working at height

Colour:  Code: 
White HM1LWR-WHI

Evo 3 Micro Peak Ventilated Safety Helmet with Slip Ratchet

 • Vented for ultimate comfort
 • 6-point terylene cradle harness system
 • Sweatband made from Egyptian 
cotton core with porous PU coating for 
maximum sweat absorption
 • Side and rear ventilation for optimum 
air movement inside the shell, reducing 
helmet temperatures by an average 2–3°C
 • Extra large area for logos on the front, 
sides and rear
 • Unique 1-2-3 point front and rear harness 
depth settings
 • Universal accessories slots
 • EN397

Evolite Reduced Peak Helmet 
comes with Slip Ratchet Harness

 • Lightweight, extremely comfortable  
and fits the widest range of head shapes 
and sizes
 • Gives added security and protection 
when working at height
 • Lightweight shell: weighing less than 
300g (dependent on model)
 • Supreme comfort: 6-point terylene cradle 
harness system
 • Chamlon™ Sweatband: Egyptian 
cotton core with porous PU coating for 
maximum sweat absorption
 • Side and rear ventilation for optimum 
air movement inside the shell, reducing 
helmet temperatures by an average 
2–3°C
 • Adjustment: OneTouch™ slip ratchet
 • Integral visor ensures that eye protection 
is on hand when needed and never lost
 • Universal slots
 • EN397

Colour:  Code: 
Blue HM1EVR1-BLU
White  HM1EVR1-WHI

Contractor Safety Helmet

 • Designed and manufactured to ensure 
optimum impact protection
 • EN397

Colour:  Code: 
Blue HM1I15-BLU
White  HM1I15-WHT

Fully 
certified to 
both EN397 

and EN12492 on 
a single CE 
certificate

Colour:  Code: 
Black HM1EVRP3-BLK

Colour:  Code: 
White HM1EV1-WHT

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Head protection

V-Gard 520 Safety 
Linesman Helmet comes 
with Fastrac Harness

 • Robust design, durable shell  
construction and cooling vents  
for increased breathability

V-Gard 500 Vented Safety 
Helmet comes with Fas-Trac 
Ratchet Harness

 • Feature a robust design, durable shell 
construction and cooling vents for 
increased breathability
 • EN397

Colour:  Code: 
Blue HM5M15R-BLU
White  HM5M15R-WHT
Yellow HM5M15R-YLW

Replacement Sweatband for 
EVO Range Helmets

 • For Evo2, Evo3 and Evolite
 • Does not fit EVO8®
 • One size

Code: HM2RSBEVO

Centurion Kalis Dry Cooling Pad 
System for Safety Helmets

 • Provides enhanced cooling comfort  
for the wearer as it is 100% dry and  
cools the head down to 15°C below 
ambient temperature
 • The revolutionary technology is activated 
with a small amount of water and  
re-activation is only required every  
1–3 days
 • Weighs just 40g
 • Fits any helmet whilst 
it continues to meet 
the requirements 
of EN397 with the 
helmet pad fitted

Constructor Winter Helmet Liner

 • Provide extra protection against  
the elements
 • Insulating liner is suitable to be worn 
with all helmets
 • Four velcro straps attach the liner for  
a secure fit
 • Can be worn with a chin strap
 • Head warmer is not designed to protect 
the wearer from falling masses
 • One size

JSP Premium Thermal 
Helmet Liner

 • High-visibility orange full head and  
face comforter
 • Available for MK7®, EVOLite™, EVO2®, 
EVO3® and EVO8®
 • Orange/black

Code: HM1EVHW

Code: HA1MZH

JSP Track Safety Alliance 
Approved Helmet Liner/Beanie 

 • To be worn under JSP hard hats
 • 80% cotton, 15% polyester, 5% spandex
 • Offers thermal insulation (for cold weather)
 • Machine washable at 30°C
 • Prevent the wearing of hoodies and 
polyester beanies under hard hats which 
can cause hats to slip
 • Fully track safety alliance certified
 • One size, 52–64cm
 • Black

Code: HM1HB1

Universal Centurion Fleece 
Helmet Liner

 • Ideal for keeping warm in the cold  
winter months
 • Connects effortlessly to all Centurion 
hard hats and adds comfort
 • Highly recommended for work out in the 
open during cold times, and also for work 
in cold-rooms
 • One size
 • Black

Code: S50UFL-BLK-OSFA

Helmet Mounted InterGP 
Ear Defender comes 
with Attachments

 • To suit JSP MK7 and Evo helmet 
 • Easy to attach and detach with spring 
loaded arms that give an excellent fit  
to the ear
 • The steel arms maintain a constant  
and even pressure, whether hot or  
cold conditions
 • The InterGP™ feature a low-profile and 
lightweight design
 • Tilt and adjust the position of the cup 
for optimum comfort and fit, also offering 
even distribution of pressure
 • Thick, wide and soft cushions provide 
comfort for prolonged use
 • SNR rating of 24dB
 • One size
 • Black/yellow
 • EN352-3

Code: HA2JEVH1

Visilite Safety Helmet Light

 • Developed as a method of increasing 
worker visibility without dazzling 
colleagues in close proximity
 • VisiLite®offers three lighting modes to 
suit the user's needs
 • During optical testing Visilite® remained 
visible up to a distance of 50m
 • Independently tested for luminous 
intensity, visibility in darkness and  
flash rate
 • Quick release for replacement  
or USB charging
 • Simply clip onto the sides and rear  
of the safety helmet
 • IP rating IP54
 • Easily rechargeable with a USB charging 
supply: PC, mains or car
 • Can be charged while fitted to  
the helmet

 • Micro USB cable supplied
 • Charge time: approximately 2.5hrs
 • The clips and main housing are made 
from highly durable ABS
 • The main housing is sealed to protect 
against dust and dirt
 • Visilite® is splash-proof making it suitable 
for use in wet weather conditions
 • It has an operating temperature range of: 
+50ºC to -10ºC (14ºF to 122ºF)

Modes and runtimes:
 • Mode1: static (9hrs)
 • Mode2: fast flash (150hrs)
 • Mode3: slow flash (190hrs)

Product:  Code: 
To suit Evolite helmet range HA2VE1
To suit EVO 2/3/5 range  HA2VE3

Centurion Visor Carrier

 • Attach to the helmet with the  
standard Connect clips supplied with  
the accessories
 • Offers a high degree of face protection 
without restricting the vision of the wearer
 • To be used with the Centurion Visor S590

Code: S54

Centurion Visor to fit 
S54 Carrier

 • To fit S54 carrier
 • 225mm polycarbonate clear face screen
 • Please note, this visor does not come 
complete with helmet or visor carriers – 
these must be ordered separately
 • EN166 1B93

Code: S590

JSP InterEX Polycarbonate 
Visor comes with Carrier 
& Attachments

 • Clear visor
 • Surefit™ visor carrior to fit EVO® range  
of safety helmets
 • Fits the InterGP/EX™ helmet mounted  
ear defenders
 • EN166 1B39

Code: HA2SFVC

JSP 200mm Polycarbonate 
Visor Only – to fit HA2SFVC

 • Polycarbonate
 • Clear Visor
 • Offers protection against medium  
energy high-speed particles at  
120m/s (270mph), liquid droplets  
and molten metal
 • EN166 1B39

Code: HA2SFVR

Rail Standard compliant

Colour:  Code: 
White HM5MR5-WHT

Colour:  Code: 
Yellow/black S31DCHP

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Head protection

Evo 4 Point Linesman Chinstrap

 • Ideal for working at height
 • 4-point chin strap harness that fits the 
EVOLite® and EVO2/3/5® Safety Helmets
 • Fits the Evo and Mk7 JSP safety  
helmet range
 • Adjustable clip for secure fitting while 
ensuring comfortable day long use
 • Black
 • Conforms to EN397 and EN50365,  
ANSI Z89

Code: HA14CC

Elastic Chinstrap with Chinguard

 • Elasticated chinstrap releases 
automatically with forces between 
150–250 newtons
 • Adjustable size
 • When fitted to JSP helmets meets EN397

Code: HA1AC1

Elasticated Chinstrap to suit 
Centurion Helmet

 • Two-point strap with Chin Cup provides  
a secure fit
 • Elasticated chin strap that is soft to 
touch and smooth on the skin
 • Strap is adjustable allowing the user  
to create a comfortable fit
 • Reinforced area hugs to the chin  
to secure the strap
 • Two side clips allow it to clip onto 
accommodating helmets

Code: S30E

First Aid Helmet Sticker 
(Green On White)

 • Suitable for all safety helmets
 • Self-adhesive

Code: HB1FA1

First Aid Helmet Sticker 
(White On Green)

 • Suitable for all safety helmets
 • Self-adhesive

Code: HB1FA2

Visitor Helmet Sticker

 • 55mm x 22mm
 • Ideal for identifying visitors on sites 
especially construction sites to ensure 
safety in the premises
 • These stickers are printed on  
high-quality, self-adhesive vinyl
 • Long-lasting and highly visible
 • Black on white

Code: HB1VIS1

EVOLite CR2 – First Aid 
Reflective Decal Helmet Sticker 
to suit Evolite Helmet

 • This kit allows you to add extra visibility 
to your head protection
 • CR2™ is highly reflective offering on 
average 60% more reflectivity than 
standard reflective clothing material

Code: HM1CR1-FIRSTAID

CR2 – First Aid Reflective 
Decal Sticker to suit Evo 2/3 
Helmets (Single)

 • Allows you to add extra visibility to your 
head protection
 • On average 60% more reflectivity than 
standard reflective clothing material

Code: HM1CR3-FIRSTAID

CR2 – Reflective Decal Sticker 
to suit Evo 2/3 Helmets

 • Pack of 10
 • Allows you to add extra visibility to your 
head protection
 • On average 60% more reflectivity than 
standard reflective clothing material

Code: HM1CR3-SILVER

Hearing protection

Loud construction sites are unavoidable, but there are various 
sound reduction options available from OnSite Support, 
including ear defenders and ear plugs. We also supply a sound 
level meter to monitor safe levels of noise on site.

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Hearing protection

General Purpose Ear Defenders

 • Lightweight ear muff with easy 
adjustment and comfort ear cushions
 • Durable and robust
 • SNR rating 27dB
 • One size
 • Green
 • EN352-1

Code: ED1S05Code: ED16250

Regulation update

The recent PPE Regulation 2016-425 elevated hearing 
protection into category 3 risk. Primarily, this is on 
account of hearing loss representing an irreversible health 
risk so it falls to us all to ensure that we are adequately 
protecting our hearing.

All hearing protection will come with an SNR level. At 
its simplest, this number tells you how many dB the 
product will drop your environment by. For example, if the 
environment is averaging 95dB, then a 26dB ear defender 
will take the environment down to 69dB.

The ideal environment will be around 70dB(A) so 
whenever you have to use hearing protection, always aim 
to end up around this number. If you over-protect, you 
will affect communication which can lead to ignorance of 
warnings and instructions.

In an environment of 80dB(A) average and 135dB(C) peak 
you may consider hearing protection as part of your PPE, 
though at this level it is still precautionary and optional.

At 85dB(A) average and 137dB(C) peak, you need to use/
supply hearing protection. 

The ultimate limit a person can safely be exposed to 
is 87dB(A) average and 140dB(C) peak. If you cannot 
achieve a drop to this level using available hearing 
protection then the environment is too noisy to work in 
and must be risk-assessed to identify a way of lowering 
the noise levels. 

Combining hearing protection

As a rule of thumb, combining ear plugs and ear 
defenders will only ever add an average SNR of 5 to the 
total to the highest rated product. So adding an ear plug 
with an SNR of 30 to an ear defender with an SNR of 26 
will give you an SNR of 35. Never add the SNR numbers 
on each product together as this is inaccurate.

3M Peltor Optime I Wire 
Neckband Ear Defenders

 • Wide, comfortable sealing rings are 
filled with a unique combination of fluid 
and foam, which gives optimum sealing 
and low-contact pressure, ensuring the 
best possible comfort even during long 
periods of use
 • SNR rating 26dB
 • Yellow
 • EN352-1

Code: HA23MOP1

Centurion Baltic Ear Defenders

 • Note: to fit Centurion helmets only
 • Available to fit Euro, Connect or Combi 
slot helmets
 • Helmet-mounted ear defender system to 
complement all Centurion safety helmets
 • Suitable for most general requirements
 • SNR rating 25dB
 • EN352-3:2002

Code: S41C

JSP Sonis 2 Helmet Mounted 
Ear Defenders

 • To suit JSP Safety Helmets
 • Permits use of impact visor / JSP 
Powercap Infinity
 • Wide fitting ear cups and variable 
pressure spring system
 • EN352-4

Product: Code:
Sonis 1  HA2JSO1
Sonis 2  HA2JSO2
Sonis 3  HA2JSO3

Digital Sound Level Meter

 • 35mm LCD Display
 • Precision dual range, ideal for measuring noise level in different environments  
and industries
 • ½" electret condenser microphone
 • Three manual ranges: 30dB – 80dB, 50dB – 100dB, 80db – 130dB
 • 0.1dB resolution
 • Selectable ‘A’ or ‘C’ frequency weighting
 • Fast (125ms) or Slow (1s) response filters
 • 35mm LCD display with function indicators
 • Over/Under range indicator
 • Auto power-off after 15mins of no activity
 • Low battery indication
 • Foam wind muffler for outside use
 • 2yr warranty
 • Supplied with soft carry case, wind  
muffler and battery
 • White/black

Code: ED3NM1

Quality Ear Defenders

 • Padded comfort headband has folding 
side arms to enable compact storage
 • Suitable for medium to heavy  
industrial use
 • SNR rating 30dB, earmuffs must be put 
on before exposure to noise and worn at 
all times in noisy environment
 • One size
 • EN352-1

Hygiene

Best practice and hygiene varies by product, but consider 
that ear plugs are generally disposable and in direct 
contact with the outer ear. With this in mind, do not re-
use foam ear plugs, make sure that re-usable ear plugs 
are cleaned after or before each use and stored in sealed 
containers to prevent dirt ingress. It is not advisable to 
allow staff to share re-usable ear plugs. Make sure hands 
are clean before rolling and inserting the plug.

There are fewer concerns and complications when it 
comes to using ear defenders. They may contact the skin 
to a degree but they form a  seal around the ear and can 
be more comfortable than an ear plug – especially if a 
user has narrow ear canals. They can be helmet mounted 
if required, but the extra weight should be considered 
and maintenance should still be heeded to ensure that 
they are kept clean. 

Standards
EN352 overview:  
This standard covers ear defenders and ear plugs.

 
Covers ear muffs/defenders  
which are either over the head  
or neckband type.

Is reserved for earplugs as fitting 
instructions and sizing need more 
clarification than for ear defenders. 
Where ear plugs are user-moulded to a 
user’s ear, left and right must be specified.

Cover ear defenders 
which are attached  
to safety helmets,  
and -5 up to -8 are  
for ear defenders which 

have electrical inputs or features.

EN352-1

EN352-2

EN352-3 EN352-4

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Hearing protection

Banded Foam Ear Plugs

 • One band and one spare pair
 • Lightweight banded ear plug complete 
with one free pair of replacement  
foam pods
 • SNR rating 20dB

Code: EP16005

Constructor Premium 
Foam Ear Plugs

 • Box of 200 pairs
 • Low-pressure ear plugs for softer fit and 
exceptional comfort
 • SNR rating 34dB

Code: EP16060

Hi-Vis clothing

Ear Plug Dispenser comes with 500 Pairs Ear Plugs

 • A wall mounted dispenser, only dispensing one earplug at a time 
to prevent waste
 • Comes complete with 500 pairs of disposable foam earplugs
 • Earplugs have excellent attenuation of SNR 37dB
 • Refillable dispenser
 • Can be wall mounted or free standing

Code: EP16004C

Foam Ear Plug Refill 

 • Suits dispenser EP16004C 
 • Containing 500 pairs of low pressure ear 
plugs to go into the plastic dispenser
 • SNR rating 37dB

Code: EP16004R

Disposable Foam Ear Plugs 
On Flexible Neck Cord

 • Classic earplugs with a flexible 
connecting cord to save unnecessarily 
losing earplugs
 • Connecting cord allows easy storage 
around the neck when not in use
 • SNR rating 37dB
 • One size

Code: EP16001

In the past few decades, the range of garments and 
materials available to end users has grown rapidly and 
today we see a greater range of options available than 
ever before. Where volumes have driven greater purchase 
power and improved manufacturing processes have 
created savings, the cheaper end of the market is awash 
with basic protective garments which meet requirements. 
For additional or superior protection, a more premium 
garment is required.

The basic ingredients in standard high visibility garments 
don’t change much. Polyester is the main component 
with cotton and PVC present in some cases, however the 
weave, construction method and addition of polymers, 
chemical treatments and fibres to alter the main 

performance angle of the garment in question serve 
to add to the range we see today. Added properties 
can range from limited flame spread and antistatic 
properties through to full electric arc flash protection 
and hydrostatic performance (waterproofness) or a 
combination of both.

The world is your oyster. Talk to us about the environment 
in which you are working and the hazards you will 
potentially face, and we can work together to ensure the 
correct garment is issued. Be aware that it’s rarely a case 
of one garment solving all your needs, so be prepared to 
risk assess different areas to ensure that each user has 
access to the correct protection levels without being 
inhibited by unnecessary protective gear.

It is important to understand the level of 
protection required for the task so that  
you can work as comfortably and efficiently 
as possible. Since first entering the UK in 
1964, Hi-Vis clothing has been a major part 
of construction.

You can order with us by phone, email or online:

T: 01293 744 444

E: hello@onsite-support.co.uk

W: onsite-support.co.uk

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Hi-Vis clothing

Hi-Vis Premium Constructor Jacket

 • Design influenced by premium outdoor 
garments means enhanced style, comfort 
and function
 • Deep collar provides additional 
protection from the elements
 • Fleece chin protector
 • Full-length zip with storm flap
 • Internal lycra storm cuffs
 • Ergonomic drop tail
 • Concealed, three-piece hood with 
drawstring adjustment
 • Nelson chest pocket
 • Map pocket
 • Deep hand pockets
 • Generous interior poacher pocket  
and zip pocket

 • Velcro cuff adjustment
 • Sleeve pen slots
 • High-performance Vislite® retro  
reflective tape
 • Warm, quilt lining
 • Yellow
 • EN20471 Class 3
 • EN343 3:1

Code: VS3CJY5

Hi-Vis Standard Jacket

 • Quilted lining with heavyweight 
polyester filling
 • Concealed hood
 • Two-way, heavy-duty zip front with 
storm flap and security pocket
 • Two lower pockets with flap
 • Inside breast pocket
 • Fabric: PU-coated polyester
 • Larger sizes on request
 • Yellow
 • EN20471 Class 3
 • EN343 3:1

Code: VS3J30

Hi-Vis Standard Jacket

 • Quilted lining with heavyweight 
polyester filling
 • Concealed hood
 • Two-way, heavy-duty zip front with 
storm flap and security pocket
 • Two lower pockets with flaps
 • Inside breast pocket
 • Fabric: PU-coated polyester
 • Orange
 • EN20471 Class 3
 • EN343 3:1

Code: VS3O30

Hi-Vis Premium Bomber Jacket

 • Fleece-lined collar
 • High-performance Vislite® reflectors
 • Nelson chest zip pocket
 • Fleece-lined pockets
 • Diamond-stitched quilt lining
 • Rib knit cuffs and waistband
 • Full-length zip
 • Zip interior pocket
 • Fabric: PU-coated polyester,  
fully-taped seams
 • Yellow
 • EN20471 Class 3
 • EN343 3:1

Code: VS3CBY5

Sizes:  
S – 4XL

Sizes:  
S – 3XL

Sizes:  
S – 4XL

Sizes:  
S – 3XL

Safety standards

This standard specifies the bare 
minimum in conformance for visibility 
on site and has several classes within 
it ranging from 1 to 3. The higher the 
number, the more material is present 

on the garment. In certain circumstances, you will only 
be permitted class 3 garments, and be aware that the 
20471 standard allows for 2 garments to be tested as a 
set (trousers and jacket for instance) to give a combined 
higher class compliance.

Required for active rail lines and when 
working for certain contractors on 
railway tracks. From March 2017, the 
RSSB replaced GO/RT3279 with this 
standard. In technical terms, nothing 

changed between the old and new standard and GO/RT 
garments remain valid. New products will be released to 
the RIS-3279-TOM standard. 

Look out for  on items with rail compliance.

Covering chainsaw proof clothing 
exclusively, this standard should be 
sought if that level of protection is 
required. Note that usually only a part of 
the front of trousers and jacket will have 

protective material in it and it will be rated at a certain 
speed (meters per second). As a result, you need to know 
the speed of your chainsaw so that you can select the 
correct PPE.

Specifically for waterproof garments, 
the breathable aspect of EN343 has 
been much discussed in recent times. 
The ratings given are X:X, the first number 
(1-3) being waterproofness and the second 

number being breathability. 3 is the highest number so 
the ideal garment will be rated 3:3 but within that test 
there are a range of garments performing to various levels 
within EN343 and still claiming a classification of 3:3. If 
inclement weather is a real concern of yours, please talk 
to us as we have solutions which will help you be more 
comfortable, more effective and remain compliant. 

Look out for  for compliant garments.

If there is a marginal risk of flame/fire 
then EN533 will give you limited flame 
spread properties within the garment. 
ISO14166 has replaced EN533. The spread 
index will range from 1 to 3 with 3 being 

the most resistant. These garments are designed to protect 
the wearer from brief contact with small flames and is not 
designed to be a garment protecting the wearer from heat.

If you are undertaking welding or  
allied processes, look for this standard. 
It’s important not to simply have a heat 
proof garment since your contact with 
both heat and fire is a risk which this 

standard takes into account.

Should you need antistatic properties 
in your garments, this is the standard 
you’re looking for. It is achieved by simply 
weaving a conductive thread through 
them – often carbon based – essentially 

creating a Faraday cage effect around the wearer. 

This standard is for electrical workers 
to ensure they are protected from the 
thermal hazards of electric arc flashes, 
which for up to a second, can expose a 
person to temperatures up to 19,000°C. 

If you’re likely to suffer 
small splashes from liquid 
chemicals, this standard 
is likely all you need. 
Where total coverage is 

required, look out for EN 14605.

EN20471

RIS-3279-TOM

EN381

EN343

EN533 /  
ISO 14116

EN470

EN1149

IEC 61482-2

BS EN 13034 EN14605

Rail Standard compliantWaterproofWaterproof breathable

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Hi-Vis clothing

We understand that today’s corporate 
clothing needs to do more than just carry 
a name, it needs to reflect an image.

We can take an existing design and 
tweak it with your own combination of 
colours, sleeves, pockets, etc.

Embroidery: The method of choice for 
premium branding collars etc to really 
reflect your image. With low minimum 

quantities and relatively short lead times, 
this scheme is ideal for minimum hassle 
with maximum impact. From one garment 
to thousands, we’re experts in the many 
methods of garment marking, including:

1. Heat Seal Transfers – Durable, sharp 
and clear with rapid turnaround

2. Screen Printing – Excellent value, 
ideal for larger quantities

Corporate Uniform Personalisation 
and Branding Services

Fully Bespoke 
Workwear 
Branding Service
We can work with you to 
create a unique corporate 
image entirely from scratch. 
We will listen to your 
requirements, visit the 
working environments and 
gain an understanding of 
your brand values in order  
to get the look and feel  
just right.

Bespoke clothing

Classic Orange Hi-Vis Bomber Jacket

 • Quilted lining with heavyweight  
polyester filling
 • Concealed hood
 • Two-way, heavy-duty zip front with 
storm flap and security pocket
 • Two lower pockets with flaps
 • Inside breast pocket
 • Fabric: PU-coated polyester
 • Orange
 • EN20471 Class 3
 • EN343 3:1

Code: VS3OBJ5

Hi-Vis Bomber Jacket

 • Warm microfleece-lined collar
 • Press stud storm flap and zip front
 • Quilted lining
 • Fully-taped seams
 • Two lower front pockets with flaps
 • Internal breast pocket
 • Fabric: heavyweight 300D polyester 
Oxford outer shell with PU coating 
 • Yellow
 • EN20471 Class 3
 • EN343 3:1

Code: VS3YBJ3

Hi-Vis Wet Weather Trousers 

 • Goretex high-performance  
and lightweight
 • Affordable price for maximum  
comfort in harsh conditions
 • Yellow
 • EN20471 Class 1
 • EN343 3:3

Code: VS3GT50

Heavyweight Hi-Vis Polycotton 
Cargo Trousers

 • Comfort and function
 • With water-repellent and  
stain-resistant finish
 • Level 2 reflective tape
 • Two cargo pockets with reflective piping
 • Back pocket with reflective piping
 • Internal knee pad pockets
 • Triple-needle stitching on all main seams
 • Two waist pockets
 • YKK brass zipper
 • Side waist elastication
 • Five belt loops
 • Fabric: 80% cotton, 20% polyester, 280gsm
 • Orange
 • EN20471 Class 2

Code: VS3WCO10

Heavyweight Hi-Vis Polycotton 
Cargo Trousers

 • Comfort and function
 • Robust and practical
 • With water-repellent and  
stain-resistant finish
 • Level 2 reflective tape
 • Two cargo pockets with reflective piping
 • Back pocket with reflective piping
 • Internal knee pad pockets
 • Triple-needle stitching on all main seams
 • Two waist pockets
 • YKK brass zipper
 • Side waist elastication
 • Five belt loops
 • Fabric: 80% cotton, 20% polyester, 280gsm
 • Yellow
 • Yellow/grey available upon request
 • EN20471 Class 2

Code: VS3WCY10

Sizes:  
S – 4XL

Sizes:  
S – 3XL

Sizes:  
XS – 4XL

Sizes:  
30R – 36T

Sizes:  
28R – 44T

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Hi-Vis clothing

Hi-Vis Coolviz Long 
Sleeved Polo Shirt

 • 100% Coolviz polyester 185gsm
 • Generous fit
 • Optimal wearer movement
 • Yellow
 • EN20471 Class 3

Code: 2041CV

Hi-Vis Coolviz Polo Shirt 
– Yellow

 • Coolplus fabric technology originally 
designed for use in professional sports 
means this polo shirt keeps you cool  
in warm conditions, offering superb 
comfort and performance
 • Quick drying: synthetic fibres retain 
minimum water
 • Moisture wicking: transfers moisture 
away from the skin
 • Easy to care for: resilient fabric resists 
creasing, washes easily
 • Rib knit collar with three button placket
 • Open hem cuffs
 • Fabric: 100% polyester Coolplus®
 • EN20471 Class 2

Code: VS2HVP2

Hi-Vis Coolviz Polo Shirt 
– Orange

 • Coolplus fabric technology originally 
designed for use in professional sports 
means this polo shirt keeps you cool  
in warm conditions, offering superb 
comfort and performance
 • Quick drying: synthetic fibres retain 
minimum water
 • Moisture wicking: transfers moisture 
away from the skin
 • Easy to care for: resilient fabric resists 
creasing, washes easily
 • Rib knit collar with three button placket
 • Open hem cuffs
 • Fabric: 100% polyester Coolplus®
 • EN20471 Class 2

Code: VS2HVPO

Hi-Vis 100% Cotton Round 
Neck T-Shirt

 • Underarm mesh vents
 • Chevron tape
 • Chest Pocket
 • Orange

Code: VS2HVT1

Hi-Vis Coolviz Plus Long 
Sleeved Polo Shirt 

 • Improved breathability allows garment 
to stretch
 • Protect from sunburn
 • 100% polyester 130gsm
 • Mesh-ventilated underarms  
and side seams
 • Orange
 • EN20471 
Class 3

Code: VS3CPP3

Hi-Vis 100% Cotton Long Sleeved Round Neck T-Shirt

 • Underarm mesh vents
 • Chevron tape
 • Chest pocket
 • Orange

Code: VS2HVT2

Sizes:  
S – 4XL

Sizes:  
M – 4XL

Sizes:  
S – 2XL

Sizes:  
M – 3XL

Sizes:  
S – 2XL

Sizes:  
S – 4XL

Class 2 Hi-Vis 
Waistcoat – Orange

 • Polyester hi-vis waistcoat
 • Velcro front fastening
 • Fabric: 100% polyester
 • EN20471 Class 2 

Code: VS2O20

Class 2 Hi-Vis 
Waistcoat – Yellow

 • Velcro front fastening
 • Fabric: 100% polyester
 • Larger sizes available on request
 • Yellow
 • EN20471 Class 2

Code: VS2W20

Shortened Hi-Vis Waistcoat 

 • Velcro front fastening
 • Fabric: 100% polyester 
 • EN20471 Class 2

Hi-Vis Waistcoat – Red

 • Velcro front fastening
 • Fabric: 100% polyester
 • Red
 • EN20471 Class 2

Code: VS2W20-RED

Hi-Vis Executive Waistcoat 

 • Zip fastening front
 • Deeper arm openings
 • Scooped hem allows pocket access
 • Mobile phone pocket
 • Two front bellows storage pockets  
with flaps
 • Double pen pocket with D-ring
 • Fabric: 100% knitted polyester
 • Available in yellow or two-tone
 • EN20471 Class 2

Hi-Vis Executive Waistcoat – Orange

 • Zip fastening front
 • Deeper arm openings
 • Scooped hem allows pocket access
 • Mobile phone pocket
 • Two front bellows storage pockets  
with flaps
 • Double pen pocket with D-ring
 • Fabric: 100% knitted polyester
 • EN20471 Class 2

Code: VS2EX10-ORG

Colour:  Code: 
Yellow VS2SW20-YLW
Orange  VS2SW20-ORG

Colour:  Code: 
Yellow VS2EX10-YLW
Yellow/orange   VS2EX10-YLW/OR
Navy/yellow VS2EX10-NVY/YLW

Sizes:  
S – 3XL

Sizes:  
S – 3XL

Sizes:  
S – 4XL

Sizes:  
S – 4XL

Sizes:  
S – 2XL Sizes:  

L – XL

Sizes:  
S/M – 

2XL/3XL 

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Hi-Vis clothing

Class 3 Hi-Vis Sleeved Waistcoat

 • Velcro front fastening
 • Additional reflective stripes on sleeves 
corresponding with body bands
 • Fabric: 100% polyester
 • EN20471 Class 3

Hi-Vis Bodywarmer

 • 100% polyester, 300D Oxford Weave 
with a stain-resistant finish
 • PU coated 190g
 • Four pockets for ample storage and 
interactive inner garment
 • Reflective tape for increased visibility
 • Interactive zip for added functionality
 • Reversible garment for multi-use
 • Quilt-lined for thermal insulation
 • 50+ UPF rated fabric to block 98%  
of UV rays
 • Extremely water-resistant fabric finish, 
water beads away from fabric surface
 • Certified to EN20471 Class 2 up to  
50 washes

LED Hi-Vis Executive Waistcoat with LEDs to Front & Rear

 • Features innovative integrated LED lights 
to maximise visibility
 • Multiple pockets offer excellent  
personal security
 • Clear ID pocket for security passes and 
cards complement this unique garment
 • Total of 16 LED lights to front and rear 
with three modes: On, steady flash and 
fast flash
 • Up to 80hr battery life from a pair  
of AA batteries (not included)

 • Lightweight for all day use, and can be 
branded/personalised if required
 • Radio loop, phone and pen pocket,  
as well as cleverly designed  
dual-access pockets
 • EN20471 Class 2

Code: VS7LW1-ORG

Code: VS7LY1-ORG

Active LED Hi-Vis Yoke 
with 3 Modes

 • Comes with battery pack and USB 
charging lead
 • Total of 11 LED lights to front and rear
 • Three different light modes: Soft Flash 
(up to 20hrs battery life), Rapid Flash (up 
to 15hrs), Constant (up to 10hrs)
 • Tested to ensure no risk of epilepsy
 • Li-ion battery charges from flat in 5hrs 
(5,000 full recharges)
 • Lightweight with inbuilt padding for 
comfort and LED loom protection
 • Velcro-adjustable shoulders and waist to 
allow a comfortable and secure fit
 • Charges by mini USB lead (included)  
and each yoke has ICE tags included
 • Orange

Sizes:  
S – 4XL

Hi-Vis Ladies Traffic Jacket

 • All the excellent characteristics of the 
standard traffic jacket are retained whilst 
studded side vents provide the preferred 
fit for the wearer
 • Waterproof with taped seams preventing 
water penetration
 • Fully lined and padded to trap the heat 
and increase warmth
 • Reflective tape for increased visibility
 • Four pockets for ample storage
 • Concealed mobile phone pocket
 • Internal chest pocket

 • Two-way zip for quick and easy access
 • Storm flap front to protect against  
the elements
 • Pack-away hood for added functionality
 • Inner ribbed cuffs for warmth  
and comfort
 • Print access for corporate branding
 • Reflective piping for increased visibility
 • 50+ UPF rated fabric to block 98%  
of UV rays
 • EN20471 Class 2

Sizes:  
XS – XL

We offer 
Ladies PPE – 

more available 
upon request

Colour:  Code: 
Yellow S360-YLW

Colour:  Code: 
Yellow BWENG-YLW

Sizes:  
S – 3XL

Sizes:  
S/L – 

XL/3XL

Class 3 Ladies Breathable Jacket

 • Polyester mesh-lined body and sleeves
 • Full-length hook and loop fastened  
storm flap 
 • Micro fleece-lined collar
 • Detachable hood 
 • Zipped hand warmer front pockets
 • Two internal drop pockets 
 • Nelson pocket cuff adjusters
 • Fabric: breathable LTEC 10,000  
two-layer laminated polyester
 • Fastener: YKK main zip
 • Reflective tape: 3M Scotchlite
 • EN20471 Class 3
 • Size XS certified to EN20471 Class 2
 • EN343 3:3

Code: VS5LBJ

Sizes:  
XS – XL

Ladies Hi-Vis clothing

Class 2 Ladies Polycotton Hi-Vis Cargo Trousers

 • Triple-stitched main seams
 • Quadruple-stitched reflective tape
 • Cargo-style leg pockets with  
reflective piping
 • Internal knee pad pockets
 • Back pocket
 • Side waist elastic
 • Seven belt loops
 • Fabric: 280gsm poly/cotton with water-
and stain-repellent finish (80% polyester, 
20% cotton)
 • Fastener: metal button with YKK brass 
zip fly
 • Reflective tape: 3M Scotchlite
 • EN20471 Class 2

Sizes:  
8 – 18

Colour:  Code: 
Hi-Vis yellow VS5LPCT1

Ladies Superior Hi-Vis Coolviz Polo Shirt

 • Segmented reflective tape
 • Mesh-ventilated underarms and side seams
 • EN20471 Class 2

Sizes:  
XS – 3XL

Colour:  Code: 
Orange VS3LCP3

Colour:  Code: 
Orange VS3J20-ORG
Yellow  VS3J20-YLW

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Ladies Hi-Vis clothing

Ladies Teflon®-Coated Combat Trousers

 • Double-stitched reflective tape
 • Teflon® coating increases resistance to 
dirt and light showers
 • Partially-elasticated waistband
 • Double press stud and button fastening
 • EN20471 Class 2 

Sizes:  
12 –14

Pulsarail Ladies Teflon® 
Coated Trousers

 • Durable 275gsm 80% polyester, 20% 
cotton fabric with twill finish to reduce 
pulls and snags
 • Teflon® coating ensures unrivalled 
resistance to dirt and grease, whilst 
offering water repellence in light showers 
 • Twin-needle stitching and bar tacked at 
stress points for maximum durability
 • Triple-stitched inseam for added strength
 • All pocket flaps have reflective  
piping detail
 • Bellowed combat style pockets to both 
thighs offering excellent storage, with 
extra 1" reflective stripe to pocket flaps
 • Knee pad pockets (knee pads not included)
 • Unique double belt loop design allows a 
standard belt and utility belt to be worn 
at the same time
 • Partially-elasticated waistband for  
extra comfort
 • Double press stud and button fastening 
with zip fly
 • Rear patch pocket with flap
 • EN20471 Class 2

Sizes:  
8 – 18

Class 2 Ladies Breathable Overtrousers

 • Elasticated waist with shock cord adjuster
 • Half-leg side opening with YKK zip hook  
and loop ankle adjuster tabs 
 • Side pocket access
 • Fuchsia detailing
 • Fabric: breathable LTEC 10,000  
two-layer laminated polyester
 • Reflective tape:  
3M Scotchlite
 • EN20471 Class 2
 • EN343 3:3 Sizes:  

XS – 2XL

Colour:  Code: 
Hi-Vis yellow VS5LT1

Hi-Vis rail clothing

Hi-Vis Breathable Jacket 

 • Interactive with the fleece TRF532
 • Practical detailing and design means this 
jacket represents outstanding value
 • Waterproof and breathable microporous 
PU-coated fabric
 • Deep collar provides additional 
protection from the elements
 • Full-length zip with velcro-fastening 
double storm flap
 • Internal lycra storm cuffs
 • Ergonomic drop tail
 • Concealed, three-piece hood with 
drawstring adjustment
 • Map pocket
 • Deep hand pockets
 • Generous interior poacher pocket and 
zip pocket
 • Velcro cuff adjustment
 • Sleeve pen slots
 • High-performance Vislite® retro  
reflective tape
 • Mesh lined with interactive zip
 • EN20471 Class 3
 • EN343 3:3

Code: VS3BO35

Code: VS3PR497

Pulsarail 7-in-1 Storm Coat

 • Comes with interactive reversible 
bodywarmer with detachable sleeves
 • Waterproof 300 Denier PU-coated 
polyester outer fabric with extra hydrophilic 
coating to increase breathability
 • 100% polyester lining
 • Zip off detachable sleeves to bodywarmer
 • Micro-fleece collar
 • Storm cuffs to jacket, knitted cuffs  
on bodywarmer

Product description – Outer Coat:
 • Full length YKK® 2-way zip concealed  
by double Velcro storm flap
 • Large external bellowed pockets with 
separate hand warmer pockets
 • Velcro wrap-around adjustable storm 
cuffs for superior fitting
 • Underarm ventilation
 • Reflective piping detail to all external 
pocket flaps
 • Three pen pockets on left sleeve with 
embroidered eyelets for water expulsion
 • Micro-fleece collar for extra warmth  
and comfort
 • Chin protector
 • Class 3 waterproof and breathable  
300 denier PU polyester outer fabric
 • 100% polyester mesh lining

Product Description  
– Interactive Bodywarmer:
 • Full length YKK® interactive zip fastening
 • Sports-style waterproof zip pocket to 
right chest ideal for mobile phone
 • Zip off detachable sleeves with knitted 
cotton cuffs
 • Document pockets to both sides with 
sports-style waterproof zip closures to 
orange side only

 • Reverses to grey padded soft touch 
micro-fibre lining
 • Unique flip-out ID window design
 • Hi-Vis sleeves available separately (PR525)
 • Class 3 waterproof and breathable 300 
denier PU-coated polyester orange fabric
 • Anchorage fastening points at cuffs and 
neck for a more secure fit
 • Longer scalloped back length
 • Interacts with VS3PR502-ORG 

Conforms to:
 • EN20471 Class 3
 • EN343 3:3 (Outer coat only)

Pulsarail EN471 Padded Waterproof Storm Coat

 • Full length YKK® 2-way zip concealed  
by double Velcro storm flap
 • Sports style waterproof zip pocket to 
right chest ideal for mobile phone
 • Large external bellowed pockets with 
separate hand warmer pockets
 • Velcro wrap around adjustable storm 
cuffs for superior fitting
 • Neoprene inner cuff, with  
underarm ventilation
 • Reflective piping detail to all external 
pocket flaps
 • EN20471 Class 3
 • EN343 3:1

Code: VS3PR502-ORG

Sizes:  
S – 2XL

Sizes:  
S – XL

Sizes:  
S – 3XL

Colour:  Code: 
Yellow VS3P346LDS-YLW

Colour:  Code: 
Orange VS3PR336LDS-ORG

To support a fast and 
efficient delivery of 

products to your sites,  
you can order our  
products online at  

onsite-support.co.uk

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Hi-Vis rail clothing

Pulsarail 300 Denier Waterproof PU-Coated Storm Coat

 • Interactive with the fleece TRF532
 • Waterproof 300 denier PU-coated polyester outer fabric with extra hydrophilic coating  
to increase breathability
 • 100% polyester lining
 • Reflective 3M piping detail to all external pocket flaps
 • EN20471 Class 3
 • EN343 3:3

Code: VS3PULSSC

Sizes:  
XS – 3XL

Orange Bomber Jacket

 • Functional and stylish bomber jacket
 • Quilted, padded lining and fleece-lined 
collar for great comfort
 • EN20471 Class 3

Pulsarail 300 Denier PU Coated 
Waterproof Bomber Jacket

 • Waterproof 300 denier PU-coated 
polyester outer fabric with extra hydrophilic 
coating to increase breathability
 • 100% polyester lining
 • 3M Scotchlite reflective tape to body 
and sleeves
 • Reflective 3M piping
 • EN20471 Class 3
 • EN343 3:3

Code: VS3PULSBJ

Sizes:  
S – 3XL

Sizes:  
S – 3XL

Hi-Vis Fleece Jacket Class 3

 • Interactive YKK front zipper with puller 
 • Zipped front pockets with pullers shock-
cord hem adjuster
 • 280gsm Anti-Pill fleece
 • EN20471 Class 3

Colour:  Code: 
Orange VS4FJ10-ORG
Yellow  VS4FJ10-YLW

Colour:  Code: 
Orange VS4OBJ10-ORG

Hi-Vis Sweatshirt

 • Stretch reflective tape
 • 50% polyester/50% cotton
 • Orange 
 • EN20471 Class 3

Code: B303

Hi-Vis Coolviz Plus Short Sleeve Polo Shirt 

 • Improved breathability allows garment to stretch
 • Protect from sunburn
 • 100% polyester 130gsm
 • Mesh-ventilated underarms and side seams
 • Orange
 • EN20471 Class 2

Code: VS3CPP4

Hi-Vis Pulsarail Polyester Long 
Sleeved Polo Shirt 

 • 100% Polyester bird-eye knit fabric  
with added wicking treatment for  
extra comfort
 • Fabric certified to Solar Protection  
Factor (SPF)
 • Orange
 • EN20471  
Class 3

Code: VS2HVPBP

Hi-Vis 3-Part Waistcoat

 • London Underground Ltd approved three-
part hi-vis waistcoat – a proven product
 • Adjustable stud front fastening
 • Quick-release velcro shoulder and  
side seams
 • Fabric: 100% Polyester
 • Orange
 • EN20471 
Class 2

Code: VS1WLU

Standard Velcro Fasten 
Hi-Vis Waistcoat

 • Velcro fastening front
 • Quick-release velcro sides and shoulders
 • Fabric: 100% polyester
 • EN20471 Class 2

Code: VS4WR2

Hi-Vis PulsaRail PolyCotton, Zip Front Tear Apart Waistcoat

 • 'V' style reflective tape front but vertical 
rear braces
 • Anti-entanglement design
 • Durable 275gsm polyester, 20% cotton 
fabric with twill finish to reduce pulls  
and snags
 • Zip front fastening for a secure fit
 • Double press studded sides and shoulders 
for further adjustment
 • Elasticated at sides and rear for a more 
precise fit
 • Colour contrast bound edges
 • Orange
 • EN20471

Code: VS2PR145

Hi-Vis Waistcoat

 • Railtrack-approved, three-part hi-vis 
waistcoat – a proven product
 • Zip front and side elastication for  
secure fit
 • Quick-release concealed stud fastening 
shoulder and side seams
 • Fabric: 
polyester/
cotton
 • Orange
 • EN20471 
Class 2

Code: VS1WBR

Sizes:  
S – 2XL

Size:  
2XL

Sizes:  
XS – 3XL

Sizes:  
S – 2XL

Sizes:  
S – 2XL

Sizes:  
S – 3XL

Sizes:  
M – 2XL

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Hi-Vis rail clothing

Heavyweight Hi-Vis Poly/ 
Cotton Cargo Trousers

 • Built-in kneepad.
 • Designed equally for comfort and 
function as for meeting safety legislation
 • With water-repellent and  
stain-resistant finish
 • Two cargo pockets with reflective piping
 • Back pocket with reflective piping
 • Internal knee pad pockets
 • Triple-needle stitching on all main seams
 • Two waist pockets
 • YKK brass zipper
 • Side waist elastication
 • Five belt loops.
 • Fabric: 80% polyester, 20% cotton, 
280gsm
 • Orange
 • Level 2 reflective tape
 • EN20471 Class 2

Pulsarail 300 Denier PU-Coated Waterproof Trousers

 • 300 denier PU-coated polyester
 • 3M Scotchlite tape 
 • Full-length vertical stripes front and rear
 • Sports-style waterproof zip gusseted at hem of the leg
 • Orange
 • EN471:2003 Class 1
 • EN343 3:3

Code: VS3PULSPUT

Code: VS4WCO10

Hi-Vis Cargo Overtrousers

 • Elasticated waist with shock  
cord adjustment
 • Large Velcro-fastened front pockets
 • Side pocket access
 • Cargo pockets with Velcro fastening 
flaps on thigh
 • Lower leg zip opening with Velcro 
fastening storm flap
 • Fabric: waterproof and breathable 
microporous PU-coated polyester  
with fully-taped seams
 • Orange
 • EN20471 Class 2
 • EN343 3:3

Code: VS3WCO5

Code: VS4ROT2

Railway Polycotton Hi-Vis 
Work Trousers

 • Practical and durable hi-vis work  
trousers with Teflon® coating for oil, dirt 
and water repellance
 • Hook and bar fastening at waist
 • Two hand pockets
 • Fabric: 50% 
cotton/50% 
polyester,  
Teflon®-coated
 • Orange
 • EN20471  
Class 2

Sizes:  
30S – 42R

Sizes:  
32S – 40T

Sizes:  
M – 3XL

Sizes:  
XS – 3XL

Hi-Vis rail clothing / Thermal clothing

Pulsarail Teflon® Coated Coverall

 • 80% polyester, 20% cotton fabric with 
twill finish
 • Genuine Teflon® coating ensures 
unrivalled 
resistance to dirt 
and grease
 • Orange
 • EN20471  
Class 3

Code: VS4PULSB

Railtrack Poly-Cotton Overalls

 • Industrial wash Hi-VisTex tape to the arms, legs, chest and shoulders provide  
outstanding wearer visibility, while the heavyweight fabric and rugged design  
ensures the coverall lasts longer
 • Elastic to waist provides a roomy fit
 • Durable polyester/cotton fabric with Texpel stain-resistant finish
 • Reflective tape for increased visibility
 • Four pockets for ample storage
 • Phone pocket
 • Rule pocket
 • Side access pockets
 • Two-way zip for quick and easy access
 • Concealed zip opening for added security
 • Back elastic for ease of movement
 • Orange
 • EN20471 Class 3

Code: SCM100

Thinsulate™ Interactive Liner for PR505 Coverall

 • Thinsulate™ insulation type G100 quilting for 
maximum heat retention
 • Anchorage fastening points at the ankles, cuffs 
and back of neck for a more precise fit
 • Knitted cotton cuffs and ankles for extra comfort
 • Insulation for cold weather
 • Grey

Code: G100-COV

Pulsarail Teflon® Coated Trousers

 • Water-repellent finish
 • Teflon® coating
 • Combat pockets to the left and right thighs
 • Kneepad pockets
 • Rear pocket with flap
 • 3M Scotchlite reflective tape
 • Double belt loop design allowing use of both a standard belt 
and utility belt simultaneously
 • Fabric: 80% polyester, 20% cotton twill with Teflon® fabric 
protector finish
 • Certified to: EN471:2003 Class 1
 • Hi-visibility orange

Code: VS3PULSTT

Pulsarail 300 Denier PU-Coated 
Waterproof Coverall

 • 300 denier PU-coated polyester outer 
fabric with extra hydrophilic coating to 
increase breathability
 • 3M Scotchlite reflective tape to body 
and sleeves
 • Reflective 3M piping
 • Orange
 • EN20471 Class 3
 • EN343 3:3

Code: VS4PULSWPB-ORG

Sizes:  
30S – 52T

Sizes:  
S – 5XL

M – 3XL (tall)

Sizes:  
S – 3XL

Sizes:  
S – 3XL Sizes:  

S – 2XL

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Waterproof clothing

 • Concealed hood
 • Full zip front with double storm flap
 • Hand pockets with flap
 • Elasticated storm cuffs
 • Stitched and welded seams
 • Fabric: 100% polyester
 • Yellow
 • EN20471 Class 3

Premium Rain Jacket

 • Helly Hansen Voss rain jacket
 • Light and extremely tough and, of 
course, waterproof
 • Flexible properties mean it is both 
comfortable and versatile
 • Fold away hood with drawcord adjustment
 • Extended back
 • Adjustable cuffs
 • Fabric: lightweight PU-coated  
knitted polyester
 • EN343 3:1

Code: PUJ471 Code: TRW484

Regatta Ashford II 
Waterproof/Breathable Jacket

 • Part mesh, part polyester taffeta lining
 • Inner storm flap with extended 
scrumlined chin guard
 • Internal security pocket
 • EN343

Hi-Vis PU-Coated Jacket

Hydrowear Uithoorn Hi-Vis Waterproof Breathable Storm Coat/
Parka Jacket with Interactive Zip

 • Parka 85cm
 • Fixed hood
 • Detachable quilted lining
 • Lining can be ordered separately
 • Double storm flap over the zip
 • Two front pockets with flap and velcro

 • One inner pocket with velcro closure
 • 210g 100% polyester laminate
 • Yellow or orange
 • EN20471 Class 3
 • EN343 3:3

Colour:  Code: 
Yellow VS8HY3-YLW
Orange  VS8HY3-ORG

Sizes:  
S – 3XL

Sizes:  
S – 2XL

Sizes:  
M – 3XL

Sizes:  
S – 4XL

Colour:  Code: 
Black R70180-BLK
Navy  R70180-NVY

Hi-Vis PVC Rain Jacket & Trouser

 • Our two-piece nylon/PVC 
rainwear is manufactured 
from lightweight  
water-resistant fabric
 • Elasticated waisted trousers
 • Heavy-duty zip  
fastening front
 • Front flap pockets
 • Concealed hood
 • EN20471 Class 3
 • EN343 3:1

Two-Piece Nylon Rainsuit

 • Nylon B-Dri suit pack
 • Lightweight two-piece rain suit
 • Lightweight nylon with PVC  
coating to the inside
 • Zip front
 • Concealed hood
 • Lower front pockets with flap
 • Studded cuffs
 • Hip drawcord
 • Elasticated waist
 • Access to pockets
 • Stud fastening to ankles
 • Fully-taped seams

Colour:  Code: 
Yellow VS3LW25-YLW
Orange  VS3LW25-ORG

Colour:  Code: 
Yellow WR5LW25-YLW
Navy  WR5LW25-NVY

Hydrowear Uitdam Hi-Vis 
Waterproof Breathable Jacket 
with Interactive Zip

 • Raincoat 80cm
 • Mesh polyester lining
 • Fixed hood
 • Concealed zip with press-stud closure
 • Two front pockets with flap
 • 210g 100% polyester laminate
 • Yellow or orange
 • EN20471 Class 3
 • EN343 3:3

Colour:  Code: 
Yellow VS8HY1-YLW
Orange  VS8HY1-ORG

Hydrowear Ureterp Hi-Vis Waterproof Breathable Coverall 

 • Fixed hood
 • Zipper with double storm flap and press-studs
 • Wind cuffs
 • Adjustable legs with press-stud
 • Mesh polyester lining
 • 210g 100% polyester laminate
 • Yellow or orange
 • EN20471 Class 3
 • EN343 3:3

Colour:  Code: 
Yellow VS8HY5-YLW
Orange  VS8HY5-ORG

Sizes:  
S – 4XL

Sizes:  
S – 3XL

Sizes:  
S – 3XL

Sizes:  
S – 4XL

Rail Standard compliantWaterproofWaterproof breathable

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Waterproof clothing

Hydrowear Ursum Hi-Vis Waterproof Breathable Overtrousers

 • Mesh polyester lining
 • Elasticated waist with elasticated draw cord
 • 210g 100% polyester laminate
 • Yellow or orange
 • EN20471 Class 2
 • EN343 3:3

Colour:  Code: 
Yellow VS8HY7-YLW
Orange  VS8HY7-ORG

Hi-Vis Overtrousers

 • Elasticated waist
 • Two side pockets
 • Fabric: PVC-coated polyester
 • EN20471 Class 2
 • EN343 3:1

Colour:  Code: 
Yellow WR5LW25-YLW
Navy  WR5LW25-NVY

Hi-Vis PU-Coated Trousers

 • Elasticated waist
 • Studded ankles
 • Fabric: 100% polyester
 • Yellow
 • EN20471 Class 3
 • EN343 3:1

Code: PUT471

Premium Rain Trousers

 • Light and extremely tough and,  
of course, waterproof
 • Flexible properties mean it is both 
comfortable and versatile
 • Elasticated waist with  
drawcord adjustment
 • Snap fasteners at ankle
 • Fabric: Lightweight PU-coated  
knitted polyester
 • EN343 3:1

Sizes:  
S – 3XL

Sizes:  
S – 3XL

Sizes:  
S – 5XL

Sizes:  
S – 4XL

Colour:  Code: 
Black R70480-BLK
Navy  R70480-NVY
Orange R70480-ORG

Elka Bib & Brace

 • Easily adjusted to ensure reliable 
waterproof protection
 • Adjustable suspenders with Fix-lock
 • Inside pocket
 • Orange
 • EN343 3:1

Code: 177302-ORG

Hydrowear Utting Hi-Vis 
Waterproof Breathable 
Salopettes/Bib & Brace 

 • Bib & brace with polyester lining
 • Elastic bands with fix lock
 • Two pockets with velcro flap closure
 • Chest pocket with flap and zipper
 • Adjustable legs with velcro flap closure
 • Two pockets with flap and press stud
 • 210g 100% polyester laminate
 • Yellow/navy or orange
 • EN20471 Class 2
 • EN343 3:3

Colour:  Code: 
Yellow/navy VS8HY9-YLW
Orange  VS8HY9-ORG

Hi-Vis Cargo Overtrousers

 • Water-resistant trousers with added practical features
 • Elasticated waist with cord adjuster
 • Two large leg pockets with Velcro fastening flaps
 • Side pocket access
 • Lower leg zip opening with Velcro-fastened storm flap
 • Fabric: PU-coated polyester
 • Yellow 
 • EN20471 Class 2
 • EN343 3:1

Code:  VS3WCY2

Sizes:  
S – 4XL

Sizes:  
S – 2XL

Sizes:  
S – 4XL

You can order with us by phone, email or online:

T: 01293 744 444

E: hello@onsite-support.co.uk

W: onsite-support.co.uk

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Workwear & corporate wear

Fristads Airtech Hi-Vis 
Winter Parka cl 3 4036 GTT

 • Detachable lining
 • Detachable lined hood with adjustable 
strap and drawstring
 • Fleece-lined collar
 • Reflective detail on shoulders
 • Front placket opening with two-way  
zip to top of collar and concealed  
snap fastening
 • Two chest pockets with zip
 • ID-card pocket
 • Map pocket with inside mobile phone 
pocket accessible from outside
 • Two bellowed front pockets with flap 
and concealed snap fastening
 • Two fleece-lined hand-warmer pockets
 • Microphone loop inside
 • Two inside pockets with zip
 • Adjustable waist with drawstring
 • Elastic inner cuff with thumb grip
 • Adjustable sleeve end
 • Zip-in lining for easy embroidery  
and transfer
 • Waterpillar 10.000mm
 • Leasing laundry-tested according  
to ISO15797
 • Material info: Airtech®, 100% polyester, 
breathable, wind and waterproof
 • Quilted lining in 100% polyester
 • Weight: outer fabric 150g/m²,  
lining 260g/m²
 • Approved according to EN ISO 20471 
class 3, EN 343 class 3:3 and EN 342 

Colour:  Code: 
Yellow/navy 119628-171
Orange/navy  119628-271

Fristads Airtech Hi-Vis  
Winter Jacket cl 3 4035 GTT

 • Fully lined
 • Detachable lined hood with adjustable 
strap and drawstring
 • Fleece-lined collar
 • Reflective detail on shoulders
 • Front placket opening with zip to top of 
collar and concealed snap fastening
 • Two chest pockets with zip
 • ID-card pocket
 • Map pocket with inside mobile phone 
pocket, and buttonhole and loop for 
earpiece accessible from outside
 • Two fleece-lined front pockets with zip
 • Adjustable hem with drawstring
 • Two inside pockets with zip and 
buttonhole and loop for earpiece
 • Mesh lining in armhole
 • Zip-in lining for easy embroidery  
and transfer
 • Elastic inner cuff with thumb grip
 • Adjustable sleeve ends
 • Extended back
 • Waterpillar 10.000mm
 • Leasing laundry-tested according  
to ISO15797
 • Material: Airtech®, 100% polyester, 
breathable, wind and waterproof
 • Quilted lining: 100% polyester
 • Weight: outer fabric 150g/m²,  
lining 120g/m²
 • Approved according to EN ISO 20471 
class 3, EN 343 class 3:1 and EN 342 
Shell fabric meets class 3 for water 
vapour permeability; EN 343 class 3:3

Regatta Bomber Jacket

 • Excellent value
 • Fleece-lined collar
 • Velcro storm flap
 • Concealed hood
 • Adjustable cuffs
 • Two lower zipped pockets
 • Mobile phone pocket
 • Concealed zip entrance in lining for 
embroidery access
 • Fabric: waterproof Hydrafort polyester 
fabric; windproof; 250gsm anti-pill fleece 
lining; Thermoguard insulation
 • Black, navy and other colours available 
on request

Colour:  Code: 
Yellow/navy 119626-171
Yellow/black  119626-196
Orange/navy 119626-271
Red/black  119626-396

Colour:  Code: 
Black/grey TRW297-BLKGRY
Navy  TRW297-NVY

Regatta Steller Bodywarmer

 • Polyester material
 • Thermo-guard insulation
 • Mobile phone and pen pockets
 • 220gsm body insulation wadding 
 • Black 

Code: TRA803-BLK

Sizes:  
XS – 4XL

Sizes:  
XS – 3XL

Sizes:  
S – 3XL

Sizes:  
S – 2XL

Mediumweight Full Zip Fleece

 • Great value fleece for lightweight warmth
 • Full zip
 • Two side pockets
 • Adjustable drawcord at waist
 • Fabric: 100% polyester, anti-pill fleece, 
300gsm

Regatta Uproar Softshell Jacket

 • Lightweight and stretchy fabric moves 
effortlessly with you, and provides 
enough outdoor weather protection 
 • Durable water-repellent finish,  
wind-resistant and quick drying
 • Super soft handle
 • Two zipped hand pockets
 • Adjustable shockcord hem
 • Fabric: Warm backed woven  
stretch softshell

Colour:  Code: 
Black TRA642-BLK
Black/seal grey  TRA642-BLKSGY
Navy TRA642-NVY

Heavyweight Full Zip Fleece

 • Premium heavyweight full zip fleece, a 
proven product and great uniform garment
 • For lightweight warmth
 • Full zip
 • Adjustable drawcord at waist
 • Two side pockets
 • Fabric: 100% 
polyester,  
anti-pill fleece

Sizes:  
S – 2XL

Sizes:  
XS – 4XL

Sizes:  
XS – 2XL

Colour:  Code: 
Navy FJ10-NVY

Colour:  Code: 
Navy FJ1-NVY

Ladies Regatta Uproar 
Softshell Jacket

 • Warm-backed woven stretch  
Softshell fabric
 • Durable water-repellent finish
 • Wind resistant
 • Quick-drying 
fabric

Colour:  Code: 
Black TRA645-BLK
Navy  TRA645-NVY

Regatta Sandstorm 
Softshell Jacket

 • Hard wearing warm backed woven 
stretch soft shell
 • Water repellent
 • Wind resistant

Sizes:  
8 – 14

Sizes:  
S – 2XL

Colour:  Code: 
Black TRA651-BLK

Regatta Full Zip Fleece

 • A high-quality fleece offering excellent 
value, great when worn on its own, but 
interactive zips mean it can also be 
zipped into jackets for extra versatility
 • Fleece cuffs
 • Two zipped lower pockets
 • Adjustable shockcord hem
 • Interactive zip
 • Fabric: 100% polyester, 280gsm anti-pill 
symmetry fleece

Colour:  Code: 
Navy TRF532-NVY
Black  TRF532-BLK

Sizes:  
S – 4XL

 • Classic crew neck, set-in sleeve style 
sweatshirt in fine-gauge, fleece-back 
knit, offering great comfort and a  
smooth surface
 • Taped back of neck for extra comfort
 • Twin-needle stitching detail
 • Ribbed neck, cuff and waistband
 • Fabric: 50% polyester, 50% cotton, 275gsm
 • Other colours available upon request

Classic Sweatshirt

Colour:  Code: 
Black SW5-BLK
Navy  SW5-NVY

Sizes:  
S – 3XL

Waterproof breathable

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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 • Quality t-shirt suitable for a broad range 
of applications, great for keeping cool  
in summer
 • Twin-needle stitching at neck, sleeves 
and hem
 • Taped neckline for added comfort
 • Fabric: 100% ringspun cotton,  
fine-gauge knit
 • Other colours available upon request

Colour:  Code: 
Black CTS2-BLK
Navy  CTS2-NVY

Colour:  Code: 
Black CTS1-BLK
Navy  CTS1-NVY
Orange CTS1-ORG

Classic Value Weight T-Shirt

 • For budget and/or high volume
 • Tubular knit for shape retention
 • Other colours available upon request

Classic Mediumweight T-Shirt

Sizes:  
S – 2XL

Sizes:  
S – 2XL

 • Tough, comfortable polycotton blend 
polo shirt offering exceptional value
 • Practical, easy-care fabric
 • Rib-knit collar
 • Three self-coloured button placket
 • Fabric: 50% cotton, 50% polyester
 • Other colours available upon request

Classic Polo Shirt

Sizes:  
S – 2XL

Colour:  Code: 
Black PS1-BLK

Premium Weight Polo Shirt

 • For use in hard-wearing environments
 • 60° washability, reinforced shoulder 
seams and durable fabric make for 
ultimate practicality
 • Taped inside neck for extra comfort

 • Raised detail on collar
 • Three self-coloured button placket
 • Fabric: 50% polyester, 50% cotton
 • Other colours available upon request

Colours:  Code: 
Black PS5-BLK
Navy  PS5-NVY
White PS5-WHT

Sizes:  
XS – 6XL

Long Sleeve Oxford Shirt

 • Classic button-down collar 
Oxford shirt in cotton-rich, 
easy-care fabric which gives 
extra comfort
 • Wrinkle-resistant fabric 
with quality features for 
outstanding value
 • Pinpoint Oxford weave
 • Pocket on left breast
 • Adjustable cuffs
 • Shirt tail bottom
 • Inverted pleat on the rear  
for movement
 • Fabric: 15% polyester, 85% 
combed cotton 140gsm

Sizes:  
15.5"(M) – 
18.5"(2XL)

Colour:  Code: 
White OSL5-WHT

Short Sleeve Oxford Shirt

 • Classic button-down collar Oxford shirt in cotton-rich, easy-care 
fabric, which gives extra comfort
 • Wrinkle-resistant fabric with 
quality features
 • Pinpoint Oxford weave
 • Pocket on left breast
 • Adjustable cuffs
 • Shirt tail bottom
 • Inverted pleat on the rear  
for movement
 • Fabric: 15% polyester, 85% 
combed cotton 140gsm
 • Other colours available  
upon request

Sizes:  
14.5"(S) – 
19.5"(3XL)

Fristads Icon Light Trousers 
280 P154

 • Two side pockets
 • Two rear patch pockets with button
 • Rule pocket
 • Leg pocket with flap and  
telephone pocket
 • Waist size adjusters
 • Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 
brushed 260gsm
 • Other colours available on request

Workwear Cargo Trousers 

 • Smart, well-made trousers that are 
excellent value
 • Expandable waistband for comfortable fit
 • Cargo pocket on right leg
 • Two back pockets with pocket flaps
 • Mobile phone pocket
 • Weight: 245gsm
 • Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton twill

Colour:  Code: 
Black 001M-BLK
Navy  001M-NVY

Colour:  Code: 
Black P154280-BLK
Navy  P154280-NVY

Fristads Pro Stretch 
Craftsman Trousers 241 PS25

 • Tough fabric with inbuilt mechanical 
stretch improves comfort during  
active work
 • Multi-function handy pockets can be 
tucked away when not required
 • D-ring for keys/ID card
 • Rule pocket with pen slots
 • Leg pocket with phone compartment  
and tool slots
 • Ergonomically-designed knee pockets  
of 100% Cordura® for ultimate durability
 • Hammer holders
 • Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 
mechanical stretch, brushed 300gsm 
(Cordura® knee pockets)
 • Black

Code: PS25241-BLK

Sizes:  
38S – 48T

Sizes:  
38S – 48T

Sizes:  
38S – 48T

Colour:  Code: 
White OSS5-WHT

Workwear & corporate wear

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Workwear & corporate wear

Fristads Cargo Shorts 254 BPC

 • Made in a new cotton-rich canvas fabric that's tough yet offers supreme comfort
 • Two front pockets
 • Two back pockets with bellows pleat for extra room
 • Bellows construction leg pocket with Velcro fastening
 • Leg pocket with telephone compartment, pen slots  
and tool pockets
 • D-ring
 • Broad belt loops
 • Fabric: canvas, 60% cotton, 40% polyester,  
brushed, 295gsm

Super Polycotton Zip 
Front Boilersuit

 • Pre-shrunk, top-quaility fabric 
contributes to the professional 
appearance of this garment
 • 8 pockets
 • 50+ UPF rated fabric to block 98%  
of UV rays
 • Durable  
polycotton
 • Navy

Code: BL2P20-NVY

Colour:  Code: 
Black BPC254-BLK
Khaki  BPC254-KHK
Navy BPC254-NVY

Gel Filled Knee Pads (Pair)

 • Functional and technically innovative
 • Thick silicone gel adapts to your kneecap 
offering unrivalled comfort, whilst the 
tough abrasion-resistant PVC shell 
ensures ultimate protection and a  
longer life span
 • Adjustable straps allow for great 
flexibility for fitting while providing 
comfort to the back of the leg
 • One size

Code: KP4G15

Rubber Knee Pads (Pair)

 • Economical knee pad with ribbed face
 • Ideal for use in general construction
 • Single strap for comfort
 • Sold as pairs
 • One size

Code: KP1R05

Sizes:  
28R – 46R

Sizes:  
S – 3XL

Flame retardant clothing

Bizweld Cotton Overalls 
Flame Retardant

 • High-quality, ultra-comfortable  
flame retardant garment
 • Ideal for metal fabrication
 • Bizweld is a heavyweight 100% cotton 
fabric; specially treated with a flame 
retardant finish
 • Side pockets with access
 • Concealed stud front
 • Rule pocket
 • Two chest pockets with flaps
 • Inner mobile phone pocket
 • Fully certified to the European Standard 
EN470 and EN531
 • EN ISO 11612 A1+A2, B1, C1, F1 and EN 
ISO Class 1, A1+A2

ProGarm 4617 FR AS Hi-Vis Trousers

 • Two hip pockets with flaps
 • Combat pocket on leg with phone pocket
 • Rear pocket with flap
 • 50mm FR AS reflective tape with  
double stitching
 • ThermSAFE™ jeans button
 • Triple-stitched side seams
 • Progarm® VXS+ HVO 360W inherent fabric

 • Instant extinguishing properties: for 
ultimate protection against flame hazards
 • Great comfort: breathable, soft to wear, 
fantastic touch
 • Highly durable: colour fast with less than 
3% washing shrinkage
 • ThermSAFE™ plastic zipper
 • EN11612, EN1149, EN471

Flame Retardant Cargo Trousers

 • Twin-stitched seams
 • Conveniently placed rule pocket
 • Fabric: 330gsm  
flame retardant-
treated cotton drill
 • Certified to EN470-1, 
EN531: A, B1, C1  
and EN533

Flame Retardant Bizweld Coverall

 • Bizweld Iona Coverall offers visible protection to the wearer
 • Clever design features include flame resistant reflective tape on 
the shoulders, sleeves and legs, the option to insert knee pads 
when needed, ample storage space and a rule pocket
 • CE certified and guaranteed flame resistance for life of garment
 • ARC2 (previously HRC2)
 • Concealed stud front for easy access and stud adjustable cuffs 
for a secure fit
 • Certified protection against molten metal splash
 • 50+ UPF-rated fabric to block 98% of UV rays
 • Eight pockets for ample storage
 • EN11611

Sizes:  
S – 2XL

Sizes:  
30S – 44T

Sizes:  
28R – 52T

Sizes:  
S – 3XL

Fristads Knee Pads 
9125 KP (pair)

 • 165mm(W) x 290mm(L)
 • Lightweight ergonomic kneepads 
designed to fit most kneepad trousers
 • One size
 • One colour

Code: KP9125

Colour:  Code: 
Orange VS4FRT10

Colour:  Code: 
Navy SCM200

Colour:  Code: 
Navy WT1FR15

Colour:  Code: 
Orange SCM300-ORG

Basic Overalls

 • 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245gsm 
concealed stud front boilersuit
 • Features a chest pocket with flap for 
secure storage and two side pockets
 • Comfort, practicality and durability  
are ensured
 • Breast pocket
 • Rule pocket
 • Navy

Code: BL2P15-NVY

Sizes:  
S – 2XL

Merlin Tradesman Trousers

 • Triple stitching on all main seams
 • Multiple pockets with extra-strong lining, including two 
front, two rear and combat leg and rule pockets
 • Part-elasticated waistband for comfort
 • High-quality pocket liners for durability
 • Heavy-duty, non-scratch fixing stud on waistband
 • Brass YKK zip
 • Functional D-ring
 • External kneepad pocket
 • Leg lengths: S (29"), R (32"), T (35")                       

Sizes:  
30S – 48T

Colour:  Code: 
Navy 2800-NVY

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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UNBELIEVABLE GRIP

HEX PATTERN
FOR WATER DISPERSAL

LADDER GRIPS
GRIP WHEN WORKING AT HEIGHT

7° HEEL STRIKE
SLIP PREVENTION AND BRAKING

Take comfort in the safety features Additional test classifi cations

Classifi cation

SB Toe protection tested with 
200J impact and 15kN 
compression force

Penetration resistant outsole 
tested at 1100 newtons 

Heat resistant outsole compound 
tested at 300°C

Electrical resistance between foot 
and ground of between 0.1 and 
1000 mega ohms 

Insulation against the cold – 
temperature drops less than 
10°C when tested at -17°C

Energy absorption of the seat region 
tested at 20 joules 

Metatarsal protection – tested 
to 100J impact

Slip resistant on steel fl oor 
with glycerol 

Water resistant upper leather 

Slip resistant on ceramic 
tile fl oor with sodium lauryl 
sulphate solution

Slip resistant for both SRA 
and SRB

P

HRO

A

CI

E

M

SRB

WRU

SRA

SBC

Test Performed
Safety Standards

S1 S2 S3 SBP S1P

THE INNOVATION IN IGS
The IGS sole has been designed to answer 
a major concern for employers – sickness and 
staff welfare issues caused by slips, trips and falls, 
the most common workplace injuries. What’s more, 
this innovation has been endorsed by national 
and international safety accreditations.

THE ONLY MULTIPURPOSE SOLE 
WITH A 4 STAR GRIP RATING
Most multi-purpose safety boots boast a 2 Star
GRIP Rating at very best. With the Bison Boot’s
IGS sole we can now offer a 4 Star GRIP Rating 
– the only multi-use sole that can offer such 
comfort on the market.

Visit v12footwear.com to view 
our full range of IGS footwear.

We designed our hex grip pattern to cut through water 
and quickly channel it away, ensuring wearers are always 
in contact with the ground and avoid slipping up even in 
the wettest conditions.

Slips are most likely to happen when the heel is placed 
down to make a new step, which is why we have designed 
the heel strike at 7°, the angle at which most slips occur. 
Angled splines provide increased contact with the ground, 
effortlessly cutting through water or dirt at every step.

Falls from height account for more than a quarter of all 
fatal injuries in the work place. This is why the IGS has 
a deep ladder grip that complies with Firefi ghter boot 
standards EN15090:2012, which is over and above 
safety boot requirements.

V12_OnSite_Grip_210x297mm_DblPgSpread_AW.indd   All Pages 20/11/2018   11:10
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Foot protection

Leather Brogue Safety Shoes S1P

 • Leather lined for comfort
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S1 SRA
 • Black

Code: V9193

V12 Colt Waxy Leather 
Dealer Boots

 • With large pull-on loops
 • With a light composite toe cap, the boots 
are comfortable to wear all day long, but 
also strong enough to protect feet
 • Steel midsole
 • Compliance: EN ISO20345 S1P HRO SRC
 • Black

Code: VR609

V12 Rawhide Oiled Dealer Boots

 • Crafted from a water-resistant rugged  
oil stuffed hide, is one of the strongest 
elastic-sided work boots available
 • With reinforced leather pull on tabs, 
dual-layer elastic and triple-stitched 
seams, it is incredible durable
 • Features a Goodyear welted rubber sole 
making them classic-looking boots that 
will never go out of style
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 SBP HRO SRA
 • Brown

Code: V1231

Marble Ultra Lightweight Metal-Free Boots 

 • Ultra lightweight 100% metal-free
 • Premium full-grain, waxy leather  
upper with breathable mesh and 
composite toe cap
 • Extremely lightweight  
and comfortable
 • Rubber HRO outsole, matrix  
rubber scuff cap and kick-off  
ankle protector  
EVA midsole providing increased  
anti-fatigue properties
 • Fully anti-static
 • Non-metallic upper materials: 
premium full-grain leather and 
breathable mesh panels
 • Lining materials:  
moisture-wicking mesh

 • Internal toe cap: composite
 • Internal midsole: anti-penetration composite
 • Outsole: heat resistant to 300°C
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S1P SRC
 • Black

Code: RF0MB1

Light Year Trekker 
Metal-Free Boots

 • Totally metal-free with full-length 
removable cushioned footbed, full  
3D breathable lining, padded collar  
and tongue
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S3 SRC
 • Other sizes available upon request
 • Black

Code: ST650

Lightyear Non-Metallic 
Ankle Boots

 • Waterproof trekker boots complete 
with smooth full-grain leather upper, 
composite toe cap and midsole, 
aquaguard membrane, ventoplus footbed
 • Metal-free
 • Scuff cap for durability
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S3 SRC
 • Black

Code: BX631

Steel Toe and Midsole Hiker Boots

 • Complete with steel toe cap, midsole 
and heavy-duty eyelets and cleats
 • Water-resistant upper features a padded 
collar, and the front of the boots are 
equipped with a low-profile scuff cap
 • Integrates a kick plate to the rear for 
easier doffing and is equipped with a 
dual density, shock-absorbing sole and 
additional moulded insole, which can be 
removed and replaced if required
 • Wide fitting boots so won’t feel tight 
after a long day on your feet
 • Compliance: EN 20345 S3 SRC

Colour:  Code: 
Wheat/tan FW2MH1-TAN
Dark brown  FW2MH1-BRN
Black  FW2MH1-BLK

Key to icons V12 Endura Heavy-Duty Scuff 
Cap Boots

 • Features a heat-resistant sole to 
keep you comfortable in the extreme 
conditions
 • Features a scuff cap, heel support, 
reflective strip and is SRC slip-rated for a 
sure grip on all surface

Upper
 • Tough hide upper – water-resistant, 
durable and breathable
 • Padded full bellows tongue
 • Triple-stitched stress points and has  
a deep padded scoop collar with 
reflective strip
 • Unique ankle stabiliser offers support 
and protection and a scuff toe extends 
the wear life

Lining
 • Padded, moisture-wicking and highly 
breathable. Cool in summer, warm  
in winter
 • Footbed: VS100 twin shock-absorbing 
footbed is contoured to support and 
cradle the foot

Toe cap
 • Wide-fitting composite, non-sparking 
and thermal-insulating
 • Tested to impact of 200 Joules
 • Protective midsole
 • Flexible corrosion resistant steel,  
pierce-resistant to 1100N

Sole
 • 3D: a clever combination of three 
densities of polyurethane and rubber
 • Ensures high-slip, heat and abrasion 
resistance as well as comfort
 • Multi-directional tread ensures good 
traction in a variety of conditions
 • Heat resistant to approximately 300°C

 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 
HRO SRC
 • Black

Code: E3570

Chukka Boots

 • Lightweight and flexible chukka boots, 
anti-static properties, steel toe cap  
and midsole
 • Compliance: EN 20345 SBP SRC
 • Black

Code: 00471

V12 Boulder Derby Boots

 • Constructed from full grain-oiled cow 
hide, the Boulder is durable, water-
resistant and breathable
 • Features heavy-duty triple-stitching, gun 
metal eyelets and a soft padded collar
 • With a Goodyear welted rubber sole, the 
Boulder are classic-looking boots that 
are built to last
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S3 HRO SRA
 • Black

Code: V1235

Sizes:  
6 – 13

Sizes:  
6 – 13

Sizes:  
6 – 12 Sizes:  

4 – 12

Sizes:  
6 – 12

Sizes:  
3 – 12

Sizes:  
3 – 13

Sizes:  
3 – 13

Sizes:  
4 – 16

Sizes:  
5 – 13

Waterproof and breathableSteel toe cap

Composite toe cap Zip side

Composite midsole Anti-static

Steel midsole Heat resistant

Metal free Slip resistant

Light Year Meteor Composite, 
Breathable, Metal-Free 
Hiker Boots

 • Lightweight boot
 • Full length, removable cushioned footbed
 • Full 3D breathable lining
 • Padded collar and tongue for comfort
 • Comfortable and flexible
 • Oil and hear resistant out-sole
 • EN20345 S3 SRC

Code: ST460M

Sizes:  
5 – 12

Insulated lining Impact resistant ankle

Vegan friendly

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Foot protection

V12 Bison IGS Waxy Derby Boots

 • Lightweight, metal-free and with non- 
snagging eyelets, the Bison is created on 
a new last and has an improved shock 
absorbing footbed
 • Constructed from a polished full-grain 
leather upper, the new and improved 
Bison has a cut away scoop collar for 
easy foot access and comfort
 • Innovative IGS rubber sole unit ensures 
superb grip on all surfaces and increased 
cushioning underfoot
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S1 HRO SRA
 • Black

Code: VR600.01

V12 Tomahawk Waterproof 
Rigger Boots

 • Created from full-grain vintage cow hide, 
these ultimate rigger boots comes with  
a waterproof, breathable lining
 • Rugged heel support and padded ankle 
to provide stability on rough terrain and 
help maintain a perfect fit
 • Features Thinsulate temperature control 
material to keep feet warm even at 
-20°C and cool in hot climates
 • Impact-resistant ankle protection 
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S3 HRO 
WR SRA
 • Brown

Code: V1250

V12 Grizzly Fleece Lined Scuff Cap Rigger Boots

 • With heat-resistant sole, rugged heel 
support for stability, triple-stitched  
for strength
 • Padded ankle protector to  
protect anklebone
 • Anti-scuff toe for durability
 • Powergrip™ Sole Unit Vr6 triple density 
rubber sole: rubber sole which gives 
outstanding levels of slip resistance. 
Heat and chemical resistant
 • Wide-fitting composite toe cap to 
reduce weight and improve insulation
 • Heel brace for extra stability on  
rough terrain
 • Tan fleece-lined rigger
 • Heat-resistant sole, rugged heel support 
and triple stitching
 • For strength there’s a padded leg, which 
protects the anklebone

Upper
 • Full-grain cow leather upper: water-
resistant, durable and breathable
 • Heavy-duty triple stitching on vamp
 • Reinforced pull on loops
 • Ankle stabiliser/kick-off plate for 
protection from twisting/impacts

Lining
 • Padded synthetic fleece lining giving 
extra warmth and comfort – cold 
insulation (CI) to EN requirements

Footbed
 • Padded synthetic fleece footbed giving 
extra warmth and comfort

Toe cap
 • Wide-fitting composite, non-sparking 
and thermal-insulating
 • Tested to impact of 200 Joules
 • Protective midsole
 • Flexible corrosion-resistant steel, pierce 
resistant to 1100N

Sole
 • 3D: a clever combination of three 
densities of polyurethane and rubber 
 • Ensures high slip, heat and abrasion 
resistance as well as comfort
 • Multi-directional tread ensures good 
traction in a variety of conditions
 • Heat resistant to approximately 300°C

 • CE Specification: EN ISO 20345:2011 S3 
CI HRO SRC 
 • Tan

Code: VR690

Uvex Quatro Pro Boots with 
Midsole & Uvex Hydroflex 3D 
Foam Insole

 • Steel midsole
 • Sturdy modern safety shoe with extra 
wide fit and water-resistant leather 
upper for hard outdoor applications,  
e.g. construction works
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S3 SRC
 • Black

Code: W8401

Contractor Lined Rigger Boots

 • Leather upper with pull on loops,  
anti-static sole, pierce-resistant midsole
 • Warm-lined leather upper
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S1P SRC
 • Tan

Code: BT80741

V12 Avenger IGS Black High Leg Zip Side Boots 

 • Strong moulded scuff cap protects the 
vulnerable toe area, and anti-scuff heel 
protector increases the boot’s life
 • High-leg boots based on the  
best-selling Bison
 • Combines a quick on-off zip-side and a 
non-snagging lace system to provide good 
ankle support and a fully-adjustable fit
 • Created on a new last and with a shock 
absorbing footbed, the new and improved 
Avenger is suited to a broad range  
of industries
 • Superb grip on all surfaces and increased 
cushioning underfoot
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345:2011 S3  
HRO SRC
 • Black

Code: VR620.01

Welders Boots, Strap and 
Buckle, Flameproof

 • CE certified
 • Composite toe cap
 • Anti-static footwear
 • Water-resistant upper to prevent  
water penetration
 • Lightweight compose PU  
cushioned midsole 
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S3 HRO

Code: FW07

V12 Boulder Nubuck 
Safety Boots

 • Constructed from top-quality honey 
Nubuck hide, the Boulder is durable, 
water resistant and breathable
 • Features heavy-duty triple-stitching, gun 
metal eyelets and a soft padded collar
 • With a Goodyear welted rubber sole, the 
Boulder are classic-looking boots that 
are built to last
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 SBP  
HRO SRA
 • Wheat

Code: V1237

V12 Puma IGS Nubuck Boots

 • Constructed from a luxurious honey 
Nubuck upper, the new and improved 
Puma has a cut away scoop collar for 
easy foot access and comfort

 • Lightweight, metal-free and with non-
snagging eyelets, the Puma is created on 
a new last and has an improved shock-
absorbing footbed
 • Innovative IGS rubber sole unit ensures 
superb grip on all surfaces and increased 
cushioning underfoot
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S3 HRO SRC
 • Honey

Code: VR602.01

Timberland Pro Traditional 
Boots Composite Toe Cap

 • New and improved rugged design for  
a lighter shoe
 • Premium water-resistant nubuck  
leather upper
 • Moisture management lining
 • Anti-static textile,  
anti-perforation midsole
 • Metal-free traditional workboots
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S3 HRO SRC
 • Wheat/nubuck

Code: S62016

Sizes:  
3 – 14

Sizes:  
7 – 12

Sizes:  
5 – 13

Sizes:  
6 – 13

Sizes:  
4 – 13

Sizes:  
6 – 13

Sizes:  
5 – 13

Sizes:  
4 – 13

Sizes:  
3 – 13

Sizes:  
6 – 12

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Foot protection

Timberland Pro Splitrock 
Gaucho Boots

 • Water-resistant, premium full-
grain leather upper, nylex moisture 
management lining and anti-perforation 
steel midsole
 • Reinforced ankle padding
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S3 HRO SRC
 • Brown

Code: S62043

Timberland Pro Splitrock Boots

 • Water-resistant, premium full-
grain leather upper, nylex moisture 
management lining and anti-perforation 
steel midsole
 • Reinforced ankle padding
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S3 HRO SRB
 • Wheat

Code: S62045

V12 Thunder IGS Waterproof 
Hiker Boots

 • With a full bellows tongue and  
a waterproof leather upper
 • Constructed to a new extreme comfort 
shape, the design also features a  
robust speed lace system to make 
wearing them even more efficient  
and comfortable
 • Incredibly lightweight with a composite 
toe cap and midsole, and features the 
innovative IGS rubber sole unit to ensure 
superb grip on all surfaces and increased 
cushioning underfoot
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345:2011 S3  
HRO WR SRC
 • Black

Code: V1215.01

Rockfall Onyx Ladies 
Safety Boots

 • Exclusive ladies fit 
 • Robust fully non-metallic safety boots
 • Premium waxy full-grain upper
 • Genuine full-grain leather upper 
materials, 100% waterproof and 
breathable Activ-Tex®
 • Membrane, super-durable solid rubber 
outsole bonded using heat-resistant glue
 • Outsole heat resistant to 300°C and  
slip-resistant to the highest EN  
standard SRC
 • Fully non-metallic construction making 
these boots ideal for rail, construction  
and offshore
 • Upper materials: genuine full-grain waxy 
smooth leather
 • Lining materials: waterproof and 
breathable Activ-Tex® membrane
 • Internal toe cap: composite
 • Internal midsole: anti-penetration composite
 • Outsole: solid rubber outsole HRO to 
300°C and SRC slip resistance
 • Footbed: EVA anti-fatigue footbed
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S3 HI WR 
HRO SRC
 • Honey

Code: VX950C

Rockfall Onyx Ladies
Safety Boots

 • Fitting: British ladies Last (BN0239)
 • Composite toe cap and midsole, heat-
resistant to 300°C
 • Robust fully non-metallic safety boots
 • Premium waxy full-grain upper
 • Exclusive ladies fit
 • Genuine full-grain leather upper 
materials, 100% waterproof and 
breathable Activ-Tex®
 • Membrane, super-durable solid rubber 
outsole bonded using heat-resistant glue
 • Outsole heat resistant to 300°C and  
slip-resistant to the highest EN  
standard SRC
 • Fully non-metallic construction making 
these boots ideal for rail, construction  
and offshore
 • Upper materials: genuine full-grain waxy 
smooth leather
 • Lining materials: waterproof and 
breathable Activ-Tex® membrane
 • Internal toe cap: composite
 • Internal midsole: anti-penetration 
composite
 • Outsole: solid rubber outsole HRO to 
300°C and SRC slip resistance
 • Footbed: EVA anti-fatigue footbed
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S3 HI WR 
HRO SRC
 • Black

Code: VX950A

V12 Storm IGS Waterproof 
Lined Hiker Boots

 • Full bellow tongue and a breathable 
waterproof vintage leather upper
 • Features a rugged ankle stabiliser and 
a heel pump full foot cushioning insole, 
and is created to a new extreme comfort 
shape for daylong comfort
 • Lightweight, with a composite toe cap 
and midsole, and features the innovative 
IGS rubber sole unit to ensure superb 
grip on all surfaces
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S3 HRO 
WR SRC
 • Brown

Code: V1219.01

V12 Defender STS V1750 Waterproof, Metal-Free, 
Lightweight Ankle Boots

 • Lightweight and metal-free, waterproof 
and constructed from black leather hide
 • Equipped with a tough scuff cap and 
heel support, along with high-comfort 
shape and shock-absorbing footbed
 • Poron impact protection material keeps 
your ankles safe
 • Innovative new STS sole unit provides 
superior traction
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345:2011 S3  
AN WR SRC

Code: V1750

Tomcat Ashstone Full Grain 
Leather Waterproof Breathable 
Safety Boots with Comfort 
EVA Footbed

 • Tough enough for steelwork
 • Protective steel toe cap and stainless 
steel anti-penetration midsole
 • Full-grain black rubber-coated abrasion-
resistant leather
 • Waterproof and breathable  
Activ-Tex® membrane
 • Supportive foam padded collar
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S3 HI WR 
HRO SRA

Code: RF1ABL

V12 Caiman Waterproof IGS Composite Boots

 • Waterproof and breathable hiker boots 
combining a nubuck-feel finish and 
woven-fibre upper
 • A lightweight composite midsole and 
toe cap make the Caiman incredibly 
comfortable, reducing fatigue

 • A shock-absorbing, reinforced heel and 
a scuff cap make the boots very durable; 
and the innovative IGS sole unit provides 
superior grip and stability
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S3 HRO 
WR SRC

Code: V1501.01

Sizes:  
6 – 12

Sizes:  
3 – 8 Sizes:  

3 – 8

Sizes:  
7 – 12

Sizes:  
3 – 13

Sizes:  
5 – 13

Sizes:  
3 – 14

Sizes:  
6 – 12

Sizes:  
6 – 12

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Foot protection

Constructor Steel Toe Cap & 
Midsole Wellington Boots

 • With ankle protector, kick off spur and 
cut down bands
 • PVC/nitrile – abrasion resistance, water 
resistance, oil resistance, anti acid alkali, 
anti static, slip resistance, anti corrosion, 
shock resistant
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S5 SRC
 • Black

Code: S8151

Chest Waders comes with 
Toe Cap & Midsole

 • With welded seams, inside pocket, 
reinforced toe and easy-adjust,  
clip-fastened braces
 • Reinforced toe
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S5 SRC
 • Black

Code: S9200

Dunlop Purofort Thermo+ 
Safety Wellington Boots (Steel 
Toe Cap & Midsole)

 • Prevents heat loss
 • Due to the unique recipe and molecular 
structure, they assure excellent cold 
insulation – down to -50 °C
 • Designed for use in the  
construction industry
 • Energy-absorbing heel and cold-
insulating lining
 • Classified as CI, meaning that the 
temperature decrease measured at the 
upper surface of the insole does not 
exceed 10°C after 30mins
 • Guards against falling objects  
and collisions
 • Steel midsole to prevent sharp  
object penetration
 • Water penetration and  
absorption resistant
 • Material is light, durable, soft  
and flexible
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 S5 CI SRC
 • Orange (blue sole)

Code: S8252

Code: FW3PT1

Dunlop Acifort Ribbed Safety Wellington Boots

 • Suitable for various construction 
environments, and has a ribbed top to 
protect the shinbone (metatarsal)
 • Strong and durable
 • Toe cap protection and midsole protection
 • Energy absorbent
 • Oil-resistant outsole
 • 100% waterproof
 • Compliance: EN ISO 20345 SBP  
P A FO SRA

Thigh Waders comes with 
Toe Cap & Midsole

 • Incorporate double-welded seams as 
well as a reinforced knee and toe design 
for toughness
 • Belt attachment strap

Code: S9500

Quality Steel Toe Cap & Midsole Wellington

 • Meets the highest requirements for slip 
resistance, with an SRC rating
 • Created from a supple compound of PVC 
and Nitrile rubber, Titan has resistance to 
many contaminants and is also anti-static 
and hydrocarbon resistant
 • Features an air exchange channel to 
regulate temperature, and a padded footbed 
laid over a shock-absorbing honeycomb heel 
section for day-long comfort
 • Titan is reinforced over the toe area and 
under the arch of the foot for durability
 • EN ISO 20345:2011 S5 SRC

Code: VW256

Seaboot Socks

 • Contractor quality 22" (55cm) seaboot 
sock containing 50% thermal fibre and 
50% wool
 • Heavyweight material with  
good insulation
 • With a loop pile cushion  
lining for comfort and a  
no rub 'invisible' toe  
seam with the comfort  
of quality cotton, this  
is a great product
 • One size (10.5)

Code: BL4S25

Size Colour:  Code: 
L Black ESOK-BLA-L
XL Black  ESOK-BLA-XL
L Navy ESOK-NVY-L
XL Navy  ESOK-NVY-XL

Endura Sock

 • Loop pile cushion lining for comfort and 
a no rub ‘invisible' toe seam with the 
comfort of quality cotton
 • 68% cotton,  
28% polyamide,  
4% elastic
 • Insulation for  
cold weather
 • Price per pair
 • Other sizes  
upon request
 • Navy or black

V12 MukGuard Reusable Overshoes

 • Keeps floors protected from dirty boots 
and shoes
 • Reusable, washable and offers excellent 
grip as well as abrasion resistance
 • Integral pull loop means it's easy to get 
on and off whilst the carabiner ensures 
that MukGuard remains paired and can 
always be easily located

Size:  Code: 
7 – 8 V1610-7/8
9 – 10  V1610-9/10
11 – 12 V1610-11/12

Boot Laces

 • Black 

Code: S0014

Full Length Anti-Static Insole

 • Dual-shock footbed insoles to give you 
all-day comfort on your feet
 • Ergonomically styled for comfort
 • Other sizes available upon request

Size:  Code: 
11 VS100-11
12 VS100-12

Sizes:  
7 – 11

Sizes:  
6 – 13

Sizes:  
6 – 12

Sizes:  
5 – 13

Sizes:  
3 – 13

Sizes:  
6 – 12

We offer a Protective Footwear & Task Hazard 
Audit with Report.  

See page 15 for more information.

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Disposable protection

Non-Woven Polyprop. Disposable 
Coverall comes with Hood

 • Economy version
 • Uncoated contract 
disposable coverall 
– to be worn as light 
protection from dirt 
and grease
 • White

Code: BL2BD0

Disposable Overshoes 
Pack of 50 Pairs

 • 100 pieces (50 pairs)
 • Disposable blue overshoes with elastic 
for extra grip around shoes
 • Anti-slip textured surface at the bottom
 • Ideal for protecting carpets and flooring
 • Blue

Code: BL3DS1-BLU Code: BL3DSD3

On-Shoe Disposable 
Overshoe Refill Pack

 • For dispenser system – slip-resistant
 • Pack of 100

Code: BL3DSR3

Type 5/6 Disposable 
Coverall – Orange

 • Breathable fabric  
Cat lll type 5/6  
disposable coverall
 • Strong and robust 
providing excellent 
chemical barrier
 • Fitted design means 
this coverall is more 
comfortable to wear 
 • Elasticated hood,  
back, wrist and ankles

Code: BL3DX561-ORG

Type 5/6 Disposable 
Coverall – White

 • Breathable fabric  
Cat lll type 5/6 
disposable coverall
 • Strong and robust 
providing excellent 
chemical barrier
 • Fitted design means 
this coverall is more 
comfortable to wear
 • Elasticated hood, back, 
wrist and ankles

Code: BL3DX561-WHT

Tyvek, Disposable Type 5/6 Hooded Coverall

 • Hooded coverall, white external stitched 
seams, three-piece hood
 • Elasticated hood, cuffs and ankles, glued 
in waist elastic
 • Ergonomic design offering enhanced  
fit and full freedom of movement
 • Larger zip puller and hood/sleeve design

Code: SDT200

On-Shoe Automatic 
Overshoe Dispenser

 • Dons your overshoes while you  
stand upright
 • Easy one-step application, hands free, 
neat and compact design
 • Complete dispenser with 110 overshoes. 
 • Improves hygiene and cleanliness
 • Fits over your shoes
 • Reduces germs and infections
 • Easy to load, innovative design
 • Refills available 
including  
slip-resistant 
covers – 
BL3DSR3

Premium Disposable Overshoes

 • Pack of 40 pieces (20 pairs)
 • Luxury overshoe with non-slip sole and 
elasticated ankle
 • One size
 • White/blue

Code: BL3LD52

In some cases, tight fitting Respiratory Protective 
Equipment (RPE) may not be an option. This can be due 
to face shape, skin conditions or facial hair. In these 
situations, loose fitting RPE like hoods or helmets with 
positive pressure air supplies can be used to ensure  
clean, filtered air reaches the wearer.

When protecting against particles, you’ll be using  
a filtering facepiece (FFP). These will be rated from  
1 to 3, with 1 offering the lowest level of protection.  
In a toxic environment with non-fibrogenic particles,  
a disposable filtering facepiece of level FFP1 or 2 is  
more than acceptable. As soon as more harmful and 
irritant particle types are likely around, an FFP2 mask 
must be used. This is regarded as the bare minimum  
in construction. 

Respiratory protection
Respirators may be tight-fitting like half masks, which cover the mouth 
and nose or full facepieces that cover the face from the hairline to 
below the chin. These can be either reusable or disposable and all 
require face-fit-testing to the user. For this reason, people wearing 
these masks are to be clean-shaven. 

When working in an environment with silicates,  
respirable dusts, mists and fumes, FFP3 must be used.  
To put it simply, whenever construction products are 
being cut which aren’t timber or metal, it’s likely an  
FFP3 mask is required.

For oxygen deficient environments, highly toxic or 
contaminated environments and smoke-filled areas, 
positive pressure, self-contained breathing apparatus and 
are encouraged to seek specialist assistance in that area.

There are a number of standards and designations 
surrounding respiratory protection, which can serve to 
confuse things, but we have listed the main ones on the 
next page. If you need help on any of this, please get in 
touch with us.

Sizes:  
M – 2XL

Sizes:  
M – 2XL Sizes:  

M – 3XL

Sizes:  
M – 3XL

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Respiratory protection

Safety standards

 
 
Covers full face masks. Any visors are 
covered under EN166 and filters are under 
separate standards.

Example product: 

JSP Force 10 Full Face Mask MA2JF10 – page 109

 
 
Covers quarter or half-mask  
equivalent. Again, filters will be  
released to a different standard.

Example product: 

JSP Force 8 Half Mask MA2PTC1 – page 108 

Any filtering facepiece provided with 
the filter built into the respirator and 
will be rated as either FFP1, 2 or 3. An 
expiry date will be printed on the mask 
and it will be marked R (Reusable) or 

NR (Not Reusable) as appropriate. A non-reusable face 
mask is regarded as a single-shift mask. A P1 filter is 80% 
efficient, a P2 filter is 94% efficiency and a P3 filter is 
99.97% efficient

Example product: 

Betafit FFP3 Valved Masks MA1303V – page 107

FFP rated filters for full face, half and 
quarter masks need to adhere to this 
standard. They will be marked with their 
FFP rating (1, 2 or 3) and also marked NR 
or R to signify reusable or not reusable 

in the same way that an FFP mask will be. Non Reusable 
filters should be changed at the end of a shift. A P1 filter 
is 80% efficient, a P2 filter is 94% efficiency and a P3 filter 
is 99.97% efficient

(originally EN 141 and 371) The minimum 
requirements for gas and combination 
gas/particulate filters. It classifies filters 
into various types such as A, B, E, and K as 
well as categories such as filter capacities. 

It is important that you know the chemical or solvent you 
are looking to protect against so that the correct filter can 
be chosen. Combination filters are available where a range 
of airborne, respirable hazards exist. 

Powered filtering devices 
with helmets or hoods 
conform to 12941 and 
powered devices with 
just a mask are covered 

by EN 12942. This standard takes into account a lot of 
different variables and markings so it’s important to know 
what you are protecting against. If it’s just particles, you’ll 
be able to use an FFP rated filter, but where solvents, 
chemicals, fumes, vapours or low boiling point fluids are 
involved, specialist or dedicated filters may be required 
and this category may not be able to support you.

Example product: 

JSP PowerCap Infinity MA2PC1 – page 110

We offer a Respiratory Hazard Audit and 
Respiratory Face Fit Testing & Train the Trainer 

Sessions. See page 14 for more information.

BS EN 136

BS EN 140

BS EN 143

BS EN 14387

BS EN 149

EN 12941 EN 12942

Betafit FFP2 Valved Masks

 • Box of 10
 • Very low breathing resistance due to the 
latest in filter medium technology
 • Soft face seal reduces the risk of irritation
 • Valve products increase user comfort by 
lowering CO2 and heat build-up
 • No metal parts
 • Classification: FFP2 NR
 • Outer cover: polyester
 • Filter media: Melt Blown P.P. + P.E. 
 • Inner cover: polypropylene
 • Headstrap: PE  
woven elastic 
 • Valve cover: PP/ABS
 • Valve diaphragm: 
synthetic rubber
 • Standard 
EN149:2001+A1:2009 

Code: MA1302V

Code: MA1303V

Constructor FFP3 
Valved Masks

 • Box of 5
 • Offers protection against fine dust, 
water and oil-based mists and fumes
 • Valve products increase user comfort by 
lowering CO2 and heat build-up
 • EN149

Code: MA1EC3V

FFP2 Valved Fold Flat Masks

 • Box of 20
 • Individually wrapped
 • Offers protection against fine dust, 
water and oil-based mists and fumes
 • Valve products increase user comfort by 
lowering CO2 and heat build-up
 • EN149

Code: MA1MF2

FFP3 Ladies Fit Valved Masks

 • Box of 5
 • Specifically designed for smaller faces, making it ideal for women in construction or those 
with smaller face shapes
 • Very low breathing resistance due to the latest in filter medium technology
 • Soft face seal reduces the risk of irritation
 • Valve increase user comfort by lowering CO2 and heat build-up
 • Mask has no metal parts
 • Classification: FFP3 NR
 • Outer cover: polypropylene
 • Filter media: melt Blown P.P. + P.E. 
 • Inner cover: polyester
 • Headstrap: PE woven elastic 
 • Valve cover: PP/ABS
 • Valve diaphragm: synthetic rubber
 • Standard: EN149:2001+A1:2009 

Code: MA1L03V

Betafit FFP3 Valved Masks

 • Box of 5
 • Very low breathing resistance due to the latest in filter medium technology
 • Soft face seal reduces the risk of irritation
 • Classification: FFP3 NR
 • Outer cover: polypropylene
 • Filter media: melt Blown P.P. + P.E. 
 • Inner cover: polyester
 • Headstrap: PE woven elastic 
 • Valve cover: PP/ABS
 • Valve diaphragm: synthetic rubber
 • Standard: EN149:2001+A1:2009 

Constructor FFP2 
Valved Masks

 • Box of 10
 • Offers protection against fine dust, 
water and oil-based mists and fumes
 • Valve products increase user comfort by 
lowering CO2 and heat build-up
 • EN149

Code: MA1EC2V

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Respiratory protection

JSP Force8™ Half Masks (excluding filters)

 • With Typhoon™ valve offers superior  
low breathing resistance and a  
four-point suspension harness with 
quick-release buckles
 • Made with a durable thermoplastic 
rubber offering a superior fit to most 
face shapes
 • Accepts the full range of low-profile 
Force8™ filters giving the Force8™ 
the flexibility to be used for many 
applications, providing filtering 
protection against particulates,  
many gases and vapours
 • Winner of the BSIF Product  
Innovation Award
 • Durable thermoplastic rubber mask  
for superior fit to most face shapes
 • CR2™ reflectivity: reflective strips 
create increased visibility in low-light 
environments for added safety

 • Typhoon™ exhalation valve: low-
resistance exhalation valve for easy 
breathing, with stable mask configuration
 • Force™ filters: cost-effective filters 
available with low-profile angle for 
minimum visual impairment
 • Daily face-fit reassurance
 • Passes dolomite
 • Protection against construction dust
 • Improved hygiene
 • Inhalation valve for easy maintenance
 • Low-profile covers protect filters
 • Conforms to EN140 (face piece), 
EN14387:2004 (filter performance), 
EN143:200 (filter performance)

Size:  Code: 
Large MA2JF8-L
Medium  MA2JF8-M
Small  MA2JF8-S

JSP Force8™ Mask Belt Bag 
with Storage Compartments 
for Filters

 • Helping you to maximise the safety and 
lifespan of your respirator

Code: MA2JFBB1

Force8™ Half Face Mask with 
P3 RD PressToCheck Filters

 • With P3 RD PressToCheck filters
 • The Force8™ twin cartridge half mask 
with Typhoon™ valve offers superior  
low breathing resistance and a  
four-point suspension harness with  
quick-release buckles
 • Made with a durable thermoplastic 
rubber offering a superior fit to most 
face shapes
 • Accepts the full range of low-profile 
Force8™ filters giving the Force8™ 
the flexibility to be used for many 
applications, providing filtering 
protection against particulates, many 
gases and vapours
 • Winner of the BSIF Product  
Innovation Award
 • Durable thermoplastic rubber mask for 
superior fit to most face shapes
 • CR2™ reflectivity: reflective strips 
create increased visibility in low-light 
environments for added safety
 • Typhoon™ exhalation valve: low-
resistance exhalation valve for easy 
breathing, with stable mask configuration
 • Force™ filters: cost-effective filters 
available with low-profile angle for 
minimum visual impairment
 • Daily face-fit reassurance
 • Passes dolomite
 • Protection against construction dust
 • Improved hygiene
 • Inhalation valve for easy maintenance
 • Low-profile covers protect filters
 • Medium
 • Grey
 • Conforms to EN140 (face piece), 
EN14387:2004 (filter performance), 
EN143:200 (filter performance)

Code: MA2PTC1

JSP Force8™ Half Mask Face 
Size Guide

 • Accessories for your JSP Force 8™  
half-mask – helping you to maximise the 
safety and lifespan of your respirator

Code: MA2PTG1

Winner of the 
BSIF Product 

Innovation Award

JSP Force10™ Full Face Twin Cartridge Mask

 • Force10™ Full Face mask compatible 
with P3 RD PressToCheck filters
 • Fully-adjustable, five-point suspension 
harness for optimum fit and comfort
 • Quick-release buckles for ease of use
 • Panoramic anti-mist, anti-scratch design 
providing impact protection
 • Exhalation valve to reduce heat and 
moisture build-up
 • Filters available with low-profile  
angle design
 • Full face twin cartridge mask with  
Class 3 heavy-duty filter connections

 • Completely clear panoramic visor 
maximises light levels within the mask 
giving optimum visibility
 • Lens also offers impact protection and 
has anti-mist and anti-scratch coating  
as standard
 • Mask moulds to the shape of the face for 
an excellent seal, and is also padded for 
extra comfort over prolonged use
 • Accepts any of the wide range of 
low-profile Force8™ filters designed for 
minimal visual impairment
 • Conforms to: BS EN136:1998

Code: MA2JF10

JSP Force8™ and Force10™ PressToCheck Filters

 • One pair
 • Daily face-fit reassurance
 • High-efficiency dust protection
 • Protects against – silica, concrete and 
stone cutting, plaster, welding (ferous 
and lead), hardwood, softwood, asbestos 
removal (Force 10™ only), fibres and 
fibreglass, water based, manual prep, 
powered prep, glyposate (weed killer)

 • Passes dolomite
 • Improved hygiene
 • Inhalation valve for easy maintenance
 • Low-profile covers protect filters
 • Conforms to EN143

Product:  Code: 
P3 RD MA2PTC5
ABEK1 P3  MA2PTC7

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Respiratory protection

 • Pack of 5 pairs
 • Suitable for series 7000 and 9000 masks
 • Particulate filters can either be 
connected with the gas cartridges or 
directly with the mask body
 • Bayonet connector
 • Adaptors and particular pre-filters are 
not necessary
 • Simpler logistics – 30% less parts
 • Particulate filters with pleated filter 
technology – significantly reduces 
breathing resistance, improves wearer 
comfort and reduces fatigue
 • Gas filters and pre-assembled 
filters tested and certified to 
EN14387:2004+A1:2008

Code: MM9400

Moldex 7000 Easylock Filter Cartridges ABEK1

Moldex 7000 Series Half-Mask Respirator

 • 100% PVC-free
 • Unique features and benefits for increased worker acceptance
 • Lightweight design plus extra-wide sealing area provides all-day comfort
 • Drops down for convenient storage around the neck or locks down for custom fit
 • Adjustable head cradle and curved neck 
buckles for extra comfort
 • Low-profile, compact design allows 
a wide field of vision, fits well under 
welding helmets and with safety glasses
 • Maintenance and cleaning are made 
simple with very few replacement parts
 • Available pre-assembled with the most 
popular cartridge/filter combinations and 
also as individual components
 • Size: M
 • EN140:1998

Code: MM7002

JSP PowerCap Infinity, Fully Integrated, Powered-Air Respirator 

 • One of the most innovative pieces of respiratory PPE on the market
 • With a weight of just 1200g, it is lightweight and comfortable to wear,  
even for longer periods of time
 • No need to Face Fit Test
 • Up to 8hr battery life
 • Smart monitor adjusts air flow to meet user demands twice per second
 • Blast rated user replaceable visor
 • Compatible with JSP Sonis and standard ear defenders
 • A must for any concreting or demolition environment
 • One size
 • Black
 • EN12941 and TH3P R SL protection to the same standard as a full face mask APF40
 • EN397 LD and MM standard compliance for head protection  
(LD = Lateral Compressive load, MM = Molten Metal)
 • EN166B Rated eye and face protection with class 1 optics

Code: MA2PC1

Replacement FFP3 filters to fit JSP PowerCap Infinity

 • Pair of replacement filters for the most 
innovative pieces of respiratory PPE on 
the market
 • Base filters only: pre filters and covers  
sold separately
 • One pair
 • Use with MA2PC1

Code: MA2PC3

Replacement Battery Unit for JSP PowerCap Infinity 

 • Approx. 8hr life span
 • Use with MA2PC1

Code: MA2PCB

Visor Protector to fit JSP 
PowerCap Infinity

 • Pack of 10
 • A spare pack of 10 peel-off  
visor protectors
 • Prolong the life of your visor to save 
down-time in changing it
 • Clear
 • Use with MA2PC1

Code: MA2PCVP

Replacement Pre-filters to fit 
JSP PowerCap Infinity

 • Supplied with two pre-filter covers
 • Pair of replacement pre filters, supplied 
with covers for the JSP Powercap Infinity
 • Availabile as standard pre-filters and 
nuisance pre-filters
 • Use with MA2PC1

Size:  Code: 
Pack of 10 (5 pairs) MA2PC4P-10
Pack of 100 (50 pairs)  MA2PC4P-100

Replacement Visor Seal for 
PowerCap Infinity

 • If there is any damage or wear to the 
visor seal, it must be replaced
 • Seal prevents ingress of material into the 
wearer's breathing space
 • Vital to ensure it remains in peak condition
 • Use with MA2PC1

Code: MA2PCVS

Replacement Polycarbonate 
Impact Visor to fit JSP 
PowerCap Infinity 

 • Impact visor to EN166B to fit the JSP 
Powercap Infinity
 • Bare visor supplied
 • Clear
 • Use with MA2PC1

Code: MA2PCV

Ultimate 
protection 

against 
harmful dust

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Respiratory protection

Moldex 7000 Half Mask & ABEK1 P3 Filter Cartridge Complete 
in Lidded Tub

 • Pre-assembled mask with ABEK1P3  
filters in a resealable plastic  
storage container
 • Size: M

Code: MM7432

Moldex P3 Moldex Filters 
to suit MM7002 

 • One pair (price per pair)
 • Moldex P3 particulate filter to suit the 
7000 face piece
 • 100% PVC-free

Code: MM9030

Face Fit Test (Qualitative) Kit in Portable Carry Case

 • Complete Face Fit Kit
 • Qualitative RPE Face Fit Test Kit for FFP1, 
2 and 3 filtering facepieces and half 
facemask respirators
 • Training in the proper use and care of 
respirators has been mandatory in the 
COSHH (Control of Substances Hazardous 
to health) regulations since 1989
 • There are various test methods, the  
two main options being Qualitative  
and Quantitative
 • Enables wearers of negative pressure half 
masks and disposable respirators to be fit 
tested correctly and economically

 • Skilled professional staff are available 
to conduct ‘Train the Trainer’ courses 
designed to enable companies to carry  
out the fit testing of wearers with 
complete confidence
 • Robust hood
 • Compact, sturdy and portable storage case
 • Complete instructions in DVD and hard 
copy formats
 • Spare parts available
 • Full training package available

Code: MA1FF0

Test A Bitrex Solution 
Ampules for Face Fit Test Kit

 • Box of 6 x 2.5ml
 • Sensitivity A Solution for Face Fit  
Test Kit
 • Test A (Sweet) – 2.5ml Ampoule Bitrex® 
Test Solution

Code: MA1FFS1A

Test B Bitrex Solution 
Ampules for Face Fit Test Kit 

 • Pack of 6 x 2.5ml
 • Test B (Bitter) – 2.5ml Ampoule Bitrex® 
Test Solution
 • Six ampoules per box, 12 boxes per pack 
– 72 ampoules in total

Code: MA1FFS1B

We can offer RPE 
Face Fit Testing 
through a third 
party provider

Aresta Horizontal Lifeline 
– comes with Carabiners

 • Temporary horizontal anchorage line for 
work restraint and fall arrest, for up to 
three workers at the same time
 • G-force horizontal safety line adjustable 
up to 20m
 • Integral storage bag (stitched into 
connecting webbing) enabling fast and 
simple storage of safety line
 • Individually serial numbered certification 
for traceability
 • Supplied with a swivel snap hook 
connector at each end
 • CE approved to EN795 Class B

Aresta Two Point Comfort Stretch Harness, Elasticated Webbing 
Lanyard with Scaffold Snap Hook & Carabiner, in Kit Bag 

 • With shock absorber fitted with 50mm scaffold hook
 • Front and rear attachment points present
 • 2m fall arrest, elasticated lanyard complete with scaffold hook and carabiner
 • Supplied in kit bag for ease of stowage and transport

Code: HN3HL5X

Code: HN2MT12X

Automatic & Manual Rope Grab 
With Lanyard & Connector

 • Suitable for 14/16mm rope
 • Automatic and manual rope grab
 • Rope grabs prevent workers from falling 
during ascent or descent
 • Particularly useful on sloping roofs where 
retractable lifelines may react too slowly

Code: HN3MF52

Fall protection

Anchorage Line to suit 
Rope Grab

 • Twisted polyamide rope suitable for 
14mm/16mm rope grabs
 • Suitable for vertical, horizontal and 
sloping applications
 • Supplied with a counterweight and 
screwgate carabiner

Size: Code: 
10m  HN3MH10

Nylon Rope comes with Spliced 
Thimble Each End

 • Long length rope restraint lanyards with 
spliced thimble each end, not to be used 
for fall arrest applications
 • Temporary restraint anchorage line

Size:  Code: 
16mm x 10m HN3RL10
16mm x 20m  HN3RL20

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Fall protection

Steel Screwgate 
Connector/Carabiner

 • 107mm x 56mm, gate 18mm opening
 • 25kN breaking load
 • For connecting lanyards and  
other products
 • Conforms to EN362:2004

Code: HN5D05

Alloy Twistlock Carabiner

 • Aluminium lightweight  
screwgate connector
 • 23kN breaking load
 • 21mm gate opening
 • Conforms to EN362:2004

Code: HN5ML02

Scaffold Snaphook

 • Ideal to help connect your lanyard or 
connector to the nearby scaffold to  
keep you safe
 • 50mm opening scaffold connection

Code: HN5ML04

Quick Lock Fall 
Protection Anchor

 • Drill 16mm, hole 90mm
 • Removable anchorage point, rapid install 
temporary concrete anchor
 • Quicklock can be used in horizontal, 
vertical and overhead concrete surfaces
 • 2000daN pull out test to EN795 Class B

Code: HN6AQ20

Mobile Beam Glider

 • Adjustable temporary anchor for the 
steelworker, easily adjustable to suit 
many beam sizes
 • Can be used on top or bottom flange  
on steel beam

 • G-Force CR240 Fall Arrest Inertia Reel
 • Anchor point with built in swivel
 • Transportation handle makes this block 
simple to carry and install
 • Lower snap hook with double-action 
safety trigger
 • Includes a built-in brake with energy-
dissapating mechanism inside  
a durable plastic housing
 • Comes with a screwgate carabiner to 
connect top anchor point
 • Maximum rated load: 140kg
 • Conforms to EN360

Classic Fall Arrest Block

Lanyard with Shock Absorber

 • Have a built-in shock absorber which  
in the event of a fall reduces the  
impact forces on the body
 • Fall arrest lanyard comes with  
18mm carabiners
 • Weight: 0.4kg
 • Maximum. arrest force: < 6kN
 • Supplied with EN362 carabiners

Size: Code: 
1.5m HN3L15

Product:  Code: 
2m HN3ML52
2m, black HN3ML52A

Lightweight Inertia Reel with 
Shock Absorber

 • Robust and cost-effective solution for 
different forms of working at height, 
complete with a Screw Lock carabiner 
 • Conforms to EN360 CE standards
 • Maximum load: 140kg

Size: Code: 
2.5m  HN3L24

Lanyard with Shock Absorber & Scaffhook

 • Have a built-in shock absorber which in 
the event of a fall reduces the impact 
forces on the body
 • Fall arrest lanyard complete with 
screwgate carabiner
 • Conforms to EN 354 and EN 355

Forked Twin Tail Shock 
Absorbing Lanyard comes with 
Scaffold Snaphooks

 • Lightweight and compact shock 
absorbing twin tail lanyard with 
deployment indicator
 • For permanent attachment to structure
 • Equipped with two 50mm opening 
scaffolding hooks and a carabiner
 • Feature a built-in shock absorber, 
which limits the fall arrest force in a fall 
situation to within 6kN
 • 100% tie off
 • Weight: 1.5kg
 • Breaking Strength: > 15kN
 • Operating temperature: -30°C to +500°C
 • Webbing raw material: polyester 
webbing 23mm
 • Webbing breaking strength: > 3000daN

Size: Code:
2m  HN3TLS20

 • Lightweight, elasticated lanyard for 
use in scaffolding, construction, plant 
maintenance, roof maintenance and more
 • Twin legs, each with scaffold snap  
hooks, ensure you are always attached 
whilst moving from anchor to anchor  
or onto platforms
 • Two snaphooks at lanyard ends and a 
screwgate carabiner on the harness end
 • Full EN355 compliant and rated to 140kg, 
with 20kN
 • Less trip hazard when compared with 
a standard webbing lanyard due to the 
elasticated nature
 • Black

Size: Code: 
2m HN3TMS20X

Rope Restraint Lanyard with Screwgate Carabiner each End

 • Used to restrict the worker's movement 
to prevent him reaching a location where 
a fall hazard exists

Size:  Code: 
1m HN3RL01
1.5m  HN3RL15
2m HN3RL02

Forked Twin Tail Shock Absorbing Elasticated Lanyard 
comes with Scaffold Snaphooks 

Size: Code: 
360mm  HN6GL10

Size: Code: 
10m  HN3FAB10

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Fall protection

Adjustable Work Positioning 
Lanyard comes with Two 
Twistlock Carabiners

 • Rope restraint lanyard with two 
interlocking carabiners
 • Ideal for work positioning and  
MEWP work
 • Not to be used for fall arrest applications

Size:  Code:
1.8m HN3WP88

Lightweight Aluminium Tripod

 • Two anchorage points, self-locking, 
fully-adjustable legs with rubber feet, 
complete with one pulley
 • 2.1m(H)
 • Suitable for use on manholes, tanks, 
hatches and other below-ground work 
and confined spaces

Code: HN4MN10

Manhandler Work Winch

 • With galvanised steel rope for use  
with tripod for safe retrieval and descent 
of workers

Size: Code:
20m HN4MN20

Webbing Anchorage Point

 • Versatile webbing anchorage sling adapts 
to a wide range of anchorage points
 • Allows a safe and reliable connection 
when anchorages are not safe
 • Material: 27mm polyester yellow webbing
 • Complies to the EN 795 B and EN 795 A 
for the fixed anchorage point

Size: Code:
1.2m  HN5MJ02

Forked Twin Tail Shock 
Absorbing Lanyard 
comes with Carabiners

 • Web material: 26mm water- 
repellent polyester
 • Weight 0.5kg

Size:  Code: 
1.3m HN3TLK13
1.5m  HN3TLK15

Arresta Full Body Harness with 
One Rear Attachment Point

 • Fully-adjustable, sliding rear D-ring  
for comfortable fit
 • One-point attachment to rear, ideal  
for working in restraint situations

Code: HN1TM10X

 • Fully-adjustable, sliding rear D-ring  
for comfortable fit and front attachment 
available for use where rear point  
is impractical
 • Front attachment point acts as an ideal 
rescue/retrieval point if required
 • Front attachment can be used for 
tethering small tools if required

Code: HN1TM20X

Arresta Full Body Harness with Front & Rear Attachment Points

Aresta Elasticated Harness 
with Eze-Klick Buckles and 
Front & Rear Attachment Points

 • Adjustable
 • General-purpose harness with front and 
rear D-ring attachment point
 • High-comfort, elasticated webbing
 • Fully elasticated for supreme comfort 
levels during long shifts
 • Quick-connect buckles save time  
during donning and ensure users 
correctly secure their harnesses  
before starting work
 • Fully compliant with EN361:2002
 • Red

Code: HN3MA04X

Lightweight Full Body Harness 
comes with 2m Lanyard 
& Shock Absorber

 • Fall arrest kit including the Spartan 40 
front and rear attachment harness
 • With screwgate carabiner and  
aluminium scaffold hook, all in a handy 
drawstring bag
 • 1.8m
 • Blue

Code: HN2MT10T

Duraflex Harness comes with 
2m Manyard Kit

 • Kit composed of a H-Design Duraflex  
one-point harness with mating  
buckles – size 2 and a Manyard 2m  
with scaffold hook
 • Supplied in a backbag

Code: HN2MMK1

Restraint Harness Kit comes with 2m Lanyard

 • Complete kit
 • One-point Spartan™ harness
 • Fixed-length lanyard
 • Drawstring bag
 • Harness conforms to EN361:2002
 • Retractable fall limiter conforms to EN354:2010
 • Black

Code: HN2MRK1

 • Manufactured with comfort-stretch 
webbing, adjustable 2m lanyard and 
supplied with a kit bag
 • Harness equipped with front and rear 
attachment points for greater flexibility 
and convenience
 • Kit bag makes stowage and assignment 
of responsibility easier
 • Eze-click buckles make for fast donning 
with no doubt as to correct fitting
 • Designed for working at height in 
MEWPs and scaffold platforms
 • Harness to standard EN361:2002, 
lanyard to standard EN354:2010

Code: HN2MAK1

Aresta MEWP Harness Kit in Bag comes with 2m Adjustable Lanyard 

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Don't let your team mate 
become another statistic…

Tether your tools.
Over 650* of all injuries in the construction industry  

were caused by a moving, flying or falling object.

*Between 2016-2017onsite-support.co.uk

We offer Tailored Training Sessions on Working at Height and Tailored 
Sessions on Tool Tethering Principles. See page 16-17 for more information.

67 metre drop

20 metre deflection
Max deflection height: 9 metres

Max velocity: 59 km/hr

66 metre deflection
Max deflection height: 17 metres

Max velocity: 96 km/hr

128 metre deflection
Max deflection height: 24 metres

Max velocity: 131 km/hr

37 metre drop

14 metre drop

Impact at 6 metres

Falling objects: deflection diagram

Objects don’t just fall straight down! The diagram below illustrates how far a 3.6kg wrench can deflect after 
hitting a bar 6 metres off the ground

What happens when they drop

500g

75kg

15 
metre 
drop

1kg

295kg

30 
metre 
drop

2.1kg

720kg

35 
metre 
drop

4.5kg

1,545kg

35 
metre 
drop

100x



Tethered tooling

Plastic Coiled Key Chain

 • Pack of 12
 • 200mm
 • Spiral key chain
 • Stretchable spring, high-quality plastic
 • Durable and wear-resistant
 • Several colours available

Code: SCLP20

Fallproof Coil Lanyard comes 
with Double Swivel Hooks

 • 1kg SWL
 • Double-swivel fittings for secure 
attachment to a wide range of tools
 • 0.45m – 1.5m working length
 • Red

Code: SFAHCTLD

Scaffold Spanner Tool Lanyard 
Coil Type comes with Single 
Swivel & Wrist Choke Loop

 • Lightweight and low-profile tool lanyard 
with plastic coil sheath
 • Light gauge and strong swivel designed 
for attachment to tethered box  
scaffold spanners
 • 0.45m – 1.5m working length
 • 1kg SWL
 • Red

Code: SFAHCTWS

Lightweight Coil Tether

 • 0.65kg SWL
 • 5" retractable lanyard with VersaClamp® 
and rope clip (package of 25)
 • All plastic
 • Sell in singles

Code: CC5PHSNP

Fallproof HD Coil Tool Lanyard 
with Screwgate Carabiners

 • 1.8m
 • 2.5kg SWL
 • Safety factor: 2:1
 • Red

Code: SFTCL18

Fallproof HD Coil Tool 
Lanyard with Aluminium 
Twistlock Carabiners

 • 0.53m – 1.5m
 • 2.5kg SWL
 • Red

Code: SFTCL18A

Personal Webbing Tool Lanyard 
comes with Twin Stainless Steel 
Screwgate Carabiners

 • Heavy-duty tool lanyard is designed for 
attaching small hand tools
 • 6.8kg SWL
 • 0.5m – 1.06m working length

Code: SFAHGKTL

Fallproof Personal Tool Lanyard 
comes with Aluminium Screwgate 
Carabiner & Barrel Choke

 • Basic hand tool lanyard with a far 
superior webbing to most lanyards in 
this price range
 • Aluminium carabiner
 • 0.7m – 1.09m working length 
 • 6.8kg SWL
 • Black/red

Code: SFAHELAK2

Personal Webbing Tool Lanyard comes with Single Stainless Steel 
Screwgate Carabiner & Barrel Choke

 • Heavy-duty tool lanyard is designed 
for attaching small hand tools to your 
person supplied with a screwgate 
carabiner and elasticated barrel loop for 
choking tools
 • 6.8kg SWL
 • 0.6m – 1.2m working length
 • Item sold individually

Code: SFAHGKL

Fixed Anchorage Tool Lanyard 
comes with Single Stainless 
Steel Screwgate Carabiner 
& Webbing Loop

 • 1.25m – 3m(L)
 • 11.3kg SWL
 • Incredible capacity fixed tool lanyard 
allowing for superb working capability 
when working with large items such as 
sledge hammers or powertools
 • Use with SFASCTLAS webbing strap
 • For use with heavy tools or items
 • Short retracted length allows freedom  
of movement and extends with up to  
10' of working length
 • Orange

Code: SFASCTL11

Webbing Strap to suit Fixed 
Anchorage Tool Lanyard

 • To suit SFASCTL11 Fixed Anchorage  
Tool Lanyard
 • Versatile webbing anchor strap  
to attach carabiner to fixed  
anchorage point
 • 500mm(L)

Code: SFASCTLAS

Tool Lanyard Webbing Loop 
with Quick-Release Clip

 • 2.7kg SWL
 • Elasticated tool loop for use with 
Quick Change lanyards to enable fast 
switching of tethered tools
 • Sold individually

Quick Change Premium Wrist 
Lanyard comes with Quick 
Change Tool Loop

 • Superb heavy-duty wrist lanyard with 
reinforced webbing for increased comfort 
and support, and Quick Change tool 
capability without removing wrist strap
 • 2.7kg SWL
 • Supplied with one replacement tool loop
 • 13'' extension
 • SFAHDL-RL replacement webbing loop

Code: SFAHWL-DL

Premium Retractable Wrist 
Lanyard comes with Quick 
Change Tool Loop

 • Unique reinforced webbing wrist lanyard 
with integrated retractor built into 
webbing to enable fast tool use with 
either hand
 • 0.45kg SWL
 • 0.9m working length
 • Supplied with one Quick Change tool loop

Code: SFAHWLR

Size:  Code: 
150mm SFAHDL-RL-150
250mm  SFAHDL-RL-250

 • Supplied with a single screwgate 
carabiner and a 'quick change' accessory
 • 2.2kg SWL
 • 0.6m – 1.2m working length
 • Goes with SFAHDL-RL  
replacement accessory

Code: SFAHGKTLR

Personal Webbing Tool Lanyard comes with Single Stainless Steel 
Screwgate Carabiner & Quick-Release Clip

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Tethered tooling

Retractable Tool Lanyard 
comes with Quick-Release 
Barrel Choke, Stainless Steel 
Carabiner Mounted

 • Lightweight retractable tool retractor  
is ideal for enabling fast tool changes 
and reducing the risk  
of lanyard entanglement
 • 0.45kg SWL
 • 1.06m working length
 • One accessory Quick 
Change loop supplied 
with retractor
 • SRTA-QCRTL  
replacement  
accessory loop

Code: SFGKRTL16

Locking Retractable Tool 
Lanyard, Carabiner Mounted

 • 1.06m
 • Locking mechanism on this retractor 
reduces drag when tool is in use for 
extended periods
 • Ideal for enabling fast tool changes  
and reducing the risk  
of lanyard entanglement
 • 0.9kg SWL
 • Stainless steel  
carabiner mounted
 • SRTA-SRRTL  
replacement  
accessory loop

Code: SFGKRTL32

Replacement Quick Change 
Accessory to suit Lightweight 
Tool Retractor

 • Use with SFGKRTL16 Tool Retractor and 
can also be used with SFAHWLR
 • 150mm OAL

Code: SRTAQCRTL

Replacement Quick Change to 
suit Retractable Tool Lanyard

 • 9kg
 • 150mm OAL
 • Use with SFGKRTL32 Tool Retractor

Code: SRTASRRTL

Quick Switch Tool Lanyard comes with Wrist Strap and Belt 
Docking Station

 • Allows workers to safely and securely carry and use tools at heights  
and manage tools effectively
 • 2.7kg SWL
 • Stainless steel screwgate carabiner
 • Interchangeable between hands with additional wrist strap
 • Reduced swinging tool hazard
 • Low profile for snag resistance
 • Hands-free tool switching
 • Switch from place to place while maintaining 100% tie-off
 • Fast and easy use
 • Lightweight and comfortable
 • Impact, chemical and corrosion-resistant materials

Code: SFEQSWL

Quick Switch Spare Velcro 
Wrist Strap

 • As replacements or to enable co-workers 
to share tools
 • Comfortable velcro to enable size 
adjustments
 • Black/grey

Code: SFEQSWS

Quick Switch Spare Switch & Dock Set

 • Fits up to 2" work belt
 • For adapting your belt and  
tool holders to the Quick  
Switch System

Code: SFEQSSD

Quick Switch Tool Pocket 
for Hammers

 • Fits up to 2" work belt
 • Belt-mounted hammer holder fitted with 
one Quick Switch dock
 • Comes with one switch
 • Requires SFEQSWS wrist strap

Code: SFETBQSHH

Quick Switch Tape Pocket

 • Fits up to 2" work belt
 • Belt-mounted tape measure pocket 
fitted with one Quick Switch dock
 • Comes with one switch
 • Requires SFEQSWS wrist strap

Code: SFETBQSTH

Fallproof Retractable Radio Pouch with Tether Loops

 • One size fits most
 • Mobile electronic device holder; keep 
yourself organised and available
 • Belt or harness mount
 • Wire retractor or coil lanyard
 • Manufactured of Ballistic Nylon
 • Comes with hardware to make  
tether ready

Code: FPRH05

Belt Mounted Retractable 
Two Way Radio Tether

 • Locking retractor device has a stronger 
retraction force for larger devices such 
as two-way radios
 • Secures to most radios using split  
ring attachment or choking loop  
around belt clip
 • Belt mounting 
rotates through 
360°
 • Black

Code: SFABMRRT

Quick Switch Rail Apron, 6 Pocket

 • Maintenance tool holding saddle fitted 
with Quick Switch system to allow safe 
storage and transfer of tools when 
working around handrails
 • Fitted with six docks
 • Comes with six switches
 • Requires SFEQSWS wrist straps
 • Black/orange

Code: SFETBQRA

Lightweight and 
comfortable

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Tethered tooling

Fallproof Hard Hat Lanyard 

 • Excellent alternative to a chin strap
 • Easy-release clamp secures to  
almost anything
 • Max safe weight limit: 0.9kg
 • Composed of high-stretch elastic 
material lanyard and composite clasp 
and buckle
 • Dynamically tested with  
a 2:1 ratio
 • One size fits all

Code: SFASHL

Retractable Hard Hat Lanyard 
comes with Barrel Choke 
& Velcro Strap

 • 0.5kg SWL
 • Tethers hard hat to fall protection 
harness to prevent it from dropping
 • Practical alternative to elasticated  
or four-point chinstraps
 • Can be quickly and easily fitted to 
virtually any standard safety helmet
 • Velcro strap can be secured to the steel  
lanyard D-ring or similar integral part  
of the lanyard
 • Mounting system
 • Attaches to harness tri-ring or strap
 • Spectra/nylon line
 • Stainless steel spring and hardware
 • 355mm extension
 • 2.5oz retraction force
 • 18oz weight limit (hard hat)

Code: SFARHHL

Replacement Lanyard to suit 
Mobile Phone Tether

 • Replacement lanyard attachment to 
attach to multiple devices for fast phone 
changes when working at height

Code: SFARMPRL

Spare Adhesive Pad Eyes to 
suit Mobile Phone Tether

 • Replacement adhesive pad eye to 
secure to multiple devices for fast phone 
changes when working at height

Code: SFARMPE

Code: SFARMPT

Retractable Mobile Phone Tether

 • Retractable device allows use of 
mobile phone or similar devices while 
securely attached to belt or waistband, 
preventing drops, loss and damage
 • Belt mounting rotates through 360°
 • Black

Fallproof Heavy-Duty 
Hammer Holder

 • Heavy-duty stainless steel, belt-mounted 
snap-in hammer holder
 • Holder only – does not include belt

Code: FPHL05

Leather Snap in Hammer Holder

 • Snap in type hammer holder to allow  
fast hammer return with tool lanyard  
still attached
 • Quality USA made

Code: STLSIHH

Leather Flat Scaffolders’ 
Spanner Clip

 • Quality leather belt loop with  
integrated carabiner for traditional 
scaffold tool holding
 • Black

Code: STLFSC

Fallproof Adjustable Belt 
Loop Attachment

 • 2" – 3"
 • Black

Code: SFEFBLA

 • Heavy-duty foam for easy belt support
 • Thick, vented foam padding for comfort
 • Nickel-plated 2" double tongue metal 
roller buckle
 • Nickel-plated grommets set firmly  
for durability
 • Nickel-plated suspender anchors

Arsenal Padded Tool Belt

Size:  Code: 
3", large SFAPTB3-L
3", extra large  SFAPTB3-XL

Belt Adapter with 2 Captured 
Screwgate Carabiners

 • 50mm
 • 2.74kg SWL
 • Belt adapter with two screwgate 
carabiners allowing for safer tool control
 • Handy personal tool lanyard  
anchorage point
 • Fits standard 2" work belts
 • Orange

Code: SFETBKA

 • For keeping fixings and fasteners secure 
when working at height
 • Two exterior tool loops for podgers/
hammers etc.
 • 16oz canvas
 • Patented one-handed closure for safety 
and security
 • Nickel-plated rivets
 • 6 and 12 ply nylon stitching
 • Two exterior tool loops
 • Maximum safe working capacity:  
25lb (12kg)
 • 10" x 5" x 9" (25cm x 13cm x 23cm)
 • White

Code: SFATBB

Premium Quality Cinch Top Canvas Bolt Bag comes with Exterior Tool Loops

Fallproof iPad Pouch

 • Ideal pouch for an iPad when working at 
height or generally on site
 • 8"(W) x 10"(H) x 4"(D)  
(20.3cm x 25.4cm x 10.2cm)

Code: SFAIPP2

Fallproof Canvas Parts Pouch  

 • 18oz
 • Black/red canvas variant of the small 
parts pouch is made from durable 18oz 
duck canvas
 • 8"(W) x 10"(H) x 4"(D) 
(20.3cm x 25.4cm x 10.2cm)  

Code: SFAPP5

Heavy-Duty Scaffold Fittings 
Transit Bag

 • 30kg SWL
 • Cost-effective and versatile bag for 
getting materials or fittings to the  
work area
 • Made from extra tough UV-resistant, 
woven polypropylene
 • Circular base keeps bag open  
whilst loading

Code: SFESFB30

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Tethered tooling

Arsenal 16 Pocket Aerial 
Tool Pouch

 • 15kg SWL
 • Versatile tool pouch which attaches to 
any fall arrest harness or tool belt 
 • Nickel-plated attachment points
 • Angled hammer loop
 • Tape measure pocket
 • 1680D Ballistic Nylon
 • Top cover flap with hook and loop closure
 • Four nickel-plated D-rings for tool 
lanyard attachment
 • Patented Storm Drains™
 • Abrasion-resistant PVC-reinforced  
pouch bases
 • Maximum safe working capacity:  
33lb (15 kg)
 • Tools not included
 • Grey/black

Code: SFATP

Fallproof Tethered Tape 
Measure Holder

 • Adaptable retro-fit tape measure sleeve 
to suit most brands from 5m – 8m
 • Complete with belt clip to rear 
permitting traditional clipping and 
unclipping to most work belts
 • Provides protection for tape measures 
from knocks and bumps whilst 
preventing the item falling beyond the 
length of the connected lanyard

Code: FPTS05

Fallproof Tool Pouch comes with 
Shoulder & Waist Straps

 • Low-profile design means this pouch  
is ideal for climbing or working in 
confined spaces
 • Internal anchorage points for securing 
tool lanyards to pouch
 • Black

Code: SFESTP

 • Width: 10mm
 • Wide D shackles with standard screw 
pins are forged by electrical upset 
methods here in the UK from A4-AISI 316 
grade stainless steel
 • Incredibly strong and hard-wearing
 • Finished to the highest of standards with 
a highly-polished finish
 • Used for tethering sledge hammers when 
working at height
 • Tested and certified to BS EN 10203 3.1b

Code: HWUSHSS

Stainless Steel D Shackle for Tethering Unbreakable Sledge Hammers

Fallproof Stainless Steel 
Wide D Shackle for Tethering 
Estwing Hammers

 • 6mm
 • Incredibly strong and hard-wearing, 
perfect for highly corrosive environments
 • Finished to the highest of standards with 
a highly-polished finish

Code: HR4WDS

Eyebolt

 • M8: 8mm, net weight 0.06kg
 • M14: 14mm, net weight 0.4kg

Size: Code: 
M8 YA1EB8
M14 YA1EB14

Double D Rings Lanyard Attachment Rings

 • Customised to create a simple and fast lanyard attachment point for tools  
with enlarged ends
 • Eliminates the need for attachment tape or heat shrink systems
 • Unique pin design to help prevent backing out
 • Installs in seconds
 • Easy to clean
 • Cost-effective

Size:  Code: 
10mm x 15mm SFEDDR1
19mm x 25mm  SFEDDR2
21mm x 38mm SFEDDR3
33mm x 60mm  SFEDDR4

Size:  Code: 
70mm x 12mm, pack of 25 SFERAWS-070
85mm x 25mm, pack of 25  SFERAWS-085
325mm x 25mm, pack of 5 SFERAWS-300

Attachment Webbing with 
Steel D-Ring

 • High-strength Nylon webbing with 
encapsulated steel D-ring for attaching 
lanyards to tools using attachment tape 
or shrink rings

Lanyard Attachment Loop 
comes with Barrel Choke & 
Stainless Steel Ring

 • Length: 8" (200mm)
 • Versatile webbing attachment for quickly 
creating an attachment point for a 'non 
tethered' tool using the barrel choke

Code: SFRFTL08

 • Pack of 5
 • Fits around the base of the tool  
handle providing a rotating lanyard 
attachment point
 • Fast, easy installation

High Strength Adhesive Heat 
Shrink Rings

 • Comes with integrated webbing loop
 • Pack of 10
 • Highly innovative use of high-strength 
adhesive shrink tubing with an integral 
captured webbing loop for use on tools 
with enlarged ends

Size:  Code: 
Fits 6mm – 19mm handles SFERCHC-0619
Fits 19mm – 31mm handles  SFERCHC-1931

Heat Shrink Cylinders With Rotating Lanyard Ring

Diameter: Length:  Code: 
19mm 44mm SFERHSR-1944
25mm 44mm  SFERHSR-2544
35mm 50mm SFERHSR-3550
50mm 100mm  SFERHSR-5010
50mm 50mm SFERHSR-5050
71mm 100mm  SFERHSR-7100

Split Ring

 • Install easily to manufacturers pre-drilled 
holes on tools

Attachment Webbing with 
Plastic D-Ring

 • High-strength Nylon webbing with 
encapsulated plastic D-ring for attaching 
lanyards to tools using attachment tape 
or shrink rings
 • Non-conductive, ideal for  
electricians tools
 • Use with SFERSAT-RF Reinforced  
Self Amalgamating Webbing  
Attachment Tape
 • Pack of 25

Size:  Code: 
10mm SFASR04
15mm  SFASR06
25mm SFASR100
31mm  SFASR125
50mm SFASR200
75mm  SFASR300

Size:  Code: 
70mm x 12mm SFERAWP-070
85mm x 25mm  SFERAWP-085
325mm x 25mm SFERAWP-300

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Tethered tooling

Reinforced Self Amalgamating 
Webbing Attachment Tape

 • 25mm x 10.9m 
 • Fantastic temporary solution for  
awkard-to-tether items
 • Does not require equipment or heat 
source to install
 • Installs in seconds
 • Easy to remove and leaves no residue

Code: SFERSAT-RF

 • Pack of 25
 • Slides on to tool shaft to provide a 
fully-rotating attachment point without 
obstructing the tool handle or function
 • Non-conductive
 • Quickly fitted without needing tools  
to install

Rubber Tool Collar comes with 
Rotating Steel Tethering Ring

 • Pack of 25
 • Slides on to tool shaft to provide a 
fully-rotating attachment point without 
obstructing the tool handle or function
 • Non-conductive 
 • Quickly fitted without needing tools  
to install

Tether Loop Attachments

 • A crimped and thimbled length of wire, 
which allows the tethering of odd 
shaped tools and items
 • Each tether loop has a protected label 
identifying the load rating
 • Max tool weight: 7.5" – 15lb; 10.5" – 30lb; 
12.5" – 30lb

 • Provide an approved way of creating a 
load-rated tether point whilst still on site
 • Ideal retro-fit option that allows you to 
create a tether point within seconds 
and can be used on most tools including 
hammers, saws, screwdrivers, adjustable 
spanners, ring and open end spanners
 • Dimensions: 150mm or 120mm x 3mm
 • 1kg SWL

Rubber Tool Collar comes with Rotating Plastic Tethering Ring

Suits shaft size:  Code: 
0.9mm – 2.4mm SFETCPL-0924
2.4mm – 3.9mm  SFETCPL-2439
3.9mm – 6.3mm SFETCPL-3963
5.5mm – 7.9mm  SFETCPL-5579

Suits shaft size:  Code: 
3.9mm – 6.3mm SFETCSS-3963
5.5mm – 7.9mm  SFETCSS-5579

Size:  Code: 
7.5" SFERTLA-75
10.5"  SFERTLA-105
12.5" SFERTLA-125

Size:  Code: 
120mm SFACL2
150mm  SFACL4

Fallproof Cable Loop Attachment

 • Securely wraps around the battery portion of drills, impact drivers and 
other cordless power tools
 • D-ring connection point attaches to a lanyard to prevent drops
 • Maximum safe working capacity: 6lb (2.7 kg)
 • Third party tested using a 2:1 safety factor
 • Will fit cordless power tool  
batteries up to: 12.5cm x 9cm x 9cm
 • 1000D nylon with  
water-resistant backing

Code: SFAPTWL01

Industrial Heat Gun with 
Nozzle Kit

 • With variable temperature control and 
removable front ring which enables 
working in tight corners and hard to 
reach places
 • 50–600°C temperature range
 • Closed grip and ergonomic  
handle shape
 • Brands may vary

Size: Code: 
110V PSFEHG-110
240V PSFEHG-240

Tethered Cordless Power Tool Wrap

Swivel Tool End Cap Tether

 • Pack of 10
 • 11.4mm
 • Universal swivel cap tether attachment
 • Quick installation for secure attachment
 • D-ring can be rotated for easy use
 • Anti-roll tab extensions

Code: SC045

Fallproof Elasticated Wrist 
Tether Point

 • For securing small/lightweight hand 
tools when working at height
 • One size (SWL 2.3kg)

Code: SFAEWL

Fallproof Aluminium 
Clipboard with Lanyard 
Attachment Points

 • 350mm x 250mm
 • Heavy-duty, aluminium clipboard with 
lanyard attachment points for surveyors 
or management staff working at height
 • High-force  
metal clips
 • Two lanyard 
attachment holes

Code: SFETMCB

Fallproof Dual Wing Tool Choke

 • 400mm
 • Certified for tools up to 16kg and 
provides an excellent option for securing 
a wide range of tools
 • Use with self-amalgamating tape
 • Black/red

Code: SFATC1

Swivel Tether Coil Tie 
Off Loops

 • 4.5kg SWL
 • Ultra light weight for measuring tools, 
limited interference with levels
 • Useful on applications where key rings 
and other solid anchors are cumbersome
 • Use to attach any number  
of tool lanyards
 • 150mm tether cinch loop

Code: SFATC5

Fallproof Lifting Bucket 

 • 380mm(H) x 310mm(D)
 • Loaded with features that help prevent 
dropped objects
 • The massive 113kg SWL is fully verified 
and certified
 • Heavy-duty velcro closure with 'locking' 
feature protects against accidental spills
 • Composite insert in the base protects 
against punctures
 • Built-in tool connection points inside 
the bucket enable tools to be tethered 
directly to the inside of each unit
 • Extra-heavy-duty vinyl used in the 
construction of these buckets is 
designed to last in the harshest of 
construction environments
 • Auto-locking carabiner provides  
extra security and peace of mind

Code: FPTB1

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Hats, bags & accessories

 • Comes with footwear compartment
 • Offers a convenient, safe and organised 
way for workers to stow issued safety 
equipment whilst being versatile
 • Green zipped end compartment with 
first aid symbol
 • Hi-vis yellow zipped end compartment 
with reflective zip
 • Flexible internal organiser
 • Separate extendable zip-out 
compartment for footwear
 • One size

Code: 10200

Fleece Ski Hat

 • Pill-resistant fleece hat
 • Fabric: 100% polyester fleece, 285gsm
 • One size
 • Black, navy and other colours available

Colour: Code: 
Black FH5-BLK
Navy FH5-NVY

Navy Baseball Style Bump Cap

Code: HBCJTC1

Knitted Hat

 • Acrylic knitted hat
 • Fabric: 100% acrylic high-bulk soft feel
 • One size
 • French navy

Code: KH5-NVY

Drawstring Bag

 • Non-woven fabric
 • One nylon drawstring
 • Navy

Code: QD17-NVY

 • Designed as a safeguard against 
accidental bumping or scraping of  
the head
 • Low-dome profile of the cap allows it 
to be worn with other safety protection 
such as ear plugs, spectacles, goggles 
and respiratory masks
 • Fully conforms to latest 2001 release  
of EN812
 • Navy

PPE Organisa & Boot Bag

Jumbo Sports Holdall/Kit Bag

 • 80ltr sports holdall bag
 • An oblong design and reinforced base 
allows the bag to hold a great deal more 
than just PPE
 • Black

Code: QD80-BLK

QD057 Pursuit Backpack

 • Great way to keep your PPE requirements 
safe and clean
 • Side pockets with small zippered pockets
 • Front pocket organiser section
 • Base board for even weight distribution
 • Detachable chest straps and waist strap
 • Fabric: 600D micro rip-stop polyester, 1680D
 • Headphone port
 • Padded back panel
 • 48cm x 32cm x 14cm
 • Reflective strip
 • Wet pack

Hi-Vis Backpack

 • Hi-vis yellow
 • Also available in orange
 • Suitable for storing PPE

Backpack

 • Ideal for those needing to carry items  
to and from site
 • Several pockets make this  
a versatile rucksack
 • Black/navy

Code: BP76-BLKNVY

Colour: Code: 
Black QD057-BLK
Navy QD057-NVY

Hi-Vis ID Armband

 • Excellent new way of identifying 
employees, visitors, and site contractors
 • Fits around the upper arm
 • Reflective, tough and durable
 • Wipe-clean design
 • Made from a tough, clear PVC with a 
protective flap that prevents rainwater  
or dirt from entering into the plastic 
display area
 • Has an adjustable elastic band to allow 
comfortable positioning on the upper 
arm, with the added bonus of coloured 
reflective stips 

Colour: Code: 
Blue IDARM-BLU
Red IDARM-RED
Fluorescent Green IDARM-GRN
Fluorescent Orange IDARM-ORA
Fluorescent Yellow IDARM-YLW

Evaporative Cooling Vest with 
Unique Polymer Chemistry

 • For protection against heat stress  
and UV
 • An innovative product that keeps 
workers cool for up to 8hrs
 • Keeps the body at an ideal temperature 
allowing the wearer to work in comfort
 • An innovative PVA multi-layered fabric 
which uses a unique polymer chemistry. 
Simply activate by soaking in water 
creating a chemical reaction within the 
fabric which enables the garments to act 
like a sponge
 • Adjustable side opening for  
added flexibility
 • 50+ UPF rated fabric to block 98%  
of UV rays
 • Front zip opening for easy access
 • Wicking, cooling and drying capabilities
 • Can be worn against the skin  
or over clothing
 • One size (reg)
 • Grey

Code: VS0CV1

PPE Boot Bag

Code: BB86-BLKGPH

 • Raquet pocket on side
 • Zippered end pocket
 • Wet pocket
 • Baseboard and studs
 • Fabric: 420D nylon
 • Excellent way of carrying around your 
dirty site boots 
 • Comes with webbing carrying handle 
and ID/name card holder
 • One size
 • Black/graphite

PPE Organisa Holdall

Code: 10210

 • 510mm(L) x 270mm(W) x 290mm(H)
 • Offers a convenient, safe and  
organised way for workers to stow 
issued safety equipment
 • Green zipped end compartment with first 
aid symbol
 • Hi-vis yellow zipped end compartment 
with reflective zip
 • Flexible internal organiser

Colour: Code: 
Yellow BPHV5-YLW
Orange BPHV5-ORG

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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First aid kits, defibrillators & accessories

HSE Approved First Aid Kit

Clip in Wall Bracket for 
HSE First Aid Kit

 • To use with FA3L50

Code: FA3L50B

Travel First Aid Kit

 • One person
 • Handy to use hygenic plastic dispenser

Code: FA1T01

HSE Approved First Aid Kit 
in Belt Bag

 • 10 person
 • Comes with an adjustable waist strap 
with a buckle clip to secure the bag 
around your waist
 • There is a zip on the front pocket and 
main compartment making it easy to 
access the first aid items quickly

Code: FA3S10B

Resusciade – Disposable 
Face Shield

 • Supplied in a tearable polythene pouch 
for easy access in an emergency
 • Provides protection against cross 
infection and dust
 • For single use only

Code: FA3AFS1

Small Medium Large

 • No 16 eye dressing 2 3 4

 • 12cm x 12cm medium dressing 4 6 8

 • 18cm x 18cm large dressing 1 2 2

 • Elite washproof plasters, pack of 20 2 3 5

 • Non-woven triangular bandage 2 3 4

 • Nitrile disposable gloves, pair 6 9 12

 • HSE guidance leaflet 1 1 1

 • Moist cleansing wipes, singles 20 30 40

 • Assorted safety pins, pack of 6 1 2 5

 • Microporous tape 2.5cm x 10m 1 1 1

 • Conforming bandage 7.5cm x 4m 1 2 2

 • Quick-fix sterile finger dressing 2 3 4

 • Pharmagel 10cm x 10cm 1 2 2

 • Emergency foil blanket 2.1m x 1.3m 1 2 3

 • Heavy-duty first aid snips 1 1 1

 • Resusciade 1 1 2

 • Plastic box, dark green, 270mm x 220mm x 85mm 270mm x 220mm x 85mm 270mm x 340mm x 100mm

BS8599 Travel First Aid Kit

 • Incorporating the new  
BS8599-1:2011 standard

Code: FA3BSKTK1

Clip in Wall Bracket for BS8599 
First Aid Kit – 20 Person

 • Allowing for a first aid kit to be 
permanently fixed to a First Aid point  
or station
 • For use with FA3BSK1

Code: FA3BSK1B

10 person 20 person 50 person

 • No 16 eye dressing 2 4 6

 • 12cm x 12cm medium dressing 6 9 12

 • 18cm x 18cm large dressing 2 3 4

 • Elite washproof plasters, pack of 20 1 x pack of 20 4 x pack of 10 3 x pack of 20

 • Non-woven triangular bandage 4 6 8

 • Nitrile disposable gloves, pair 1 2 3

 • HSE guidance leaflet 1 1 1

 • Moist cleansing wipes, singles 6 10 20

 • Assorted safety pins, pack of 6 1 2 2

 • Plastic box, dark green 240mm x 170mm x 80mm 270mm x 220mm x 85mm 270mm x 340mm x 100mm

Size: Code: 
10 person FA2S10
20 person FA3M20
50 person FA3L50

Size: Code: 
Small FA3BSK1
Medium FA3BSK2
Large FA3BSK3

BS8599 First Aid Kit

 • Incorporating the new BS8599-1:2011 standard

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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First aid kits, defibrillators & accessories

 • Wide aperture allows the easy disposal 
of needles and syringes
 • Translucent lid, clear internal flap and 
visible fill line help ensure that the 
container is not overfilled
 • Specifically shaped to contain the 
maximum amount of sharps in the 
minimum amount of space
 • Flip top lid combines security with 
ease of use whilst the final locking 
feature ensures total security during 
transportation for final disposal
 • Complies with UN 3291, BS 7320

Size: Code: 
0.6ltr  FA4SB06
4ltr  FA4SB4

Sharps Handling Kit

 • Sharps such as contaminated needles 
and syringes, knives, blades and broken 
glass can puncture the skin and act as a 
vehicle for the transmission of biological 
agents such as harmful micro-organisms

Complete pack includes: 
 • Disposable gloves
 • Disposable bio-hazard bag
 • Disinfectant wipe
 • Disposal unit
 • Forceps

Code: FA4SHK5

Accident Book

 • A4
 • Allows accidents to be recorded on  
tear-off slips so that details can be 
stored in a secure location

Code: FA6ABN2

Compact First Aid Burns Kit

 • Suitable for emergency care on  
burns and scalds, minimising trauma  
and infection
 • Ideal for hot works areas
 • Small

Code: FA3BK1

HSE Approved Medium Dressing

 • 12cm x 12cm
 • Box of 10

Code: FA3HSE12

Assorted Fabric Plasters

 • Assorted size, sterile, loose fabric 
plasters, packed in boxes of 120
 • Breathable to aid wound healing

Code: FA4P10

Waterproof Plasters

 • Packed in boxes of 100
 • Breathable to aid wound healing

Code: FA4PW1

Antiseptic Cleaning Wipes 

 • Pack of 100
 • Alcohol free

Code: FA4AW1

Sharps Bin CPR Defibrillator Training DVD

 • Instructional DVD for  
HeartSine defibrillators
 • Three DVDs available for 500P,  
350P and 360P defibrillators
 • Price per one

Code: FA6HDT1

Outdoor Cabinet 
for Defibrillator

 • With heating and lighting
 • With or without keypad lock
 • 40cm x 40cm x 20cm

Option: Code:
With keypad lock FA6WC1
Without lock FA6WC2

Eye Wash Pod Station

 • 330mm x 250mm
 • 10 pods, two No 16 eye pads and mirror
 • Compact and portable eyewash kit  
ideal for eye irrigation in the home  
and small offices
 • Fully portable and easy to wall mount

Code: FA5EPS7

Eye Wash Station

 • Wall-mountable plastic unit with 
shatterproof mirror
 • Contains two 500ml eyewash solution
 • Essential for every workspace

Code: FA5ES1

Eye Pad

 • Box of 10
 • Sterile eye pad has an elasticated  
strap attached to the pad for ease  
of use and comfort
 • Boxed and complies with the latest HSE 
codes of practice
 • Thick/comfortable
 • Stretchy conforming bandage to allow 
ease of use

Code: FA3HS01

Eye Wash Solution Box of Pods

 • 25 x 20ml pods
 • Sterile saline pods for eye irrigation or 
cleaning wounds and burns
 • Handy eyewash pods

Code: FA5E20

Eye Wash Solution Bottle

 • 500ml bottle
 • Sterile saline pods for eye irrigation or 
cleaning wounds and burns

Code: FA5E50

 • 2.1m x 1.3m
 • Single-use emergency blanket 
 • Ultra-insulating keeping the patient 
warm and comfortable
 • Emergency foil blankets are ideal  
for protection against cold, rain, heat 
and wind
 • Helps to treat or prevent hypothermia
 • Heat-reflective metallic surfaces
 • Disposable

Code: FA3FB130

Foil Blanket 

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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First aid kits, defibrillators & accessories

 • One PAD-Pak™ combined battery and electrode cartridge
 • 4yr shelf time
 • Suitable for adults and children >8yrs or >25kg
 • Carry case (yellow/blue)
 • User manual, quick reference card
 • 8yr warranty
 • Easy-to-use: two-button operation with clear and simple voice 
and visual prompts
 • Easy to maintain with combined battery and electrode cartridge
 • Fastest time to first shock delivery: Heartsine defibrillators have 
a charging time of just 8 secs
 • Highest industry IP rating of IP56, providing protection against 
dust and water ingress and tested to the Military Standard 810F 
for robustness, including a drop test of 1m
 • Delivers a lifesaving shock in more cases than other defibrillators, 
the impedance operating range of the Heartsine devices is 
25–230ohms

HeartSine Samaritan Defibrillator PAD

Product: Code:
500P with CPR advisor FA6HD1
350P (semi automated) FA6HD2
360P (fully automated) FA6HD3

Automatic Lifejacket

 • Standard horseshoe design with a zip 
closure cover and a single back strap for 
general utility use
 • Durable waterproof fabric
 • Zip fastening cover
 • Stainless steel interlocking belt buckles 
and adjustable waist belt
 • Detachable crutch strap
 • Marine grade stainless steel D-ring  
in front
 • Actual buoyancy: 208N
 • Colour: RS0 red
 • EN396 : 1994

Inflatable bladder:
 • Single chamber
 • Oral inflation tube
 • SOLAS approved retro-reflective tape  
on bladder
 • Red recovery grab strap on bladder 
marked 'LIFT'
 • 33g CO2 gas cylinder
 • Inflation system
 • Whistle

Code: HN7WC50

Other safety & clothing products

Floating Lifeline 
to suit Lifebuoy

 • 30m
 • Floating lifeline suitable for attaching to 
a standard lifebuoy

Code: HN7FL30

Lifebuoy/Life Ring

 • 30”
 • 2.5kg
 • Rugged construction traditional  
round lifebuoys
 • Used by local authorities, river and  
water companies
 • Orange (MED approved – with  
retro tape)

Code: HN7LB30

Worker Premium ICE Tag

 • Easily fitted to the exterior of each worker’s hard hat
 • Securely stores their critical and potentially lifesaving ID information essential in the event 
of a serious accident or medical emergency
 • Features new 'Emergency Design' that utilises the internationally recognised 'Star of Life' 
medical symbol
 • Waterproof ID card has also been improved to increase the amount of information stored 
to further strengthen the function of this Hard Hat ID in use
 • Perfect solution to assist in the essential work of pro-active 
health and safety officers in all helmet wearing industries
 • 70mm x 15mm (approx. 2.75" x 0.5")
 • Weight: < 5g
 • Reflective: features 3M Scotchlite reflective material
 • 100% waterproof
 • Helmet safe adhesives used
 • One size

Code: TSTTAG5

Ask us about 
training on  
how to use  
this product

You can order with us by phone, email or online:

T: 01293 744 444

E: hello@onsite-support.co.uk

W: onsite-support.co.uk

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Site Welfare
From cleaning supplies to canteen equipment, site welfare products 
are essential for ensuring the health and wellbeing of site workers are 
appropriately managed on a project.

Whether you’re looking for cleaning, washroom or canteen products, we offer a 
range of supplies to equip your construction site with everything you’ll need to 
ensure facilities are suitably maintained and to keep your workforce happy.

140  Cleaning fluids

146  Cloths & rags

148  Hand cleaners & skincare

155  Paper towels & toilet roll

157  Bin liner sacks

158  Brushes & cleaning equipment

163  Mats & mops

165  Canteen equipment

167  Heaters

168  Cutlery, crockery & mugs

170  Tea, coffee & sugar

173  Site office equipment

175  Other

Please note: Items are subject to change. Please check our website for the 
most up to date list at onsite-support.co.uk

139



Cleaning fluids

Constructor Disinfectant

 • 5ltr
 • Kills germs and bacteria

Code: CJ2CF5

Constructor Detergent

 • 5ltr
 • For general cleaning, and washing dishes and soiled cutlery
 • Non-hazardous cleaner

Code: CJ2CW5

Dishwasher Tablets

 • Pack of 100
 • Benzymes and oxygen bleach ensure a 
powerful cleaning formulation to remove 
stubborn stains
 • Suitable for all water conditions

Code: CJ2DWT2

Multi-Purpose, Anti-Bacterial Cleaner

 • 750ml
 • Effortlessly removes dirt and grime from  
all hard, washable surfaces leaving  
a fresh, fruity fragrance

Code: CJ2MP7

Cream Cleaner

 • 500ml
 • A non-scratch cleaner with  
a pleasant fragrance
 • Will remove ingrained dirt and stubborn 
stains from a variety of hard surfaces

Code: CJ2C50

Dishwasher Rinse Aid

 • 400ml
 • Clears grease
 • Removes limescale
 • Neutralises odour
 • Helps maintain machine
 • Brands may vary

Code: CJ2RA1

Washing Up Liquid

 • 1ltr
 • A quality and economic washing up 
liquid, not harsh to the environment
 • Cuts through grease
 • Kind to hands

Code: CJ2WL1

Dishwasher Salt

 • 2kg
 • Softens water to boost the cleaning 
performance of detergent by preventing 
spots and watermarks
 • Brand may vary

Code: CJ2DWS1

Furniture Polish

 • 750ml
 • Formulated to give a fast clean and shine 
in one operation
 • Use on paintwork, enamel, laminates and 
sealed wooden surfaces

Code: CJ2PW75

Multi-Surface Polish

 • 330ml
 • Keeps areas clean and freshly fragranced
 • Aerosol can

Code: CJ2MP3

Stainless Steel Cleaner

 • 750ml
 • Removes streaks and smears from 
stainless steel and glass surfaces

Code: CJ2SS7

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Cleaning fluids

Heavy Duty Toilet Cleaner

 • 1ltr
 • This blue-dyed toilet cleaner is ideal for 
everyday needs

Code: CJ2TC7

Spray & Wipe with Bleach 

 • 750ml
 • Great for use in washrooms and toilets
 • Kills germs and bacteria on contact
 • Cleans and freshens
 • Suitable for use on many surfaces

Code: CJ2SWS1

Thick Bleach

 • 1ltr
 • Concentrated bleach in viscose  
format to provide extra dwell time  
for better cleaning

Code: CJ2TB10

Toilet Channel Block

 • 3kg
 • Non-PDCB channel blocks have a high 
perfume content and neutralise odours 
from urine
 • Complete with storage bucket

Code: CJ2TB5

Thick Bleach

 • 5ltr
 • Destroys in minutes substances like 
grease, rags, cooking fat, paper towels, 
organic matter, soap, hair scale and 
sanitary towels

Code: CJ2TB50

One-Shot Strong Drain Cleaner

 • 1ltr
 • Destroys in minutes substances like 
grease, rags, cooking fat, paper towels, 
organic matter, soap, hair scale and 
sanitary towels

Code: CJ2OSD1

Constructor Limescale Remover

 • 750ml
 • Advanced formula dissolves organics as 
well as limescale
 • Excellent for toilets and urinals
 • Regular use keeps drains clear
 • Neatralises odour
 • May be diluted with 
water for brush 
application

Code: CJ2LR1

Constructor Toilet Descaler

 • 5ltr
 • Powerful double acid descaler, disinfectant and freshener will rapidly remove dirt and 
limescale build up

Code: CJ2CD5

Constructor Bleach

 • 5ltr
 • Suitable for general cleaning and disinfecting
 • Clear, yellow-coloured liquid with strong chlorine odour

Code: CJ2CB5

Toilet Cistern Blocks

 • Germicidal in-cistern block automatically 
cleans, foams, freshens
 • Colours blue with every flush

Toilet Rim Block 

 • Price per one
 • Sanitiser toilet block with hook/cage

Code: CJ2TRB1

Size: Code: 
Individual CJ2TBB2
Pack of 6 CJ2TCBPK8

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Cleaning fluids

Window/Mirror Cleaner

 • 750ml
 • A quick and effective spirit-based glass 
cleaner that provides a streak-free finish
 • Suitable for glass, plastics and  
stainless steel

Code: CJ2WM7

Graffiti Remover

 • 500ml
 • A powerful unique formulation
 • Quickly dissolves felt-tip, marker inks, 
acrylic and cellulose paints, ball point 
pen ink and aerosol-sprayed graffiti 
from tiles, windows, metals, ceramics, 
concrete and fabric surfaces

Code: CJ2GR2

Constructor Brick Cleaner

 • 5ltr
 • Removes excess lime and mortar of 
newly laid bricks, tiles and masonry

Code: CJ2BC5

General Purpose Floor & Hard 
Surface Cleaner

 • 5ltr
 • General purpose floor cleaner to clean 
and remove soiling to hard surfaces

Code: CJ2FC5

Gel Air Freshener

 • 150g
 • Solid gel – magnolia & vanilla

Code: CJ2AFS5

Automatic Air Freshener 
Starter Pack with 3 Refills

 • 270ml
 • Digital dispenser allows genuine 
programmability to guarantee fragrance 
is released when odour control is needed

Code: CJ3MSD1

Automatic Air Freshener Refills

 • 243ml
 • Maxispray replacement fragrance

Code: CJ3MSRF

Air Freshener (Aerosol) 
Cotton & Lily

 • 330ml
 • Creates long lasting, instant freshness 
and fragrance

Code: CJ2AF4

Air Freshener (Trigger Spray)

 • 750ml
 • Fine atomised spray to maximise 
perfume performance and to reduce  
'rain effect'

Code: CJ2AF7

Greener Glass Cleaner

 • 750ml
 • Effectively cleans and shines glass 
surfaces such as windows, mirrors, 
stainless steel etc.
 • Part of the Constructor environmentally 
friendly, green cleaning range

Code: CJ2BGC7

Greener Toiler Cleaner

 • 1ltr
 • Ideal for use as a perfumed daily 
deodoriser for toilets and urinals
 • Part of the Constructor environmentally 
friendly, green cleaning range

Code: CJ2BTC71

Biological Washroom Deodoriser Cleaner

 • 5ltrs
 • Removes organic staining and odour  
problems in order to maintain a clean,  
odour-free washroom
 • Part of the Constructor environmentally  
friendly, green cleaning range

Code: CJ2WC75

Greener Multi-Purpose Cleaner 
& Degreaser

 • A versatile cleaner for use with a wide 
range of janitorial cleaning as well as 
industrial applications
 • Part of the Constructor environmentally 
friendly, green cleaning range

Code: CJ2BFC5

Biological Toilet Blocks

 • 1.1kg tub
 • 50 blocks
 • Ideal for use in waterless urinals
 • Part of the Constructor environmentally 
friendly, green cleaning range

Code: CJ2BTB5

Greener Toilet Cleaner

 • 5ltr
 • Ideal for use as a perfumed daily 
deodoriser for toilets and urinals
 • Part of the Constructor environmentally 
friendly, green cleaning range

Code: CJ2BTC75

Biological Washroom Cleaner

 • 750ml
 • Removes organic staining and odour 
problems in order to maintain a clean 
odour-free washroom
 • Part of the Constructor environmentally 
friendly, green cleaning range

Code: CJ2WC71

Be kinder to the 
environment by 

using our greener 
cleaning range

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Cloths & rags

Yellow Dusters

 • Pack of 10
 • Wipes surfaces gently to remove dust
 • Soft and non-marking

Code: CJ1YD1

White Rags

 • Quality white cotton absorbent rags 
suitable for most industrial wipe 
applications
 • Supplied in 10kg gross weight  
vacuum packs

Code: CJ1R12W

Hard Surface Disinfection Wipes

 • 200 wipes
 • Instantly eliminates dangerous bacteria 
on hard surfaces

Code: CJ1DW2

Floor Cloths

 • Heavyweight
 • Warp-knitted with double weft insertion
 • 90 ends per fabric width
 • 12 picks per 5cm approx.
 • Overlocked at 118 stitches per 5cm  
with 5mm bite
 • 47cm x 50.8cm

Code: CJ1FC0

 • Standard quality coloured rags suitable 
for most industrial wipe applications
 • Supplied in 10kg gross weight  
vacuum packs

Code: CJ1R12C

Coloured RagsCaterer’s Scourers

 • Pack of 10
 • Polyester fibre with acrylic resin, ground 
silica and pigment
 • Approx. 15.87g per scourer
 • 23cm(L) x 15cm(W) x 7mm(D)

Code: CJ1CS1

Dish Cloths

 • Pack of 10
 • Cotton-based cloth suitable for multiple  
cleaning requirements
 • Machine washable and can be boiled  
or bleached

Code: CJ1DC0

General Purpose Cloths 
(J Cloths)

 • Multi-purpose cloths for use  
in many situations
 • Packed in 50s for liberal application

Code: CJ1JC1

Blue Microfibre Cloths

 • Pack of 10
 • Washable cleaning cloth ideal for 
all surfaces including work surfaces, 
stainless steel, glass, woodwork etc.
 • 40cm x 40cm

Stockinette Roll

 • 800g
 • Ideal for use on any surface for general 
wiping, without scratching
 • Manufactured from cotton
 • Easy-wipe
 • White

Code: CJ1S80

Size: Code: 
Blue CJ1ROM1
Green CJ1ROM1-GRN
Pink CJ1ROM1-PNK

 • Pack of 10
 • Polyurethane foam laminated to polyester 
abrasive using a polyurethane adhesive
 • 140mm(L) x 90mm(W) x 27mm(D)
 • Apricot/green

Code: CJ1SC1

Large Sponge Scourers

Code: CJ1TT0

Tea Towels (Individual Towel)

 • Woven fabric, mixed fibres:  
70% cotton minimum
 • 680mm(L) x 430mm(W)
 • Check pattern – normally white with: 
blue, red and green

To support a fast and 
efficient delivery of 

products to your sites,  
you can order our  
products online at  

onsite-support.co.uk

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Constructor Hand Cleaning Wet Wipes

 • 150 wipes
 • Quick acting
 • Saves time and stops soiling becoming ingrained
 • Suitable for oil, grease and grime
 • Great when no running water

Code: CJ3CW1

Power Wipes Heavy Duty 
Hand Cleaning Wet Wipes

 • 90 wipes
 • Highly absorbant polypropylene  
aiding in deep cleansing and pulling  
soils into wipes

Code: CJ3PW2

Pump Dispenser

 • All purpose pump for 4.5ltr, 5ltr and  
15ltr containers
 • Suits the CJ3R15 and CJ3R45  
hand cleaner

Code: CJ3TD1

Alcohol Sanitiser With Moisturiser

 • 500ml
 • 70% alcohol
 • Added moisturiser to protect skin
 • Kills a range of bacteria and viruses
 • Passes EN1500
 • Passes EN1276 and EN13727 under clean 
conditions with 30 second contact time
 • Virucidal – passes EN14476 with one minute 
contact time; effective against  
enveloped viruses
 • Quickly evaporates  
without residue

Code: CJ3LDP5

*Source: Deb Ltd

Hand cleaners & skincare

Handwash

 • 500ml
 • Neutralises odours
 • Gentle to hands

Code: CJ3LSP5

When working on site, your 
workers’ safety and comfort 
should be the highest priority. 
That’s why we offer a large range 
of hand cleaners and skincare to 
ensure that your employees have 
the right facilities to take care of 
themselves when on site.

Our range includes anti-bacterial 
hand-washes and hand cleaning 
wet wipes to offer top quality 
cleanliness across your site, as 
well as protective hand cream for 
working in dry conditions.

*Source: Deb Ltd
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For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Hand cleaners & skincare

Deb Stoko Protect Dispenser

 • Formerly Deb DISPENSER for  
Universal Protect
 • Hygienic dispensing
 • 1ltr dispenser for use with Deb Universal 
Protect 1ltr cartridges

Code: CJ3DDP1

Deb Solopol Lime Cartridge

 • Formerly Deb Lime Wash
 • Gentle but effective heavy-duty hand 
cleanser with Deb patented combination 
of natural cornmeal hand scrub and light 
lime extracts
 • Moisturises hands

Size: Code: 
2ltr CJ3LIM2
4ltr CJ3LIM4

Kresto Citrus Cartridge

 • Formerly Deb Citrus Power
 • Natural orange oil extracts in combination 
with cornmeal hand scrub to provide a 
highly-effective cleaning performance
 • Contains moisturiser

Size: Code: 
2ltr CJ3NAT2
4ltr CJ3NAT4

Deb InstantFOAM complete 
1ltr Cartridge

 • 1ltr
 • Alcohol-based foam hand sanitiser
 • Complete broad spectrum activity – 
highly-effective bactericidal (EN1500), 
virucidal (EN14476), yeasticidal (EN1650) 
and mycobactericidal (EN14348) activity
 • Kills 99.999% of many common germs
 • For use in any hygiene sensitive 
environment
 • Instant foam action preventing dripping 
and splashing
 • Clinically proven, skin-friendly formula  
– independently tested and proven to 
prevent dry skin even after frequent use
 • Non-tainting and HACCP  
International Certified

Code: CJ3DFS1

Deb Estesol Lotion 
Pure Cartridge

 • Formerly Deb Pure Wash
 • Perfume-free and dye-free lotion hand 
cleanser for regular use to remove 
general dirt and grime
 • Caring to hands

Size: Code: 
2ltr CJ3PUR2
4ltr CJ3NAT4

Size: Code: 
3.25ltr cartridge CJ3GPF3L
Dispenser CJ3GPFD4

Solopol GFX Gritty Foam

 • Formerly Deb Gritty Foam Cartridge
 • Utilises GrittyFOAM™ patented  
pump technology
 • Transforms heavy-duty, hand-cleansing 
liquid into five times its volume, creating 
a rich-cream foam
 • For use in industrial environments to 
remove medium to heavy soiling

Stokoderm Protect Pure 
Barrier Cream

 • Formerly Deb Universal Protect Barrier 
Cream Cartridge
 • 1ltr
 • General purpose, pre-work skin cream  
for wet and dry work to suit dispenser
 • Use with CJ3DDP1

Code: CJ3DPP1

STEP 1: PROTECT 
PRE-WORK CREAMS:
• Form a protective layer on 

the skin
• Help to prevent the 

penetration of contaminants
• Make skin easier to clean

STEP 2: CLEANSE 
HAND CLEANSING:
• Removes harmful contaminants and 

irritants
• Helps prevent occupational 

dermatitis
• Keeps skin in a healthy condition

STEP 3: RESTORE 
AFTER WORK CREAMS:
• Help maintain the skin in a 

healthy condition
• Keep skin soft and supple 

avoiding dryness
•   Help prevent occupational 

dermatitis

www.debgroup.com                  @DebGroupUK  

The Deb Stoko® range addresses ALL skin care needs with the world’s most 
comprehensive and innovative occupational skin care products.

By implementing skin care best practice you can: 

•    Reduce the risk of occupational skin disease •    Maintain healthy skin

•    Stop the spread of germs    •    Reduce sickness

ESSENTIAL OCCUPATIONAL SKIN CARE 
TAILORED TO YOUR WORKPLACE

Cleanse Heavy Dispenser

 • Sealed cartridge dispenser for Deb 
Naturally Hand Cleaners
 • Hygienic dispensing
 • Available in 2ltr or 4ltr cartridge size

Size: Code: 
2ltr CJ3DD2
4ltr CJ3DD4

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Deb Protective Hand Cream 
(to suit Cradle System)

 • 750ml
 • Multi-purpose, anti-bacterial pre-work 
protective and reconditioning cream for 
outdoor workers
 • Formulated for use without water
 • Suitable for all skin conditions

Code: CJ3DCC7

Deb Hand Cleaner (to suit 
Cradle System)

 • 750ml
 • Heavy-duty, solvent-free hand cleaner  
for use in dispenser
 • Formulated for use without water
 • Moisturises skin after use

Code: CJ3DCHC7

 • 750ml 
 • Unique gel formulation which instantly 
sanitises the skin
 • Formulated for use without water
 • Kills germs instantly

Code: CJ3DCS7

Deb Hand Sanitiser (to suit Cradle System)

Deb Skin Safety Cradle Dispenser & Starter Pack – Cradle Only

 • Complete 3-step care system to protect, cleanse and sanitise skin
 • Ideal for work cabins and other areas of limited space
 • Comes with three mini dispensers (cartridges sold separately under CJ3DCC7, CJ3DCS7 
and CJ3DCHC7)
 • The unit is tough and made from styrene for high durability

Code: CJ3DCD1

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3
STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Hand cleaners & skincare

Deb Stokolan Light Pure 
1ltr Cartridge

 • Formerly Deb Pure Restore  
Conditioning Cream
 • 1ltr
 • Apply at the end of each work period to 
moisturise the skin whilst natural oils are 
being replenished
 • Helps prevent skin dryness

Code: CJ3DRP1

2ltr Plus 4ltr Skin Safety Centre 

 • Comprises 2 x 1ltr, 1 x 2ltr and  
1 x 4ltr dispensers
 • A robust, pre-assembled lightweight 
board containing Deb Naturally 
dispensers to provide a 3-Step Skin 
Safety Programme
 • 800mm(W) x 570mm(H)

Code: CJ3DSB4

Deb Stoko Restore 
Dispenser 1ltr

 • Deb Restore washroom dispensers are 
Biocote® protected and guaranteed for life
 • Available to fit 1ltr
 • Hygienic dispensing

Code: CJ3DDR1

Small 2ltr Skin Safety Board

 • Skin safety centre board fitted with 2 x 1ltr and 1 x 2ltr dispensers
 • Use with 1ltr Deb Protect, 2ltr Deb Lime Handwash and 1ltr Deb Restore
 • Cartridges not included
 • Robust – able to withstand high levels of wear and tear
 • Dispensers are quick and easy to install, and are fixed to the board with  
secure screw fitting
 • Bright colour-coding – clearly identifies the product 
type to help avoid any confusion
 • Wipe-clean surfaces – easy to maintain and  
keep clean. Helps maintain good skin care  
facilities to encourage use
 • Convenient – contains all the requirements  
for clean and healthy skin, which encourages 
greater compliance
 • 590mm(W) x 510mm(H)

Code: CJ3DMB3

Liquid Hand Soap

 • 5ltr
 • Formulated with pH neutral ingredients
 • Gentle to hands

Code: CJ3LS5

Liquid Hand Soap Dispenser

 • A clean, hygienic way to dispense liquid 
hand soap
 • Level indicator window

Code: CJ3DL5

Deb Stoko Sanitise 
Dispenser 1ltr

 • 1ltr
 • Suitable for use with Deb InstantFOAM® 
Hand Sanitiser CJ3DFS1
 • Wall-mounted
 • Plastic material
 • White

Code: CJ3DDFS

Swarfega Heavy Tub

 • Powerful – rapidly removes oil,  
grease, diesel, carbon and most other 
workshop soilings
 • For effective hand-cleaning

Size: Code: 
4.5ltr CJ3R45
500ml CJ3R50

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Hand cleaners & skincare

 • Complete with 1 x 1ltr sun cream 
dispenser, current UV level indicator, 
guidance and mirror
 • Help to protect your workforce from  
UV radiation: key facts and statistics 
on skin cancer and instructions of why, 
how and when outdoor workers need to 
protect themselves from the sun
 • A mirror for easy application

 • A holder and cards to display the local  
UV index level
 • For use with Stokoderm Sun Protect  
1ltr cartridges
 • 58cm x 41cm
 • Blue/orange

Code: CJ3DSP1

Stokoderm Sun Protect 30 Pure

 • Formerly Deb Sun Protect Suncream
 • 1ltr
 • SPF30 sunscreen to protect the skin 
against the sun's harmful UV-A (ageing) 
& UV-B (burning) rays
 • Fits dispenser CJ3DDD1

Code: CJ3DDC1

Sun Protect Dispenser 1ltr

 • Formerly Deb Dispenser Only – to suit 
Sun Protect
 • 1ltr
 • Biocote® protected and guaranteed for life

Code: CJ3DDD1

Swaferga Tough Sun 
Protect 100ml

 • 100ml
 • Personal issue tube
 • SPF30 sunscreen to protect the skin 
against the sun's harmful UV-A (ageing) 
& UV-B (burning) rays
 • Perfume free and non-greasy
 • Swarfega is a trademark of Deb Ltd

Code: CJ3DD15

Stoko UV Sun Safety Centre Board

Code: CF8472

2 Ply Industrial Roll

 • Pack of 2 paper towels
 • 1000 sheets per roll
 • Versatile 2 ply wipers for dealing with 
everyday wiping and cleaning
 • 250mm x 400m
 • Blue

Code: DP0400

'C' Fold Hand Towel Dispenser

 • Space-saving and easy to restock
 • Designed for areas that require fast 
access to paper towels
 • Hard-wearing

Code: DS0957

2 Ply Hygiene Roll

 • Box of 24
 • 2 ply, absorbent rolls
 • 10" 
 • White

Code: HR8202

1 Ply C-Fold Hand Towels

 • Pack of 2520
 • 1 ply economical value for money  
C-Fold hand towels ideal for use with 
dispenser DS0957
 • Green

Code: HT1101

2 Ply Deluxe C-Fold Hand Towels

 • Pack of 2400
 • 2 ply soft, super-absorbent C-Fold  
hand towels ideal for use with  
dispenser DS0957
 • White

Code: HT8395

3 Ply Hygiene Roll

 • Case of 24 rolls
 • Absorbent rolls for general  
purpose wiping
 • Great strength and absorbancy
 • 10"
 • Blue

Code: HR2211

2 Ply Standard Centrefeed Roll

 • Pack of 6 toilet rolls
 • Packed more compactly than  
competitor products
 • Fits a standard centrefeed towel 
dispenser, thus reducing the number 
of product changes required when 
compared with competitor products  
of lesser length
 • 192mm x 150m
 • White

Kitchen Roll

 • 6 packs of 4
 • 24 sheets per roll
 • Use anywhere: greasy ovens, sinks, 
basins, windows, carpets
 • 2 ply
 • White

Code: CJ1KR1

Standard Centrefeed Dispenser

 • Wall mounting
 • Fits standard 170mm x 105m centrefeed 
2 ply roll
 • White

Code: DS9650

Paper towels & toilet roll

For advice on  
the best products,  
call our customer 
support team on  

01293 744 444

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Paper towels & toilet roll

Standard Toilet Roll Holder

 • Forge aluminium, which is ideal for 
commercial applications
 • Spring-loaded for easy toilet roll change
 • 130mm x 78mm

Code: DS9999

2 Ply Baby Jumbo Toilet Roll

 • Longer rolls for less frequent filling  
saving on maintenance time
 • Use with dispenser DS0949
 • 2 ply soft toilet tissue
 • 12 per case
 • Core size 21/4"
 • White

Code: JT8002

2 Ply Midi Jumbo Toilet Roll

 • Pack of 6
 • 21/4" core
 • 2 ply, recycled
 • Soft
 • White

Code: JT8120

2 Ply Standard Toilet Roll 

 • Pack of 36
 • High-quality, soft toilet roll
 • Suitable for domestic and  
professional use
 • White

2 Ply Interleaved Toilet Tissue

 • 250 sheets per sleeve
 • Hygienically wrapped
 • Supplied in a case of 36 sleeves
 • White

Code: TT1B250

2 Ply Supersoft Toilet Roll

 • Pack of 40
 • 2 ply quality, supersoft, luxury toilet tissue
 • White

Code: TR2Q28

Size: Code: 
200 sheet TR1W20
320 sheet TR1W32

Standard Jumbo Toilet 
Roll Dispenser

 • 12" dispenser

Code: DS9800

 • 6 in pack
 • 3" core
 • 2 ply, recycled, soft, Standard Jumbo 
toilet rolls for economy in use
 • Use with dispenser DS9800
 • White

Code: JT8191

2 Ply Standard Jumbo Toilet Roll

Heavy Duty Refuse Sacks

 • Pack of 200
 • 18" x 29" x 38" (457mm x 724mm x 965mm)
 • Black

Code: PO2L10

Heavy Duty Clear Sacks/
Bin Liners

 • Box of 200 
 • 90ltr heavy-duty, clear waste sacks for 
use in office and site environments
 • 18" x 29" x 39"

Code: PO2LC15

Swing Bin Liners (Light Duty)

 • Pack of 1000
 • Made from HDPE polythene
 • 28 gauge (7 microns) thickness
 • 13" x 23" x 30" (325mm x 575mm  
x 750mm)
 • White

Code: PO2SB5

Wheelie Bin Sacks

 • Pack of 100
 • Ideal solution to eliminate cleaning  
of your wheelie bin
 • 22.5 microns
 • 760mm x 1170mm x 1370mm

Code: PO2WS2

Plastic Bin Liners On a Roll

 • 1 roll of 20 sacks
 • 18" x 29" x 34"
 • Black

Code: PO2LR20

Plastic Bin Liners on a Roll

 • 1 roll of 20 sacks
 • 18" x 29" x 34"
 • Black

Bin liner sacks

You can view  
our Wheelie Bins 
on page 230

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Brushes & cleaning equipment

Contract Bass Broom Head

 • 325mm (13")
 • Contract quality Bassine broom head for 
use with 11/8" broom handle
 • Hard bristle for rough surfaces

Code: BR1B13

Contract Coco Broom Head

 • 300mm (12")
 • For use with 15⁄16" broom handle 
(HA2B05)
 • Soft bristle for smooth surfaces

Code: BR1C12

Contract Poly Broom Head

 • 325mm (13")
 • For use with 11/8" broom handle
 • Polypropylene heavy-duty sweeping head

Code: BR1P13

Quality Poly Broom Head

 • Medium platform broom, wood back, 
filled red PVC
 • PVC is durable and springy 
 • Good for general rubble, agricutural and 
industrial use, and on building sites, in 
wet or dry conditions

Size: Code: 
457mm BR2RP18
600mm (24") BR2RP24

Quality Two-Hole Poly 
Broom Head

 • 325mm (13")
 • Quality two-hole bassine head
 • Suitable for use with BR6LC6 Large Broom 
Clamp and 11/8" diameter broom handle
 • Polypropylene heavy-duty sweeping head
 • Blue

Code: BR3B13

Large Broom Clamp

 • Large 2-part broom clamps for use  
with 11/8" broom handles
 • Supplied with connecting bolt  
and wingnut

Code: BR6LC6

Contract Broom Stay

 • Broom stay part for connecting the 
broom handle to the head (with fixings)

Code: BR6CS1

Broom/Mop Handle

 • Soft wood, round handles for use with 
broom heads, metal squeegees and 
other hand tools

Broom Socket

 • No.1 Broom Socket comes with fittings 
for use with 11/8" broom handles

Code: BR6BS3

Size: Code: 
4' x 11/8" HA2B10
5' x 11/8" HA2B15

Long Handled Tar Brush

 • 1200mm
 • Round head on angled, wooden handle
 • Heavy-duty round horse-haired bristle

Code: BR5LH0

Coco Bannister Brush

 • 180mm (7")
 • Wooden handle with flagged fibre
 • See dustpan on page 160

Code: BR5CB7

Scrubbing Brush

 • 200mm (8")
 • Double tufted

Code: BR5S08

Short Handled Tar Brush

 • 2" head
 • Ideal for applying liquid tar and bitumen 
to flat roofs or finishing road repair patches
 • Heavy-duty round horse-haired bristle

Code: BR5SH0

Quality Churn Brush

 • Hard bristle
 • Wooden handle
 • Bassine fill
 • Brown

Code: BR5CB10

Constructor Bass Broom Complete Constructor Coco Platform 
Broom Complete

 • Soft bristles for smooth surfaces

Bass Bannister Brush

 • 180mm (7")
 • Hard bristle hand brush with hardwood 
handle for general purpose clearing up
 • See dustpan on page 160

Code: BR5BB7

Size: Code: 
300mm (12") BR4B13C
450mm (18") BR4B18
600mm (24") BR4B24
900mm (36") BR4B36

Size: Code: 
300mm (12") BR4C12C
450mm (18") BR4C18
600mm (24") BR4C24
900mm (36") BR4C36

 • Comes with softwood handle
 • Hard bristle for rough surfaces

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Metal Dustpan

 • Heavy-duty
 • No brush included
 • Black

Code: DP2M20

Nail Brush – Plastic Handle

 • Hand and nail hygiene is important to 
the health of site employees
 • White

Code: BR5NB5

Plastic Dustpan & Brush Set

 • Supersoft bristles to sweep up fine dust 
and debris in addition to larger dirt
 • Blue

Code: DP1G15

Long Handle Dustpan 
& Brush Set

 • For easy dirt removal
 • Long handle minimises bending

Code: DP1LH20

Brushes & cleaning equipment

Blakes Boot Wash

 • Manufactured from heavy gauge steel 
 • Powder coated for long life
 • Fitted with three nylon brush heads
 • Optional steel lid available

Code: BR6BW1

Toilet Brush Set

 • Toilet brush clips in to the holder  
for easy storage

Code: CJ2TB1

Squeegee comes with 
Handle & Stay

 • 600mm (24")
 • Wooden squeegee complete with 54" 
x 11⁄8" wooden handle with galvanised 
support stay

Code: SQ1W24

Window Squeegee

 • 300mm (12")
 • Complete with rubber for those  
streak-free windows

Code: CJ2WS12

Straight Metal Squeegee 
(requires Handle)

 • 450mm (18")
 • Heavy-duty metal squeegee with robust 
rubber, ideal for clearing water off large 
areas of roof or ground
 • Requires HA2B10 or HA2B15 handle

Code: SQ1M18

Vacuum Cleaner

 • Numatic Henry vacuum cleaner comes with standard accessory pack
 • Use with bag MO5HC8
 • Red/black

Numatic Industrial Wet/Dry Vacuum Vacuum Cleaner Bags

 • Pack of 10
 • Dust bags for Henry HVR 200 and 
Numatic contractors vacuum cleaners

Code: MO5HC8

Size: Code: 
110V MO5HV11-110V
240V MO5HV24-240V

Size: Code: 
110V MO5WDV11
230V MO5WDV24

 • Suction: 2400mm H2O with airflow of 49ltr/sec
 • Capacity wet: 32ltr
 • Capacity dry: 40ltr
 • Cleaning range: 26.8m
 • 1060W Twinflo bypass
 • 25.2kg
 • Full Structofoam construction sets it apart from 
all the others
 • Unique multi-purpose tipper system  
for emptying
 • Can be used anywhere by anybody and emptied 
quickly and easily, be it in floor drain or WC
 • Size: 490mm x 800mm x 880mm

Plastic Washing-Up Bowl

 • 14" (350mm)
 • White
 • Plastic

Code: CJ2WB1

Washing-Up Brush

 • Pack of one
 • Standard washing-up brush

Code: CJ2WBR2

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Brushes & cleaning equipment

M-Class Vacuum Cleaner Bags

 • Pack of 5
 • To suit MO6MV1

Code: MO6MB1

H-Class Vacuum Cleaner Bags

 • Pack of 10
 • To suit MO6HV2 and MO6HV3

Code: MO6MB3

M-Class Vacuum Cleaner/
Extractor & Accessories

 • With dustless sweeper and power tool 
take-off point
 • 99.99% filtration efficiency (L-class is 
only 99%)
 • Integrated filter shaker system and 
washable filters to prevent blockages 
saving you time
 • Dry extraction only
 • Can be connected to a power tool  
for extraction
 • 5m cable length
 • 15ltr tank
 • 6kg
 • 8ltr bags
 • Yellow and black

Size: Code: 
110V MO6MV1-110
240V MO6MV1-240

 • H-Class extractor with HEPA Filtration
 • Outperforms its M-Class predecessors, 
raising the bar to 99.995% filtration
 • 110V or 240V available
 • 60ltr/sec airflow (215m3/hr)
 • Equipped with an extraction  
velocity monitor
 • Lightweight at just 10kg and quiet at 
just 60dB
 • Well equipped with an anti-static 3m 
hose, extraction port, 32mm steel tubes 
and crevice/brush/upholstery tools

Size: Code: 
110V MO6HV2-110
240V MO6HV2-240

Numatic Wet/ Dry Vacuum Bags

 • To suit WV900-2
 • Hepa
 • Pack of 10

Code: MO5GC9

H-Class Industrial Vacuum Cleaner/Extractor

Plastic Mop Bucket

 • Contract mop bucket with strainer

Code: BU8PM1

Heavy Duty Door Mat

 • Tough, long-lasting mat with raised 
'waffle' design that removes dirt  
and moisture
 • Can hold up to 6ltrs/m2

 • Charcoal colour

Contract Door Mat with 
Polyprop Fibres

 • Standard door mat
 • Charcoal

Boot Scraper with Brushes

 • Brushes at both ends to help the 
cleaning process
 • Keep the mud outside!

Code: BR5SB1

Size: Code: 
600mm x 900 mm CE1AM69
900mm x 1500 mm CE1AM915

Size: Code: 
600mm x 900 mm CE1DM69
900mm x 1500 mm CE1DM915

Colour-Coded Mop Head – 
No.12 Twine Socket Mop

 • 182g 
 • A thinner yarn suitable for more heavy 
tread, rougher floor surfaces such as 
safety flooring
 • Does not lint as much as PY yarn

Colour: Code: 
Blue MO3PS1-B
Green MO3PS1-G
Red MO3PS1-R
Yellow MO3PS1-Y

Colour-Coded Plastic 
Mop Handle 

 • 125cm (48") 
 • To suit MO3PS1
 • Screw fitting to accept 
socket mops, hygiene 
brushware and squeegees
 • Lightweight aluminium  
mop handle with  
colour-coded grip

Colour: Code: 
Blue HA3B06-B
Green HA3B06-G
Red HA3B06-R
Yellow HA3B06-Y

Socketed Mop Head

 • Thick absorbent twine and PY mop heads 
for everyday floor cleaning 
 • Purchase with HA2B05 4' wooden handle

Broom/Mop Handle

 • Soft wood round handles for use with 
broom heads, metal squeegees and 
other hand tools
 • 4' x 15⁄16"

Code: HA2B05

Colour-Coded Plastic Mop Bucket 

 • 12ltr
 • Contract mop bucket and wringer
 • Slide lip for easy pouring

Colour: Code: 
Blue BU9PM2-B
Green BU9PM2-G
Red BU9PM2-R
Yellow BU9PM2-Y

Type: Code: 
Tar, 16oz, PY MO1T16
Water, 14oz, PY MO1W14
Tar, 10oz, Twine MO1T10

Mats & mops

V-Tuf Mammoth Industrial Wet/Dry High Capacity Vacuum 
Cleaner/Extractor

 • 3000W Triple turbine (110V) and 2000W  
twin-turbine (240V) solutions
 • Airflow rate of 106ltr/sec (over 6000ltr/hr) and a tank  
size of 90ltrs allows large areas to be covered in one go
 • Automtic float level prevents overfilling.
 • Large wheels prevent snags and bumpers prevent marking
 • Stainless steel float basket does not corrode and a cable 
length of 8m, hose length of 2.5m allows most rooms to be 
cleaned without having to unplug the unit
 • Includes hose, wet head, dry head, tube extensions/angle, 
crevice and brush tools
 • 25kg
 • 90cm x 60cm x 50cm

Size: Code: 
110V MO6WV1-110
240V MO6WV1-240

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Mats & mops

Galvanised Mop Bucket

 • 3gal capacity
 • Integrated wringer 
 • Carry handle

Code: BU7GM1

Code: MO2KMB2

Kentucky Mop Head

 • Thick absorbent PY yarn for everyday use
 • Requires MO2KMH5 handle

Code: MO2KM16 Code: MO2KMH5

Kentucky Combo Mop Bucket 
& Wringer on Castors

 • Rugged system designed to cope with 
professional cleaning processes
 • Wide opening for easy mop rinsing
 • Stable base with castors
 • Blue

Kentucky Mop Handle & Bracket

 • 53'' plain wood handle
 • Classic professional mop holder, ideal for 
most Kentucky mops
 • Solid wood handle with zinc plated steel 
Kentucky mop holder and spring
 • 1400mm(L) x 25mm(dia.)

V-Scissor Mop

 • 1000mm V Sweeper
 • Manufactured with a strong zinc-plated 
steel frame

Code: MO4V18

V-Scissor Mop Replacement Head

 • Pair of replacement V-Sweeper heads
 • Set of two 1000mm sweepers

Code: MO4RV18

Sponge Mop comes with Head

 • 125cm
 • Highly-absorbent, cellulose sponge mop
 • Replacement head available: MO3SMH2

Code: MO3SM2

Sponge Mop Replacement Head

 • 20cm (8")
 • Replacement for Sponge Mop with  
Head: MO3SM2

Code: MO3SMH2 Code: MO3MFM3

Microfibre Flat Mop with 
Extending Handle

 • Easy to remove cleaning pad, which is 
also machine washable for repeated use
 • Double-sided, 2-in-1 mop head 
specifically designed for both wet 
cleaning and dry polishing 
on all hard floor surfaces
 • Extendable handle ensures 
ease of use 360° swivel 
bracket so the mop head 
easily cleans around difficult 
and hard to reach areas
 • Picks up eight times more 
dust than a standard cloth
 • Protects against 99.9% of 
bacteria growth
 • Adjustable size

Constructor Premium Canteen Table

 • 1800mm(L) x 740mm(W) x 750mm(H)
 • Durable folding-legged, blow-moulded canteen table with easy-wipe, hygienic surface

Code: CE1CT6

Constructor Premium 
Folding Chair

 • 83cm(H) x 44cm(W) x 39cm(D)
 • Premium folding, blow-moulded chair
 • White

Code: CE2C35

Plastic Stacking Chair

 • Overall: 490mm(W) x 470mm(D)  
x 725mm(H)
 • Seat: 450mm(W) x 350mm(D) x 430mm(H)
 • Black

Code: CE2C20

Igenix Quality Cordless 
Jug Kettle

 • A max capacity of 1.7ltr
 • Illuminated water level window
 • Black

Code: CE5KE2

Plastic Jug Kettle (240V)

 • 1.7ltr
 • With boil dry protection and dual  
water gauge
 • Auto switch off on boil and on/off switch 
with indicator light
 • Safety locking lid
 • Removable washable filter and  
cord storage
 • Immersed 
element
 • 2.2kW
 • White

Code: CE5K53

Tea Urn (240V) 

 • 30ltr
 • Electric catering urn with  
concealed element
 • Water gauge
 • Locking lid
 • Non-drip tap
 • Stainless steel

Size: Code: 
30ltr CE4T30
20ltr CE4T15

Canteen equipment

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Canteen equipment

240V Table Top Fridge

 • 44cm x 52cm
 • With door shelf, adjustable fridge  
shelf, adjustable thermostat and 
adjustable feet
 • Electronic control and sensor

Code: CE7TF1

Microwave

 • 700W
 • 0.7 cu.ft
 • Dial control microwave oven
 • White

Code: CE7M10

Russell Hobbs Quality Four 
Slice Toaster Black

 • Perfect for any site canteen or kitchen
 • Wide slots – ideal for toasting thicker 
items such as crumpets, tea cakes and 
thick slices of bread
 • Removable crumb tray
 • Variable browning control
 • Premium black, textured plastic toaster 
with chrome accents and a combination 
of high gloss and stylish matt finishes

Code: CE7T50

Two Slice Toaster

 • Two slot automatic toaster with 
electronic control and sensor
 • Variable browning control
 • 240V

Code: CE7T20

 • A+ energy rating
 • 845mm(H) x 598mm(W) x 600mm(D)
 • Freestanding dishwasher with 12 place 
settings, 5 wash programs, program 
indicator, water softness adjustment, 
and cold water fill
 • Annual water consumption: 11ltr
 • Energy consumption (kWh/cycle): 0.93
 • Wash performance: A
 • Dry performance: A

Code: CE7DW5

60cm Freestanding Dishwasher

Four Slice Toaster

 • Four slot automatic toaster with 
electronic control and sensor
 • Variable browning control
 • 240V

Code: CE7T40

 • 494mm(W) x 494mm(D)  x 839mm(H)
 • 26ltr electric mini oven with double hotplates
 • Oven and a single hotplate can be used simultaneously
 • Electric compact oven suitable for traditional roasting, baking 
and grilling
 • 1600W thermostatically-controlled double hotplate  
and 1500W oven
 • Oven thermostatic control 100°C to 250°C 
 • Double-insulated glass door
 • Includes enamelled baking tray with 
handle and wire shelf
 • Power on indicator light
 • Non-stick coated aluminium chamber
 • White

Code: CE7MK5

Table Top Cooker comes with Hotplates & Oven

Code: CE7F15

Fan Heater

 • 2kW
 • Fan heater with adjustable cool, warm, 
hot and overheat thermal safety cut-off

Code: CE8FH30

Oil Filled Radiator 

 • 67cm x 48cm x 16cm
 • 2kW free-standing, oil-filled radiator  
with adjustable thermostat and overheat 
cut out
 • Three heat power settings

Code: CE8OFH2

Rhino Infra Red Heater

 • 2.8kW
 • Twin 1400W infra-red elements
 • Replacement tubes available: LG6RHT

Rhino Replacement Tubes

 • For the Rhino Infra Red Heater: LG6RH
 • 350mm end to end
 • Available in both 110V and 240V for use 
in the relevant heater

Convector Heater

 • 240V
 • 2kW free-standing convector heater with 
three heat setings, overheat safety cut 
out and adjustable thermostat control

Code: CE8CH25

Size: Code: 
110V LG6RH11
240V LG6RH24

Size: Code: 
110V LG6RH1T
240V LG6RH2T

Undercounter Fridge

 • 820mm(H) x 470mm(W) x 440mm(D)
 • Two door balcony shelves, two glass 
shelves, and crystal salad crisper with 
glass cover
 • Internal light and adjustable thermostat
 • Fridge net capacity: 92ltr (3.24 cu.ft.) 
CFC/HFC free
 • Refrigerant R600a
 • Climate class: ST
 • White 

Heaters

To support a fast and 
efficient delivery of 

products to your sites,  
you can order our  
products online at  

onsite-support.co.uk

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Cultery, crockery & mugs

Disposable Paper Plates

 • Pack of 100
 • 23cm
 • Mess free and no cleaning required after 
use on site

Code: CE3PP2

Disposable Cutlery

 • Pack of 100
 • White

Stainless Steel Cutlery

 • Pack of 12
 • Dishwasher safe

Pudding Bowl

 • Great value 6" porcelain bowls from 
Athena Hotelware, which is tough, 
functional and practical
 • Ideal for use in site and office environments
 • Oven, microwave and dishwasher proof, 
and super-vitrified durable glaze
 • White

Code: CE3PB3

Polystyrene Cups

 • Box of 1000
 • Good heat retention

Plastic Pint Cups

 • Box of 1000
 • Disposable and recyclable
 • 568ml

Code: CE3PPC1

Tea, Coffee & Sugar Storage 
Cannisters – Set of 3

 • 150mm(H) x 150mm(W) x 300mm(D)
 • Store your condiments safely and 
correctly with this three-piece set
 • White

Code: SC1W3

Mug

 • 284ml
 • White

Code: CE3M30

Dinner Plates

 • 228mm (9")
 • Porcelain wide-rim plates, which are 
tough, functional and practical
 • Ideal for site office use
 • Oven, microwave and dishwasher  
safe, super-vitrified durable glaze and 
chip-resistent rolled edges
 • White

Code: CE3DP1

7oz Clear Plastic Cups

 • Box of 1000
 • Disposable and recyclable

Code: CE3CPC1

Size: Code: 
10oz CE3PC10
12oz CE3PC12

Tin/Can Opener

 • Useful in any kitchen or site canteen

Code: CE9CA1

We also 
sell tea and 
coffee on the 
next pages

Biodegradable & Compostable 
Single Walled Paper Cups

 • Box of 1000
 • Made from quality paper which is 
sustainably sourced and provides 
superior levels of insulation
 • Internal bioplastic lining derived from  
a natural and renewable resource
 • 100% biodegradable and compostable;   
in just 6-8 weeks 
our paper cups 
can be turned into 
plant fertiliser
 • Please enquire 
about lids

12oz Triple Walled Cup

 • Box of 500
 • Premium and stylish ripple cup is 
triple walled for added insulation and 
protection against heat transfer
 • No need for clutch sleeves
 • Made from sustainable paper
 • Please enquire about lids

Size: Code: 
8oz CE3SBC8
12oz CE3SBC12

Size: Code: 
12oz CE3TWC12

Product: Code: 
Knives CE3DCK2
Forks CE3DCF1
Dessert spoons CE3DS3
Teaspoons CE3DCT4

Product: Code: 
Knives CE3KN3
Forks CE3F03
Spoons CE3DS4
Teaspoons CE3TS2

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Tea, coffee & sugar

Tetley Tea Bags

 • 1100 bags
 • Leading brand

Code: CE3TB11

Caterers Tea Bags

 • 440 bags 
 • Various brands

Code: CE3TB4

Caterers Instant Coffee

 • Rich Blend Instant Coffee  
Granules (Kenco)
 • Medium roast coffee with a full  
rich flavour
 • 750g tin
 • Various brands

Code: CE3C75

Douwe Egberts Espresso 
Coffee Beans

 • 1kg
 • Provides a blend which is rich  
and smooth and will deliver a  
first-class cappuccino

Code: CE3CB1

Coffeemate Coffee Whitener

 • 1kg
 • Dissolves instantly in hot water or can  
be made up and served as a liquid
 • Ideal for all catering situations

Code: CE3CM1 Code: CE3CN75

Code: CE3TB5

 • 750g
 • Creates a wonderful coffee-shop aroma 
 • Deep, smooth, creamy taste

 • 160 bags
 • Decaffeinated to 0.2%
 • Catering or retail size packs of quality 
tea bags

Nescafe Partners' Blend Fairtrade Coffee

 • 500g
 • Nescafé Partners’ Blend is not just 
exceptionally good instant coffee,  
it’s good for farmers, their families  
and communities too
 • 100% Arabica coffee and  
Fairtrade Certified
 • Sourced from countries where  
partnerships with organised farmers' 
groups have been established to bring 
social, economic and environmental 
sustainability to their communities  
 • 500g makes approx. 277 mugs  
of coffee

Code: CE3CPB5

Nescafe Coffee Sticks

 • Pack of 200
 • Rich-tasting Nescafe granules in a handy 
one cup stick
 • Ideal portion for site and office

Code: CE3CP2

Nescafe Original Decaf Coffee

 • 500g
 • Enjoy its great full-flavoured taste

Code: CE3CDC5

Nescafe Gold Blend Coffee

 • 750g
 • The signature smooth, rich instant coffee
 • Coffee connoisseurs will appreciate the well-rounded taste and rich aroma in every cup

Code: CE3CGB75

Tetley Decaf Tea Bags

Nescafe Original Coffee

Gold Blend Decaf Coffee

 • 500g
 • Only the finest world-class Arabica 
and Robusta coffee beans are selected 
and golden roasted to create the rich, 
satisfying taste and alluring aroma of 
this sophisticated decaffeinated coffee

Code: CE3DGB50

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Tea, coffee & sugar

White Sugar Sachets

 • Pack of 1000
 • Standard satchet size
 • Quality white sugar sachets from  
Tate & Lyle

Code: CE3WSS2

Brown Sugar Sachets

 • 1000 per box
 • Standard satchet size
 • Quality brown sugar sachets from  
Tate & Lyle

Code: CE3BSS1

Bottled Water

 • 24 x 500ml
 • Perfect for on site hydration and keeping 
the team cool

Code: CE3BW5

Airpot Flask with Pump Action

 • 3ltr
 • No glass to break
 • Stainless steel body and inner
 • Vacuum insulated
 • Compact and light
 • Hygienic
 • Easy to clean

Code: CE3APF1

UHT Milk Pots

 • Pack of 120
 • Semi-skimmed milk
 • Handy one-hit portions to add to your 
hot beverage

Code: CE3MS1

Granulated Sugar

 • 1kg
 • Pure cane sugar, granulated

Code: CE3SC1

Sweetener Tablets

 • Pack of 700

Code: CE3SC4

Squash 

 • 1ltr 
 • Great-tasting fruit squash range has no 
artificial colours or flavours, making it the 
perfect choice

Flavour: Code: 
Apple & blackcurrant CE3SQ1
Orange CE3SQ2

Desk Fan

 • 300mm (12")
 • With non-tilt base and three  
speed settings

Code: CE8DF12

Pedestal Fan

 • 16” 
 • Easy to assemble with three 
polypropylene blades 
and has a safety 
mesh which covers 
the blades when the 
fan is being used
 • Comes with a 
600mm cross base 
for support
 • 40W
 • 230V
 • 1.8m cord length
 • CE marked
 • White

Code: CE8PF16

Plan Hanger Wall Rack

 • Holds up to 10 hangers
 • Heavy-duty wall rack to make plan 
hanging a pleasure and keep the  
desks clear

Mobile Plan Hanger Trolley

 • Easy-to-use mobile trolley
 • Holds up to 20 hangers (ATX2500 and 
ATX2501 sold separately)
 • Supplied flat-packed (with instructions) 
for ease of transport

Conference Chair With Soft 
Fabric Upholstered Back 
And Seat

 • Standard conference chair
 • Blue

Code: CE2CC2

Swivel Office Chair 
(Without Arms)

 • High back, 2-lever operator chair with 
ergonomic posture curved back and seat 
pad with lumbar support
 • Back rest height and tilt adjustment 
infinitely lockable 
in any position
 • Strong nylon 5-star 
base with twin-
wheel hooded 
castors
 • 110kg weight 
capacity
 • Fire retardant  
to BS5852
 • EN1335 certified
 • Black

Code: CE2OC1

Portable Air Conditioning Unit

 • Enviromentaly-friendly refrigerant R410A
 • Noise level 50dB(A) with 12hr timer, 
remote control and 2 fan speeds
 • 1yr guarantee
 • Air flow: 300m3/h
 • Temperature range: 18–35°C
 • Up to 24hrs programmable timer
 • Self-diagnose capability and  
water-full safety
 • Easy to move around with rolling casters
 • Extendable exhaust hose (up to 1.5m)
 • White

Plan Hanger 

 • Aluminium profile with high-quality silver 
anodising provides a durable finish
 • Rapid action spring clip saves time
 • File and retrieve drawings in seconds

Size: Code: 
A0 ATX2500
A1 ATX2501

Size: Code: 
A0 ATX2520
A1 ATX2521

Size: Code: 
A0 ATX2530
A1 ATX2531

Size: Code: 
2900W, 10,000 BTU CE8AC10
1100W, 9000 BTU CE8AC9

Site office equipment

Water Cooler comes with 
Cup Holder

 • Easy hydration on site
 • Various sizes as below

Size: Code: 
110V New CE7WC-110NEW
110V Reconditioned CE7WC-110RC
240V New CE7WC-240NEW
240V Reconditioned CE7WC-240RC

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Site office equipment

A4 Copier Paper

 • Box of 2500 sheets
 • Sold by the ream
 • Ideal for all office printers and copiers
 • White

Code: TSTCP4

Plastic Whistle & Lanyard

 • Black
 • A safety warning signal on site
 • Lightweight

Code: CE3PW1

Battery Powered Smoke Detector

 • Comes complete with 9V battery
 • Compact design
 • Easy to install
 • Test and hush button to check battery 
and alarm
 • Quickly silence nuisance alarms
 • Uses an ionisation sensor to detect fast-
flaming fires
 • Supplied with a 3yr warranty
 • Battery-powered unit is ideal for use 
anywhere and provides effective 
protection when used alongside other 
smoke alarms
 • CE Marked test to: EN14604

Code: CE5SA1Code: CE9CB1

Wooden Office Desk

 • Nova Contract Rectangular H Leg Single 
Pedestal Desk
 • Comes with three drawers (three parts)
 • 1200mm x 745mm

Code: CE1OD1

Cigarette Bin – Wallmounted

 • 260mm x 80mm x 320mm
 • Two-piece design for easy installation, 
emptying and cleaning
 • Metal construction with Zintec® liner
 • Fitted with high-quality lock and 
supplied with two keys
 • Includes fittings for wall mounting
 • Suitable for use in building entrances  
and smoking areas
 • Dark grey

Shoe & Helmet Sanitiser

 • 500ml
 • A high-quality, solvent-based  
aerosol combining disinfecting and  
air freshening properties
 • Bactericide destroys 
odour-producing 
bacteria, effectively 
eliminating malodours 
at source
 • Rapid evaporation  
for quick drying

Code: CJ3SH1

Fly & Wasp Killer

 • 300ml
 • Aerosol spray to keep insects at bay
 • Keep areas hygienic

Code: CJ2FW3

Plastic Toilet Seat & Lid

 • White

Code: TS4L01

White Board

 • Plastic/aluminium
 • Non-magnetic
 • Can be mounted horizontally or vertically

White Board Markers

 • Standard white board markers 
 • Pack of 4
 • Assorted colours 

Code: WBM100

Non-Magnetic White Board 
Eraser/Rubber

 • 50mm x 120mm
 • Recommend using with  
multi-purpose cleaner

Code: WBR100

Single Hat & Coat Hook

 • 129mm x 19mm x 54mm
 • Made from aluminium, ideal for 
commercial and cloakrooms applications 
or where cost is a consideration
 • Supplied with all fixings

Code: CE5CH1

Single Tier Mesh Locker

 • 310mm(W) x 457mm(D)
 • Offers secure, visable storage
 • Wire mesh offers increased ventilation, 
which helps damp clothes to dry, 
avoiding a build-up of nasty smells
 • 3-point locking system

Code: CE5LM1

Size: Code: 
1200mm x 900mm DWB1200
900mm x 600mm DWB900

Other

 • Pack of 1000
 • Designed to help enhance and protect 
signs, menus, posters, badges and photos
 • Make your items hard-wearing, long-
lasting and weatherproof, protecting 
them from any damage
 • 150 micron thickness, equates to each 
side of the pouch being 75 microns thick

Size: Code: 
A3 OE1LPA3
A4 OE1LPA4

Laminating Pouches 150 Micron Gloss

Cork Notice Board

 • 1200mm x 900mm
 • Classic natural compressed cork  
pinning surface
 • Pre-drilled corners to ensure immediate 
installation is possible, either vertically  
or horizontally
 • Professional aluminium frame
 • Wall fixing kit and instructions for 
mounting are included
 • Brown 

Code: CNB1200

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Site Equipment
The smooth running of any construction project relies upon having the correct 
site equipment for the task in hand. Whether you need to light, secure or 
protect your site, we have a range of products to help keep your project on 
track. If you’re decorating, working from height or moving materials, we’ve got 
what you need to complete the tasks you’ll encounter throughout the different 
phases of a construction project.

From start to finish, our goal is to provide you with all the essentials you’ll 
need to complete your project efficiently and effectively, whilst making sure 
your site, your workforce and the public are kept safe.

178  Emergency points

180  Fire extinguishers

182  Flame protection materials

183  Barriers, pins & cones

188  Road signage

198  Site traffic management

200  Spill control

207  Straps, slings & shackles

208  Rope, stringline etc

209  Markers & marking products

211  Liquid chemicals

213  Nails & screws

214  Plastic plugs & packers

215  Signage

222  Protection materials & tapes

227  Sheeting & tarpaulins

228  Sacks

229  Buckets, trays & containers

230  Bins

231  Security

238  Fuel & liquid storage

240  Work benches

241  Site electrical

244  Lighting & torches

249  Cable management

250  Access

255  Painting & decorating products

258  Wheelbarrows & trolleys

260  Water hose & fittings

261  Site communication

262  Salt & snow products

Please note: Items are subject to change. Please check our website for the 
most up to date list at onsite-support.co.uk
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Constructor Fire Extinguisher Responder Station

 • Double Point Fire Extinguisher trolley site 
pack including signage, Howler site alarm, 
water and powder fire extinguisher
 • All in one emergency stations complete 
with bespoke branded sign board
 • Station dimensions: 1500mm(H) x 
500mm(W) x 350mm(D including cabinet)

Dual Rotationally Molded Cabinet
 • Constructed from injection moulded 
polypropylene
 • Body and lid with reinforced structure
 • Inspection windows with EPDM seal
 • Reinforced fixing points
 • Double nylon ergonomic handle
 • External Dimensions: 616mm x 735mm  
x 720mm
 • Internal Dimensions: 520mm x 675mm  
x 238mm
 • Weight: 7.2kg
 • Materials: Polypropylene, Nylon, 
Polycarbonate

Double Contractor Stand
 • Strong powder coated steel
 • Easily manoeuvrable
 • 1500mm(H) x 680mm(W) x 370mm(D)
 • Weight: 11.6kg
 • Capacity: 2 x 9kg/9ltr extinguishers
 • Material: Powder coated steel frame

Stocked units
We can provide the units stocked and 
ready to go with the following items:
 • 9kg dry powder Fire Extinguisher
 • 9ltr foam Fire Extinguisher

Code: RS2FE2

Constructor First Aid Responder Station

 • Double Point First Aid trolley site pack 
including signage
 • All in one emergency stations complete 
with bespoke branded sign board
 • Station dimensions: 1500mm(H) x 
500mm(W) x 350mm(D including cabinet)

Dual Rotationally Molded Cabinet
 • Constructed from injection  
moulded polypropylene
 • Body and lid with reinforced structure
 • Inspection windows with EPDM seal
 • Reinforced fixing points
 • Double nylon ergonomic handle
 • External Dimensions: 616mm x 735mm  
x 720mm
 • Internal Dimensions: 520mm x 675mm  
x 238mm
 • Weight: 7.2kg
 • Materials: Polypropylene, Nylon, 
Polycarbonate

Double Contractor Stand
 • Strong powder coated steel
 • Easily manoeuvrable
 • 1500mm(H) x 680mm(W) x 370mm(D)
 • Weight: 11.6kg
 • Capacity: 2 x 9kg/9ltr extinguishers
 • Material: Powder coated steel frame

Stocked units
We can provide the units stocked and 
ready to go with the following items:
 • Eye wash pod station (320mm x 250mm) 
complete with 10 pods
 • Two x 16 eye pads and mirror
 • Compact First Aid burns kit
 • BS8599 First Aid kit (Medium)

Code: RS3FA3

Constructor Spill Control Responder Station

 • Double Point Spill Control trolley site 
pack including signage
 • All in one emergency stations complete 
with bespoke branded sign board
 • Station dimensions: 1500mm(H) x 
500mm(W) x 350mm(D including cabinet)

Dual Rotationally Molded Cabinet
 • Constructed from injection  
moulded polypropylene
 • Body and lid with reinforced structure
 • Inspection windows with EPDM seal
 • Reinforced fixing points
 • Double nylon ergonomic handle
 • External Dimensions: 616mm x 735mm  
x 720mm
 • Internal Dimensions: 520mm x 675mm  
x 238mm
 • Weight: 7.2kg
 • Materials: Polypropylene, Nylon, 
Polycarbonate

Double Contractor Stand
 • Strong powder coated steel
 • Easily manoeuvrable
 • 1500mm(H) x 680mm(W) x 370mm(D)
 • Weight: 11.6kg
 • Capacity: 2 x 9kg/9ltr extinguishers
 • Material: Powder coated steel frame

Stocked units
We can provide the units stocked and 
ready to go with the following items:
 • 50ltr Constructor Oil/Fuel Spill Kit
 • Savesorb Spill Loose Product (1.82kg)

Code: RS1SC1

Speak to us 
about bespoke 

branding options on  

01293 744 444

Armorgard Instructahut/Emergency Station, Compliance Display Board & Meeting Point System

 • A meeting point, an emergency station 
for your first-aid, fire and H&S items, 
a notice board for your regulatory 
documentation and more
 • Features include two ample shelves  
and a double-sided wooden backboard 
to mount mandatory information  
or equipment such as a first-aid box  
or fire blanket
 • Weatherproof, self-supporting and built 
to last for years on construction sites
 • Painted in a highly-visible red, so 
everyone will know where to find it
 • Perfect for displaying key H&S and 
insurance documentation as well as 
suitable for housing fire, H&S and First 
Aid equipment
 • Security cabinet sold separately but not 
required for the Instructahut to be used 
on site
 • Self-supporting and built to last with 
an optional extra security cabinet to 
position in the base

Size:  Code: 
947mm(W) x 445mm(D) x 602mm(H) TB8ESC
1235mm(W) x 500mm(D) x 1850mm(H)  TB8ES1

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Emergency points



ABC Dry Powder 
Fire Extinguisher

 • Highly versatile fire-fighting medium  
for most fire risks
 • Also effective on vehicle fires
 • Supplied with wall bracket
 • Universal fire type usage

Size: Code: 
1kg  FE3P01
2kg  FE3P02
6kg  FE3P06
9kg  FE3P09

Double Fire Extinguisher Trolley comes with Rotary Fire Bell

Code: FE6ETB2

Double Point Fire 
Extinguisher Stand

 • Double point extinguisher stand in 
moulded plastic provides a quickly 
recognisable extinguisher location  
in the event of an emergency
 • Lightweight plastic stand
 • Red

Code: FE6SD2

Single Point Fire 
Extinguisher Stand

 • Moulded plastic to provide a quickly 
recognisable extinguisher location  
in the event of an emergency
 • Lightweight plastic fire stand

Code: FE6SD1

 • Ideal for moving fire fighting equipment 
close to the source of the fire
 • Chassis fabricated from mild steel tube
 • Epoxy polyester powder paint finish red
 • Nylon wheels with rubber tread for ease 
of movement
 • Fire extinguishers not included

Site Fire Alarm with Break 
Glass Call Point Operation 

 • dB output: 110dB
 • Weight: 1kg
 • Dimensions: 280mm x 165mm x 76mm
 • Battery operated
 • Easily mountable stand-alone alarm
 • Comes with 9V battery
 • Spare battery code: LA3L9V

Code: FE9HCP1

Gas Air Horn (Complete)

Code: FE9GH1

Rotary Hand Fire Bell

 • 1.9kg
 • Heavy-duty, manually-operated Rotary 
Hand Fire Bell
 • Tried and tested robust design
 • Bell sounds 60dB alarm at up to 35m
 • Red-coated, die-cast aluminium dome 
and die-cast aluminium base plate
 • Pre-drilled flange for simple installation

Code: FE9RB1

Metal Fire Bucket

 • 10ltr 
 • Heavy-duty
 • Hand hold underneath for  
accurate pouring
 • Suitable for fire sand

Code: FE7FB1

 • 0.15kg
 • Ideal for providing temporary cover 
during alarm installations and for 
construction site applications
 • Complete with Gas Propellant Canister
 • Environmentally-friendly gas – complies 
with EU517/2014
 • Loud, long sound duration (110dB) output
 • Acoustic range of approximately 1500m
 • Re-designed horn uses less gas, meaning 
more use out of 
each can
 • Single, non-
flammable gas 
propellant

CO2 Fire Extinguisher

 • Suitable for situations involving 
flammable liquids and electrical hazards. 
CO2 is harmless to delicate equipment 
and materials
 • Class B, C and electrical fires

Foam Fire Extinguisher

 • 9ltr
 • Particularly effective for rope, wood, 
textiles and flammable liquids type fires
 • Not for electrical fires
 • Class A and B fires only

Code: FE4F09

Size: Code: 
2kg  FE2C02
5kg  FE2C05

Water Fire Extinguisher

 • 9ltr
 • The most useful of all available  
fire extinguishants
 • Effective for burning materials such  
as paper, cloth and wood
 • Use on Class A fires only

Code: FE5W09

Fire Blanket

 • Treated glass fibre material to  
BS EN1869, in slim plastic case for easy 
wall mounting
 • Comes with two quick-release pull tapes
 • Hinged lid for easy extraction
 • Moulded keyhole for added strength
 • Kitemark certified

Size: Code: 
1.2m x 1.2m  FB1A22
1.8m x 1.8m  FB1A88

We offer a Fire Hazard Audit & Extinguisher 
Location/Type/Quantity Recommendation.  

See page 15 for more information.

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Fire extinguishers



Constructor Blow Moulded 
Pedestrian Barrier with 
Standard Feet

 • Constructor one-piece stacking, heavy-
duty Chapter 8 barrier with swivel feet
 • Blue

Size: Code: 
1m x 2m RE4CBB2

 • Barrier to barrier connection is quick and 
easy for use on uneven ground
 • Free standing with 360° swivel feet
 • Information sign can be attached
 • 100% recyclable
 • Manufactured from virgin HDPE
 • Grey

Size: Code: 
2m x 1.1m  RE4CCB4

Titan Pedestrian Barrier

 • One-piece stacking, heavy-duty barrier 
with factory-fitted swivel feet
 • Titan is the recognised and well-
established stacking barrier
 • Easy to use, assemble and store
 • The Titan has undergone extensive 
testing: sub-zero impact testing; 
accelerated UV age testing
 • Height including feet: approx. 1.2m
 • Dual colour-coded systems for 
contractors' corporate ID
 • Flexible toggles allow courtesy boards  
to be attached to barrier
 • Roll-up flexible signs can also be used
 • Metal-free
 • Fully recyclable
 • Coloured base and hot foil embossing on 
rear of panel is also available
 • Red

Size: Code: 
2m RE4TB2

Constructor Blow Moulded Pedestrian Barrier with Anti-Trip Feet

 • Constructor one-piece stacking, heavy-duty Chapter 8 barrier with anti-trip feet
 • Incredible strength and durability
 • Free standing with 360° swivel feet
 • Free from screws and rivets
 • Stacks in 50mm (2") (40 per pallet)
 • A moulded lamp connector
 • Barrier to barrier connection is quick and easy to use on uneven ground
 • Manufactured in high-density polyethylene
 • Red
 • Conforms to requirements of BSEN8442
 • Conforms to reflectivity requirements of BSEN12899-1

Size: Code: 
1m x 2m RE4CB20

Constructor Demarcation Boss Barrier

Barriers, pins & cones

XTL Weld Firemax 1100 
Fire Blanket Roll

 • 25m x 1m
 • Specially-coated glass fibre welding 
drapes for protecting materials such as 
glass, flooring, cables, etc. from welding 
and grinding sparks and spatter
 • Resists molten metal up to 1100°C

Code: SWD1100251

Welding Curtain Rings

 • Price per one
 • Use with Welding Curtain SWCG-66 and 
Frame SWCF-66
 • Welding curtain rings suitable for all 
eyeleted curtains

Code: SWC-RING

 • 6' x 6' (1.83m x 1.83m)
 • For instant protection of passers-by and 
other workers from welding sparks, UV 
and IV light
 • HD PVC – opaque dark green
 • Conforms to EN1598

Code: SWCG-66

XTL Weld Firemax 1100 
Fire Blanket

 • 2m x 2m
 • With eyelets
 • Specially-coated glass fibre welding 
drapes for protecting materials such as 
glass, flooring, cables, etc. from welding 
and grinding sparks and spatter
 • Resists molten metal up to 1100°C

Code: SWD1100F

Welding Curtain Frame, 
Collapsible

 • 6' x 6'
 • Quick to assemble and lightweight for 
use in the workshop or on site
 • Galvanised, collapsible frame
 • Use 12 curtain rings to attach curtain  
to frame
 • Conforms to EN1598

Code: SWCF-66

Welding Curtain

Personalise  
with your 

company logo 
(min. quantity 120)

For advice on  
the best products,  
call our customer 
support team on  

01293 744 444

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Flame protection materials



Temporary Fence Panel

 • High-quality and cost-effective fencing product
 • Both weather-resistant and anti-climb
 • Weight: 11.7kg
 • Material: galvanised steel

Size: Code: 
3.5m x 2m RE41TFP2

3-Gate Workgate Manhole 
Barrier System

 • Mini barrier system designed for both 
internal and external applications
 • Easily deploys and folds
 • Length single gate: 750mm
 • 2.25m(L) x 1m(H)
 • Weight: 6kg
 • Red

Size: Code: 
2.25m  RE4WG3R

Expanding Barrier

 • Easy to transport and durable
 • Flexible width, ideal for fencing  
off a variety of areas
 • Fully compatible, easily integrated  
into a Titan barrier system
 • Allows easy direction of traffic
 • Can be used alone or as part of  
a larger system
 • Bespoke, dual colour-coded systems  
also available
 • Overall weight of 10.5kg means it is light 
enough to handle with relative ease but 
stable enough to hold itself upright
 • Red/white

Size: Code: 
3.1m RE4XBR

Crowd Control Barrier

 • Galvanised
 • Metal construction barrier that can be linked together
 • Very robust and durable
 • Pedestrian barriers ideal for outdoor events  
and on construction sites where the safe  
direction of pedestrian traffic is required
 • Specially designed for the events  
and construction industry
 • Heavy-gauge tubular feet, which are permanently 
welded to the frame in an offset position

Size: Code: 
2.3m RE4TCCB1

Crowd Control Walkway Barrier

 • One-piece, galvanised unit, which has fixed 
legs and allows the movement of crowds from 
one section to another
 • Heavy-gauge tubular feet are welded to the 
frame in an offset position, making them ideal 
for stacking
 • Easy to install and provide ideal site protection
 • 2.14m(H) x 2.25m(L)
 • Weight: 13.8kg
 • Material: galvanised steel
 • Red

Size: Code: 
2.25m RE4TCCBW6

Crowd Control Walkway Barrier with Gate

 • Walkthrough crowd barriers clearly mark access points and allow for safe  
pedestrian control
 • Hook and eye system for easily connecting Walkthrough barriers directly to standard  
fixed-and loose-leg crowd control barriers
 • 1.2mm thick / 38.1mm dia. galvanised tube makes up the frame of the barrier
 • Split offset-leg system adds stability and makes the barriers easy to stack together
 • Top tube punched, 15 infill bars spaced at 130mm intervals slotted in and welded  
to the bottom of the frame
 • 2m(H) x 2.3m(W) with 990mm gap for pedestrian  
crossing point
 • Weight: 22kg
 • Finish: powder-coated red 
 • Tube infills: 12.7mm dia. circular hollow section

Size: Code: 
2.3m RE4TCCBWG7

Colour:  Code: 
Red RE4BB2T-RED
White RE4BB2T-WHT

Buddha Barrier, Added Security Double Top System

 • 1000mm(H) x 1115mm(W) 
 • Uniquely designed barrier topper designed for addition to Buddha barrier
 • Brings barrier height to 1.8m, adding security
 • Uses metal locating tubes to ensure secure affixation to Buddha barrier
 • Difficult to climb, and difficult to remove once interlocked
 • Available in red or white

Rubber Block to suit 
Temporary Fence Panel

 • 122mm(H) x 195mm(W) x 770mm(L)
 • Heavy foot is designed to help fencing 
remain upright and in place
 • Stabilising design, with backstay 
stabilising strut
 • When weighted with blocks, the tray 
anchors the backstay in place
 • Easy to install and weatherproof
 • Acts as an anchor
 • Weight: 18kg

Code: RE41TFF2

Code: RE41TFC2

Temporary Fence Panel comes 
with 1 Block & 2 Couplers

 • Complete set – also available without 
feet and couplers
 • Temporary Fence Panel (RE41TFP2) with 
1 Rubber Block (RE41TFF2) and 1 pair of 
couplers (RE41TFC2)

Code: RE41TF35

Temporary Fence Panel Coupler

 • Made from carbon steel (galvanised)
 • Only weighs 280g
 • Weatherproof, and can secure your site 
all year round

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Barriers, pins & cones



No Waiting Cone

 • 450mm
 • Single-piece cone moulded in tough, 
high-grade polyethylene, permanently 
pigmented in strong bright yellow

Code: RE4NW18

One Piece Road Cone 
(Unslotted)

 • 750mm
 • Demarcation cone is self-weighted, 
durable and cost-effective
 • Ideal for small works and around  
the public

Code: RE4U30

Retractable Barrier System 
– to fit Road Cone

 • 9m tape
 • For easy cordoning off areas
 • Can connect multiple units
 • Orange with red/white tape

Code: RE7SK09

20" Road Cone

 • 450mm
 • Self-weighted, durable and cost-effective
 • Ideal for small works and around public
 • Complete with reflective sleeve
 • Robust and popular one-piece design
 • Distinctive 
raised ribs with 
square base for 
easy alignment

Code: RE4C18

Two Part Heavy Duty 
Motorway Cone

 • 1m x 1m
 • Heavy-duty, two-part moulded cone 
with UV stabilised LDPE blow-moulded 
top and heavy-duty, 100% recycled 
composite base
 • With UV stabilised LDPE blow-moulded 
top and heavy-duty 100% recycled 
composite base
 • All cones come 
complete with 
Sealbrite class  
R1B sleeve

Code: RE4C100

Two Part Heavy Duty 
Road Cone

 • 760mm (30”)
 • 3.6kg
 • Heavy-duty, two-part moulded cone 
with UV stabilised LDPE blow-moulded 
top and heavy-duty 100% recycled 
composite base
 • All cones come 
complete with 
Sealbrite class  
R1B sleeve

Code: RE4C35

Heavy-Duty Road Fencing Pins

 • Pack of 10
 • 1350mm long with a shepherd’s crook 
top and a pointed end
 • Made from nominal 14mm diameter bar 
 • 14kg

Code: RE5F14

Non-Conductive Fencing Pins 

 • 1300mm/17.5mm dia.
 • Will protect you and your staff from the 
danger of being electrocuted
 • Non-conductive and suitable for sites 
with electric cable hazards
 • Made from durable plastic 
 • Replaceable metal top connector
 • Safer than steel pins
 • White

Code: RE5NCF2

Road Fencing Pins

 • Pack of 10
 • 1370mm (4’6”)
 • For demarcation and marking out on site 
with the hook for ease of tying off
 • Standard 12mm diameter bar

Code: RE5F46

FNPC Single Battery 
Flashing Road Lamp

 • Single battery lamp with 360° lens for 
all-round light visibility
 • Requires 6V 996 battery
 • FNPC – Flashing non photocell
 • Battery not included
 • Yellow

Code: RE1F05

FPC Single Battery 
Flashing Road Lamp

 • Single battery lamp with 360° lens for  
all-round light visibility
 • Requires 6V 996 battery x 2
 • FPC – Flashing photocell
 • Battery not included
 • Yellow

Code: RE1FP5

Magnetic Flashing Beacon 

 • 12V
 • Amber
 • A rotating beacon with magnetic base 
suitable for use at speeds of up to 70mph
 • Easy-use, flashing lamp

Code: RE2M15

Magnetic Pulsing Beacon

 • Approved for airport use
 • 12V
 • A rotating beacon with magnetic base 
suitable for use at speeds of up to 70mph
 • Easy-use, pulsating lamp

Code: RE2PM20

Maxilite LED Flashing or 
Static Photocell Road Lamp

 • Twin battery lamp with 360° lens for  
all-round light visibility
 • Requires 6V 996 battery x 2
 • LED – long product and battery light
 • Flashing or Static modes
 • Photocell equipped  
– auto-on when  
dark and auto-off  
when light
 • Can be cone mounted 
or suspended
 • Red lens

Code: RE1ML1-RED

Non-Penetrating Fencing Pin

 • 12mm x 1350mm

Code: RE5NPF12

Colour: Code: 
Blue  RE9B50
Green  RE9G50
Orange  RE9O50
Yellow  RE9Y50

Barrier Fencing

 • Extremely flexible to use, it may be 
secured to existing supports such as 
trees, or fencing pins
 • Easy, lightweight and economical
 • Supplied in 1m x 50m rolls and  
is ideal for establishing cordons  
and barriers
 • Easy to work with and, courtesy of the design, 
allows wind to pass through with minimal impedance

Red/White Plastic Chain

 • 25m x 6mm
 • For many applications such as barrier 
systems, public queuing (crowd 
segragation), car parks, garage 
forecourts, shops, fêtes and events,  
as well as hanging signs and banners
 • Red/white 

Code: RE8PC1

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Barriers, pins & cones



 • For manually controlling traffic, 
comprising of a 600mm head mounted 
onto a green powder-coated steel pole, 
with a weight of 3kg
 • 2020mm(H)
 • Fits securely into a standard cone
 • Detachable head
 • A 32mm powder 
coating makes it  
100% rustproof
 • The sign faces 
are printed on 
Mlite class 1 or 
class 2 Reflective 
Material to meet 
EN12899:2007
 • Balanced weight 
for easy use

Code: OSSSGB1

Traffic Signals Ahead 
Metal Sign with '200yd' 
Supplementary Plate in Frame 
with Clips

 • 750mm 

Code: OS7543-200YD-CWF

Traffic Signals Ahead 
Metal Sign with '300yd' 
Supplementary Plate in Frame 
with Clips

 • 750mm

Code: OS7543-300YD-CWF

Traffic Signals Ahead 
Metal Sign with '400yd' 
Supplementary Plate in Frame 
with Clips

 • 750mm 

Code: OS7543-400YD-CWF

Traffic Signals Ahead 
Metal Sign with 'End' 
Supplementary Plate in Frame 
with Clips

 • 750mm

Code: OS7543-END-CWF

Traffic Under Signal Control 
Sign in Frame with Clips

 • 1050mm x 750mm
 • Red/white 

Code: OSSTUSC1-CWFCode: OSSTUSC1

Stop/Go Sign Board

Traffic Under Signal Control Sign

 • 1050mm x 750mm
 • Used to notify that the traffic will be 
controlled by signals
 • Extremely strong and robust design
 • Long life and durable
 • Stackable storage and easy to transport
 • Non flammable

Stop Works Lollipop Sign Board

 • For manually controlling traffic
 • Comprises a 600mm head mounted onto 
a green powder-coated steel pole with a 
weight of 3kg
 • 2020mm(H)
 • Also fits securely into a standard cone
 • Detachable head
 • Powder coating 
makes it 100% 
rustproof
 • The sign faces are 
printed on class 1 
or class 2 Reflective 
Material to meet 
EN12899:2007
 • Balanced weight  
for easy use
 • Yellow 

Code: OSSSWB1

Slow Sign

 • 1050mm x 450mm
 • Temporary traffic monitoring sign with 
text 'slow', on Zintec

Code: OSS5662

Slow Sign in Frame with Clips

 • 1050mm x 450mm
 • Red/white 

Code: OSS5662-CWF

5mph Speed Restriction Sign

 • 750mm square reflective Zintec  
plate for use with temporary sign  
frame OS7SF2

Code: OS7005

5mph Speed Restriction Sign 
in Frame with Clips

 • 750mm
 • Red/white/black 

Code: OS7005-CWF

10mph Speed Restriction Sign

 • 750mm square reflective Zintec  
plate for use with temporary sign  
frame OS7SF2

Code: OS7010

10mph Speed Restriction Sign
in Frame with Clips

 • 750mm
 • Red/white/black 

Code: OS7010-CWF

Caution Traffic Signals 
Ahead Metal Sign

 • 750mm
 • Triangle Zintec warning plates fig. 543 
for use with OS7TF2

Code: OS7543

Traffic Signals Ahead Metal 
Sign in Frame with Clips

 • 750mm
 • Multiple colours 

Code: OS7543-CWF

Traffic Signals Ahead 
Metal Sign with '100yd' 
Supplementary Plate in Frame 
with Clips

 • 750mm

Code: OS7543-100YD-CWF

Road Ahead Closed Metal Sign

 • 1050mm x 750mm
 • Red/white 

Code: OSS5652

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Road signage



Pedestrian (Reversible Arrow) 
Metal Sign – Plate Only

 • 600mm x 450mm
 • 3mm Zintec

Code: OSSPRA

Pedestrian (Reversible Arrow) 
Metal Sign in Frame with Clips

 • 600mm x 450mm
 • Red/white 

Code: OSSPRA-CWF

Pedestrians Please Use Other 
Footpath Metal Sign – Plate Only

 • 600mm x 450mm
 • 3mm Zintec

Code: OSS5671

Pedestrians Please Use Other 
Footpath Metal Sign in Frame 
with Clips

 • 600mm x 450mm
 • Red/white

Code: OSS5671-CWF

Caution Two-Way Traffic Sign 
in Frame with Clips

 • 750mm
 • Red/white/black 

Code: OS7521-CWF

Diversion (Reversible 
Arrow) Sign – Plate Only

 • 1050mm x 750mm
 • Complete with arrow
 • Arrow can be fitted left or right end  
of the bar

Code: OSS7542

Diversion (Reversible Arrow) 
Sign in Frame with Clips

 • 1050mm x 750mm
 • Yellow/black 

Code: OSS7542-CWF Code: OS7615

Caution Two-Way Traffic Sign

 • 750mm
 • Triangle Zintec warning plates fig. 521  
for use with OS7TF2

Code: OS7521

Give Way to Oncoming Vehicles 
Priority to Oncoming Traffic 
Sign (Diag 615)

 • 750mm
 • Triangle Zintec warning plates fig. 615  
for use with OS7TF2

Footpath Closed Metal Sign

 • 600mm x 450mm
 • Rigid plastic
 • Lightweight, gloss white PVC with high 
impact strength
 • Suitable for both internal and external 
safety signs
 • Easily drilled for wall fixing

Code: OSS5672

Road Ahead Closed Sign 
in Frame with Clips

 • 1050mm x 750mm
 • Red/white 

Code: OSS5652-CWF

Access Only Sign in Frame 
with Clips

 • 1050mm x 750mm
 • Red/white 

Code: OSSAO1-CWF

Road Closed Access Only Sign 
– Plate Only

 • 1050mm x 750mm
 • Red/white 

Code: OSSRCAO

Road Closed Access Only Sign 
in Frame with Clips

 • 1050mm x 750mm
 • Red/white 

Code: OSSRCAO-CWF

Footpath Closed Metal Sign 
in Frame with Clips

 • 600mm x 450mm
 • Red/white 

Code: OSS5672-CWF

Road Closed Sign – Plate Only

 • 1050mm x 750mm
 • Red/white 

Code: OSS5651

Road Closed Sign in Frame 
with Clips

 • 1050mm x 750mm
 • Red/white 

Code: OSS5651-CWF

Code: OS7811

Priority over Oncoming Traffic 
comes with Text Suplied Plate 
Zintec Sign plus Frame and Clips

 • 750mm
 • With supplementary plate bars for use 
during roadworks to demonstrate priority 
to traffic from a particular direction

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Road signage



Road Narrows Nearside 
Metal Triangle Sign in Frame 
with Clips

 • 750mm
 • Red/white/black 

Code: OS7517L-CWF

Road Narrows Nearside Metal 
Triangle Sign – Plate Only

 • 750mm
 • Triangle Zintec warning plates fig. 517  
for use with OS7TF2
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7517L

Road Narrows Nearside Metal Triangle Sign with '100yd' Supplementary 
Plate in Frame with Clips

 • 750mm 
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7517L-100YD-CWF

Road Narrows Nearside Metal 
Triangle Sign with '200yd' 
Supplementary Plate in Frame 
with Clips

 • 750mm
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7517L-200YD-CWF

Road Narrows Nearside Metal 
Triangle Sign with '300yd' 
Supplementary Plate in Frame 
with Clips

 • 750mm 
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7517L-300YD-CWF

Road Narrows Nearside Metal 
Triangle Sign with '400yd' 
Supplementary Plate in Frame 
with Clips

 • 750mm 
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7517L-400YD-CWF

Road Narrows Both Sides Sign 
in Frame with Clips

 • 750mm
 • Red/white/black 

Code: OS7516-CWF

Road Narrows Both Sides Sign 
– Plate Only

 • 750mm
 • Triangle Zintec warning plates fig. 516  
for use with OS7TF2
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7516

Road Narrows Both Sides Sign 
with 'End' Supplementary 
Plate in Frame with Clips

 • 750mm 
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7516-END-CWF

Road Narrows Both Sides Sign 
with '100yd' Supplementary 
Plate in Frame with Clips

 • 750mm 
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7516-100YD-CWF

Road Narrows Both Sides Sign 
with '200yd' Supplementary 
Plate in Frame with Clips

 • 750mm 
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7516-200YD-CWF

Road Narrows Both Sides Sign 
with '300yd' Supplementary 
Plate in Frame with Clips

 • 750mm 
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7516-300YD-CWF

Road Narrows Both Sides Sign 
with '400yd' Supplementary 
Plate in Frame with Clips

 • 750mm 
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7516-400YD-CWF

Directional Left/Right Arrow 
Metal Square Sign – Plate Only

 • 750mm
 • Directional reversible arrow square 
Zintec warning plates fig. 610 for use 
with OS7SF2

Code: OS7610

Directional Left/Right Arrow 
Metal Square Sign in Frame 
with Clips

 • 750mm
 • Blue/white 

Direction:  Code: 
Left OS7610L-CWF
Right OS7610R-CWF

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Men At Work Metal Sign with 
'300yd' Supplementary Plate 
in Frame with Clips

 • 750mm 
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7564-300YD-CWF

Men At Work Metal Sign with 
'400yd' Supplementary Plate 
in Frame with Clips

 • 750mm 
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7564-400YD-CWF

Men At Work Metal Sign with 
'End' Supplementary Plate 
in Frame with Clips

 • 750mm 
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7564-END-CWF

Temporary Road Surface Sign

 • 1050mm x 750mm
 • Complete in frame
 • An imperative part of any  
roadworks signage kit
 • Red/white/black

Ramp Ahead Sign in Frame 
with Clips

 • 1050mm x 750mm
 • Red/white

Code: OSS5655-CWF

Men At Work Metal Sign 
in Frame with Clips

 • 750mm
 • Red/white/black 

Code: OS7564-CWF

Men At Work Metal Sign with 
'100yd' Supplementary Plate 
in Frame with Clips

 • 750mm

Code: OS7564-100YD-CWF

Men At Work Metal Sign with 
'200yd' Supplementary Plate 
in Frame with Clips

 • 750mm
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7564-200YD-CWF

Road Narrows Nearside Metal 
Triangle Sign with 'End' 
Supplementary Plate in Frame 
with Clips

 • 750mm 
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7517L-END-CWF

Road Narrows Offside 
Triangle Sign – Plate Only

 • 750mm
 • Triangle Zintec warning plates fig. 517  
for use with OS7TF2
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7517R

Road Narrows Offside Triangle 
Sign in Frame with Clips

 • 750mm
 • Red/white/black 

Code: OS7517R-CWF

Road Narrows Offside Metal 
Triangle Sign with '100yd' 
Supplementary Plate in Frame 
with Clips

 • 750mm 
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7517R-100YD-CWF

Road Narrows Offside Metal 
Triangle Sign with '200yd' 
Supplementary Plate in Frame 
with Clips

 • 750mm 
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7517R-200YD-CWF

Road Narrows Offside Metal 
Triangle Sign with '300yd' 
Supplementary Plate in Frame 
with Clips

 • 750mm 
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7517R-300YD-CWF

Road Narrows Offside Metal 
Triangle Sign with '400yd' 
Supplementary Plate in Frame 
with Clips

 • 750mm 
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7517R-400YD-CWF

Road Narrows Offside Metal 
Triangle Sign with 'End' 
Supplementary Plate in Frame 
with Clips

 • 750mm
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7517R-END-CWF

Men At Work Metal Sign 
– Plate Only

 • 750mm
 • Triangle Zintec warning plates fig. 564 
for use with OS7TF2
 • Red/white/black

Code: OS7564

Product:  Code: 
Sign in frame OSSTRS
Sign in frame with clips OSSTRS-CWF

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Road Cone Lamp Bracket

 • Yellow bracket
 • Allows the micro light to be attached to 
any traffic cone

Code: RE1LB1

Footway Closed Cone Sign

 • 600mm x 450mm
 • A lightweight and easily deployable sign 
that fits most 75cm and 1m high cones
 • Class 1 reflective facing

Code: RE6CFC

Pedestrian (Arrow Right) 
Cone Sign

 • 600mm x 450mm
 • A lightweight and easily deployable sign 
that fits most 75cm and 1m high cones
 • Class 1 reflective facing

Code: RE6CPR

Pedestrian (Arrow Left) 
Cone Sign

 • 600mm x 450mm
 • A lightweight and easily deployable sign 
that fits most 75cm and 1m high cones
 • Class 1 reflective facing

Code: RE6CPL

Keep Left/Right (Rotational) 
Cone Sign

 • 750mm
 • A lightweight and easily deployable sign 
that fits most 75cm and 1m high cones
 • Class 1 reflective facing

Code: RE6CKR

Road Narrows Left Cone Sign

 • 750mm
 • A lightweight and easily deployable sign 
that fits most 75cm and 1m high cones
 • Class 1 reflective facing

Code: RE6CRNL

Road Narrows Right Cone Sign

 • 750mm
 • A lightweight and easily deployable sign 
that fits most 75cm and 1m high cones
 • Class 1 reflective facing

Code: RE6CRNR

Road Works Cone Sign

 • 750mm
 • Lightweight and easily deployable sign 
that fits most 75cm and 1m high cones
 • Class 1 reflective facing
 • Red/white/black

Code: RE6CRW

Sign Frame Clips

 • Fits most signs and frames
 • Quick zinc-plated fitting clips to suit 
signs and frames
 • Standard road frame clips are made from 
stainless steel and are suitable for 25mm 
L angle road sign frames

Code: OSSFC1

Square Sign Frame

 • 750mm
 • Painted steel temporary frame for  
use with various sign plates that can 
be held in with frame clips (supplied 
separately OSSFC1)

Code: OS7SF2

End Supplementary Sign 
for Triangular Frames with 
Supplementary Bars

 • For 750mm triangular frame
 • A range of supplement plates fitting  
the OS7TFS2 Triangular sign frame
 • 830mm(W) x 360mm(H)
 • These signs will not fit square sign 
frames with supplementary bars
 • Black/white

Code: OS7END

Road Sign Frame

 • 1050mm x 750mm
 • Painted steel temporary frame for use with various sign plates that can be held in with 
frame clips (supplied separately)

Size:  Code: 
1050mm x 750mm OS10SF1
1050mm x 450mm OS10SF2
600mm x 450mm OS64SF3

Code: OS7TFS2

Triangle Sign Frame

 • 750mm
 • Painted steel temporary frame for  
use with various sign plates that can 
be held in with frame clips (supplied 
separately OSSFC1)

Code: OS7TF2

Triangle Sign Frame with 
Supplementary Bars

 • 750mm
 • Painted steel temporary frame for  
use with various Sign Plates that can 
be held in with frame clips (supplied 
separately OSSFC1)
 • Comes with 
supplementary sign 
bars on frame

We offer a Site 
Signage Compliance 
and Recommendation 

Audit. See page 17  
for more information

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Zebra Crossing Mat (Clearpath)

 • 1200mm(W) x 600mm(L)

Trench Cover

 • 1200mm x 800mm x 40mm
 • Capability: 400kg
 • Highly-versatile and safe trench  
cover, designed to cover apertures,  
bores or trenches during construction  
or repair works
 • Fully compliant with UK and EU legislation
 • Yellow 

Code: RE4TC101

Colour:  Code: 
White RE4ZC1
Black RE4ZC2

Wheelchair/Kerb Ramp

Code: RE4TWR2

 • 1200mm x 985mm
 • Ramp designed for use with pushchairs and wheelchairs
 • Works on a variety of kerb heights
 • Manufactured in high-density polyethylene
 • Four fixing holes
 • Can be bolted to the ground
 • Efficient anti-slip pattern
 • High-rise sides to prevent falls
 • Able to withstand over 250kg
 • Handles for easy lifting
 • Low edges for anti-trip
 • Yellow

Asphalt Fixing Bolts (Pair)

 • Asphalt fixing bolts measure M12 
x 100mm long and require a 24mm 
diameter hole
 • Suits SR2TM10JE

Code: SR2AFB1

10mph Rubber Speed 
Ramp Ends

 • 2 x 18.5cm (1 pair) 
 • Fitted with cats eyes
 • End modules supplied in packs of two
 • Measuring 5cm high and suitable for 
speeds up to 10mph
 • Yellow

Code: SR2TM10JE

Buddha Barrier, Anti-Trip, Chapter 8 Compliant Separator

 • 800mm(H) x 1040mm(W) x 280mm(D) 
 • Taller than most road barriers in this range
 • Chapter 8 compliant reflective strips on both sides
 • 5kg when empty but over 27kg when filled with water
 • Concave areas can be used for storage of spoil
 • Easily stacked, easily lifted (forkliftable), easy to fill  
and easy to empty
 • RE4BB2T double top may be added (sold separately),  
which brings height to 1.8m, for more security

 • 500mm(L) x 50mm(H)
 • Comes with reflectors
 • Manufactured from recycled PVC with embossed top surface
 • Fitted with cats eyes
 • One pack of centre modules covers 1m across the road
 • Centre modules supplied in packs of 2 (1 x yellow and 1 x black)
 • End modules supplied in packs of 2 (black only)
 • Suitable for speeds up to 10mph
 • Each pack requires eight fixing bolts
 • Yellow/black 

Code: SR2TM10J

Colour:  Code: 
Red RE4BB2-RED
White RE4BB2-WHT

10mph Rubber Speed Ramp (Pair)HSE GS6 Telescopic 
Height Barrier

 • Two telescopic poles, two bases  
and bunting
 • Telescopic crossbar 

Code: THBCB25

Concrete Fixing Bolts 
for Speed Ramps

 • Concrete fixing bolts measure M12 
x 105mm long and require a 20mm 
diameter hole (suitable for fixing ramps 
to concrete)

Code: SR2CFB1

Uniquely 
designed, 

completely  
anti-trip, water-
filled separator

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Constructor Oil/Fuel Spill Kit

 • 15ltr
 • Contains: clip top bag, 15 pads, 1 sock,  
2 disposable bags, 2 ties
 • Ideal for small spillages

Code: ES3OS15

Oil/Fuel Spill Kit comes with 
Drip Tray

 • 20ltr

Code: ES3OSKT20

40ltr Oil/Fuel Spill Kit in Break-Bag

Code: ES3OS40

50ltr Oil/Fuel Spill Kit

 • Comes with drain cover
 • Shoulder bag
 • Contains pads, socks, bags and  
drain cover
 • Absorbs up to 50ltr

Code: ES3OS45

90ltr Oil/Fuel Spill Kit

 • Oil/fuel spill kit in plastic drum
 • Contains pads, socks, bags and ties
 • Absorbs up to 90ltr
 • Can be used with solvents, oils  
and fuels

Product: Code: 
Spill kit ES3OS90
Refill ES3OS90R

 • Ideal for larger vehicles or ones which 
may enter environments with risk of  
oil/fuel spills
 • Contents within break-bag: four 
absorbent socks (8cm x 120cm),  
24 double weight pads (40cm x 50cm), 
one disposal bag and tie, one  
instruction leaflet
 • Compact packaging ensures ease  
of stowage in vehicles where space  
is at a premium

Constructor Premium Oil/Fuel 
Spill Kit comes with 
Vinyl Satchel

 • 50ltr
 • 30 pads, size 50cm x 40cm
 • Pads in this spill kit are oil-only, sonic-
bonded, meltblown polypropylene
 • Excellent wicking properties with the 
sonic bond points preventing stray fibres 
from becoming detached
 • Two pillows, size 23cm x 38cm
 • Oil-only pillows made from a spun-
bond outer casing that is both stitched 
and heat sealed to enclose a recycled 
polypropylene core
 • Surface is fast-wicking so promotes 
faster absorption
 • Three socks, size 8cm x 1.2m
 • Spun-bond, oil-only socks are made with 
a strong, spun-bond outer sleeve and a 
recycled meltblown polypropylene core, 
producing a strong no-lint product
 • Three waste bags and ties
 • Made from a tough grade of polythene 
and coloured dark blue
 • Cable tie supplied so that the waste can 
be secured safely

Code: ES3OS50P

Vinyl Satchel for Spill Kit

 • 50ltr

Code: ES3VS1

Health and Safety

HSE Health and safety regulation state: “Besides carrying 
out a risk assessment, employers also need to:

 Make arrangements for implementing the health and 
safety measures identified by the risk assessment

 Appoint competent people to help them to 
implement the arrangements

 Set up emergency procedures

 Provide clear information and training to employees

 Work together with other employers sharing the 
same workplace”

The Oil Storage Regulations 

Oil containers must be stored in a bunded area or on 
a drip tray (sump pallet). This is mandatory, and it is an 
offence not to comply. Drums should be stored on a drip 
tray with a sump capacity of 25% and if more than one 
drum 25% of the total. Tanks require 110% capacity and if 
more than one 110% of the aggregate total.

Environmental checklist

 Have any surface water drains been identified and 
sealed off?

 Has a material storage area been identified?

 Will drip trays, or similar, be provided for static 
plant/equipment?

 Are spill kits available and do employees know  
how to use them?

 Have employees been trained in emergency  
spill response?

If you’re working on a site with fuel or oil 
supplies, having the necessary spill control 
equipment is fundamental in preventing and 
containing incidents to limit danger to people, 
the environment and property.

From chemical spill kits, drain guards, and spill 
catchers, we can help you to keep your site safe 
and clean. Working with our partners at FENTEX, 
we have put together some useful considerations 
when managing your spill control.

In partnership with OnSite Support suppliers

We offer a Spill Control and Hazard Audit and 
a Spill Control Level One Training Course and 

Qualification. See page 16 for more information.

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Spill control

FENTEX Spill Kits are classed as equipment for use in emergency 
procedures. The correct type of kit should be specified to deal 
with issues highlighted in a risk assessment site survey. They 
can contain absorbent items such as pads, socks and rolls; other 
types of spill absorbent can also be specified to neutralise acids 
and alkalis. FENTEX can assist with spill control site surveys, 
recommendation of specific measures, provision of suitable 
products and equipment and spill training.    



255ltr Oil/Fuel Spill Kit

 • Oil/fuel spill kit in wheeled bin
 • Contains pads, socks, bags and drain covers
 • Absorbs up to 255ltr
 • Can be used with solvents, oils and fuels

SaveSorb Land Spill Kit – Large

 • Absorbs up to 200ltr
 • True absorbant of oils, chemicals, fuel 
and paint
 • Does not absorb water
 • Natural plant based product, fully sustainable

Contents:
 • Loose product: 25kg  
 • Pillow: 250mm x 400mm, two included 
in kit
 • Sock: 2400mm x 100mm, four included 
in kit
 • Six absorbent wipes: 405mm x 380mm
 • PPE, disposal and wheelie bin (240ltr)

Code: ES8LSK2

 • Absorbs up to 45ltr

Contents:
 • Loose product: 4.55kg
 • Spillow: 250mm x 400mm,  
two included in kit
 • Sock: 2400mm x 100mm,  
two included in kit
 • Absorbent wipes: 405mm x 380mm,  
six included in kit
 • Carry bag, PPE and disposal  
also included in kit

Code: ES8LSK1

SaveSorb Land Spill Kit – Small

Product: Code: 
Spill kit ES3OS25
Refill ES3OS25R

SaveSorb Marine Spill Kit

 • Absorbs up to 15ltr

Contents:
 • Loose Product: 9kg
 • Four marine mats: 900mm x 900mm
 • Two containment socks: 2400mm x 180mm
 • Six absorbent wipes: 405mm x 380mm
 • Wheelie bin, PPE and disposal

Code: ES8MSK1

SaveSorb Vehicle Spill Kit

 • Absorbs up to 25ltr

Contents:
 • Loose product: 1.82kg
 • Two spillows: 250mm x 400mm
 • One sock: 2400mm x 100mm
 • Six absorbent wipes: 405mm x 380mm
 • Carry bag, PPE and disposal also 
included in kit

Code: ES8VSK1

Chemical Spill Kit

 • 50ltr
 • Chemical spill kit in shoulder bag with 
drain cover, absorbents and disposal 
bags etc

Code: ES3CS50

SpillTector; Oil, Fuel and Adblu Trapper

 • Complete with liner and flexible tray
 • Cost-effective alternative to premium spill catching solutions in the market
 • Whilst permitting water to drain through it and out of the provided drain holes, the 
technical construction of the mat absorbs 
hydrocarbons at volumes as much as 50% 
ahead of competitor solutions
 • Available in three sizes to absorb from 4ltr 
through to 32ltr and suit all plant sizes
 • The hard wearing and flexible tray  
is resistant to puncture, fracture  
and deformation
 • Can be used over and over again, simply 
requiring a new liner to be placed inside it

Size:  Code: 
For 55cm x 70cm tray ES2STL1
For 70cm x 105cm tray  ES2STL2
For 137cm x 200cm tray ES2STL4

Replacement Absorbent Liner for SpillTector

 • Absorbs and traps all hydrocarbons 
including oil, fuel and AdBlu
 • Don’t throw away your entire SpillTector 
after the pad has absorbed oils. 
Simply fit a new pad. Unlike most of 
its competitors, the SpillTector doesn’t 
absorb any oil on its sides so it can be 
reused without concern
 • Absorbs all hydrocarbons, from diesel 
and petrol through to Adblue, hydraulic 
oils and any other hydrocarbon-based 
lubricant

Size: Capacity: Code: 
55cm x 70cm 4ltr ES2ST1
70cm x 105cm 9ltr ES2ST2
137cm x 200cm 32ltr ES2ST4

Absorbent Socks

 • 80mm x 1200mm
 • Pack of 20
 • High-absorbancy socks with superior 
strength and construction
 • Capacity: 90ltr
 • Dispenser box for easy use

Code: ES4AS20

SaveSorb Containment Sock

 • Round, absorbent socks that are fast and 
easy to deploy
 • Spills are contained and absorbed 
quickly and efficiently
 • Containment socks can be linked 
together to form a barrier of any size
 • Used to contain and absorb spills on 
land and water
 • Easy to deploy and remove

Size: Code: 
Large 1800mm x 75mm ES8CS2
Medium 400mm x 75mm ES8CS1

Double Weight Oil 
Absorbent Pads 

 • 40cm x 50cm
 • Box of 100
 • 850ml absorbency
 • Double-weight, high-absorbency, bonded 
perforated oil/fuel pads
 • Capacity: 120ltr
 • Dispenser box for easy use

Code: ES4OP10

Chemical Spill Kit

 • 20ltr
 • Chemical spill kit contains 1 clip close 
carry bag, 2 absorbent socks (8cm x 
1.2m), 12 absorbent pads (40cm x 50cm), 
1 disposable bag and tie
 • Can also absorb water-based spillages

Code: ES3CS20

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Dispenser Pack of Oil Pads

 • Double-weight, high-absorbency, bonded 
perforated oil/fuel pads
 • Box of 25
 • 400mm x 500mm
 • Capacity: 30ltr
 • Dispenser box for easy use

Code: ES4OP25

 • Pack of 100
 • Truly absorbent, SaveSorb stays dry  
to the touch after use
 • Up to 20 times less SaveSorb is needed 
to clear up spills compared to other 
products, such as clay
 • Non-leaching, SaveSorb creates a haven 
for naturally occurring microbes that 
breakdown and recycle the contaminant, 
leaving a waste product for safe, easy, 
clean disposal

Code: ES8AW100

Spill/Mixing Tray

 • 40ltr (900mm x 900mm)
 • Heavy duty polythene lipped tray for spill 
containment. Large area, shallow-sided 
spill tray

Code: ES1ST40

Constructor Flexi Trays

 • Shallow flexible tray suitable for use as 
a work mat, storage tray, drip tray or 
dispensing/mixing tray
 • Made from rubberised plastic the tray 
is lightweight and tough, the sidewalls 
reform after being trodden on or crushed
 • Low-profile design is ideal for sliding 
under plant and machinery or any 
situations where leaks and drips occur
 • Flexi-Tray can be lined with absorbent 
material to retain liquids so facilitating 
the emptying and cleaning

Size:  Code: 
520mm x 520mm x 50mm ES2FTEM1
1020mm x 520mm x 50mm  ES2FTEM2
1020mm x 1020mm x 20mm ES2FTEM4

Constructor Flexi Trays 

SaveSorb Absorbent Wipes

Constructor Spill Pallet

 • Industrial two and four drum  
bunded spill pallet, with heavy- 
duty plastic grate to allow spills  
into the bund below

Size:  Code: 
1300mm x 750mm x 400mm (2 drum) ES2DSP2R
1380mm x 1290mm x 280mm (4 drum) ES2DSP4

Spill Container

 • 1000mm x 550mm x 150mm
 • 60ltr container tray, designed to store up 
to six 25ltr containers
 • Main tray has a detachable base grid 
that elevates the containers 2cm off the 
bottom of the tray
 • Co-polymer polypropylene, this is high 
impact, class A material

Code: ES1ST65

SaveSorb Spill Loose Product

 • SaveSorb clears up all spills, oils, hydrocarbons, chemicals, fuel and paint
 • Use 20x less compared to products like clay
 • Weighs 3x less when used so costs less to dispose of
 • Stays dry to the touch, so cleaner to dispose of
 • True protection for the environment

Size: Code: 
1.82kg ES8LP1
4.55kg ES8LP3

Wood Fibre Absorbent Material

 • Fire-retardent wood fibre  
absorbent material
 • Easy to clean up, leaves no residue
 • 30ltr bag (20kg)
 • 3–5 times more absorbent than clay

Code: ES4WF30

Spill Absorbent Granules

 • 16kg
 • 20ltr
 • Non-marking premium clay granules, 
suitable for use on strong chemicals
 • Recycled gypsum

Code: ES4CG16

Sediment Dewatering Filter

 • 150 micron
 • 150cm x 35cm
 • 20kg sediment capacity

Code: ES4SS11

Oil & Sediment Drainguard

 • 1220mm x 915mm x 458mm
 • Filters waste from the rain/storm  
water and improves sustainability
 • Eliminates harmful waste from  
the environment
 • Removes hydrocarbons, dirt, sand and 
other contaminent
 • As a Drainguard filter, it removes 
contaminants like litter, sand, and oil from 
stormwater flow
 • Geotextile fabric and easy installation 
makes it ideal for industrial facilities, 
construction sites, and parking areas 
where stormwater runoff is likely to 
carry oil, eroded soil, debris, and fuel 
contaminants from cars
 • Can be trimmed for smaller drains  
and leave an excess of 3” fabric around 
the drain

Code: ES4DG1

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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SaveSorb Spill Catcher complete with Liner

Size: Code: 
Large ES8SCL
Medium ES8SCM
Small ES8SCS

 • Side walls and inserts contain SaveSorb 
– the most effective absorbent of 
hydrocarbons and chemicals available
 • Hydrophobic – lets rain filter through side 
walls while capturing all contaminants
 • Rugged manufacture to withstand the 
harshest weather conditions
 • Available in a range of sizes to fit all your 
plant protection needs

SaveSorb Spill Run Off Boom

 • 2.4m x 0.18m
 • The ridges created by the seams help 
oil or grease flow better, particularly 
with water spills or where more height 
is needed
 • Can be linked together to contain spills

Code: ES8RB1

SaveSorb Spill Catcher Mat

 • After use, inserts stay dry and can be 
replaced without mess
 • All contaminants are absorbed, only 
water passes through
 • No wringing out, just roll up and place  
in hazardous waste

Size: Code: 
Large ES8SCML
Medium ES8SCMM
Small ES8SCMS

SaveSorb Spillow Mat

Size: Code: 
Small 600mm x 600mm ES8SWM1
Medium 900mm x 900mm ES8SWM2

 • Pack of two
 • Place in risk areas to protect against 
pollution through leaks and spills
 • Made from robust geotextile and let 
water pass through while absorbing 
spills rapidly
 • Used to prevent contamination and 
protect the environment and drainage 
systems against pollution
 • Suitable for use on land and water
 • Yellow

SaveSorb Spillow

 • 250mm x 400mm
 • A Spillow has seams along its length and 
lays flat for better absorbency
 • The ridges created by the seams help oil 
or grease flow better particularly with 
water spills

Code: ES8SW1

Plant Nappy

 • Specialist industrial spill mat, complete 
with integral absorbent sock surround 
over absorbent mat
 • To go under site equipment
 • Refill spill mat liner: ES2NL0

Plant Nappy Refill

 • Specialist industrial absorbent spill mat 
liner, for the Plant Nappy
 • Three different sizes available
 • Absorbent spill control matting refill

Size & absorbency: Code: 
500mm x 685mm, 2ltr ES2PN01
1000mm x 685mm, 4ltr  ES2PN02
2000mm x 1370mm, 16ltr ES2PN03

Size: Code: 
500mm x 685mm ES2NL01
1000mm x 685mm ES2NL02
2000mm x 1370mm ES2NL03

Straps, slings & shackles

Lightweight Ratchet Strap

 • 25mm x 4m 
 • 1T
 • Lightweight load strap with rachet tensioner
 • 4m strap length
 • Comes with claw hook attachments

Code: LS2R14

Lightweight Cam Action 
Load Strap

 • 25mm x 2m
 • Comes with S-hook attachments
 • Quick action cam buckle

Code: LS1C06

Webbing Lifting Sling

Cargo Bag

Code: LS5CB10

Alloy Lifting Shackle

 • Tested and certified with safety  
factor 6:1
 • Various sizes

Heavy-Duty Ratchet Strap

 • 50mm wide webbing straps
 • Comes with claw hook attachments
 • Heavy-duty 2000kg load

Size: Code: 
22mm, 4750kg  LS5ABS4
32mm, 8500kg  LS5ABS8

Size: Code: 
50mm x 4m, 5T  LS3L40
50mm x 6m, 5T  LS3L06
50mm x 10m, 5T  LS3L10

Size: Colour: Code: 
1T x 2m Violet  LS4S21
2T x 3m Green  LS4S32
3T x 3m Yellow  LS4S33
2T x 4m Green  LS4S42
3T x 4m Yellow  LS4S43
3T x 5m Yellow  LS4S53
3T x 6m Yellow  LS4S63

 • Certification attached to product
 • Heavy-duty, double thickness, high-
tenacity polyester lifting sling with 
reinforced loops either end
 • Individual certificate of conformity 
supplied with each sling
 • Manufactured to the European Standard 
EN1492-2:2000 with a 7:1 safety factor

 • 1T
 • Manufactured from woven polypropylene 
material, these bags are ideal for single use 
lifting of builders materials and rubbish
 • White

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Markers & marking products

Draw Rope On Drum

 • 6mm x 500m
 • Ideal for use as draw cord

Code: RO1D06

Chalk Line (Metal Case)

 • 30m
 • Heavy-duty metal case

Code: LI4C10

Chalk Refill

 • 250g bottle
 • Choice of colours

Fluorescent Hi-Vis Nylon 
Brick Line/String Line

 • 100m
 • 8 strand branded nylon
 • High-Vis

Code: LI2HV10

Nylon Brick Line 

 • Box of 12 skanes joined
 • 12m x 18m, 216m(L) total
 • White nylon brick line boxed in 

Code: LI2N18

Polypropylene Rope

 • Ideal for securing loads

 • Ideal for securing loads

Colour:  Code: 
Blue LI4C25-BLU
Red LI4C25-RED

Size:  Code: 
6mm x 30m RO1C06
8mm x 30m RO1C08
10mm x 30m RO1C10
12mm x 30m RO1C12

Size:  Code: 
6mm x 220m RO2P06
8mm x 220m RO2P08
10mm x 220m RO2P10
12mm x 220m RO2P12
16mm x 220m RO2P16

Polypropylene Rope 
in 220m Coils

4 Wheeled Line 
Marking Applicator

 • Suitable for 600ml and 750ml cans
 • Stability of unit ensures long straight 
lines are produced with ease
 • Excels in external environments where 
surfaces are particularly uneven or rough
 • Quick and easy-to-apply spray marked 
lines where a crisp or clear line  
is not a key requirement

Code: RE8PA4

Assorted Carpenters Pencils

 • Pack of 12
 • Pencils of oblong section that can be 
sharpened to a chisel-shaped edge
 • Eliminates the tendency of a pointed 
pencil to follow the grain
 • Ideal for marking hardwoods  
and brickwork

Code: RE8CP1

Constructor Line Marking Paint 

 • 750ml
 • These paints produce a hard-wearing, fast-drying line
 • For site marking and setting out
 • Survey spray is a highly-visible, semi-durable marking paint, suitable for application  
to a wide variety of substrates including concrete, tarmacadam, wood and composites
 • Case of 12 cans

Colour: Code: 
Black  RE8MP0-BLK
Blue  RE8MP0-BLU
Green  RE8MP0-GRN
Orange  RE8MP0-ORG
Red  RE8MP0-RED
White  RE8MP0-WHT
Yellow  RE8MP0-YLW

Yellow Road Marking Crayons

 • Box of 12
 • Rectangular and unpointed  
yellow block
 • Recommended for exterior use on asphalt, 
concrete, stone pavements and road 
surfaces at low temperatures or when 
surfaces are particularly wet or smooth

Code: RE8SR1

French Chalk (Soapstone)

 • Box of 144 (thins)
 • 12mm x 5mm x 125mm
 • General-purpose chalk soapstone for 
precise marking on steel
 • Popular with engineers

Code: HFC144

Permanent Bullet Point 
Marker Pens

 • Pack of 12
 • Permanent, waterproof ink for almost  
any surface
 • Robust fibre-tip pen with an  
aluminium barrel
 • Great for marking, labelling and identifying
 • Black

Code: TSTMPEN

All stock held in our warehouse

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Pendant Barrier Marker

 • These barriers consist of 32 red and 
white plastic markers suspended on  
a 26m plastic cord

Code: RE8M85

Profile Boards

 • 900mm (36")
 • For easy location marking of the site 
setting out process
 • Pack of 16

Code: RE5PB09

Setting Out Pegs

 • For driving into ground to set out site 
levels etc.
 • Pack of 16
 • Case of 480

Underground Warning Tape 
'Caution Electric Cable Below'

 • 150mm x 365m
 • Designed to enable electric cable/pipes 
to be located without damage

Code: RE9UWE

Underground Warning Tape 
'Caution Gas Pipe Below'

 • 150mm x 365m
 • Designed to enable gas pipes to be 
located without damage

Code: RE9UWG

Underground Warning Tape 
'Caution Water Pipe Below'

 • 150mm x 365m
 • Designed to enable water services to be 
located without damage
 • Blue

Code: RE9UWW

Size: Code: 
600mm (24")  RE5SP06
1200mm (48")  RE5SP12

Zebra Barrier Tape

 • Non-adhesive 500m rolls x 70mm wide
 • Striped for hazard warning visibility
 • In handy dispenser box
 • 10 rolls per box

Size: Code: 
Red/white  RE7ZR5
Black/yellow  RE7ZY5

Adhesive Warning Tape

 • 50mm x 33m
 • Self-adhesive PVC striped tape for 
identifying protected areas
 • With strong adhesive for use on clean 
hard surfaces
 • Identification of hazards and safety areas 
is recommended as follows: yellow/black 
– hazard warning; red/white – fire risk
 • Box of 24

Colour: Code: 
Red/white  TA3HR1
Black/yellow  TA3HY2

Danger Warning Tape

 • 75mm x 250m
 • Hazard Asbestos printed yellow 
polythene tape for cordoning off areas 
of danger

Code: RE7DW75

Liquid chemicals

Decorator Caulk

 • 300ml
 • Permanent and flexible gap and crack 
filler, which is paintable when dry
 • Coverage approx. 12m using 6mm bead
 • White
 • Box of 24

Code: DE1DC3

Intumescent Silicone

 • 310ml
 • White
 • Box of 15
 • Conforms to BS476 Part 20 with 4hr  
fire rating

Code: FRDE1SS

Code: ST5S91

Colour: Code: 
White  DE1SSW1
Clear  DE1SSC1

T-Rex High Strength 
Grab Adhesive

 • Fibre reinforced, high-strength 
construction adhesive with extremely 
high initial grab and high bond strength
 • Solvent based
 • Excellent adhesion on a wide range of 
construction materials both in interior 
and exterior applications
 • Sticks to common building materials 
including wood, plywood, plasterboard, 
insulation boards, breeze block, ceramics, 
brick, stone, tile, aluminium, metal, 
(galvanised) steel, concrete, screed, 
plaster, MDF, OSB, chipboard, PVCu and 
most plastics
 • Initial grab: 125kg/m2

 • 310ml cartridge

Code:    

Silicone Sealant

 • 295ml
 • Multi-purpose silicone sealant designed 
for sealing around baths and sinks
 • Externally sealing joints and glazing and 
waterproofing of curtain walling
 • Mould-resistant
 • Box of 24

Skeleton/Mastic Gun

 • A metal frame mastic or skeleton gun 
that will accept both C20 and C30 size 
adhesive and sealant tubes
 • Rounded shaped trigger mechanism 
ensures user comfort 
reducing the fatigue 
from repetitive use
 • Handy nozzle 
cleaning pin is 
provided on the 
handle

Standard Expanding Foam

 • 750ml
 • Quick-setting polyurethane foam
 • High-expansion foam for filling irregular 
gaps around door frames, ducts etc.
 • Expands to 30 times its original volume
 • Box of 12

Code: FX4EF1

Fire Resistant Hand Held 
Expanding Foam  B2 Grade

 • 750ml
 • Quick-setting poyurethane foam with  
fire-resistant properties
 • High degree of fire rating
 • Use with gun FX4EF4 (see page 212)
 • Box of 12

Code: DE1FREF1

Fire Resistant Gunnable 
Expanding Foam B1 Grade

 • 750ml
 • Quick-setting polyurethane foam with 
fire-resistant properties
 • High degree of fire rating
 • For use with gun dispenser FX4EF4  
(see page 212)
 • Box of 12

Code: FX4EF2

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Gun Dispenser

 • All-metal gun for gun grade  
expanding foam 

Code: FX4EF4

2 Stroke Oil

 • Suitable for use in two-stroke engines 
with leaded or unleaded petrol
 • Handy 100ml shot bottle
 • Box of 25

Code: FC5TS100

Grease Cartridge to suit 
Grease Gun

 • Lithium grease cartridge
 • 400g
 • Box of 36

Code: GG2G50

Chemical Resin Applicator Gun

 • For application of Chemfix resin

Code: FX4PR3

Gun Cleaner

 • 500ml
 • Gun cleaner for filler foam gun
 • Box of 12

Code: FX4EF3

Multi-Purpose Csk Pozidrive 
Zinc Plated Woodscrew

 • Box of 200
 • Quality hardened steel, zinc plated  
for durability
 • Sharp point, deep thread and lubricated 
for fast drive, instant bite and superior grip

Size: Code: 
3.5mm x 12mm  FX1WS1
3.5mm x 16mm  FX1WS2
3.5mm x 20mm  FX1WS3
3.5mm x 25mm  FX1WS4
3.5mm x 30mm  FX1WS5
3.5mm x 40mm  FX1WS6
4mm x 16mm  FX1WS7
4mm x 20mm  FX1WS8
4mm x 25mm  FX1WS9
4mm x 30mm  FX1WS10
4mm x 40mm  FX1WS11
4mm x 50mm  FX1WS12
4mm x 60mm  FX1WS13
4mm x 70mm  FX1WS14
5mm x 25mm  FX1WS16
5mm x 30mm  FX1WS17
5mm x 40mm  FX1WS18
5mm x 50mm  FX1WS19
5mm x 60mm  FX1WS20
5mm x 80mm  FX1WS21
5mm x 100mm  FX1WS15

Cordless Brad Nailer

 • Innovative movement sensor means no 
battery discharge when not in use
 • Up to 25% more shots per charge than 
other brad nailer tools
 • Applications: interior fittings, furniture 
industry, window production, corner 
bonds, cabinets, small crates etc.
 • For brads type SK 400 from 25mm – 64mm

Code: FX8CBN1

Cordless D-Head Framing Nailer

 • Innovative movement sensor means no 
battery discharge when not in use
 • Up to 25% more shots per charge than 
other framing tools
 • Applications: roofing, framing, truss 
building, sheathing, fencing, crate 
assembling, crate and pallet assembly
 • Anti-slip nose
 • Depth adjustment
 • Rafter hanger
 • 50mm – 90mm

Code: FX8CFN1

Galvanised Nailfire Brad/Fuel Packs for IM250/IM65

Galvanised Nailfire D-Head Ring Nail/Fuel PackBright Round Wire Nails

 • 25kg pack
 • Very popular nail for use in all aspects  
of construction

Size: Code: 
25mm  FX2BNA1
32mm  FX2BNA2
38mm  FX2BNA3
45mm  FX2BNA4
51mm  FX2BNA5
64mm  FX2BNA6

Size:  Quantity: Code: 
90mm   2000 nails, 2 fuel cells FX2RNA10
50mm   3000 nails, 3 fuel cells FX2RNA7
65mm  3000 nails, 3 fuel cells  FX2RNA8
76mm  2000 nails, 2 fuel cells  FX2RNA9

Size: Code: 
50mm  FX1NA1
65mm  FX1NA2
75mm  FX1NA3
100mm  FX1NA4
150mm  FX1NA5

 • Box of 2000
 • Two fuel cells
 • Compatible with all leading brands  
of 34° D-Head gas-powered nail tools
 • Fuel cell with fully-synthetic lubricant
 • Sharp-pointed nail for easy penetration 
into all wood types
 • Laminated, water resistant and 
extremely tough

 • Compatible with all leading brands  
of 34° D-Head gas-powered nail tools
 • Fuel cell with fully-synthetic lubricant
 • Sharp pointed nail for easy penetration 
into all wood types
 • Laminated, water resistant and 
extremely tough

Nails & screws

To support a fast and 
efficient delivery of 

products to your sites,  
you can order our  
products online at  

onsite-support.co.uk

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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For our full range  
of signs please request  

a copy of our  
Signs Catalogue.

Call 01293 744 444  
or Email  

hello@onsite-support.co.uk

Signage

Plastic Batten Packers

 • Pack of 200
 • Gripper guides to prevent packer slipping off screw
 • Colour-coded for easy selection
 • Will not rot
 • Cavities for easy mastic fixing
 • Gripper guides to prevent packer slipping off screw
 • Use for aligning battens and frames, also for spacing of flooring from walls
 • All have a loading rating of 25kN
 • Can be used for multiple applications

Size: Code (short 55m):  Code (long 101mm):
Assorted colours FX3BP1 FX3BP9
Blue  FX3BP2 FX3BP10
Black FX3BP3 FX3BP11
Brown  FX3BP4 FX3BP12
Green  FX3BP5 FX3BP13
Grey  FX3BP6 FX3BP14
Red  FX3BP7 FX3BP15
Yellow  FX3BP8 FX3BP16

Plastic Fixing Plugs

 • Box of 1000
 • Manufactured in the UK from premium-
grade polymer
 • Moulded with protruding side fins to 
restrict rotation and prevent fall out 
when fixing overhead
 • Suitable for application into many 
building substrates

Rebar Protection Cap

 • High-visibility rebar protection caps 
designed for use throughout the 
construction industry, mainly for push 
fitting on the ends of protruding 
reinforcement bar to reduce the risk  
of serious injury
 • Bag of 250

Size:  Colour: Code: 
5.5mm  Red  FX3PP1
7mm  Brown  FX3PP2

Size:   Code: 
6mm – 18mm    FX3RC1
16mm – 32mm    FX3RC2

Caution Heavy Plant 
Crossing Sign

 • 600mm x 450mm
 • Construction signage – rigid plastic

Code: OSC8025

Caution Site Entrance Sign

 • 600mm x 450mm
 • Construction signage – rigid plastic

Code: OSC8004

Site Entrance Sign

 • 600mm x 450mm
 • Construction signage – rigid plastic

Code: OSC8024

Caution Lorries Turning Sign

 • 600mm x 450mm
 • Construction signage – rigid plastic

Code: OSC8022

Caution Site Traffic Sign

 • 600mm x 450mm
 • Construction signage – rigid plastic

Code: OSC8008

All Drivers & Visitors Must 
Report To Site Office Sign

 • 600mm x 450mm
 • Construction signage – rigid plastic 

Code: OSC8015

For advice on  
the best products,  
call our customer 
support team on  

01293 744 444

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Construction Site 
Keep Out Sign

 • 600 x 200mm
 • Construction signage – rigid plastic

Code: OSC8002

Construction Site 
Keep Out Sign

 • 600 x 400mm
 • Construction signage – rigid plastic 

Code: OSC8003

Caution Fork Lift Trucks 
Operating Sign

 • 600mm x 200mm
 • Warning signs – rigid plastic

Code: OSW4009

Site Safety Starts Here Sign

 • 600mm x 450mm
 • Construction signage – rigid plastic 

Code: OSC8014

Safety Site Board

 • 1200mm x 900mm
 • Construction signage – rigid plastic

Code: OSC8019

Safety Site Board 

 • 600mm x 900mm
 • Signs include: Hi-Vis jackets, protective 
footwear, hard hat area, danger, beware 
of trucks
 • Construction signage – rigid plastic

Code: OSC8018

Site Safety Sign

 • 900mm x 600mm
 • Construction signage – rigid plastic

Code: OSC8016

Think Safety Site Board

Code: OSC8017

 • 900mm x 1000mm
 • Construction site signage – rigid plastic
 • Multi-message safety sign enables 
multiple safety messages to be 
displayed on one sign
 • Lightweight, gloss white PVC with high 
impact strength
 • Suitable for both internal and external 
safety signs
 • Easily drilled for wall fixing

Danger Asbestos Sign

 • 600mm x 200mm
 • Warning signs – rigid plastic

Code: OSW4008

Danger Deep Excavation Sign

 • 400mm x 600mm
 • Warning signs – rigid plastic

Code: OSW4005

Think Safety Site Board with 
Personalised Company Logo

 • 900mm x 1000mm
 • Construction site signage – rigid plastic
 • Multi-message safety sign enables 
multiple safety messages to be displayed 
on one sign
 • Lightweight, gloss white PVC with high 
impact strength
 • Suitable for both 
internal and external 
safety signs
 • Easily drilled  
for wall fixing

Code: OSC8017P

Danger Demolition Work 
In Progress Sign

 • 400mm x 600mm 
 • Construction signage – rigid plastic

Code: OSC8000

Danger High Voltage Sign

 • 600mm x 200mm
 • Warning signs – rigid plastic

Code: OSW4002

Danger Highly Flammable Sign

 • 600mm x 450mm
 • Warning signs – rigid plastic

Code: OSW4011

Danger Men Working 
Overhead Sign

 • 400mm x 600mm
 • Warning signs – rigid plastic

Code: OSW4004

Danger Keep Out Sign

 • 600mm x 200mm
 • Mandatory signage – rigid plastic

Code: OSM5009

Safety Helmets and Safety 
Footwear Must Be Worn Sign

 • 600mm x 400mm
 • Mandatory signage – rigid plastic

Code: OSM5005

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Use Ear Protectors Sign

 • 600mm x 200mm
 • Mandatory signage – rigid plastic
 • Lightweight, gloss white PVC with high 
impact strength
 • Suitable for both internal and external 
safety signs
 • Easily drilled for wall fixing

Code: OSM5002

Eye Protection Must Be 
Worn Sign

 • 600mm x 200mm
 • Mandatory signage – rigid plastic

Code: OSM5001

Wear Safety Harness Sign

 • 600mm x 200mm
 • Mandatory signage – rigid plastic

Code: OSM5007

No Entry Sign

 • 400mm x 600mm
 • Prohibition sign – rigid plastic

Code: OSW3005

No Unauthorised Persons 
Allowed Beyond This Point Sign

 • 600mm x 200mm
 • Prohibition sign – rigid plastic

Code: OSP3002

Scaffolding Incomplete Do Not 
Use Sign

 • 400mm x 600mm 
 • Construction signage – rigid plastic

Code: OSC8001

No Smoking Sign – Small

 • 300mm x 100mm
 • Prohibition sign – rigid plastic

Code: OSP3000

No Smoking Sign

 • 600mm x 200mm
 • Prohibition sign – rigid plastic

Code: OSP3001

No Parking Sign

 • 600mm x 200mm
 • Prohibition sign – rigid plastic

Code: OSP3004

Health & Safety Law Poster

 • 420mm x 594mm
 • PVC
 • Legal requirement from 5th April 2014

Code: OSHSC30

Caution Cleaning In Progress/ 
Wet Floor Free Standing Sign

 • 300mm x 575mm
 • General free standing folding  
signs – plastic

Code: OSG7002

Caution Slippery Surface Free 
Standing Sign

 • 300mm x 575mm
 • General free standing folding  
signs – plastic

Code: OSG7003

Caution Men At Work Free 
Standing Sign

 • 300mm x 575mm
 • General free standing folding  
signs – plastic

Code: OSG7005

Caution Men Working 
Overhead Free Standing Sign

 • 300mm x 575mm
 • General free standing folding  
signs – plastic

Code: OSG7004

Canteen Sign

 • 300mm x 100mm
 • Construction signage – rigid plastic

Code: OSC8029

Site Office Sign

 • 300mm x 100mm
 • Construction signage – rigid plastic

Code: OSC8010

Toilet Sign

 • 300mm x 100mm
 • Construction signage – rigid plastic

Code: OSC8030

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Fire Extinguisher Sign

 • 300mm x 400mm
 • Fire equipment signs – rigid plastic

Code: OSF1000

Fire Point Sign

 • 300mm x 400mm
 • Fire equipment signs – rigid plastic

Code: OSF1001

Foam Fire Extinguisher Sign

 • 75mm x 200mm
 • Fire equipment signs – rigid plastic

Code: OSF1004

Dry Powder Fire 
Extinguisher Sign

 • 75mm x 200mm
 • Fire equipment signs – rigid plastic

Code: OSF1005

Fire Exit (Arrow Up) Sign

 • 450mm x 150mm
 • Fire exit signs to BS5499 – rigid plastic

Code: OSFE2006

Fire Exit (Man Running Left) Sign

 • 300mm x 150mm
 • Fire exit signs to BS5499 – rigid plastic

Code: OSFE2009

Fire Exit (Man Running 
Right) Sign

 • 300mm x 150mm
 • Fire exit signs to BS5499 – rigid plastic

Code: OSFE2008

Fire Action Sign

 • 250mm x 300mm
 • Fire equipment signs – rigid plastic

Code: OSF1002

Fire Assembly Point Sign

 • 250mm x 300mm
 • Fire exit signs to BS5499 – rigid plastic

Code: OSFE2010

Fire Exit (Arrow Down/Left) Sign

 • 450mm x 150mm
 • Fire exit signs to BS5499 – rigid plastic

Code: OSFE2004

Fire Exit (Arrow Down) Sign

 • 450mm x 150mm
 • Fire exit signs to BS5499 – rigid plastic

Code: OSFE2007

Fire Exit (Arrow Left) Sign

 • 450mm x 150mm
 • Fire exit signs to BS5499 – rigid plastic

Code: OSFE2002

Fire Exit (Arrow Right) Sign

 • 450mm x 150mm
 • Fire exit signs to BS5499 – rigid plastic

Code: OSFE2003

First Aid Sign

 • 250mm x 300mm
 • First aid sign – rigid plastic

Code: OSFA6000

Your First Aiders Are... Sign

 • 250mm x 300mm
 • Under the health and safety (first aid) 
regulations 1981 (as amended 1997) 
employers have a legal obligation to assess 
and introduce first aid provisions; any such 
provisions should be easy to locate
 • Lightweight, gloss white PVC with high  
impact strength
 • Suitable for both internal and external  
safety signs
 • Easily drilled for wall fixing

Code: OSFA6001

Water Fire Extinguisher Sign

 • 75mm x 200mm
 • Fire equipment signs – rigid plastic
 • Lightweight, gloss white PVC with high 
impact strength
 • Suitable for both internal and external 
safety signs
 • Easily drilled for  
wall fixing
 • The signs should be 
positioned and designed  
in accordance with  
BS EN ISO7010:2012 to 
ensure maximum levels  
of comprehension

Code: OSF1003

CO2 Fire Extinguisher Sign

 • 75mm x 200mm
 • Fire equipment signs – rigid plastic

Code: OSF1006

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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FR Carpet Protection

 • 600mm x 100m
 • Flame-retardant properties 
to protect your clients 
carpets during  
refurbishment works
 • Self-adhesive  
carpet protection

Code: TT2FRC60

Heavy-Duty Temporary 
Protection Polythene

 • 4m x 25m
 • Heavy-duty, general-purpose, temporary 
use polythene sheeting
 • 500 gauge

Code: PO3P25

Hessian Roll

 • 46m x 1.37m
 • Hessian used in protection of brickwork 
and fresh concrete in colder weathers 
while curing takes place

Code: PO7H12

Jute Tarpaulin

 • Brass eyelets and ropes
 • General-purpose asphalt covering
 • Waxed waterproof

Size:  Code: 
3.5m x 2.75m  TA2J12
5.5m x 3.5m  TA2J18

 • 2.4m x 1.2m x 2mm
 • Durable, impact-resistant, fluted 
protection board manufactured from 
thermally-extruded, double-skinned 
polypropylene sheets
 • Ideal for general flooring  
and site protection
 • Similar to Corex sheet  
or Correx board
 • Flame retardent or non flame  
retardent available
 • POA235 is 2mm flame retardant  
to LPS1207 specification

Buffalo Board

 • 1m x 50m
 • Durable, heavy-duty, 100%  
recyled cardboard
 • Ideal for flooring and other site protection
 • Thickness: 500 microns

Code: PO3B35

Constructor Self Adhesive Carpet Protector

 • 60 microns 
 • 600mm x 100m 
 • This heavy-duty, self-adhesive, clear film will protect carpets  
during refurbishment and maintenance contracts
 • For full protection against dust, mud and paint
 • Extremely high puncture and tear resistance
 • Can withstand high foot traffic
 • Best removed within one month  
for residue-free carpet
 • Supplied in 100m x 60cm rolls

Code: TT2C600

 • 4m x 25m
 • Heavy-duty blue and black damp-proof 
membrane polythene plastic sheet
 • High tear resistance
 • Great tensile strength
 • BBA approved
 • This blue polythene sheeting is suitable 
as a water-resistant membrane for use in 
concrete flooring and complies with local 
building regulations
 • Blue: 300 micron, 1200 gauge
 • Black: 250 micron, 1000 gauge

Colour:   Code: 
Black    POA230
White flame retardant  POA235

Gauge: Colour: Code: 
1200 Blue PO4D25
1000 Black POA235

Layflat Tubing

 • 7" (175mm) x 167m 
 • Layflat tubing made from polythene  
for use as a temporary downpipe
 • 7" wide for use with 4" (100mm)  
plastic downpipe

Code: LT1P07

Medium-Duty Temporary 
Protection Polythene

 • 4m x 50m
 • 250 gauge

Code: PO3P50

Pallet Wrap

Heavy Duty Floor Protection

 • 2m x 50m
 • Heavy-duty, coated, woven polypropylene, 
tearproof and waterproof floor protection

Code: PO5PP90

Size:  Code: 
17 microns, 100mm x 150m mini hand rolls PO8HR10
17 microns, 400mm x 300m PO8W30

Antinox Protection Sheeting

Damp Proof Membrane DPM Polythene

 • Strong pallet wrap for the securing  
of equipment and parts efficiently

Antimar Flame Retardant 
Polythene Protection

 • 2m x 50m
 • 75 microns
 • 300 gauge
 • For a wide range of flooring and site 
protection applications
 • A30 is embossed anti-slip medium duty
 • Yellow 
 • Protection to LPS1207

Code: PO5A30

Self Adhesive Window 
Film Protection

 • 600mm x 100m
 • Transparent green 
 • Low-tack, self-adhesive film
 • For use on smooth surfaces such as 
windows and worktops
 • Simply roll out and press into position to 
provide instant protection against dust, 
spillages etc.

Code: TT2WF600

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Scaffold/Handrail Protector

 • 2m
 • Foam protection lengths used for 
reducing impact damage to finished 
handrails and protecting personnel

Code: PO6HS02

Scaffold Fender Plus 

 • Pack of 4
 • 250mm x 100mm
 • A pre-formed foam fender to prevent 
mobile towers from damaging 
surrounding walls
 • Re-usable and easy to slot into place
 • Black/yellow 

Code: TT5SF3

Door Jamb Protection, Flame Retardent

Code: PO6DJ2

Small Bubble Wrap

 • 1200mm x 100m
 • Small sealed bubbles for effective 
cushioning performance
 • Ideal for packaging and protection

Code: PO5S12

Large Bubble Wrap

 • 1200mm x 50m
 • Large sealed bubbles for cushioning

Code: PO6L12

Constructor Screen Prop

 • 2.1m – 3.95m
 • Telescopic pole with  
ratchet mechanism
 • Quick and easy to use  
to support dustscreens  
and temporary partitions 
during works

Code: PO9SP40

Anti-Slip Tape

 • 50mm x 18m
 • Non-slip tape may be used indoors or outside and can be applied to most surfaces 
including concrete, metal, wood and tiles
 • Ideal for stairways, steps and ramps

Double-Sided Polyprop Tape

 • 50mm x 50m
 • High-tack tape for multiple use from 
temporary sign erection to carpet repairs
 • Great on clean, smooth surfaces

Code: TA7D50

 • Use for splicing, sealing, weatherproofing 
carton and joining polythene, with many 
applications in the construction industry
 • Polythene-coated fabric with a white, 
pressure sensitive, aggressively  
high-tack adhesive
 • Features easy 'tear and unwind'

Size: Colour: Code: 
48mm x 50m Black TA2GB5
72mm x 50m Black TA2GB7
48mm x 50m Silver TA2GS5
72mm x 50m Silver TA2GS7
48mm x 50m White TA2GW5

Low Tack Tape

 • Ideal for use on finished surfaces, little 
residue is left once removed
 • Tape should be stored at between  
16–20°C for 24hrs prior to use

Size: Colour: Code: 
50mm x 100m Black TA7L50
50mm x 33m White TA7LW50

Temporary Door Guard System

 • Provides an instant dust barrier for 
temporary use
 • Effective and saves time in clean up
 • Quick and easy to install
 • Orange

Code: PO9DGK2

 • 114mm x 2m
 • Boafoam door jamb protector is a quick 
and easy way of protecting vulnerable 
door casings from traffic damage
 • High-density, 13mm thick foam 
 • Universal size fits 99% of door casings 
 • 11 per box 
 • Fire retardant to LPS1207

Gaffa Tape 

Plastic Tack Mats

 • Case of 4 mats (30 sheets per mat) 
 • 457mm x 1145mm 
 • Tacky dust-removing mat
 • Effective dust removal

Code: TM1P45

 • 1040mm x 910mm 
 • Tacky dust removing mat
 • Effective dust removal,  
heavy-duty rubber frame, 
saves on clean up time  
   

Size:  Code: 
1040mm x 910mm  TM2T19
600mm x 900mm  TM2T69

Textile Tack Mats in Rubber Surround

Colour: Code: 
Black TA8AS50
Black/yellow TA8ASYB

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Hand Tape Dispenser

 • 50mm
 • Pistol grip tape dispenser for fast, 
efficient carton sealing
 • Adjustable brake and comfort handle

Code: TA6PD71

Packaging Tape – Buff Vinyl

 • 50mm x 66m
 • Standard-grade polypropylene  
packing tape
 • Multi-use tape for general packaging

Code: TA6P50

Masking Tape

 • 48mm x 50m
 • Masking tape designed for brush and 
spray painting
 • Can be used on most surfaces

Code: TA5M50

Insulation Tape

 • 19mm x 20m 
 • PVC self-adhesive electrical  
insulation tape
 • For safe marking of electrical cables
 • Professional tape designed for the 
insulation of electrical wires
 • Comes in a full range of British  
Standard colours
 • Flame retardant (self extinguishing) with 
good conformability
 • Conforms to BS EN60454

Colour:  Code: 
Black  TA4I19-BLK
Green  TA4I19-GRN
Red  TA4I19-RED
Blue  TA4I19-BLU
Brown  TA4I19-BRN
White  TA4I19-WHT
Yellow  TA4I19-YLW
Yellow/green  TA4I19-YLWGRN

DENSO Tape

 • For the sealing of water pipes

Size:  Code: 
50mm x 10m  TA8DT50
75mm x 10m  TA8DT75

Sheeting & tarpaulins

Constructor Heavy 
Duty Tarpaulin

 • The unique Webbing construction 
provides reinforced eyelets to give 
flexible and numerous fixing options
 • Rot proof and waterproof

Constructor Woven 
Polyethylene Tarpaulin

 • Ideal for most temporary cover work 
where cost is an important consideration
 • Lightweight, multi-use coverings
 • Fitted with eyelets allowing for easier 
tie-down and better protection

 • Fine mesh netting mainly used on scaffolding to contain or check falling debris
 • Forms barrier on scaffolding or temporary fencing
 • Can be used in the workplace for the same application but it is not specifically designed 
to protect your workforce from the wind and rain on external applications
 • Supplied in 50m rolls

Elasticated Tying Toggles

 • Single-piece
 • Alternative to anchors and straps
 • For easy tying of scaffold sheeting

Code: TA0ET1

Fine Mesh Net/Skip Net/
Truck Net

 • Suitable for covering standard  
8yd, 12yd, 14yd and 16yd skips
 • Comes with tie down ropes
 • 15' x 9'
 • Green polyethylene 180gsm mesh
 • PVC border for extra tear resistance
 • Patched eyelets along the border
 • Complete with polypropylene rope ties
 • Skip not included

Code: SN4FMN1

Size:  Code: 
5m x 4m TA0G54
8m x 4m TA0G84

Size:  Code: 
3.5m x 2.75m TA1B12
5.5m x 3.5m TA1B18
7m x 5.5m TA1B24
9m x 7m TA1B32
14m x 9m TA1B46

Stratec Woven Geotextile

 • 4.5m x 100m
 • Woven geotextiles are used in the 
construction of car parks, roads and 
below foundations as a filter to allow 
passage of water only
 • Woven filter membrane for ground stability

Code: GT1W241

Debris/Safety Netting

Size: Colour: Code: 
3m Green SN2G350
2m Blue SN2B250

To support a fast and 
efficient delivery of 

products to your sites,  
you can order our  
products online at  

onsite-support.co.uk

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Flame Retardant Debris Netting

 • 2m x 50m
 • Flame retardant, fine mesh netting 
mainly used on scaffolding to contain  
or check falling debris
 • 70gsm
 • Product conforms to BS8093:1991  
and BS7955:199
 • White 

Code: SN3W250

Flame Retardant Scaffold Sheeting (LPS1215 rated)

 • Manufactured from tough, clear polyethylene allowing the transmission of natural light
 • FR properties: CSFS2045W; LPS1215 cert no. 965B/04; BS7955
 • White 

Size: Code: 
3m x 45m  SS3S345
2m x 45m  SS2S245

 • Pack of 100
 • 24" x 36"
 • 340g
 • Printed heavy-duty sack for the safe 
removal and clear ID for correct  
waste disposal
 • Printed 'asbestos' liner sack

Constructor Heavy Duty 
Rubble Sacks

 • Pack of 100
 • 550mm x 830mm
 • 92.5 microns
 • Heavy-duty gauge rubble sacks for use 
in the strip out and removal of building 
waste including rubble

Code: PA1RS1

Constructor Medium Duty 
Rubble Sacks

 • Pack of 100
 • 521mm x 838mm 
 • 75 microns

Code: PA1RS5

Hessian Sandbags

 • 800mm x 330mm
 • Sandbags come with inbuilt ties

Code: PO6H55

Polypropylene Sandbag

 • 800mm x 330mm
 • Polypropylene sandbag ideal for 
weighting signs and equipment,  
not including sand
 • Comes with inbuilt ties
 • White

Code: PO6PSB1

Colour:  Code: 
Clear PO2ASC2
Red PO2AS1

Buckets, trays & containers

Constructor Flexi Tub

 • Ideal for multi-purpose, heavy-duty use
 • Tough and flexible builder’s tub with 
moulded handles
 • Colour may vary

Fork Lift Mortar Tub

 • 250ltr
 • For easy transportation of building 
materials around site or from site  
to site

Code: PT3FM2

Galvanised Bucket

 • Galvanised to prevent rust
 • Ideal for use around building sites
 • 12’’ bucket with metal handle

Code: BU5G12

Galvanised V-Lipped Tar Bucket

Code: BU6VT0

Industrial Bucket

 • Everyday bucket with a 3gal capacity 
and metal handle
 • For general purpose use
 • Black 

Code: BU1B03

Industrial Lipped Bucket

 • Heavy-duty robust bucket, with  
a pouring spout on the lip
 • 3gal capacity with metal handle
 • Yellow

Code: BU2X03Y

 • Made of a hard-wearing rubber material 
with more flexibility for hard site conditions
 • 3gal capacity with metal handle
 • Black

Code: BU4R03

Size: Code: 
26ltr  BU9GT26
42ltr  BU9GT42
75ltr  BU9GT75

Asbestos Removal Sacks

 • 3gal
 • Specially designed for pouring hot tar 
with a large pouring spout
 • Galvanised anti-corrosion finish  
and metal handle

Rubber Type Bucket

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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4 Wheeled Waste Bin with Lid

 • 1100ltr
 • Manufactured from injection-moulded, 
self-coloured high-density polyethylene, 
stabilised against the combined effects 
of UV rays and water
 • Produced using environmentally-friendly, 
recyclable materials
 • No heavy metals in the pigments used 
for manufacture

Code: DB0W110

Wheeled Dustbin with Lid

 • 240ltr
 • 1063mm(H) x 720 mm(W)
 • Available in choice of colours

4 Wheeled Waste Bin 
(without Lid)

 • 660ltr
 • 1160mm(H) x 1370mm(W)
 • Weight: 43kg
 • Wheel diameter: 200mm

Galvanised Dustbin with Lid

 • 80ltr
 • Strong metal galvanised corrosion 
resistant dustbin, available with either  
a galvanised or rubber lid
 • Tapered for easy stacking

Code: DB2G15

Litter Picker

 • 860mm (33”)
 • Trigger-action handle operates specially-
shaped plastic jaw for easy pick-up of all 
types of litter
 • Lightweight aluminium shaft

Code: CJ2LP1R

Plastic Dustbin with Lid

 • Heavy-duty polypropylene injection-
moulded dustbin
 • Supplied with a plastic lid
 • Available in two sizes
 • Height: 630mm – 715mm including  
lid/handle
 • Bin is suitable for use with standard 
PO2L10 sacks – see page 157

Plastic Dustbin – Coloured

 • Heavy-duty polypropylene injection-
moulded dustbin
 • Supplied with a plastic lid

Plastic Waste Bin

 • 15ltr
 • Manufactured from low-density 
polypropylene
 • Ideal for fast disposal of waste debris
 • Takes PO2SB5 bin liners – see page 157

Code: DB2WP1

Swingtop Waste Bin

 • 50ltr
 • Handy swing top bins manufactured from 
low density polypropylene
 • Ideal for fast disposal of waste debris

Code: DB2WS5

Colour: Code: 
Blue  DB0W24-BLU
Grey  DB0W24-GRY
Green  DB0W24-GRN
Red  DB0W24-RED
Yellow  DB0W24-YLW

Colour: Code: 
Anthracite grey  DB0W660-GRY
Green  DB0W660-GRN

Size: Code: 
80ltr  DB1P80
110ltr  DB1P11

Colour: Code: 
Blue  DB1P11C-BLU
Green  DB1P11C-GRN
Yellow  DB1P11C-YLW

Security

Gas Cage

 • 1200mm x 1200mm x 1800mm
 • Weight: 87kg 
 • Quickly dismantled when not in use and 
stored as individual panels
 • Tough galvanised build quality
 • Padlock point to secure unit from theft
 • Facility to fix to ground, for added 
security and 
stability

Code: TB2TC2

Battery Charging Bank with 
6 Doors

 • 1800mm x 450mm x 300mm
 • Weight: 27kg
 • The secure powered locker for safe, 
segregated battery charging
 • Power tools and mobile devices are 
especially vulnerable to theft when being 
charged on site
 • Allows you to charge your  
equipment unattended
 • Specially-designed for charging power 
tools, mobile phones and devices 
and other electrical devices; the 
Powerstation™ is ideal for use in  
the site office
 • Each locker features six separate 
Powerstation™ compartments, each 
containing a double socket
 • Individual locks are serial numbered  
for easy ordering of replacement keys
 • Grey/red

Code: TB6BB6

 • Heavy-duty, with superb security and 
value for money
 • Every StrongChest is ID'd for fast  
key replacement

Product:  Size:    Weight Code: 
4 x 4 x 2  1275mm x 675mm x 1270mm  159kg TB2CC44 
5 x 4 x 2  1585mm x 675mm x 1275mm   166kg TB2CC54

Contract Chest 

Contract Box 

 • Heavy-duty, with superb security
 • Every strongbox is ID'd for fast key replacement
 • Market-leading brand of tool vaults, offering the best combination of superb quality and 
excellent value for money
 • Built to a very high standard, boasting many anti-jemmy features which are unique  
to this range
 • Features the unique Internal Anti-jemmy System™
 • Heavy-duty construction
 • Gas struts as standard on all sizes
 • Robust 5 lever deadlocks with anti-drill plates
 • 6mm reinforcement around the locks to prevent drilling
 • Durable Chubb style keys supplied
 • Serial numbered for a rapid key replacement service
 • Fully welded piano hinge
 • Heavy-duty castors available
 • Colour: charcoal grey 

Product:  Size:    Weight Code: 
4 x 2 x 2  1275mm x 665mm x 660mm  86kg TB2BC4 
4 x 3 x 2  1270mm x 675mm x 975mm   106kg TB2BC43

4 x 2 x 2

4 x 3 x 2

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Hazardous Storage Cabinet – 
Medium Duty

 • 900mm x 465mm x 900mm
 • Weight: 28kg
 • COSHH cabinets supplied with 
adjustable shelves and robust 5-lever 
deadlocks, ensuring that the contents 
can be kept safe and secure
 • Medium-duty, suitable for chemicals  
or flammables

Code: FB4HSC1

Flambox 4 x 2 x 2

 • High and low level ventilation to release fumes
 • Built to the same specification as Contractbox but with extra features for the safe storage 
of chemicals and flammables
 • 1275mm x 665mm x 660mm
 • Weight: 82kg

Code: FB4FS4

Flambox 4 x4 x 2

 • Built to the same specification as 
Contractbox but with extra features  
for the safe storage of chemicals  
and flammables
 • High and low level ventilation to  
release fumes 
 • 1275mm x 675mm x 1270mm
 • Weight: 153kg

Code: FB4FC44

OxBox Site Box 

 • 1200mm x 665mm x 630mm 
 • Medium-duty Strongbox, contractor  
specification to meet today's intense 
security needs on site
 • Fully welded with high  
specification parts
 • Every Strongbox is ID'd for fast  
key replacement
 • Weight: 58kg

Code: TB6OB42

Fitting of Castors to 
Security Boxes

 • Price for application
 • Will workshop fit heavy-duty castors  
to your sitebox

Code: TB4CFIT

Fittings Store

 • 800mm x 555mm x 1450mm
 • Weight: 89kg
 • Developed to safely secure components 
and tools in one location
 • Adjustable shelves, removable bins  
and casters
 • Three reinforced 
adjustable 
shelves

Code: TB3CFC2

Keys Cut to suit
Constructor Boxes

 • Cut to suit
 • We ID number every box and in the 
event of lost or stolen keys, we quickly 
provide a replacement

Code: TB4KCUT

OxBox Site Chest

 • 1210mm x 640mm x 1175mm
 • Weight: 104kg 
 • Medium-duty Strongbox, contractor specification to meet today's intense security  
needs on site
 • Fully welded with high specification parts

Code: TB6OB44

Vansafe Pro

 • 980mm x 540mm x 475mm
 • Weight: 45kg
 • With anti-jemmy strip, gas struts  
and many great features
 • 2mm steel box, 3mm steel lid

Code: TB3VS2

Pair of Strongbox Locks 
come with Spare Keys

 • Tough deadbolt replacements are 
needed from time to time
 • Quick and easy to fit

Code: TBLCS1P

Brass Padlock

 • Contractor brass padlocks for everyday 
basic use where an economy padlock  
is required
 • Solid brass body and multi-pin  
tumbler mechanism
 • Chrome-plated, 
hardened steel 
shackle
 • Includes three 
brass keys

Size:  Code: 
30mm PL1E30
40mm PL1E40
50mm PL1E50

Every 
Strongbox is 

ID’d for fast key 
replacement

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Quality Brass Padlock

 • Nickel-plated hardened shackle
 • Brass anti-pick lockplate
 • Solid brass body, solid brass pin  
tumbler cylinder

Quality Brass Padlock 
– Keyed Alike

 • Nickel-plated hardened shackle
 • Brass anti-pick lockplate
 • Solid brass body, solid brass pin  
tumbler cylinder

Constructor Medium Security 
Chrome Plated Padlock

 • Quality brass body with chrome 
weather-resistant coating to ensure 
security in adverse weather

Constructor Medium Security 
Chrome Plated Padlock – 
Keyed Alike 

 • Quality brass body with chrome 
weather-resistant coating to ensure 
security in adverse weather

Code: PL7S50A

Abloy Maximum Security 
BS EN Grade 6 Close 
Shackle Padlock

 • 72mm 
 • Comes with chrome-plated brass body 
and case-hardened boron steel shackle
 • Top quality to BS EN12320

Code: PL36272

Size:  Code: 
30mm PL2C30
40mm PL2C40
50mm PL2C50
60mm PL2C60
70mm PL2C70

Long Shackle Quality 
Brass Padlock – Keyed Alike

 • Nickel-plated hardened shackle
 • Brass anti-pick lockplate
 • Solid brass body, solid brass pin  
tumbler cylinder

Code: PL3C50A

Size:  Code: 
30mm PL2C30A
40mm PL2C40A
50mm PL2C50A
70mm PL2C70A

Long Shackle Quality 
Brass Padlock

 • Nickel-plated hardened shackle
 • Brass anti-pick lockplate
 • Solid brass body, solid brass pin  
tumbler cylinder

Size:  Code: 
30mm PL3C30
40mm PL3C40

Size:  Code: 
40mm PL7S40
50mm PL7S50
60mm PL7S60

6 Lever Insurance Approved 
Close Shackle Padlock

 • 74mm
 • The big 6-lever traditional style padlock, 
housed in a laminated steel case
 • With over 1000 combinations
 • Master key options

Code: PL7ER6

Constructor Armoured 
Shutterlock

 • Extra-armoured security lock
 • Hardened steel armour, with a patented 
rotating drill-resistant plate
 • Ideal for use with chain
 • 80mm

Code: PL7A80

Constructor Armoured 
Shutterlock – Keyed Alike

 • Extra-armoured security lock
 • Hardened steel armour, with a patented 
rotating drill-resistant plate
 • Ideal for use with chain
 • 80mm

Contractor Laminated Padlock

 • Laminated steel padlock with hardened 
50mm steel shackle
 • Contractor type padlock

Code: PL6E45

Squire Stronghold 
High Security 4-Wheel 
Combination Padlock

 • 65mm
 • High-security padlock made from solid 
brass with black plastic cover
 • Can be coded alike
 • Hardened internal parts
 • Easy to use large, brass number wheels
 • Excellent cutting resistance
 • Special 'pull' button  
(patented mechanism)

Code: PL9SC65

Digital Lock comes with 
Holdback SCP

 • 60mm
 • Security manual digital lock for ease of 
entry and security on your site

Code: PL9DL1Code: PL7A80A

Squire Combination Padlock

Size:  Code: 
50mm PL9SCP1
60mm PL9SCP6

 • 10,000 possible combinations
 • Hardened steel 8mm diameter shackle
 • Tough die cast alloy lock body
 • Highly resistant to corrosion
 • Recodable
 • Dual compound body cover for comfortable handling
 • Four combination wheels spaced comfortably apart
 • Body width: 26mm
 • Length: 50mm – 60mm
 • Shackle height: 26mm
 • Shackle length: 22.6mm
 • Shackle width: 8mm

Light Duty Hasp & Staple

 • 150mm
 • Light-security hasp and staple for basic 
security protection
 • All-steel construction and enamel finish

Code: PB1S6H

Medium Duty Hasp & Staple

 • Hardened hasp with anti-corrosion finish 
and concealed fixings
 • 150mm overall size
 • All-steel construction and enamel finish

Code: PB1SHH1

Anti-Tamper Fencing Spanner 
Double-Ended to suit 
Actavo Coupler

 • 3 sq. pronged socket / 7⁄16" W
 • Made from carbon steel with  
a chrome finish
 • Lightweight so easy to carry in tool belts
 • Fits in standard holders

Code: HFS01

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Key Cabinet

 • Heavy-duty steel cabinet with lock for hanging keys
 • Supplied with labels, wall fixings and two keys
 • Display carton

Light Duty Plastic Sleeved Chain & Padlock

 • 900mm
 • Low-security, plastic-sleeved chain
 • Comes with 45mm laminated padlock
 • Chain: tough, rounded, hardened steel 
links; weather-resistant PVC sheath; 
internal link size (16mm x 38mm); for use 
with larger padlock shackles
 • Padlock: solid brass mechanism; rubber 
grommets on shackle and protective 
base for weather resistance;  
key cover plate
 • Includes three steel keys

Code: CH5G36

Plastic Sleeved, Square Link, High Security Chain

 • Thermic-treated, zinc-plated, square section, high-security chain
 • Ideal for use with shutterlocks and chrome-plated padlocks
 • Sleeved with translucent plastic to prevent any scrapes or damage  
to painted surfaces
 • Can be trimmed where required, and used in any application from  
prevention of access, chaining plant and possessions to anchor points

Square Link High Security 
Chain (per metre)

 • Square section, high-security chain
 • Zinc-plated and thermic-treated  
for security and anti-corrosion
 • 57mm x 37mm x 10mm

Code: CH4U10

Size:  Code: 
8mm x 1m CH4S08
10mm x 1m CH4S101
10mm x 2m CH4S102

BZP Commercial Quality Chain

 • Sold per metre
 • Low-security, commercial-quality chain
 • Bright zinc-plated chain
 • 48mm x 28mm x 6mm
 • 310kg SWL  

Code: CH1G06

BZP Case Hardened Medium 
Security Chain

 • Sold per metre
 • Bright zinc-plated chain,
 • 53mm x 32mm x 8mm

Code: CH2S08

Heavy Duty Security Chain 
comes with Wear Sleeve 
& Padlock

 • 900mm
 • High-security 10mm square link,  
zinc-plated, hardened-steel chain  
with nylon sleeve 
 • Comes with heavy-duty, close  
shackle padlock

Code: CH5V900

Plastic Key Tags

 • Pack of 10
 • Essential for use when wide range  
of keys in operation
 • Removable insert
 • Range of colours

Code: KC2KT1-ASS

Size:  Dimensions: Code: 
Small, 20 key  200mm x 160mm x 80mm KC1C20
Medium, 48 key  250mm x 180mm x 80mm KC1C48
Large, 93 key  300mm x 240mm x 80mm KC1C84

Convex Security Mirror

 • For both external and internal use 
 • Manufactured from a special  
synthetic material
 • Includes fitting kit for fixing  
to flat surfaces
 • Wide convex field of vision

Size:  Code: 
400mm SM1S400
600mm SM25600

For advice on  
the best products,  
call our customer 
support team on  

01293 744 444

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Water Butt Diverter Kit

 • Direct rain water from downpipe, 
collecting even more rain water than 
with water butt alone
 • Fits any water butt
 • Comes complete with easy-to-follow 
installation instructions and a 0.5m hose
 • For use with standard 65mm square and 
68mm round plastic downpipes
 • Not suitable for cast iron downpipes

Code: WB1DK1

Water Butt comes with Lid & Tap

Product: Code: 
Water butt WB1P50
Water butt connections WB1PC1

Water Butt Stand

 • For water butt complete with lid and tap 
– WB1P50 sold seperately
 • Black

Code: WB1S15

Water Container (Without Tap)

 • 25ltr
 • Great for storage of water on site

Code: WC2T25

Contractors Water Butt

 • 225ltr (50gal)
 • Ideal heavy-duty container for the bulk 
storage of water
 • Great for site use

Code: WB2P45

Rotary Action Pump

 • Cast-steel body with machined bore  
and rotor
 • Suitable for oils, antifreeze, degreasants 
and other non-corrosive fluids
 • Suitable for use on 205ltr tubs
 • Delivers approximately  
0.2ltr/revolution

Code: PU2R10

 • 920mm(H) x 6620mm(W) x 640mm(D)
 • 225ltr (50gal)
 • Supplied complete with lid and tap
 • Suitable for use commericially or in  
the garden
 • Divert and store rainwater for many  
site uses

Clip-on Flexible Spout 
to suit Jerry Can

 • Fits 20ltr Jerry Can: FC2S20

Code: FC3C00

 • Explo-safe fuel can contains a flame 
suppressant material
 • All supplied with flexible spout
 • Available in 5ltr and 10ltr capacities 
 • Testing carried out by T.U.V. product 
safety group to DIN 7242 
 • 5/10lt Standard/Explosafe spec UN 
group 3 packing code 2 REF/A1/
Y1.2/200/13/GB/6227 
 • Paint finish in petrol-resisting  
epoxy/polyester
 • Body embossed with petroleum spirit
 • Yellow

Code: FC2NE10YE

Backpack Sprayer

 • 20ltr
 • Designed for a wide variety of uses
 • Pressurised by side handle
 • Suitable for all agricultural chemicals
 • Easy-carry unit 
for contract and 
domestic use

Code: WC3BPS15

Steel Fuel/Jerry Can

 • 20ltr
 • UN and NATO certified
 • Metal can comes with long plastic 
vented spout and approved for the 
carriage of dangerous substances
 • TUV approved item
 • Spout comes separately: FC3C00

Code: FC2S20

Round Plastic Funnel

 • 6"
 • HDPE round funnel for easy filling of 
containers or fuel tanks
 • Comes with a sturdy integral side handle 
for control in use

Code: FC4PF1

Tractor Funnel comes 
with Filter

 • Sturdy rectangular plastic 'tractor' funnel 
 • Comes with an integral filter to stop 
particles from entering container

Code: FC4TF0

Plastic Fuel Can

 • 5ltr
 • Plastic fuel can made from HDPE, 
complying with SI 1982/630 in  
different colours
 • T.U.V-approved item
 • Available in different colours

Colour: Code: 
Green  FC1P5G
Red  FC1P5R

Anti Explosive Fuel Can

All stock held in our warehouse

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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110V 32A Extension Lead

 • 14m x 4mm
 • Arctic-grade extension cables, complete with 32A 110V plug and coupler
 • Hard-wearing cable for safe distribution
 • 110V trailing lead comes in three heavy-duty versions, 14m(L) in 1.5mm and 2.5mm cable
 • All trailing leads are fitted with a hardened plastic plug and socket, this gives added 
durabilty and protection from being dropped and dragged around the ground etc.

Code: SR5E321

240V 13A Cassette Cable Reel 
comes with 2 x 13A Sockets

 • 10m
 • Enclosed casette-style reel with carry 
handle and two 13A sockets

Code: SR6R10

240V 13A Extension Lead 
comes with 4 x 13A Sockets

 • Four gang-trailing extension lead with 
2m of cable
 • Impact-resistant block and plug
 • 230V
 • 13A rated
 • Maximum power 3120W
 • Neon indicator

Code: SR4E424

 • 14m 
 • Arctic-grade extension cables, complete 
with 16A 110V plug and coupler
 • Hard-wearing cable for safe distribution
 • 110V trailing lead comes in three heavy 
duty versions, 14m(L) in 1.5mm and 
2.5mm cable
 • All trailing leads are fitted with a 
hardened plastic plug and socket, this 
gives added durabilty and protection 
from being dropped and dragged around 
the ground etc.

Extension Lead 2.5mm –16A

 • Arctic-grade extension cables, complete with 16A 110V plug and coupler
 • Hard-wearing cable for safe distribution
 • 110V trailing lead comes in three heavy duty versions, 14m(L) in 1.5mm and 2.5mm cable
 • All trailing leads are fitted with a hardened plastic plug and socket, this gives added 
durabilty and protection from being dropped and dragged around the ground etc.

Code: SR5E11

Size: Colour: Code: 
110V, 16A Yellow SR4E11
240V, 13A Blue SR4E24

4-Way 16A Splitter Box

 • Four 16A outlets
 • Enables easy distribution of power
 • Comes with 5m x 1.5mm cable  
and plug

Code: LG1S105

Extension Lead 1.5mm – 16A

Site electrical

 • 1080mm x 750mm x 820mm
 • Weight: 28kg
 • Versatile and easy-to-use mobile  
work platform
 • Designed for contractors on the move, and 
is perfect for use on construction sites
 • Quick and easy assembly system with  
no detachable parts
 • Durable and built to last, the surface 
is manufactured from sustainable 
pressed timber, and is ideal for use with 
attachments such as power tools, vices 
and pipe threaders
 • No detachable parts – stays together  
as one unit

 • Durable timber work surface and 
powder-coated frame for long-lasting 
dependability
 • Folding legs secured with a chain  
when shut
 • Metal edge flush with wooden  
work surface
 • Includes a handle and wheels as standard
 • 6" engineers vice
 • 4" chain vice

Code: TB8WB1

Armorgard Cutting Station 

Code: TB8CS1

Constructor Heavy Duty Folding Workbench

 • Neat, mobile workstation that eliminates the need for a separate  
cutting room
 • Essential for safely cutting lengths, such as conduit, timber, cable 
tray and pipe
 • Sound-deadening, fire-rated foam minimises noise pollution
 • PVC curtains to contain sparks and rubber mat to reduce vibration
 • Heavy-duty, all-swivel wheels for easy moving
 • New lighting, chamfered corners to further reduce noise and  
a new expandable working area
 • Cutaway sides cater for easier handling of longer lengths, and 
improved support arms are now quicker and easier to change 
between four different configurations
 • Extraction and air filtration units can easily be fitted and a roomy, 
lockable cupboard provides secure storage vibration
 • Recessed 110V inlet power supply, and two 110V internal sockets
 • Swarf collector with dust extractor connection and optional extra 
dust extraction or air filtration system
 • Extendable back panel provides extra workspace for mitre saws 
and new and improved lighting position for increased productivity

All 
complemented 

by a secure  
cabinet section  

to keep your 
tools safe

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Plug 110V

 • For use with trailing leads and  
power tools
 • Yellow

Size:  Code: 
16A PS1P116
32A PS1P132

Spider Ball

 • Four recessed 16A 110V outlets
 • Four visible power indicators
 • Weighted to keep upright
 • Cable tidy with securing strap
 • Tough, no-tangle, polycarbonate design

Code: LG1SB5

Spider Pod 3 Way 
Distribution Unit

 • 16A
 • No-tangle power distribution splitter unit
 • Innovative, portable distribution unit for 
site and industrial use
 • Packed with useful features that give 
clear advantages over traditional  
steel splitters

Code: SR4SP4

Water Proof 
Pocket Anemometer

 • 14mm backlit LCD display
 • Measures air speed and temperature
 • Supplied with robust waterproof case

Code: AN1KA2

Mini Digital Anemometer

 • With neck strap and battery
 • Measures air speed and temperature
 • 103mm x 39mm x 18mm

Code: AN1MA1

110V 16A Cable Reel comes with 
2 x 16A Sockets

 • Cable reels feature a sturdy steel  
frame construction with carry handle  
for easy movement
 • For safe distribution of power
 • Comes with two outlet sockets to run 
one or more power 
tools etc.
 • Sockets protected 
with spring-loaded 
protection flaps to 
keep unwanted debris 
out when not in use
 • Winding knob for easy 
and tangle-free reel-in

240V 13A Cable Reel comes with 2 x 13A Sockets Powertool Transformer

 • Designed for use on the worksite to 
provide power to industrial powertools
 • Heavy-duty GPR waterproof case with 
two 110V 16A outlets
 • Rated to IP44, making it fully 
weatherproof and therefore suitable 
for use in most types of outdoor and 
worksite conditions

Size:  Code: 
25m SR5R25
50m SR5R50

Size:  Code: 
25m SR6R25
50m SR6R50

Size:  Code: 
3.3kVA  SR3T33
5kVA  SR3T50

Site Transformer

 • Safe distribution of power
 • 10KVA (continuously rated) delivers 
10,000 volt amps at 110V

Code: SR4TC10

 • Cable reels feature a sturdy steel  
frame construction with carry handle  
for easy movement
 • For safe distribution of power
 • Comes with two outlet sockets to run 
one or more power tools etc.
 • Sockets protected with spring-loaded 
protection flaps to keep unwanted debris 
out when not in use
 • Winding knob for easy and tangle-free 
reel-in

110V LED Festoon Kit

 • 10 bulbs
 • LED (Light Emitting Diode) festoon with 
high-quality LED fittings that deliver 
energy-saving, increased light output 
and user safety
 • 110V
 • 22m
 • Yellow

Code: LG6LFK2

Socket 110V

 • For use with trailing leads
 • Yellow

Size:  Code: 
16A  PS1S116
32A  PS1S132

We offer a Cabling Audit.  
See page 17 for more information.

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Constructor 60W Twin LED Wired Work Light

 • One of the brightest and most resilient LED lights on the market
 • On-board multiple voltage capability 100V – 240V
 • Folds together to protect LEDs when not in use
 • Easy-to-carry handle
 • 6000K, 4800 lumen LED creating better light
 • IP65 rated
 • Optional tripod
 • 3m lead length
 • Locking clip to prevent damage in transport

Product: Code: 
Wired work light LG5BL6
Quick release adaptor LG5BL2A

20W COB LED Single Head 
Tripod Floodlight (1800 Lumen)

 • 195cm(H) x 20cm(W) x 11cm(D)
 • 110V, 20W
 • RoHS compliance and level IP44
 • 3 metre cable
 • 50,000 hours lifespan

Code: LG5L30S-110

40W (2 x 20W) COB LED 
Twin Head Tripod 
Floodlight (3600 Lumen)

 • 195cm(H) x 54cm(W) x 11cm(D)
 • 110V, 40W
 • RoHS compliance and level IP44
 • 3 metre cable
 • 50,000 hours lifespan

Code: LG5L30T-110

20W SMD LED Task Light 

 • IP54 rated
 • 110V, 20W
 • 2000 lumen

Code: LG5L40-110

LED Task Light 110V

 • Versatile, low-energy LED light
 • Can be used when working inside or in  
a confined space

Code: LG4LEDT2

BC 10W LED Light Bulb

 • 10W
 • Energy efficient option
 • 860 – 900 lumen

Code: LG2LED2

ES 10W LED Light Bulb

 • 10W
 • Energy efficient option
 • 860 – 900 lumen
 • 6500k colour temperature

Code: LG2LED1

ES Light Bulbs 

 • 110V, 60W
 • Standard GLS bulbs
 • ES Fitting
 • Conventional design in variety  
of ratings

Code: LG2160E

Fluorescent Tubes

 • Replacement flourescent tubes for  
site lighting
 • 110V
 • Available in various lengths

Size: Code: 
18W 2'  LG2FT2
58W 5'  LG2FT5

Uplight V2 Stick Only

 • 1600 lumen
 • 6500K
 • With daisychain socket
 • Base requires ballast filling
 • 110V 18W flourescent uplight stick that 
can be used in conjunction with seperate 
'Wobble' Base unit
 • Shoulder strap supplied

Code: LG4U42L

Uplight V3 complete with 
4 x 16A Outlets (2 Parts)

 • 110V 18W flourescent uplight stick 
complete with base with power take  
off points
 • Plugs already fitted
 • Ideal for the site environment
 • Increased light output
 • Fitted with 0.6m of H05 RNF 2 core 
1mm² rubber cable.
 • IPX4 rated, 110V IPX4, 240V IPX4 if 
connected to a suitable IPX4 rated 
socket outlet
 • Fitted with a high output Philips tube 
with a protective coating. If the lamp 
breaks this ensures quick and clean  
lamp replacement
 • Anti-slip rubber base
 • Moulded scaffold fixing points
 • Base includes 4-way 110V splitter  
for increased versatility 
 • Power: 54W
 • Frequency: 50Hz
 • Cable: 0.4m H05 RNF 1.5mm  
2C (exposed)
 • Weight: 8.9kg
 • Lumen output: 4500 lumen

Code: LG4U43

2D Fluorescent Task Light

 • 38W
 • 110V
 • Versatile light that can be used when 
working inside or in a confined space
 • 2D low energy 38W bulb
 • Low-energy, floor-standing task light

Code: LG4L40

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Lighting & torches

10W Rechargeable LED Cob 
Light with USB Outlets

 • 172mm x 127xx x 46mm
 • 1000 lumen
 • IP65 rated
 • 4,400m Ah Li-on battery pack
 • Running time 4 hrs; Charge time 8 hrs
 • Fully CE certified and RoHS compliant
 • 3 lighting modes: 100%, 50% and  
SOS flash

Code: LG5RL2



Code: LA1HT4I

Premium CREE LED Head Torch with Non-Contact On/Off, Beam Focus

 • LED head torch with white and red light modes
 • 180 lumen with 50m beam
 • CREE LED technology and 5yr guarantee
 • Splash resistant to IPX4
 • Tilt adjustment
 • Non-contact infrared on/off switch
 • Three band fitting – over and around the head

LED Head Torch with White 
& Red light Modes

 • Fully-adjustable and elasticated strap
 • 100 lumen
 • 57m beam
 • Battery life: 8hrs
 • Three ultra-bright LED
 • 3 x AAA batteries included
 • Four operating modes: 1 LED @ 100%,  
1 LED @ 50%, 2 Red LED solid and 2 Red 
LED Flashing
 • Durable tilt-
adjustable 
body

High Power LED Varta 
Head Torch

 • Pivoting water-repellent head
 • Three-position slide switch
 • Three white LEDs
 • One red LED
 • Supplied with 3 AAA batteries
 • 22 lumen output
 • 30hr run time on 
white LEDs,  
38hr run time on 
red LEDs

Code: LA1VART1

Code: LA1HT2I

Rechargeable Powerful COB LED Torch and Inspection Work Light

 • High-quality rechargeable torch with 2000mAh Li-ion battery and USB charging lead
 • Run time: up to 5hrs
 • Charging time from fully discharged: 3hrs
 • Supplied with 1m USB charging cable
 • 170 lumen, 3W CREE white LED (torch) and 3W red and white 
 • Also equipped with red LEDs
 • Extra features include safety hammer and belt cutter for emergency use
 • Aluminium and ABS construction with a weight of 305g 
 • Lighting mode: XPE High-Low-Flash (Press the switch for 3secs); White 
COB: High-Low (Press the switch for 3secs) Red COB: Strobe-weak flash 
 • Compass on the base should you feel the need to engage  
in orienteering 

Code: LA1WL2

Tripod to suit Constructor 
LED Rechargeable Work Light 

 • Tripod to suit LG5BL1
 • Comes with connector

Code: LG5BL1T

 • Comes with mains and car charger
 • Tripod sold separately – LG5BL1T
 • Rechargeable 240V plug
 • LED life time 25,000hrs
 • Two 30W lights giving 3600 lumen
 • IP65 rated
 • LED bulb creating better light 
 • 12V vehicle and mains chargers
 • Recharge time is 5.5hrs
 • 2.5hrs on 100% power
 • 5hrs on 50% power
 • 7hrs on 30% power
 • Easy-to-carry handle 
 • Dimmer switch function

Benefits:
 • No need for a 3kva transformer
 • No issue in regards to disposing  
of fluorescent tubes
 • Easy to set up and take down
 • Easy to transport and store
 • Locking case to prevent damage  
in transport
 • No more leads

Uses:
 • When working in a large area, it can be 
hung in several ways
 • Fit-out projects when lights have  
been removed
 • Back-up in case of power failure
 • When out surveying a project
 • Snagging
 • Working in loft locations
 • Ceiling voids
 • Workshop

Product: Code: 
Work light LG5BL1
Spare battery LG5BL1B
Spare charger set LG5BL1C
Quick release adaptor LG5BL1A

Constructor Twin LED Rechargeable Work Light 60W (2 x 30W) COB LED 
Twin Head Tripod Floodlight

 • 660mm minimum tripod height  
– 1800mm maximum height
 • Two 30W COB LED Floodlights
 • 60W (twin 30W) design using COB LEDs
 • IP65 rated
 • Two height-locking legs on tripod 
minimises trip hazard
 • 4800 lumen
 • High-visibility yellow

Code: LG5L60T

3 x AAA 
batteries included

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Cable Ties – Black

 • Pack of 100
 • Standard moulded, one piece cable ties, 
ideal to secure netting or signage
 • Black

Cable Ties – Mixed Colours

 • Pack of 700 (100 of each colour)
 • 12” (300mm) x 4.8mm
 • Standard-moulded, one-piece cable ties, 
ideal to secure netting or signage
 • Green, yellow, brown, orange, purple, 
white and red

Code: SN2T12C

Constructor Cable Protection Ramp 

 • A versatile cable protection system for 
power cables, leads and hoses, suitable 
for both indoor and outdoor use
 • 15T max. weight 

 • Overall size: 860mm x 600mm x 80mm
 • 16kg
 • With 3 x 70mm x 60mm cable channels

Code: CMPR09

Constructor Multipurpose 
Cable Hook

 • Pack of 10
 • Non-conductive, tough plastic cable 
hook suitable for electrical cables
 • Versatile for most applications

Code: CMCH01

Constructor Tower Cable Stand

 • Includes base  
and post
 • Fully portable, highly 
visible and  
very stable
 • Height adjustable: 
1520mm – 2560mm
 • Water or sand fillable

Product: Code: 
Cable stand CMTS10
Replacement cable grip CMTS10R

Size: Code: 
200mm (8”) x 4.8mm  SN2T08
300mm (12”) x 4.8mm  SN2T12
450mm (18”) x 4.8mm  SN2T18

Cable management

Quality 150 Lumens LED Torch comes with Charger

Code: LA1TR4

 • Will last up to four hours on full charge
 • Adjustable handle and swivel stand
 • Brightness: 150 lumens
 • Battery life: 4hrs
 • Beam: 400m
 • Weight: 670g
 • Adjustable handle and swivel stand
 • AC/DC mains adaptor and 12V DC car 
charger supplied
 • Carry strap
 • Battery: 3.7V, 2Ah lithium
 • Charging indicator light
 • Rubber cover on/off button
 • Lightweight
 • Yellow

Constructor Hand Torch comes 
with Battery

 • Fitted with Krypton bulb giving 70% 
more light than standard bulb
 • Supplied with 996 6V battery

Code: LA1T05B

Alkaline Battery

 • High power alkaline battery

Size: Code: 
LR03, AAA 1.5V, pack of 10  LA3LR03
LR6, AA 1.5V, pack of 10  LA3LR6
LR14, C 1.5V  LA3LR14
LR20, D 1.5V  LA3LR20
9V  LA3L9V

6V 996/4R25 Battery

 • 996/4R25 Zinc chloride battery
 • Ideal for road lamps and torches

Code: RE3B96B

Quality Aluminium 2 Cell Torch

 • Comes with two 'D' Batteries
 • Quality aluminium baton type two-cell torch with Xenon bulb
 • Water-resistant and high-impact resistance
 • 100 lumen
 • 150m beam
 • 10hrs battery
 • One ultra-bright LED
 • Precision engineered
 • 2D alkaline batteries included
 • IPX4 water-resistant
 • Rubber side button switch
 • Withstand 1m drop
 • Long life LED
 • 50,000hrs (non-replaceable)
 • Silver

Code: LA1UA2D

Aluminium Torch

 • Requires 2 x AA batteries, which  
are included
 • Precision-engineered aluminium
 • Water-resistant
 • Rubber side button
 • Can withstand 1m drop
 • Long life LED 50,000hrs (11yrs)  
(Non-replaceable)
 • 90m beam
 • 2.5hrs battery
 • One ultra-bright LED

Code: LA1UAAA

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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2 Section Trade Aluminium 
Extension Ladder

 • Features rectangular box section stiles 
for extra strength and rigidity
 • Large ‘D' shaped rungs
 • EN131

Size: Code: 
2.5m – 4.25m, 9 rung AL2D25
3m – 5.25m, 11 rung  AL2D30
3.5m – 6.25m, 13 rung AL2D35
4m – 7.25m, 15 rung  AL2D40
4.5m – 8.25m, 17 rung AL2D45
5m – 9.25m, 19 rung  AL2D50
5.5m – 10m, 21 rung AL2D55

3 Section BS2037 Class 1 
Heavy-Duty Ladder

 • Heavy-duty, class 1 
industrial aluminium 
ladders with box section 
stiles with extra large  
flat top, twist proof,  
non-slip rungs

Size: Code: 
2.5m AL1HT25
3m  AL1HT30
3.5m AL1HT35
4m  AL1HT40

3 Section Trade Aluminium 
Extension Ladder

 • Features rectangular box 
section stiles for extra 
strength and rigidity
 • Large ‘D' shaped rungs
 • EN131

Size: Code: 
2.5m – 6m, 9 rung AL2T25
3m – 7.5m, 11 rung  AL2T30
3.5m – 9m, 13 rung AL2T35
4m – 10m, 15 rung  AL2T40

3-Way Combination Ladder

 • Light-duty aluminium
 • Extremely versatile combi-ladder giving 
three options: stairway, extension, and 
double-sided steps
 • BS2037 class 1

Code: CS2Z830

Aluminium Single Section 
Roof Ladder

 • 5.55m (18' 3")
 • Single-section 
aluminium roof 
ladder with strong 
box section stiles 
and bearer bars with 
PVC sleeve  
to protect roof
 • Conform to strength 
requirements EN131

Code: RL4S56

Constructor Standard 
Ladder Clamp

 • Easy-to-use clamps designed to lock 
ladders and steps securely in place 
whilst on a roof rack

Code: AA1A15

Quality Painted Adjustable 
Steel Acrow Style Prop

 • 1.7m – 3.1m
 • Designed to support a range  
of floors
 • Head and base plates:  
150mm x 6mm to BS4360  
with 38mm dia. hole
 • All props are manufactured to 
BS4074:1982 and tested to 
BS5507-3:1982

Code: AP1H02

Steel Trestle Bandstand

 • Traditional builders trestle available  
in a range of sizes, for use with  
trestle boards
 • Traditional access equipment

Size: Code: 
725mm – 1170mm (size 2) TR1C02
1065mm – 1710mm (size 3)  TR1C03

 • 600mm x 600mm x 510mm 
 • Aluminium
 • With a platform height of 0.51m
 • 1.1m x 0.6m working area
 • Splayed base for extra stability
 • Compact folded dimensions for  
easy storage
 • Lightweight and easy to transport
 • Simple to use
 • Perfect for all odd jobs
 • Large slip-resistant platform

Code: TW3HU30

Safe Step Hop-Up

 • 450mm x 370mm x 300mm(H)
 • Heavy-duty plastic step which provides a safe, low level access platform ideal for use on 
construction sites, warehouses, factories offices or even around the home
 • Slightly tapered sides mean the step is very stable
 • Perforated, slip-resistant platform
 • Rubber inserts in the feet allow the step  
to be used on all types of surface
 • Steps can also be stacked inside  
each other to ease storage and  
transportation requirements
 • 2kg
 • 150kg SWL

Code: TW3SS45

 • 1000mm(L) x 360mm(W) x 500mm(H) 
 • With a platform height of 0.5m
 • Simple and safe to use with locking 
hinges for added safety
 • Folds flat for easy storage, and will easily 
fit in the boot of any car
 • Wide and deep non-slip platform
 • Lightweight and easy to transport

Code: TW3HU47

Hop-Up Platform Tradesman Hop-Up Work Platform 3-Part Combination 
Aluminium Ladder

 • Three-part 
Skymaster is a  
free standing 
extending ladder
 • Multi-purpose  
triple extension 
aluminium ladder
 • Can be used as  
a double-sided  
step ladder

Size: Code: 
2.45m – 5.8m, 8 rung CL1228
3m – 6.9m, 10 rung  CL1229

Extending Aluminium 
Roof Ladder

 • Extending aluminium 
roof ladder with 
strong box section 
stiles and bearer bars 
 • Close length: 4.1m
 • Conform to strength 
requirements of  
BS EN131

Code: RL10D40

Telescopic Ladder

 • 3.3m
 • Telestep is the worlds first telescopic 
ladder – only 740mm when closed, but 
extending to 3.3m
 • 9kg(W)
 • Extra length 3.8m 
version available 
to special order

Code: TL1TE1

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Good To Go Safety Check 
Book, Ladders

 • 25-page check book retains carbon 
copies of all the completed equipment 
checks for management records
 • Completed checklist is placed inside tag 
for all to see

Code: GTG304

Good To Go Safety Check 
Book, Scaffold Tower

 • 25-page check book retains carbon 
copies of all
 • Completed checklist is placed inside tag 
for all to see

Code: GTG303

Good To Go Safety Intro Kit, 
Scaffold Tower

 • Kit: 320mm x 125mm x 40mm
 • Kits containing all the items required, all 
in one kit, under one code
 • Contents: 1 Status Tag, 100 Tamper 
Evident Seals, 2 Check Book, 1 Check 
Book Wallet & Pen

Code: GTG310

Good To Go Status Pod

 • Tamper evident status tag to display 
the current status of the equipment it is 
attached to

Code: GTG301

Laddertag Management System 

 • Ladder safety system components 
 • Consists of one holder and one insert
 • Complete management system
 • Regulations require ladders to be 
checked for damage, faults and wear 
before use

Code: TLTTAG3

Nanotag Management 
Tag System 

 • Consists of one holder and two cable ties
 • Tough, durable safety management 
tagging system, purpose-designed for 
plant and machinery that has minimal 
attachment space
 • Plastic tag and replacement card

Single Replacement 'Next 
Test' Insert Registration Card 
For Nanotag

 • Replacement card for TNTAAG5
 • Yellow

Code: TNTNTRC-YLW

Single Replacement Laddertag 
Registration Cards

 • Ladder safety system components 
 • Complete management system
 • Regulations require ladders to be 
checked for damage, faults and wear 
before use

Code: TLTTAGR

The Yellow Book, Ladder 
Management Reference Folder

 • Contains all elements needed to  
manage ladders in one, easy reference, 
loose leaf binder
 • Management system register  
for laddertag

Code: TLTYB5

 • Range of quality fibreglass steps 
representing excellent value
 • Heavy-duty stiles fitted with wide 
serrated aluminium treads
 • Metal stays and non-slip rubber feet

Size: Code: 
4 tread (3 step + 1 top brace) FS2T04
5 tread (4 step + 1 top brace)  FS2T05
6 tread (5 step + 1 top brace) FS2T06
8 tread (7 step + 1 top brace)  FS2T08
10 tread (9 step + 1 top brace) FS2T10

Fibreglass Builders/Painters Steps 

Steel Pole Ladder

 • Heavy-duty, all-steel, 
single-section ladders
 • A classified alternative to 
timber pole ladders, with 
large box section sides 
and non-slip feet
 • Overall width of 430mm 
increases stability

Timber Pole Ladder

 • Finest-quality,  
heavy-duty ladders
 • Matched whitewood stiles
 • Finished with two coats  
of ladder varnish
 • With hardwood rungs  
at 250mm
 • Strengthening tie rods

Size: Code: 
4m (13' 0") SPL104
6m (19' 8")  SPL106

Size: Code: 
3m (10' 0") TPL203
4m (13' 0")  TPL204
5m (16' 5") TPL205
6m (19' 8")  TPL206

PAS 250 Contractor Anti-Surf Aluminium Podium Platform

 • Platform deck and access ladder
 • Saloon gates for easy access which also act as 
stoppers for extra safety
 • Two platform heights and non-removable stabilisers
 • Anti-surf as standard
 • Certified to PAS250

Sherpa Telescopic Work Platform

 • New HSE-approved alternative to both 
steps and podium platforms, with more 
built-in safety features
 • Platform with guard rail and toe board
 • NF P 93-352 certified

Size: Code: 
725mm – 975mm TWPAS250-1.0M
975mm – 1225mm  TWPAS250-1.2M
1225mm – 1475mm TWPAS250-1.5M

Size: Code: 
1.06 – 1.52m TW5T152
1.77 – 2.23m  TW5T223 Code: TNTTAG5

Class 1 Aluminium Builders/ 
Painters Steps

 • Quality range of aluminium swing  
back steps designed for trade and 
industrial use
 • Locking stays, non-slip serrated treads, 
and rubber non-slip feet

Size: Code: 
4 tread, 810mm top AS1T04
6 tread, 1258mm top  AS1T06
8 tread, 1712mm top AS1T08
10 tread, 2170mm top  AS1T10
12 tread, 2629mm top AS1T12

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Constructor 5 Piece Paint 
Brush Set

 • ½" – 2½"
 • Convenient range of sizes for all 
applications in one set

Code: PB5PBS5

Economy Paint Brush

 • Contract brushes often used in  
resin, floor paint, tar and other one  
use applications

Industrial Metal Roller Frame

 • 380mm (15")
 • Double-arm steel paint roller frame will 
accommodate the jumbo professional 
range of roller refills

Code: PR0F15

Medium Pile Roller Sleeve

 • 230mm (9")
 • Manufactured to standards for  
use by both professional painters  
and decorators

Code: PR2M09

Paint Roller Frame

 • 305mm x 230mm x 50mm cage frame 
plastic handle push fit
 • Weight: 326g
 • Iron, zinc-plated

Code: PH2P09

Size: Code: 
25mm (1")  PB1E10
50mm (2")  PB1E20
75mm (3") PB1E30
100mm (4") PB1E40

Professional Paint Brush

 • Professional brushes to bring a quality 
finish to your paintwork

Size: Code: 
50mm (2") PB2P20
75mm (3")  PB2P30
100mm (4")  PB2P40

Plastic Paint Kettle

 • 2.5ltr
 • Plastic paint kettle for ease of paint 
distribution and cleaning
 • Paint brushes not included

Code: PH6PK25

Paint Roller Set

 • 230mm (9")
 • Paint roller set comes with roller frame, 
medium-pile sleeve and plastic tray
 • For quick emulsion coverage
 • Note: this frame does not suit our 
replacement sleeves

Code: PH4R09

Plastic Roller Tray

 • 230mm (9")
 • For easy application to the roller sleeve
 • Manufactured in plastic for ease of 
cleaning and durability
 • For ease of filling roller before application

Code: PH5T09

Painting & decorating products

Microtag Management 
Tag System

 • Consists of one holder and two cable ties
 • Particularly useful for identifying small 
plant equipment including harnesses and 
lifting gear
 • Plastic tag and 
replacement card

Code: TMTTAG4

Single Replacement Microtag 
Card Showing "Next Test Date"

 • 47mm x 30mm
 • For TMTTAG4

Code: TMTRTAG

Single Replacement Towertag 
Registration Cards

 • Replacement card for TSTTTA2

Code: TSTTTA2R

Towertag Management System

 • Consists of one holder and two inserts
 • Complete management system for 
aluminium towers with same features  
as the Scafftag
 • Approved tower safety system

Code: TSTTTA2

Scafftag Management System

 • Complete management system for 
scaffold comprising durable, high 
visibility, weatherproof holder and  
two inserts
 • Approved scaffold safety system

Code: TSTTAG1

Single Replacement Scafftag 
Registration Cards

 • Scafftag replacement card for TSTTAG1

Code: TSTTAGR

Code: TNTTAG5

Permanent Finepoint 
Marker Pen

 • Pack of 10
 • Permanent marker pen to suit Scaff  
and Laddertags

Code: TSTPENCode: TNTTAG5

Podium Tags

 • Pack of 10
 • Complete management system suitable 
for use on any podium
 • Contains: 10 durable, 
weatherproof holders,  
10 hard wearing,  
double-sided tags,  
and 1 permanent pen
 • Any working at height 
systems should be 
inspected daily and a 
record of inspection kept

Code: TPTTAG1

Scafftag Microtag Orange PAT 
Test Insert Cards

 • Clearly display last test date, 
maintenance and identification data  
at point of use
 • Increase safety and communication

Code: TMTTAG5

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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White Spirit

 • Traditional 2ltr white spirit cleaner for 
paint brushes, for the easy removal of 
oil-based paints

Code: ST3WS2

Window Scraper

 • The Stanley 5930 window scraper  
uses a standard 1992 trimming knife 
blade to scrape excess paint from 
window panes
 • Comfortable plastic handle with 
detachable blade guard
 • With the guard fitted it makes a good 
windscreen ice scraper

Code: ST4WS1

Jumbo Sponge

 • Price per one
 • Jumbo size cleaning sponge used for  
a multitude of applications
 • For washing down hard surfaces

Code: ST3A01

Radiator Roller Refill 
(Simulated Lambswool)

 • Pack of 10
 • 100mm (4")
 • Medium-pile rollers for use with emulsion 
paints on smooth surfaces
 • Refills are for use with mini rollers

Code: PR1RR1

Radiator Roller Refill (Sponge)

 • Pack of 10
 • 100mm (4")
 • Foam roller refills for use with gloss paints 
on smooth surfaces
 • For use with both mini rollers and 
radiator rollers

Code: PR1RS1

Paint Scraper

 • 75mm (3")
 • Scraper is also used for inserting filler into 
cracks or holes in wood or plaster
 • Flexible blade
 • Produces a smooth finish on all fillers 
prior to sanding

Code: ST4A03

Quality Paint Scraper

 • 50mm (2")
 • Professional paint scraper featuring top-
quality, polished stainless steel blade 
and hardwood handle

Code: ST4QA02

Radiator Roller (Tray)

 • A plastic roller tray for 100mm (4") rollers
 • Made from 100% post consumer  
recycled plastic
 • Medium-pile rollers for use with gloss 
and emulsion paints on smooth surfaces

Code: PR1RT2

Short Handled Radiator 
Roller Frame

 • 100mm x 275mm
 • Ideal for decorating behind radiators and 
awkward places
 • Long-handled mini frame with 4" head 
and 11" handle

Code: PR1RRS2

Telescopic Extension Pole 
(Handle Only)

 • 1m – 2m
 • Telescopic extension 
pole fits into roller 
frames for rolling  
on ceilings, walls  
and floors
 • Helps reach those 
awkward areas and 
reduce the need for 
working at height

Code: PH6EH1

Long Handled Radiator 
Roller Frame

 • 100mm x 530mm 
 • Ideal for painting  
small areas or in  
awkward places
 • 4” head and 23” handle

Code: PR1RC1

Paint Roller Scuttle

 • 400mm x 250mm 
 • 25ltr
 • Plastic paint scuttle that can be used with 
all types of paint and wallpaper paste
 • Strong wire handle

Code: PR2T25

Long Handled Scraper

 • 4" (102mm) blade
 • Removes wallcoverings, paint, silicone 
and scale
 • Soft, comfort-grip handle
 • Easy-change blade

Product: Code: 
Scraper ST4MS1B
Spare blades, pack of 10 ST4MS1

Rayon Dustsheets

 • 3.65m x 2.75m (12' x 9')
 • More economical alternative to  
cotton dust sheets, general purpose 
decoration protection

Code: DS2R09

Polythene Dustsheets

 • 4m x 2.5m (13' x 8')
 • Thin plastic version of traditional  
dust sheets
 • Leakproof
 • Disposable

Code: DS1P09

Heavy Duty Cotton 
Twill Dustsheets

 • 3.65m x 2.75m (12' x 9')
 • Heavy-duty 100% cotton
 • Specially made for the building, painting 
and decorating trade

Code: DS3C09

We also sell 
masking tape 
on page 226

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Painting & decorating products



Wheelbarrow Inner Tube

 • 8"
 • Inflatable inner tube for pneumatic-tyred 
wheelbarrows

Code: BA1IT1

Wheelbarrow Tyre 
comes with Inner Tube

 • 8"
 • Replacement rubber tyre for pneumatic-
tyred wheelbarrows
 • Black

Code: BA1ST1

T302 Heavy-Duty Sack Truck

 • 200kg
 • Centre strap design to suit all types  
of load, with roller bearings to help  
ease of movement
 • Solid tyres
 • Heavy-duty

Code: SA3H02

Constructor Pallet Truck

 • 2.5T
 • 540mm x 1150mm
 • Contract pallet truck with tapered fork 
tips and entry to pallet guide roller
 • Robust and heavy-duty construction

Code: TE4PT2

Constructor Plasterboard 
Trolley

 • 1280mm x 610mm x 1500mm
 • Heavy construction, sheet carrying 
trolley, will take up to 15 sheets of  
12mm plasterboard
 • Safe transportation of sheet materials

Code: TE2P05

Contractor Sack Truck

 • 300mm x 225mm x 5mm mild steel  
toe plate for large loads
 • General-purpose sack truck designed to 
make moving heavy objects easier
 • Lightweight and easy to use
 • Handle grips for 
added control  
and comfort
 • 200mm diameter 
solid rubber tyres for 
a smooth ride

Code: SA1E00

Heavy-Duty Sack Truck 
(Pneumatic Tyre)

 • 200kg
 • Suitable for moving loads up to 200kg, 
this heavy-duty sack truck is fitted with 
254mm pneumatic tyres

Code: SA5H926

Flat Bed Trolley (Cushion Tyre)

 • Heavy-duty construction  
manufactured from heavy steel  
for strength and durability
 • For transporting plant and tools  
around site
 • Weight limits: TE1C36C – 400kg; 
TE1C50C – 500kg;  
TE1C60C –750kg

Size:  Code: 
1060mm x 610mm TE1C36C
1520mm x 710mm  TE1C50C
1820mm x 910mm TE1C60C

Flat Bed Trolley (Pneumatic Tyre)

 • Heavy-duty construction  
manufactured from heavy steel  
for strength and durability
 • For transporting plant and tools  
around site
 • Weight limits: TE1C36P – 400kg;  
TE1C50P – 500kg;  
TE1C60P – 1000kg

Size:  Code: 
1060mm x 610mm TE1C36P
1520mm x 710mm  TE1C50P
1820mm x 910mm TE1C60P

Constructor Wheelbarrow 
(Solid Tyre)

 • 85ltr
 • For general site use with solid tyre, 
guaranteed to save punctures
 • Solid (cushion) rubber tyre
 • Black

Code: BA1S30

Constructor Wheelbarrow 
(PneumaticTyre)

 • 85ltr
 • For general site use with inflatable tyre, 
ideal for uneven surfaces
 • Inflatable pneumatic tyre
 • Black

Code: BA1P30

Galvanised Heavy-Duty 
Wheelbarrow (Pneumatic Tyre)

 • 120ltr
 • Deep-pan galvanised and heavy-duty, 
pressed steel body with pneumatic tyre
 • Larger capacity galvanised steel pan

Code: BA2H108

Professional Wheelbarrow (Pneumatic Tyre)

 • Quality-pressed, steel pan wheelbarrow with increased capacity and pneumatic tyre
 • 90ltr

Colour:  Code: 
Green BA2H42
Green – Haemmerlin  BA2HD90

Twin-Wheeled Barrow 
(Pneumatic Tyre)

 • 170ltr
 • Large capacity steel pan wheelbarrow 
 • Improved stability and pneumatic tyres 
for ease of use on rough ground
 • Twin-wheeled for greater stability
 • Black

Code: BA1TW1

Constructor 4 Wheeled 
Plastic Container Trolley

 • 1350mm x 710mm x 740mm
 • Excellent for use in building refurbishment 
and removal of builders refuse
 • Easy to transport and clean

Code: TE3CT1

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Quick Fix Female Waterstop 
Hose Connector

 • Compatible with 13mm (½") diameter 
garden hose
 • Castle grip hose clamp
 • Three holding clips

Code: HC6JK312

Quick Fix Threaded 
Tap Connector

 • Compatible with other leading makes
 • Suitable for 13mm (½”) hose only

Code: HC6JK14

Universal Hose/Tap Connector

 • 13mm (½")
 • Round tap connector (max dia. 18mm)
 • Designed for round and oval spout taps
 • Fitting is sealed to the tap by tightening 
the stainless steel clip

Code: TC3C15

Quick Fix Double Male Connector

 • Two universal male connectors with 
rubber o-rings
 • Compatible with 13mm (½")  
diameter hose

Code: HC6JK8

Galvanised Watering Can 
comes with Rose

 • 8ltr (2gal)
 • Popular with the tar layers as robust and 
stands up to the heat from the hot tar
 • Great for contract use

Code: WC2G02

Plastic Watering Can

 • 10ltr
 • Lightweight and comes complete with 
a rose
 • Domestic and commercial

Code: WC2P02

Motorola Two-Way Radios (Twinpack)

 • General-purpose two-way radio, ideal for 
users needing to stay in touch with staff, 
colleagues or team members quickly, 
easily and economically
 • High-performance, rechargeable 
batteries ensure it can operate on long 
shifts without the need for recharging
 • Has been designed to be lightweight, 
comfortable and simple to use,  
offering superb audio clarity and  
clear communications in a wide  
range of environments

 • Range up to 8km (5 miles)
 • 8 channels with channel monitor/scan
 • 121 eliminator codes
 • 10 call tones
 • Up to 14hrs battery life
 • Black

Code: PR1M446T

Water hose & fittings / Site communication

Heavy-Duty Hose – 12.5mm

 • Hard-wearing, yellow UV stabilised, 
abrasion resistant, reinforced and  
crush resistant
 • Excellent flexibility hose
 • 12.5mm (½")
 • Yellow

Hose Connector

 • 13mm (½")
 • For connecting or repairing garden  
hose pipe

Code: HC5H15

Jubilee Clip

 • Jubilee adjustable worm drive hose  
clips available in sizes from 12mm (3/8")  
– 70mm (6½")

Oscillating Sprinkler

 • 180m² 
 • 15 hole
 • Sprinkler with variable setting
 • Covers up to 250m2 at water pressure 
of 100psi
 • Suits all snap lock connectors
 • Use with Quick Fix Hose Connector
 • Fits ½" hose

Code: JS3OS2

Pressure Sprayer With Wand

 • 8ltr
 • Bottle with plastic hand pump and hose 
attached to metal trigger-operated lance
 • Great for keeping dust down on sites

Code: WC3S08

Quick Fix 6 Dial Deluxe Spray Gun

 • Six different water patterns, locking  
and adjustable
 • Trigger-control water flow
 • Zinc body with ergonomic grip
 • Comes complete with a universal  
Quick Fix male adapter
 • Grey/black

Code: HC6JX83

Size:  Code: 
25m HO3Y25
50m  HO3Y50

Heavy-Duty Hose – 19mm

 • Hard-wearing, yellow UV stabilised, 
abrasion resistant, reinforced and  
crush resistant
 • Excellent flexibility hose
 • 19mm (3/4")
 • Yellow

Size:  Code: 
25m HO4Y25
50m  HO4Y50

Size:  Code: 
12mm – 20mm JU2A00
16mm – 27mm  JU4A0X
20mm – 32mm JU5A1A
25mm – 40mm  JU7A1X
32mm – 50mm JU8A2A
70mm – 90mm  JU9AA4

Reinforced Garden Hose

 • Flexible reinforced garden hose 
 • ½" diameter can be used in conjunction 
with Quick Fix fittings and accessories
 • Green

Size:  Code: 
15m HO1G15
30m  HO1G30
50m HO1G50

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Shoulder Salt Spreader

 • 9kg hopper capacity
 • Heavy-duty bag hopper has a top zip 
opening for easy filling and closure
 • Contoured, moulded base ensures  
user comfort 
 • Spring loaded shut-off
 • 5m typical spread width

Code: CJ2SHS1

Snow Scoop

 • Wide-bladed snow scoop has a  
410mm x 300mm plastic blade and 
requires a long handle for leverage  
code: HA2B15 – see page 158
 • Very effective on new and  
heavy snowfall
 • Black

Code: CJ2SS1

Eco Salt Spreader

 • Lightweight and easy-to-handle salt 
spreader, ideal for small areas, paths, 
entrance ways on small commercial units 
and at home
 • 25kg bag capacity
 • Model No: SPB27W 
 • 460(W) x 810(D) x 765mm(H)
 • Capacity (weight): 27kg 
 • Capacity (volume): 16ltr 
 • Spread: 3m – 3.6m
 • Weight: 5.5kg 

Code: CJ2RSSP

Medium Duty Salt Spreader

 • User-friendly pedestrian spreader,  
easy to use and controllable by  
the operator
 • 47ltr polyethylene hopper with cover
 • Top screen to prevent large chunks 
entering hopper
 • Adjustable flow gate
 • Up to 6m spread width
 • 57kg
 • For spreading 
of free-flowing 
materials, to 
BS3247

Code: CJ2SE57

Grit Bin

Size:  Code: 
250kg, 800mm(H) x 800mm(L) x 600mm(D) CJ2GB200
450kg, 820mm(H) x 1050mm(L) x 750mm(D) CJ2GB400

De-Icer – Trigger Spray

 • 500ml
 • Clears screen and windows efficiently
 • Works quickly leaving a bright streak 
free finish
 • Operates down to -15°C

Code: VA1DE05

De-Icer (Aerosol)

 • 600ml
 • Clears screen and windows efficiently
 • Melts ice fast and helps prevent  
re-freezing down to -15°C

Code: VA1DE03

Magic Ice Melt

 • Free-flowing, fast-acting solid de-icer in the form of white ‘prills’ or granules
 • Completely harmless to humans and animals and will not attack fabrics or metals, thus 
allowing application without the need for protective clothing
 • Free-flowing properties means it can be applied sparingly, ensuring maximum economy

Medium Ice Scraper comes 
with Rubber Blade

 • Solid plastic for busting ice and  
clearing off vehicles, plant, and 
practically anything

Code: SH7SCR1

Size:  Code: 
10kg bag CJ2IM10
18.75kg tub CJ2IM18

Screenwash – All Seasons

 • 5ltr
 • Clears screen for safe driving

Code: VA1SW02

Rock Salt

 • Stop the slips 
 • 25kg
 • Cost-effective salt for roads, driveways, 
pavements, car parks etc.
 • Carriage charges may apply

Code: CJ2RS25

 • Made from UV-stabilised HDPE of which 
yellow being virgin and black of re-
processed material
 • 200ltr and 400ltr
 • Moulded finger grips make the lid easy  
to lift whilst access points on the base 
make the bin convenient for lifting with  
a fork lift
 • Fit inside each other for easy stacking  
and fit 14 to a pallet
 • Suited for forklift use
 • Black/yellow

 • 310mm x 770–970mm (handle)
 • Standard lightweight shovel with ‘PD’ handle
 • Very manoeuvrable for fast, easy use 
 • Tough polypropylene shovel for snow clearing tasks
 • Telescopic handle for easy storage and transport

Code: SH3GP4

Lightweight Telescopic Plastic Snow Shovel 

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Tools & Engineering
OnSite Support offer tools and accessories to suit a range of tasks and 
budgets. We will always try our best to make sure that the site tools you  
use to complete the job reflect the care and quality of it. From preparation 
through to completion, we can help equip you with a range of tools to meet  
your requirements.

266  Power tools

268  Laser levelling systems

270  Hand tools

294  Machine abrasives

296  Hand abrasives

297  Cutting, grinding & drilling

303  Welding & gas cutting

Please note: Items are subject to change. Please check our website for the 
most up to date list at onsite-support.co.uk

265



Makita 18V 2 Speed LXT Li-ion Cordless Combi Drill

Code: PK18-CD-30

 • Highly-versatile, cordless drill with screwdriving, drill and hammer functions
 • Long lasting 3Ah batteries
 • Fast 22min charge time with the air-cooled Makstar Optimum Charging System
 • Two-speed gear box and metal gears
 • Single sleeve, keyless drill chuck for easy bit installation/removal
 • 3Ah Li-ion battery can be also used as a power unit 
by a battery that weighs the same as a 12V Ni-MH battery
 • Conveniently located push button for forward and reverse
 • Max torque: S/H 42Nm
 • Noise sound pressure: 78 dB(A)
 • Vibration: drilling 2.5m/sec²
 • Torque settings: 16+ drill
 • Vibration K factor: 1.5m/sec²
 • Vibration: hammer drilling 7.5m/sec²
 • No load speed: H: 0–1300 / L: 0–400rpm
 • Max. in masonry: 13mm
 • Max. in steel: 13mm
 • Max. in wood: 36mm
 • Blows per minute: H: 0–19500 / L: 0–6000bpm

Slugga R32 Magnet Drill

 • 110V
 • Lightweight, robust design and internal coolant reservoir
 • Supplied in steel site case with handles and restraint straps
 • Weight: 10.5kg
 • Power: 920W
 • Magnet hold: 1000kg
 • Speeds: 350rpm
 • Max dia cutter: 32
 • Max length cutter: 50
 • Drill capacity: 12
 • Chuck: no
 • Step drill capacity: no
 • Application: ideal for small beam broaching on site

Code: PABR32-110

Screwdriver Bits

 • 1/4" hexagon drive Pozidriv screwdriver 
bits are made from high strength, 
specially heat treated ‘S2’ grade chrome 
vanadium steel for specific use in 
screwdriving applications
 • Both shock and wear resistant 
 • Coated

Quality Quick Release 
Screwdriver Bit Holder 50mm

 • For 1/4" DIN 3126-C 6,3 und E 6,3 
(ISO1173) hexagon insert bits and Wera 
Series 1 and 4
 • Rapidaptor easy-in, easy-out, rapid-spin, 
chuck-all, and single-hand technology, 
with strong permanent magnet

Code: FX6SB6

Size:  Code: 
Pozi No.2 (PZ2) x 25mm, pack of 25 FX6SB1
Pozi No.3 (PZ2) x 25mm, pack of 3  FX6SB2
Pozi No.2 (PZ2) x 25mm, pack of 3 FX6SB3
Pozi No.2 (PZ2) x 50mm, pack of 3  FX6SB4

Screwdriver Bits 

Makita Angle Grinder

 • 110V
 • Medium-duty
 • Ideal for site or workshop use
 • Cutting, grinding and sanding
 • Anti-vibration options available

Size:  Code: 
115mm PKAG115-110
125mm  PKAG125-110
230mm PKAG230-110

Compact and 
lightweight 

design for easy 
handling

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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IMEX LAR28 28 Mag Automatic Level

Code: LMLAR28

IMEX LX22 Cross Line comes 
with Bracket & Tripod

 • One vertical, one horizontal beam
 • Self-levelling
 • Magnetic bracket
 • Lock mode for fixed angles
 • The cross line laser level and plumb  
spot self-levelling laser
 • Features a rotating bracket and pulsating 
mode for outdoor use with optional 
detector to 50m
 • Comes with a clamp mount that you 
can attach to a variety of surfaces, and 
standard tripod threading, making it 
highly usable in a variety of situations
 • The tool has a locking pendulum to 
protect the integrity of the laser level 
and a useful feature for projecting lines 
out of level when needed
 • Exceptional laser line level that projects 
sharp, bright lines across a room with  
a high level of accuracy
 • IP rating of IP54 which is excellent for  
all applications

Code: LMLX22RKT

IMEX Bullseye 30/80 Laser Distance Measurer

 • Fast speed measuring belt pouch
 • Combining a multiplicity of measuring functions including length, area, cubic and indirect 
pythagoras measurement with a new slim line design
 • Includes a m² and m³ function for quick, easy and accurate measurements, pythagoras 
function and a 20 measurement memory recall
 • Ideal tool for all internal quoting jobs
 • Bullseye button enables the user to measure with more flexibility, accuracy and efficiency

Technical Data:
 • Operating range: 0.05m – 30m/80m
 • Accuracy: +/-1.5mm
 • Battery: 2 AA
 • Battery life: 10,000 measurements
 • Dimensions: 110mm x 45mm x 30mm

Specifications:
 • Measuring range: 0.05m – 30m or 80m
 • Resolution: 0.001m
 • Accuracy: ±2mm @ 30m
 • Measuring speed: 0.5sec
 • Laser type: 660nm, Class II
 • Power: 2 x AAA batteries
 • Battery life: up to 10,000 measurements
 • Dimensions: 145mm x 32mm x 21.5mm
 • Operating temp: -5°C – 40°C
 • Storage temp: -20°C – 60°C
 • Auto shut off: yes

IMEX 66R KIT Horizontal 
Rotating Laser Level Kit

 • Comprising laser level, receiver, 5m 
metric staff and flat top tripod

Code: LM66RKT

IMEX 88R HV Rotating Laser Level

 • Robust construction tough horizontal/vertical laser level
 • 5 year warranty
 • IP66 water/dust shock resistant
 • Full kit available at LM88RKT

Code: LM88R

IMEX LX3DR 3 Line 360° 
Professional Laser

 • Magnetic wall bracket
 • Ceiling grid clamp
 • USB charger
 • Spare battery pack
 • Target plate
 • Hard carry case
 • The new Imex 3DR is one of the 
brightest lasers on the market

Code: LMLX3DR

Size:  Code: 
30m LMBE30
80m  LMBE80

IMEX SJA Flat Top Tripod

 • Heavy-duty, flat/elevating or domed
 • Aluminium flat top

Code: LMSJA30

IMEX 88R KIT HV Rotating Laser Level Kit

Code: LM88RKT

 • Kit includes laser, tripod & staff
 • Horizontal/Vertical self levelling (electronic)
 • 500m range
 • Dual manual grade slope
 • Laser is IP66 water/dust shock resistant
 • Hard carry case, spare battery pack

IMEX EV18 Aluminium 
Elevating Tripod

 • Heavy-duty
 • Height adjustable
 • Suitable for use with rotating and 
crossline laser units

Code: LMEV18

IMEX IMELS5 5m Metric  Levelling 
Staff Universal Measurement

 • 5m metric levelling staff
 • Use with rotating lasers

Code: LMMEL5

IMEX LAR28 KIT 28 Mag 
Automatic Level Kit

 • Comprising auto level, 5m E staff  
and dome top tripod

Code: LMLAR28KT

 • IP66 water/dust shock resistant
 • Combining an all steel, fully-sealed 
housing for all weather protection  
and high magnification
 • Magnetic damping compensator  
ensures better stability and reliability  
in all conditions
 • 28x magnification
 • Hard carry case
 • Does not include tripod or staff

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Constructor Bolt Cutter

 • Powerful and made to withstand heavy 
use on a wide range of metals including 
HT steel reinforcing bars
 • Fitted with soft-grip handles for comfort

Contract Combination Pliers

 • 180mm (7")
 • The front section of the serrated jaws 
are ideal for gripping flat surfaces and 
the serrated sections match the profiles 
of pipes
 • Great for gripping and cutting

Code: PL0EP1

Long Nose Pliers

 • 150mm (6")
 • Long, half-round section gripping jaws 
for forming loops with wire or thin strips 
of metal
 • Great for intricate work

Code: PL0EP2

Waterpump Pliers

 • 250mm (10")
 • Slip joint plier
 • Induction-hardened jaws
 • Ideal for plumbing where ends of a nut 
are rounded
 • Provides a levered grip
 • Contoured comfort-grip handles

Code: PL0EP4

Knipex Diagonal Side 
Cutting Pliers

 • 150mm (6")
 • Special tool steel construction with 
moulded, multi-component handles for 
added comfort and durability
 • Precision cutting edges

Code: PL1K20

Constructor High Leverage 
End Cutting Pliers

 • 200mm (8")
 • Ideal for twisting and cutting wire  
in one operation

Code: PL2C25

Size:  Code: 
450mm (18") BC4C18
600mm (24")  BC4C24
900mm (36") BC4C36

Diagonal Cutting Pliers

 • 150mm (6")
 • Side cutting pliers with induction-
hardened cutting edges
 • Cushion-grip handles with slip guards  
for comfort and safety
 • Great for cutting small cable

Code: PL0EP3

Deep Impact Socket

 • 3/4" drive
 • Heavy-duty sockets for use with  
impact wrenches
 • Deep length
 • Always use pin and ring to secure
 • Black

Size:  Code: 
30mm HTT34SID-30
36mm  HTT34SID-36

Mole Grip Type Wrench

 • Curved jaws securely grip and hold rounded objects
 • 254mm (10") self grip wrench
 • Can also hold hexagonal
 • Manufactured from selected alloy steel
 • Chrome plate finish and precision grip jaws

Code: WS2M10

Stillson Wrench

 • Handle and moving jaw of each stillson  
is forged from high-quality steel,  
which has been heat treated to  
ensure maximum strength

Size:  Code: 
300mm (12") WS3H12 
450mm (18") WS3H18
900mm (36")  WS3H36

Torque Wrench

Code: HTTWT34

 • 3/4" drive
 • 80–400Nm (3.75kg)
 • For checking tightness of bolts
 • Flip reverse setting
 • Torque setting gauge
 • 12 month calibration certificate from the 
date of manufacture is provided with 
this tool
 • Warranted for 10,000 applications of use 
before it requires recalibration

Ratchet Handle

 • ½" Sq drive reversible ratchet, fully 
reversible, 72 tooth, 10" overall length, 
ergonomic, exceptional value
 • Professional quality, manufactured from 
chrome Moly steel hardened, tempered
 • Chamfered end allows easier location
 • Holes for use with ring and pin
 • Manufactured to international  
DIN standards

Code: HTT-1200

1/4" and 1/2" Drive Socket Sets

 • An expert quality comprehensive socket set
 • Chrome vanadium

Size:  Code: 
½" drive (10mm – 32mm) – 24 piece HTT12SET-24
1/4" drive (4mm – 14mm) – 45 piece  HTT14SET-45

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Combination Spanner

 • Forged vanadium spanner with one ring 
end and one open end

14-Piece Metric Combination 
Spanner Set

 • 8mm – 32mm
 • Forged vanadium spanner with  
one ring end and one open end
 • Handy case set

Code: SS2M14

Size:  Code: 
13mm S01M13
14mm  S01M14
16mm S01M16
17mm  S01M17
19mm S01M19
20mm  S01M20
22mm S01M22
24mm  S01M24
30mm S01M30
32mm  S01M32

Adjustable Spanner

 • Adjustable wrench manufactured  
from carbon steel with heat-treated, 
offset jaws
 • Contract drop-forge construction

Size:  Code: 
150mm (6") WS1C06
200mm (8")  WS1C08
250mm (10") WS1C10
300mm (12")  WS1C12
380mm (15") WS1C15
450mm (18")  WS1C18

Chisel & Point Crowbar

 • Made from high-grade,  
heat-treated steel
 • Digging bars have a 
hexagonal/round profile with 
a point at one end, and a flat 
chisel edge at the other
 • Used to break concrete and 
other hard material

Size:  Code: 
5' x 11/8" CB1C05
6' x 11/8"  CB1C06

Heel & Point Crowbar

 • 6' x 11/8"
 • Made from high-grade,  
heat-treated steel
 • Heel bars have a hexagonal/
round profile with a point at 
one end, and a bent chisel 
edge at the other
 • To lift and lever heavy 
materials fast

Code: CB2H06

BS8020 Constructor Heel 
& Point Crowbar

 • 6'
 • Insulated handle tested to BS8020:2011
 • Each individual tool is flash tested to 10,000V before the issue of a certificate, unique to 
each product
 • Exceptionally strong, hard wearing and safe
 • Solid-forged, fully-insulated digging tools doubly protected by twin layers of polymer 
sheathing moulded over a rigid fibreglass core
 • The orange insulation used for the outer sheathing has been developed for its high voltage 
and abrasion resistance properties
 • A specially-contoured collar prevents the user's hand slipping onto the steel blade
 • Each tool is flash tested to 10,000V and printed with the BS8020 1,000V logo

Code: CB5HP6

Gorilla Bar

 • Heavy-duty patented design  
Oval-shaped for strength to provide  
a more comfortable grip
 • High-grade, forged steel construction

Wrecking Bar

 • Heavy-duty
 • Manufactured from octagonal steel  
with hardened and tempered chisel and 
claw ends

Size:  Code: 
600mm (24") CB3GW24
900mm (36")  CB3GW36

Size:  Code: 
450mm (18") CB3W18
600mm (24")  CB3W24
760mm (30") CB3W30
900mm (36")  CB3W36

Utility Bar

 • 375mm (15")
 • Versatile tool enables a wide range  
of light duty work
 • The flat bar with bevelled ends is 
designed for such tasks as opening 
boxes, crates and manhole covers

Code: CB4UB15

BS8020 Constructor Chisel & Point Crowbar

 • 5'
 • Insulated handle tested to BS8020:2011
 • Each individual tool is flash tested to 10,000V before the issue of a certificate, unique to 
each product
 • Exceptionally strong, hard wearing and safe
 • Pick head forged from carbon manganese steel for maximum strength
 • Solid-forged, fully-insulated digging tools doubly protected by twin layers of polymer 
sheathing moulded over a rigid fibreglass core
 • Orange insulation used for the outer sheathing has been developed for its high voltage 
and abrasion resistance properties
 • Specially-contoured collar prevents the user's hand slipping onto the steel blade
 • Each tool is flash tested to 10,000V and printed with the BS8020 1,000V logo

Code: CB5CP5

Hex Key Set Metric 9 Piece 
Ball End

 • 1.5mm – 10mm
 • Manufactured with a black oxide finish
 • The ball end key allows more flexibility 
when using hex keys in confined spaces 
and will turn through 360° up to 25°  
from vertical

Code: HHKS09

Scaffold Spanner Double Ended

 • 7⁄16"+½"
 • Traditional scaffold spanners suitable for 
use with all popular scaffold fittings used 
within the UK

Code: SS1T15

Constructor Electricians 
Bolster comes with Guard

 • 55mm (2.25")
 • Ergonomically-designed grip
 • A hardened and tempered steel, 
hexagonal shank
 • Blast finish with a polished tip, and 
domed and chamfered striking face and 
hand guard

Code: CI1B10

Constructor Brick Bolster 
comes with Guard

 • 100mm (4")
 • Suitably hardened cutting edge
 • With ergonomically-designed grip
 • For cutting bricks and blocks

Code: CI1B20

Constructor Cold Chisel

 • For cutting brick, concrete and  
paving slabs
 • Cutting edge has an approximately  
60° angle

Size:  Code: 
6" x ½" CI2C06
8"  CI2C08
10 x 3/4" CI2C10
12" x 3/4"  CI2C12
18" x 3/4" CI2C18
10 x 1"  CI3F10
18" x 1" CI3F18

Anti-Tamper Fencing Spanner 
Double-Ended to Suit 
Blok'N'Mesh Coupler

 • 2 Sq. 1 round prong / 7⁄16" W 
 • Made from carbon steel
 • Lightweight so easy to carry in  
a tool belt
 • Fits in standard holders
 • Finished with hard chrome

Code: HFS02

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Scutch Chisel

 • 25mm (1")
 • Relates to HR7T05

Code: CI5T25

Scutch Combs

 • 25mm (1")
 • Relates to HR7T05

Code: CI5T10

White Rubber Mallet 

 • 90mm (3½")
 • 1450g
 • White non-marking head

Code: HR7RM2

Constructor Club Hammer

 • Available in 2.5lb and 4lb head weights
 • Hickory handle 10"

Size:  Code: 
4lb HR4B04
2½lb  HR4B25

Poly-Fibreglass Handled Club Hammer

 • Drop-forged, heat-treated steel head with round, double-faced polished striking surfaces
 • Lightweight, strong polyfibre shaft
 • Solid-forged from one piece of steel to give maximum strength

Size:  Code: 
4lb HR5F04
2½lb  HR5F25

Hickory Handled Sledge Hammer

 • General purpose, heavy hammer for 
builders and contractors
 • Both striking faces are precision ground

Size:  Code: 
7lb HR6S07
10lb  HR6S10
14lb HR6S14

Poly-Fibreglass Handled 
Sledge Hammer

 • Both striking faces are precision ground
 • Lightweight, strong polyfibre shaft
 • Helps absorb shocks and impact
 • Solid-forged from one piece of steel  
to give maximum strength

Size:  Code: 
7lb HR7FS07
10lb  HR7FS10
14lb HR7FS14

Fibreglass Shaft Claw Hammer

 • 16oz claw hammer
 • Drop-forged, polished head
 • Made to BS876-95

Code: HR4WF16

Rubber Maul comes with Handle

 • 10lb rubber pavers maul
 • Designed to tap paving slabs whilst 
leaving them undamaged
 • Round head rubber mallet

Code: FT1P10

Wooden Maul comes 
with Handle

 • 8'' diameter hardwood mallet
 • Used for laying paving stones and flags

Code: FT3W12

 • Featuring self-locking handles to deliver 
a gentle but firm blow with little rebound
 • Wooden handle is contoured to provide 
a comfortable grip during use
 • Size: 63mm (2½")
 • Weight: 680g (24oz)
 • Face: 63mm
 • Colour: black

Code: HR7RM1

Large Rubber Mallet Contractor Steelshaft 
Claw Hammer

 • Steel shaft with rubber grip

Size:  Code: 
16oz HR1R16
20oz  HR1R20

All Steel Drop Forged Cushion Grip Claw Hammer

 • One-piece, drop-forged hammer
 • Head and shaft mirror polished
 • Fitted with comfort shock-absorbing, non-slip handle
 • Made to BS876-95
 • 568g (20oz)

Code: HR4WE6

Constructor Double Ended 
Scutch Hammer

 • Bricklayer’s double scutch hammer fitted 
with a traditional hickory handle
 • Specifically designed for dressing bricks 
and masonry
 • 250mm handle

Code: HR7T05

Chipping Hammer

 • 16oz cross chisel chipping hammer
 • Fitted with a 12" economy shaft 

Code: HR4CH1

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Constructor Bucket Trowel

 • 178mm (7") 
 • Wooden handle
 • Heavy tang
 • Polished and laquered blade

Code: TW3BM5

Contractor Brick Laying Trowel

 • 250mm (10")
 • The angled design permits easy scraping 
of mortar from boards

Code: TW1B05

Premium Brick Trowel

 • 280mm (11")
 • Solid forged steel blade
 • Precision tapered ground blade

Code: TW1M1911

Constructor Gauging Trowel

 • 180mm (7")
 • Wooden handle

Code: TW3G05

Gauging Trowel

 • 88mm x 178mm
 • High-quality carbon steel
 • Soft-grip handle

Code: TW1AXG18

Premium Pointing Trowel

 • 150mm (6")
 • Duragrip handle with finger protection
 • High-quality carbon steel
 • Straight welded shank
 • Soft-grip handle for extreme comfort

Code: TW2M4611

Constructor Pointing Trowel

 • 150mm (6")
 • Contract trowel with hardened and 
tempered steel blade
 • Wooden handle

Code: TW2P10

Concrete Edging Trowel

 • 180mm x 100mm
 • Highest-grade, sprung steel blade, 
tempered, ground and polished to give 
the best results

Code: FP3M192

Constructor Serrated Trowel

 • 255mm x 112mm
 • Plastic handle

Code: FP3P10

Constructor Double Hang 
Plasterers Trowel

 • 280mm x 117mm
 • Double hang for extra strength  
and durability

Code: FP3P15

Surfacemaster Quality 10 
Plasterers Trowel

 • 280mm x 117mm
 • Hardened and tempered spring  
steel blade

Code: FP3P20

Premium Plasterers Finishing Trowel

 • Highest-grade, sprung steel blade, 
tempered, ground and polished to give 
the best results
 • Pre-worn edges to eliminate line and 
ripple marks
 • Lightweight aluminium shank
 • Handle set for perfect balance
 • Duragrip handle for ultimate comfort

Size:   Code: 
457mm x 125mm FP3M815D
280mm x 112mm FP3MXS1

Stainless Plasterers 
Finishing Trowel

 • 330mm x 125mm
 • Highest-grade, sprung steel blade, 
tempered, ground and polished to give 
the best results

Code: FP3M13DSS

Contractor Plasterers/
Finishing Trowel

 • 255mm x 112mm
 • For plastering, concrete or screeding
 • Wooden handle
 • Steel finishing trowel

Code: FP2P05

Constructor Bullnose 
Flooring Trowel

 • 400mm x 112mm
 • With wooden handle
 • Shaped nose for corner finishing

Code: FP4F16

Poly Float

 • 280mm x 112mm
 • Makes light work of finishing floors and is 
lightweight to use
 • Double hang, poly-moulded handle

Size:  Code: 
Small FP1P11
Large  FP1P14

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Flat 2nd Cut File

 • 250mm (10")
 • Engineering quality files for those  
sharp edges
 • Flat hand-type files

Code: FSE250

Stabila Magnetic Boat Level 

 • 250mm
 • Will fit into standard level frog

Code: HTAMSTBL

Constructor Spirit Level

 • Contract box section, easy-use spirit 
level for all site needs
 • Accurate two vial site level

Size:  Code: 
600mm SV2C06
900mm  SV2C10
1200mm SV2C12
1800mm  SV2C18

Premium Spirit Level

 • Unique dual view
 • Shockproof end caps

Size:  Code: 
600mm SV9OX060
900mm  SV9OX090
1200mm SV9OX120
1800mm  SV9OX180
2000mm SV9OX200

Constructor Pocket 
Tape Measure

 • High-quality Constructor auto-lock  
tape measure
 • Pressing the button releases the lock 
with a soft-grip case and belt clip
 • Strong plastic case

Size:  Code: 
5m TM2C05
8m  TM2C08

Constructor Premium Heavy 
Duty Magnetic Tape Measure 
– Double sided

 • Robust case
 • Magnetic tip
 • 25mm blade width

Size:  Code: 
5m (16') TM2CP05
8m (27')  TM2CP08

Contract Long Tape

 • 30m
 • Ideal long measurements
 • Robust and accurate
 • Woven fibreglass

Code: TM9C30

Fibreglass Blade Surveyors 
Tape with ABS Case

 • 30m x 13mm
 • Enclosed glass fibre tape, which is 
coated in an extra thick layer of PVC, 
which gives extra resistance to scuffing 
and marking
 • Integrally-moulded, non-slip hand grip

Code: TM9FU30

Contractor Aluminium 
Scaffolders Boat Level 

 • 250mm
 • The strong die-cast body is shaped  
for easy handling
 • Ideal for scaffolders, pipe fitters and  
steel erectors

Code: SV5C10

IMEX EL60 EL Pro Digital Level

 • 600mm
 • Measure in percentage or degrees
 • Hold button
 • Audible buzzer at 90°, 45° and 0°

Code: LMEL60

Fisco Pacer Open Frame 
Tape Measure

 • Tufcote steel blade
 • 50m
 • A heavy-duty, high-specification,  
open-frame tape designed for the 
professional user
 • Impact-resistant ABS frame has a handy 
integral ground spike, plus a tough,  
high-impact polymer centre with low 
friction bearing, which offers a smooth 
rewind action

Code: TM7P50

Constructor Open Frame Tape Measure

 • Fibreglass tape ideal for long measurements
 • Impact-resistant frame

Size:  Code: 
30m TM8C30
50m  TM8C50
100m TM8C100

Constructor Heavy-Duty 
Folding Measuring Wheel 
comes with Bag 

 • 300mm
 • Using a tight tolerance 1m circumference 
wheel allows accuracy of over 99.5%  
over 9,999.9m
 • Comes with a support stand, collapsible 
handle and the highest-specification 
measuring wheel
 • Kick-down side stand, ideal when 
recording measurements on the move
 • Perfect balance ensures measurement 
accuracy and precision
 • Folding handle so is easy to transport 
when folded down
 • Durable storage bag

Code: RE9T300

Aluminium Straightedge

 • 3m(L) x 100mm(H) x 19mm(D)
 • Used to level and finish those larger 
areas smoothly and easily

Code: FP5S30

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Contractor Hacksaw

 • 300mm
 • Manufactured from high-quality  
carbon steel
 • Features a 12" bi-metal blade which has 
the advantage of the hardened edge
 • Strong tubular frame
 • Easy to transport and safely store

Code: HS1E05

Constructor Bi-Metal 
Hacksaw Blades

 • Pack of 10
 • 300mm (12")
 • 24TPI
 • Quality bi-metal blades, which will bend 
and flex, reducing the risk of shattering 
and allowing longer life
 • Perfect for ferrous and non-ferrous metals

Code: HS3C12-24TPI

Contractor Hard Point Saw

 • 560mm (22")
 • Reliable contract saw for the 
requirements on site
 • Universal use

Code: SW1B22

Premium Universal Hardpoint Saw

 • 550mm (22")
 • For general use cutting along and across the grain with a standard finish
 • Finger rest for both left- and right-handed users
 • Tough ‘Suregrip’ or hard feel moulded handle, incorporating useful 45/90° angle guide

Code: SW1PC22

Felling Axe

 • 2.7kg (6lbs)
 • Quality drop-forged 
head with polished, 
lacquered blade and 
painted body, with 
specially-shaped and 
curved hickory handle

Code: AX2F60

Compound Action Heavy Duty 
Cranked Handle Shears

 • 250mm (10")
 • Compound action, straight cutting 
moulded handled snips – suitable  
for use with mild steel and other  
non-ferrous material
 • Precision-formed blades

Code: TI3GS18

12 Tine Constructor 
Garden Rake

 • Flat rake, carbon steel head

Code: RA1C12

18 Tine Alloy Head Landscape 
Rake including Handle

 • Landscape rake with a cast aluminium 
head ideal for levelling sand and gravel

Code: RA2A18

32 Tine Polyprop Leaf and 
Grass Rake

 • Polypropylene head
 • Curved teeth and a set of secondary 
teeth that run at 90° from the top  
of the teeth
 • Tooth gap: 20mm
 • Handle: 150cm hardwood
 • Head width: 650mm

Code: RA9L32

18 Tine Landscape Rake 
with Backedge

 • Metal tines and backedge for the  
best results
 • Excellent for levelling and clearing
 • Head: steel
 • Width of rake: 700mm
 • Teeth: 18
 • Tooth gap: 40mm
 • Handle: 180cm hardwood

Code: RA9L18

Concrete Rake

 • 140cm x 50cm x 10cm
 • Magnesium
 • Rake for the leveling of concrete
 • Impact resistant frame

Code: RA5CO1

16 Tooth Round Tine 
Constructor Tarmac Rake

 • 2.8kg
 • Used for evenly spreading 
loose stocks of tarmac
 • Round tines for  
even spreading

Code: RA7T16

16 Tooth Flat Tine Constructor 
Asphalt Rake

 • Used for spreading and 
raking asphalt evenly
 • Flat tines for  
easy spreading

Code: RA6A16

Tarmac Lute comes with 
Handle & Stay

 • 600mm (24")
 • Wooden
 • For evenly applying tarmac

Code: TS1L05

Aluminium Lute/Spazzle

 • 600mm x 100mm
 • Used for levelling and maneuvering  
tarmac and a variety of loose materials
 • 1500mm handle
 • Cast from high grade aluminium, light  
in weight yet strong by design

Code: TS1AL10

Precision cross 
ground teeth for 
extra sharpness

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Constructor Trenching Fork 
with Poly-Fibreglass Shaft

 • Lightweight and strong
 • YD handle
 • Generous D handle grip 
for added comfort
 • Solid-forged from one 
piece of steel to give 
maximum strength 

Code: FO2B20

Constructor Heavy Duty 
Trenching Fork (MYD Handle)

 • Four square prongs and 
chisel points for easy 
ground penetration
 • Ideal for breaking up earth 
and digging clay
 • All steel, heavy-duty

Code: FO3C15

BS8020 Constructor 
Insulated Fork

 • 8" x 12"
 • Solid-forged, fully-insulated  
digging tools doubly  
protected by twin layers 
of polymer sheathing 
moulded over a rigid 
fibreglass core
 • A specially-contoured 
collar prevents the user's 
hand slipping onto the 
steel blade
 • Each tool is flash tested to 
10,000V and printed with 
the BS8020 1,000V logo

Code: FO4C15

BS8020 Constructor Insulated Pick Axe

 • 7lb
 • Each individual tool is flash tested to 
10,000V before the issue of a certificate, 
unique to each product
 • Exceptionally strong, hard-wearing  
and safe
 • Solid-forged, fully-insulated digging 
tools doubly protected by twin layers of 
polymer sheathing moulded over a rigid 
fibreglass core
 • A specially-contoured collar prevents the 
user's hand slipping onto the steel blade
 • Insulated handle tested to BS8020:2011

Code: BS8DT10

Grubbing Mattock Head

 • 5lb
 • One face is at right angles to the shaft 
and one vertical
 • Ideal for grubbing out tree roots
 • Great for tree and root removal
 • Handle sold separately on next page

Code: PM1C20

Square Head Punner

 • 4.5kg (10lb)
 • Earth and tarmac  
rammer to compact  
and level materials
 • Steel handle  
for strength

Code: PM3P10

Post Digger

 • Long chisel blade for post hole 
digging and a tamper head for 
tamping, especially useful at 
the base of a hole
 • With a drop-forged, steel 
construction that has specific 
heat-treated working areas
 • Length: 175cm (69")
 • Diameter: 25cm (1")
 • Black

Code: CB2PD05

Cross Clay Demolition 
Mattock Head

 • 7lb
 • Hardened and tempered steel tool with 
chisel and grubbing head
 • Ideal for demolition work
 • Cross clay head
 • Handle sold separately on next page

Code: PM1C15

Constructor Long Handled 
Steel Shaft Post Hole/Cable 
Layer Spade

 • Fitted with 1650mm (65") 
tubular steel handle for post 
hole digging and use in  
confined spaces
 • Heavy-duty

Code: SD2CL20

Constructor Digging Fork 
(PYD Handle)

 • Head: 280mm(L)  
x 290mm(W)
 • Epoxy-coated hammer 
finished, flexible tines
 • Polypropylene shaft with 
PYD handle
 • Hardened to HRC 38/45 
for durability
 • Individually load-tested for 
3mins at 40kg

Code: FO1C05

Fibreglass Pick Handle

 • 900mm (36")
 • Heavy-duty, digging/demolition tool 
handle to fit standard pick heads

Code: HA5F36

Hickory Pick/Mattock Handle

 • 900mm (36")
 • Heavy duty digging/demolition  
tool handle

Code: HA5H36

Hardwood Pick/Mattock Handle

 • 900mm (36")
 • Heavy duty digging/demolition  
tool handle

Code: HA5W36

BS8020 Constructor Insulated 
Shovel Holer

 • 8" x 26"
 • Scissor-action, post holer used for 
clearing rubble and soil from post holes
 • Carbon steel, dished blade for  
extra strength
 • 54" solid core fibreglass
 • Solid-forged, fully-insulated digging 
tools doubly protected by twin layers of 
polymer sheathing moulded over a rigid 
fibreglass core
 • A specially-contoured collar prevents the 
user's hand slipping onto the steel blade
 • Each tool is flash tested to 10,000V and 
printed with the BS8020 1,000V logo

Code: SH4S15

Chisel & Point Pick Axe Head

 • 7lb
 • Hardened and tempered
 • 3''x 2'' eye
 • Supplied as head only so the user can 
interchage the shaft as suitable
 • Handle sold separately on next page

Code: PM1C05

Constructor Steelshaft 
Shovel Holer

 • Length: 1725mm (68")
 • Post hole digger has  
steel, oval-mouth shovel 
blades which are hinged  
in opposition
 • Hardened and tempered 
carbon steel blades
 • Blade size: 355mm (14")  
x 220mm (8.5") 
 • Nominal weight: 7.7kg

Code: FT6S15

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Constructor Steel Shaft 
Grafting Tool

 • Handle: 711mm (28")
 • Blade : 320mm x 165mm
 • Ideal for heavy digging in  
clay-based soils
 • Features a heavy-duty 
tubular shaft and a heavy-
gauge, dished blade
 • Steel shaft and MYD handle

Code: SD1C20

Constructor Steel Shaft 
Newcastle Draining Tool

 • Handle: 711mm (28")
 • Blade: 405mm x 165mm  
x 105mm
 • For creating drainage 
channels, preparing 
trenches for drainage pipes 
and for making straight-
sided holes for fence posts

Code: SD1C25

BS8020 Constructor Insulated 
Newcastle Drainer

 • Blade: approx. 405mm x 165mm x 105mm
 • Insulated handle tested to BS8020:2011
 • Each individual tool is flash 
tested to 10,000V before 
the issue of a certificate, 
unique to each product
 • Exceptionally strong,  
hard-wearing and safe
 • Heads forged from carbon 
manganese steel for 
maximum strength
 • Solid-forged, fully-insulated 
digging tools doubly 
protected by twin layers of 
polymer sheathing moulded 
over a rigid fibreglass core 

Code: SD4C25

BS8020 Constructor Insulated Cable Layer

 • 5" – 4½" x 11"
 • Often known as a '1-way' in some trades
 • Designed for cable and pipe laying with a 
slim blade that is ideal for digging out 
narrow trenches
 • 28" polyfibre shocksafe insulated
 • Solid-forged, fully-insulated digging 
tools doubly protected by twin layers of 
polymer sheathing moulded over a rigid 
fibreglass core
 • Each tool is flash tested to 10,000V and 
printed with the BS8020 1,000V logo

Code: SD4S20

Constructor Steel Shaft 
Treaded Spade (MYD Handle)

 • 7½" x 11½"
 • 28’’ all steel MYD
 • Heavy-duty spade designed 
to cope with arduous 
digging tasks
 • Integrated treads provide 
better grip, increased 
comfort and protection  
to the user's feet

Code: SD1C15

Constructor Wood Shaft Open 
Socket Shovel (PYD Handle)

 • Lightweight, square-
mouthed, open socket 
shovel pressed from  
high-quality steel

Code: SH1W25

Constructor Steel Shaft 
Square Mouth Shovel

 • 28" all steel MYD
 • 10" x 12½" square-mouth, 
steel-shafted, solid 
socket shovel
 • Used for shovelling out or 
concrete mixing, working 
tarmac and cement, 
backfilling trenches and 
manouvering ballast

Code: SH2S05

Constructor Steel Shaft 
Trenching Shovel

 • Handle: 28"
 • Blade: 11" x  7.5" x 6.5"
 • With tubular steel shaft  
and solid socket head
 • Automatically rotary 
welded – perfect weld 
alignment ensures 
maximum strength
 • Made from high strength 
carbon/manganese steel
 • Epoxy coated for reduced 
soil adhesion and rust
 • Heat-tempered steel for  
a long life

Code: SH2S30

Constructor Steel Shaft Taper 
Mouth Shovel

 • 28" all steel MYD
 • Total size: 10” – 8½” x 12½”
 • The all-steel,  
taper-mouth shovel
 • Solid manganese  
steel-forged blade  
and socket, correctly 
tempered for strength
 • Powder-coated for  
rust prevention
 • A tubular shaft is welded 
to the socket for a strong 
smooth join
 • The shaft is fitted with 
a metal YD hilt with a 
wooden cross dowel  
for added comfort

Code: SH2S40

Constructor Digging Spade 
(PYD Handle)

 • Contract digging spade for breaking up 
ground, and digging clay and earth

Code: SD1C05

Constructor Steel Shaft 
Cable Layer

 • Cable laying, tubular  
steel-shafted, solid  
socket digging tool

Code: SH2S20

Aluminium Hand Scoop

 • Aluminium scoop is resilient to aggresive 
materials or aggregate
 • Silver

Code: SAC2300

BS8020 Constructor Insulated 
Trenching Shovel

 • 7" x 11"
 • Used for digging and cleaning out narrow 
trenches for cable and pipe laying
 • 28" polyfibre insulated handle
 • Exceptionally strong, hard-
wearing and safe
 • Solid-forged, fully-insulated 
digging tools doubly protected 
by twin layers of polymer 
sheathing moulded over a rigid 
fibreglass core
 • Each tool is flash tested to 
10,000V and printed with the 
BS8020 1,000V logo

Code: SH4S30

BS8020 Constructor No.2 
Insulated Square Mouth Shovel

 • 10" – 12½"
 • 28" polyfibre insulated
 • Solid-forged, fully-insulated 
digging tools doubly 
protected by twin layers of 
polymer sheathing moulded 
over a rigid fibreglass core
 • Each tool is flash tested to 
10,000V and printed with 
the BS8020 1,000V logo

Code: SH4S45

BS8020 Constructor No.2 
Insulated Taper Mouth Shovel

 • 10" – 8½" x 12½"
 • Used for shovelling out or concrete mixing, 
working tarmac and cement, backfilling 
trenches and manouvering ballast
 • Integrated treads provide 
better grip, increased 
comfort and protection  
to the user's feet
 • Tested and made in 
conformance with 
BS8020:2011
 • 28'' polyfibre shocksafe 
insulated
 • Solid-forged, fully-insulated 
digging tools doubly 
protected by twin layers of 
polymer sheathing moulded 
over a rigid fibreglass core

Code: SH4S55

BS8020 Constructor Insulated 
Grafting Tool

 • 6" x 12"
 • Integrated treads provide better grip, 
increased comfort and protection to the 
user's feet
 • 28" polyfibre shocksafe insulated
 • Heads forged from carbon manganese 
steel for maximum strength
 • Solid-forged, fully-insulated digging 
tools doubly protected by twin layers of 
polymer sheathing moulded over a rigid 
fibreglass core
 • Each tool is flash tested to 10,000V and 
printed with the BS8020 1,000V logo

Code: SH4C20

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Big Blue Easy Float Kit 1

 • Comes with 1200mm head, worm gear,  
3 aluminium handles 
 • 1200mm x 300mm

Code: FP6BBK1

Big Blue Easy Float Head

 • Comes with worm gear
 • 1200mm

Code: FP6BBW1

Concrete Testing Slump Cone

 • 100–200mm(dia.) x 290mm
 • Concrete slump cone for the testing  
of concrete prior to the pour
 • Galvanised steel for durability

Premium Slump Cone 
Tamping Rod

 • 16mm(dia.) x 600mm(L)
 • Metal tamping rod for slump cone
 • Certified to BS1881 and EN12350-2

Code: SCR960R

Mould Oil

 • 5ltr
 • Strike Release Oil is a highly effective 
release agent to enable concrete 
shuttering to be removed easily, leaving 
the edge of the concrete structure clean 
and well formed
 • Suitable for most types of form work 
including potable water structures, not 
affected by rain after application

Code: SM05400

4 Part Test Cube Mould for Concrete or Mortar Testing

Size:  Code: 
100mm x 100mm, 8.5kg TC1M10
150mm x 150mm, 16kg  TC1M15

 • Bolt together with detachable base
 • Cubes of 100mm size are not suitable 
for concrete having a nominal maximum 
aggregate size exceeding 20mm
 • Cubes of 150mm size are not suitable 
for concrete having a nominal maximum 
aggregate size exceeding 40mm
 • Conforms to BS1881:Part 108:1983

Polypropylene Concrete 
Curing Tank

 • 700mm x 540mm x 530mm (internal)
 • Concrete curing tanks are perfect testing 
of concrete cube moulds
 • They maintain temperature of the cubes 
at the required 20°C

Size:  Code: 
110V TC3CCT1-110V
240V  TC3CCT1-240V

Brass Concrete Thermometer

 • Brass cased
 • 460mm slot
 • -35°C – +50°C

Code: TM0CT1

Max-Min Thermometer

 • Quick set press button
 • No magnet needed to reset
 • Moulded in cream case with white scale

Code: TM0MM0

Double Head Hydrant 
Stand Pipe

 • 1"
 • Complete with cast 2½" base, double 
check valve and 3/4" brass hose outlet

Code: DA5D34

Single Head Hydrant Stand 
Pipe (19mm Hose Outlet)

 • 1"
 • Complete with cast 2½" 
base, double check valve 
and 3/4" brass hose outlet

Code: DA5H34

Universal Joint Double 
Worm Screw

 • 50mm (2")
 • Lockfast double worm screw pierces 
blockages such as paper or rags so the 
obstruction can be drawn back to clear 
the pipe

Code: DA2WSU

Round Bowl Sewer Grab

 • 90mm 
 • 1.5m long-reach handle

Code: DB5BG5

Hydrant Standpipe Key

 • Standard 16mm bar
 • T handle
 • Designed for turning on the supply from 
an underground water hydrant
 • Available in a standard 16mm diameter 
bar complete with a 11/4” AF fitting

Code: DA6K34

Manhole Key

 • With a universal keyway fabricated from 
steel bar with a welded key
 • Zinc-plated to 90hrs salt spray test

Heavy Duty 4 Key 
Manhole Lifter

 • Ductile manhole lifting tool with wheel 
comprising of four different key heads

Code: DA7MP24

Size:  Code: 
140mm, light duty DA7M07
250mm (10"), medium duty  DA7M10
300mm (12"), heavy duty DA7M12

Product:  Code: 
Slump Cone SC8100
Base Plate  SCBP01

Snap Handles to fit 
Big Blue Kit 1

 • 1800mm
 • Aluminium snap handles for use with 
bullfloats, big blue trowels and walking 
hand tools

Code: FP6BBH1

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Drain Test Plug

 • Used for blocking off water and gas pipes
 • Can be used on copper or steel pipes

Brass Drain Test Plug Nipple

 • Up to and including 6" test plugs
 • 12.5mm (½")
 • The brass test nipple cap can be fitted 
to a drain test plug for the completion 
of air tests

Code: DP2TN05

Universal Joint Drain Rod Set In Carry Case

 • Purpose-designed set comes complete with a heavy-duty, blue waterproof Bailey carry bag 
and supplied with adjustable shoulder straps
 • Easily stored
 • Includes 30' of the Bailey Blue Rods® with brass fittings

Contains:
 • 10 3' x 3/4" blue rods
 • One 4" plunger
 • One 4" drop scraper
 • One double worm screw

Code: DR2US3

Size:  Code: 
25mm (1") DP1P01
32mm (11/4")  DP1P014
38mm (1½")   DP1P015
50mm (2") DP1P02
63mm (2½") DP1P025
100mm (4") DP1P04
125mm (5") DP1P05
150mm (6") DP1P06
200mm (8")  DP1P08
225mm (9")  DP1P09
300mm (12") DP1P12

Drain Test Plug Nipple 1" 
(for 7" or Larger Plugs)

 • 25mm (1")
 • The brass test nipple cap can be fitted 
to a drain test plug for the completion 
of air tests

Code: DP2TN10

Universal Joint Drain Rod

 • 3' x 3/4"
 • Quality polypropylene universal joint 
drain rod

Code: DR3RU5

Drain Rod Straps

 • 12” x ½" strap
 • Drain cleaner/unblocker

Code: DA0S01

Universal Joint Rubber Plunger

 • Builds up pressure of water which forces 
the obstruction clear
 • One-piece moulded
 • Lockfast joint will rotate in both directions

Size:  Code: 
100mm (4") DA2PU4
150mm (6")  DA2PU6

Duct Conduit Rod on Free 
Standing Frame

 • 6m x 60m
 • High-quality, glass fibre-reinforced epoxy 
rod giving excellent flexibility
 • Ideal for both short and long installation

Code: DC3R660

Drain Tracing Dye

 • Soluble in water
 • Helps to confirm the direction of the flow 
in the pipes or drains
 • Blue

Code: DD2BTD1

Canvas Airbag

 • Quality, flexible airbag stopper for the 
plugging of drains and pipes
 • Fitted with length of hose

PVC Airbag

 • A durable, quality, PVC rubber flexible 
drain plug for plugging drains and pipes

Size:  Code: 
50mm (2") DT6R02
100mm (4")  DT6R04
150mm (6") DT6R06

Plastic Inflator Pump

 • For PVC/canvas airbags with  
Schrader valves

Code: DT2P55

Air U-Gauge Kit (Manometer)

 • 1m hose
 • The kit contains items required (except 
testing plugs) to carry out an air test to 
100mm (4") drain or pipe
 • Suitable for pressure testing drains and 
sewers to BS8005 and EN1610

Contains: 
 • U Gauge for 4"
 • 9' rubber hose
 • Hand bellows
 • Hose Y piece
 • ½" test nipple cap

Code: DT3G11

Universal Joint Drop Scraper

 • 100mm (4")
 • Glides over small obstructions and drops 
into a vertical position to allow material 
to be dragged back

Code: DA2DU4

Hilmor Tube Stops (620103)

 • For use with EL25, EL32, CM42 and K3B 
tube benders

Code: BN3S66

Size:  Code: 
100mm (4") DT1A04
150mm (6")  DT1A06

Hilmor Pipe Vice Jaws (661053)

 • Hilmor pipe vice jaw, nuts and screws
 • For use with Hilmor Vice only BN2E25B

Code: BN3S46

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Flexible Hose to suit Grease Gun

 • 300mm
 • Allows operator to overcome 
accessibility issues while greasing
 • High pressure flexible nylon tube with 1/8" 
BSP male thread connection each end

Code: GG1FH1

Grease Gun comes with 
6" Rigid Tube 

 • 500ml
 • For 400cc cartridge loading or  
500cc bulk
 • Complete with air release valve/
European pattern bulk filler nipple, 6" 
rigid tube and 4 jaw hydraulic connector

Code: GG1L50

Bottle Paint Marker

 • Squeezy bottle liquid paint markers for 
tough paint marking on beams
 • Quick-drying paint
 • Steel ball point

Colour:  Code: 
White HBPM10-W
Yellow  HBPM10-Y

Code: BN5GLM

GLM Bender comes with 
Formers & Guides

 • With precision, high-pressure aluminium 
die-cast formers and guides to produce 
sets, offsets, multiple bends etc in tubes 
of a maximum diameter of 22mm
 • Particulary suitable for installation  
of small heating systems etc. 
 • Capacities are: copper BS2871 15mm  
– 22mm; stainless steel BS4127 15mm;  
mild steel BS4152 15mm

Conduit Bender Complete

 • Conduit Machine will bend 20mm and 
25mm galvanised and black enamel conduit
 • The formers are precision-machined 
aluminium for improved accuracy and ease 
of use throughout the bend
 • Supplied with a quality pipe vice and 
carrying handle for ease of transportation
 • Designed so that it is compact enough to 
fit into the average car boot
 • Manufactured in the UK by the last British 
manufacturer of the Hilmor brand of pipe 
bending machines, spares and accessories

Code: BN2E25B

Conduit Bender Complete

 • Low-profile design that is viewed as the 
best for fabrication and steel erection
 • Includes a tethering ring for easy 
tethering when working at height
 • Slimline design
 • For M12, M16, M20, M22, M24, M27 and 
M30 thread bolts

Size:  Code: 
19mm HPOKDO-19
24mm  HPOKDO-24
30mm HPOKDO-30
36mm  HPOKDO-36

King Dick Podger, Open End, Tethering Ring Style King Dick Podger, Ring End, 
Tethering Ring Style

 • Low-profile design that is viewed as the 
best for fabrication and steel erection
 • Now includes a tethering ring when 
working at height
 • Ring podgers for better grip on bolts
 • Slimline design
 • For M12, M16, M20, M22,  
M24, M27 and M30  
thread bolts

Size:  Code: 
19mm HPOKDR-19
24mm  HPOKDO-24
30mm HPOKDO-30
32mm  HPOKDO-36
36mm HPOKDO-30

Tethered Box Scaffold Spanner

 • 7⁄16" Whitworth, bi-hex
 • Bespoke lanyard attachment  
point to allow virtually unrestricted  
use whilst tethered
 • Other sizes and handle styles available
 • Lanyard not included: use with 
SFAHCTWS – page 120

Code: HTASSP-716

Size:  Code: 
24oz HWUBPH-24
32oz  HWUBPH-32

Constructor Unbreakable Ball 
Pein Hammer

 • Lanyard hole for tethering hammer
 • Unbreakable technology
 • No-slip grip
 • Flat head to stand upright
 • Anti-vibe neck

Unbreakable Club Hammer

 • Longer handle than most club hammers 
allowing greater striking force
 • Unbreakable technology
 • Hi-Vis green head
 • No-slip grip
 • Safety plate to prevent head dislodging
 • Flat head to stand upright
 • Anti-vibe neck
 • Lanyard hole for tethering hammer

Size:  Code: 
4lb, 16" handle HWUCH-04
2.5lb, 12" handle  HWUCH-25

Unbreakable Sledge Hammer

 • With molten steel bars reinforcing the 
handle, and a locking steel plate holding 
the head to that handle
 • Hi-Vis orange head
 • No-slip grip
 • Safety plate to prevent head dislodging
 • Flat head to stand upright
 • Anti-vibe neck
 • Lanyard hole for tethering hammer
 • Use lanyard: SFASCTL11 – page 121

Size:  Code: 
6lb, 24" handle HWUSH-0624
10lb, 24" handle  HWUSH-1024
14lb, 30" handle HWUSH-1430

Estwing Professional 
Claw Hammer

 • Handle grip made from liquid vinyl 
bonded to shaft during production
 • Excellent balance
 • Add D shackle to hole in shaft to create 
a tethered hammer

Size:  Code: 
16oz HR4EW16
20oz  HR4EW20

Constructor Tethered High 
Leverage End Cutting Pliers

 • 200mm
 • Polished/blackened
 • Ideal for twisting and cutting wire in  
one operation
 • Weight: ca. 360g
 • Material: C45
 • Hardness of edges: HRC 60
 • Handle: PVC dipped yellow
 • Durable joint and precision cutting edges 
for miscellaneous use
 • For twisting and cutting binding wire

Code: PL2CT25

Stabila Magnetic Boat Level 
comes with Tethering Ring

 • 250mm
 • Famous Stabila quality with added 
benefit of tool tether ring

Code: HTAMSTBL-T

Fallproof Tethered Tape Measure

 • High-quality
 • Complete with tether
 • Strong plastic case

Size:  Code: 
5m TM5T05
8m  TM5T08

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Heavy Duty Staple Gun

 • 3-way, heavy-duty staple gun for 1mm 
wide staples
 • Ideal for light-duty DIY work and simple 
poster memo fixing
 • Fits square staples 6mm – 12mm
 • U staples 12mm and T nails 10mm
 • Black

Code: SG2HD1

Staples

 • 1,000 pieces
 • Metal
 • 8mm suitable for SG2HD1

Size:  Code: 
8mm SG2RS2-08
12mm  SG2RS2-12

Twin-Pad Glass Lifter

 • 100kg
 • Pad suction lifter is ideal for carrying 
heavy, awkward items such as glass, 
doors, windows and sheet metal

Triple-Pad Glass Lifter

 • 100kg limit
 • Plastic triple-suction cup for carrying 
heavy, awkward items such as sheet 
glass and board
 • Pad size 115mm dia.

Code: GL1A03Code: GL1A02

Heavy Duty Tubular 
Floor Scraper

 • 300mm (12")
 • Used for removing 
grease and dirt from 
workshop or site  
floor areas
 • 1.5m(L)

Product: Code: 
Floor scraper  FP4HDFI
Replacement blades  FP4H05B

6 Piece Screwdriver Set

 • A set of screwdrivers featuring full-
size, bi-material, soft-grip handles for 
maximising user comfort and firm  
non-slip gripping
 • Professional, quality set

Code: SC5CS6

Plain Carborundum Blocks

 • 200mm x 50mm x 50mm (8" x 2" x 2") 
 • Manufactured from hard silicon  
carbide abrasive
 • Rubbing bricks used for  
heavy-duty applications

Product: Code: 
Plain RBP201
Fluted RBP202

Gin Wheel

 • 250mm (10")
 • For fitting to scaffold for winching tools 
and equipment up to the worksite
 • Tested to 1000kg
 • Certified to lift 250kg
 • Rope not included

Code: SS1G10

Plasterers Mixing Whisk 
(For Electric Drill)

 • 120mm x 600mm
 • Takes the strain out of mixing by putting 
the strain onto the power of a drill or 
electric mixing tool

Code: FP0PM120

Pressurised Dust Suppression Water Bottle

 • 15ltr tank
 • Designed for dust suppression  
applications used in conjunction with  
all standard petrol cut off saws
 • Standard hoselock style fitting

Code: HDSB-15L

25 Piece Screwdriver Bit Set

 • Screwdriver bit set includes 24 of the 
most popular screwdriver bit types
 • Hard wearing S2 steel for a long  
working life
 • Supplied in a sturdy plastic storage case

Contains:
 • Slotted screwdriver bits: 4, 5.5, 6.5mm
 • Pozidriv screwdriver bits: Pz1 (x2), PZ2 
(x3), PZ3 (x3)
 • Phillips screwdriver bits: PH1, PH2, PH3
 • Hexagonal screwdriver bits: 3, 4, 5,6
 • Star screwdriver bits: T10, T15, T20, T25, 
T30, T40
 • 1 quick release magnetic 1/4 in hex drive 
ejector bit holder

Code: FX6SB5

Code: HTTSET3

25 Piece Screwdriver Bit Set

 • Comprehensive security bit set contains 60 Chrome Vanadium steel bits and a magnetic 
bit holder
 • Supplied in a sturdy plastic storage case

Contains:
 • 5 slotted screwdriver bits: 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7mm
 • 6 Pozidriv screwdriver bits: PZ0, PZ1, PZ2(3) and PZ3
 • 6 Phillips screwdriver bits: PH0, PH1, PH2(3) and PH3
 • 12 Hex screwdriver bits: 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 
6, 7 and 8mm
 • 13 Star screwdriver bits: T5, T6, T7, T8, T9, T10, T15, T20, 
T25, T27, T30, T35 and T40
 • 7 Tamperproof Star screwdriver bits: TT10, TT15, TT20, 
TT25, TT27, TT30 and TT35
 • 6 Hex security screwdriver bits: 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5 and 6mm
 • 5 spanner bits: 4(2), 6, 8 and 10mm
 • 1 magnetic bit holder 60mm

To support a fast and 
efficient delivery of 

products to your sites,  
you can order our  
products online at  

onsite-support.co.uk

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Sanding Disc Backing 
Pad, Flexible

 • Speed-tested, nylon backing pad for 
sanding discs
 • Ultra flexible and hard wearing
 • Fits all standard angle grinders, supplied 
complete with nut
 • White

Size: Code:
115mm ABP115
125mm ABP125

Abrasive Belts Zircon

 • Band file, heavy-duty ceramic belts for 
band file or dyna file machines
 • Special low-profile reinforced joints for 
strength and finish
 • Long life on mild or stainless steel, 
compatible with 457mm belts

Sanding Discs Ceramic

 • 125mm, 120 grit
 • Flexible sanding disc for stainless steel 
metalworkers
 • Ceramic material on heavy duty 0.8mm 
fibre backing material
 • Use with ABP Backing Pad, 36, 60, 80, 
120 grit available

Code: ADC125-120

Flap Discs ZirconSanding Discs Zircon

 • High performance 'ZF' zirconium cloth
 • Gives a consistant cut and good life on 
mild and stainless steels
 • 16mm bore for 100mm
 • 22mm bore for 115mm, 125mm and 180mm

Surface Conditioning Belts

 • 13mm x 457mm 
 • For regrain and blending of hard to reach 
places, tube work etc.
 • Ideal for stainless steel balustrades etc.
 • Reinforced joints

Twist Knot Cup Brush

 • 65mm, M14, coarse
 • Industrial wire brushes with twisted knot 
wires for extra strength
 • Mild steel 0.5mm wire as standard
 • These industrial wire brushes fit onto 
a standard M14 thread on all common 
angle grinders

Code: AWCT65-C

Size: Code: 
6mm x 455mm, 120 grit ABZH0645-120
9mm x 533mm, 80 grit  ABZH0953-80
13mm x 455mm, 40 grit ABZH1345-40
13mm x 455mm, 60 grit  ABZH1345-60
13mm x 455mm, 80 grit ABZH1345-80

Size: Code: 
115mm, 40 grit ADFZ115-40
115mm, 60 grit ADFZ115-60
115mm, 80 grit ADFZ115-80
125mm, 40 grit  ADFZ125-40
125mm, 60 grit  ADFZ125-60
125mm, 80 grit ADFZ125-80

Size: Code: 
115mm, 120 grit  ADZ115-120
115mm, 36 grit ADZ115-36
115mm, 60 grit  ADZ115-60
115mm, 80 grit ADZ115-80
125mm, 120 grit  ADZ125-120
125mm, 36 grit ADZ125-36
125mm, 60 grit  ADZ125-60
125mm, 80 grit ADZ125-80

Type: Code: 
Coarse ASCBH1345-C
Fine  ASCBH1345-F
Medium ASCBH1345-M

 • Fibreglass backing
 • Abrasive cloth on low-vibration, nylon 
backing pad
 • Metal removal/good finish for weld 
removal or blending
 • 40, 60, 80 grits
 • 8500 safe RPM 

EDX Drum Sleeve Ceramic

 • 100mm x 295mm
 • Use for metal grinding, weld removal, 
and taking off mill scale
 • Made from high-spec ceramic  
cloth material
 • Fits inflatable roller

Type: Code: 
40 grit APE330-040
60 grit APE330-060
80 grit  APE330-080
120 grit APE330-120

EDX Belt Ceramic Grit Band

 • 40mm x 760mm grit bands
 • Wraps around tube for perfect finish

EDX Belt Surface 
Conditioning, Fleece Band

 • Surface conditioning fleece material for 
satin graining
 • Scratch removal, final graining, matt and 
satin finishes, deburring
 • Wraps around tube for perfect finish
 • Medium (Red)

Code: APE760-M

PTX Sleeve Ceramic

 • 100mm
 • Use for grinding, weld removal and 
taking off mill scale
 • Made from high-specification ceramic  
cloth material
 • Fits expanding roller

PTX Sleeve Trizact, 237 AA

 • Revolutionary micro-abrasive pyramid grit 
technology allows stepping through to 
2000 grit mirror polish
 • Quick and easy finishes
 • Trizact type belts for mirror finishing on 
stainless steel

Type: Code: 
60 grit APE730-60
80 grit  APE730-80
120 grit APE730-120
240 grit  APE730-240

Type: Code: 
40 grit APX330-40
80 grit  APX330-80
120 grit APX330-120

Type: Code: 
A45 APX350-A45
A6  APX350-A5

PTX Band Ceramic

 • Belt roller grit bands
 • Use for grinding, weld removal and taking off mill scale
 • Fits belt roller or tube
 • Long-life, green ceramic/zircon grit material
 • Use for weld removal, mill scale removal and  
coarse graining
 • Cool running material, with long life on stainless steels
 • Fantastic on curved designs and fitted 
handrails

Type: Code: 
80 grit APX630-80
120 grit  APX630-120

PTX Link Band Surface Conditioning

Code: APX665-M

 • Belt roller grit bands
 • Use for grinding, weld removal and 
taking off mill scale
 • Fits belt roller or tube
 • Long-life, green ceramic/zircon  
grit material
 • Use for weld removal, mill scale removal 
and coarse graining
 • Cool running material, with long life on 
stainless steels
 • Use with APX320 Belt Roller
 • Fantastic on curved designs and  
fitted handrails

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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PTX Fleece Wheel

 • 100mm
 • Solid compressed fleece wheels for  
a final brushed satin finish
 • Slide straight onto Pro Finisher shaft
 • Low-vibration keyway mounting

PTX Mix Wheel

 • 100mm
 • Combo wheels mix of surface 
conditioning material and  
abrasive sheets
 • Deburring/light stock removal
 • Blend welds and course graining

Type:  Code: 
80 grit APX400-80
280 grit APX400-280

Type:  Code: 
Coarse APX420-COARSE
Medium  APX420-MEDIUM

Scotchbrite Hand Pad

 • Pack of 20
 • Medium finish
 • Top quality pads for long life and  
easy finish
 • Commonly used for hand finishing,  
oxide removal, cleaning, and  
deburring applications
 • Mainly used on stainless steel sheet 
metal but can be used on any material 
needing fine sanding or blending

Code: AHS7496-PACK 20

Siafleece Hand Pad, High 
Density and Long Life, Medium

 • Pack of 10
 • Commonly used for hand finishing,  
oxide removal, cleaning, and  
deburring applications
 • Mid-range, black handpad for general 
cleaning and graining work
 • Excellent on stainless steel
 • Top quality pads for long life and  
easy finish

Code: AHSBLK-PACK 10

Scotchbrite Roll

 • Pack of 2
 • 25mm x 5m
 • Coarse
 • General purpose, tear-to-length, non-
woven Scotchbrite rolls for everyday 
hand finishing and cleaning
 • Blends and grains stainless steel

Code: ASR025B

Wire Brush

 • 4-row
 • Heavy-duty, wooden-handled  
scratch brushes
 • Industrial-quality brushes suitable for  
a multitude of cleaning applications

Code: BR5W04

Hand Wire Brush with Scraper

 • 4-row
 • Quality scratch brush with bristles made 
from hardened and tempered steel
 • For use in preparatory work, when 
removing rust, scale, old paintwork  
and grouting

Code: BR5WS4

General Purpose Abrasive Roll

 • 115mm x 10m
 • Aluminium oxide sandpaper in handy 
10m rolls
 • Can be used on a multitude of materials 
including wood, metal, fibreglass and 
painted surfaces

Type:  Code: 
120 grit FX5AB1
100 grit  FX5AB2
180 grit FX5AB3
40 grit  FX5AB4
60 grit FX5AB5
80 grit  FX5AB6

Cutting, grinding & drilling

PTX Sleeve, Surface Conditioning

 • Surface conditioning fleece material  
for satin finishing
 • For scratch removal, matt and satin 
graining, and deburring
 • Fits expanding roller
 • Coarse, Medium and Fine

Code: APX360-C

TCT Circular Saw Blade, 
Mild Steel

 • 165mm x 20mm bore
 • Premium-grade, tungsten-tipped saw 
blades for cutting mild steel
 • Fast burr and spark-free cut
 • Rated to 3800rpm

Code: CCBTC165-M

Jigsaw Blades

 • Pack of 5
 • Quality German-made metal cutting  
HSS Jigsaw blades in a range of  
common types

Reciprocating Sabre Saw Blades

 • Pack of 5
 • Quality German HSS recipro saw blade
 • Perfect for demolition/construction 
activities in a variety of materials
 • For use on wood and metal

TCT Circular Saw Blade, Wood

 • Premium-grade, tungsten-tipped 
saw blades for cutting wood, plastic, 
composite board etc.
 • Fast burr and spark-free cut
 • Bore x 24T

Constructor Plus Universal 
Diamond Blade

 • 12mm standard segment height 
 • All-round performance, diamond blade 
for cutting building products, kerbs and 
slabs, blocks and roof tiles

Premium Diamond Blade

 • 300mm
 • Universal blade
 • All-round performance, diamond blade 
produced under new technology giving 
fast cutting speed and the ability to cut 
the hardest concrete and natural stone
 • 12mm standard segment height EN13236

Code: DMX300

TX10R Diamond Discs

 • 300mm
 • Superior-performance, diamond cutting 
blade for cutting all construction 
materials including steel
 • Reinforced flange, cooling holes and 
semi-transparent

Code: TX10R300

Size:  Code: 
75mm, fast clean CJBT101B
75mm, fast coarse  CJBT144D 
90mm, fine pitch CJBT118A
90mm, medium pitch  CJBT118B
130mm, fine pitch CJBT318A

Size:  Code: 
205mm, 10 – 14TPI CRBS1122VF
150mm, 10 – 14TPI  CRBS922VF

Size:  Code: 
165mm x 20mm CCBTC165-M
190mm x 30mm CCBTC19W24
230mm x 30mm  CCBTC23W24

Size:  Code: 
115mm (4½") DDU115
125mm (5")  DDU125
230mm (9") DDU230
300mm (12")  DDU320

Reciprocating Sabre 
Saw Blades

 • Pack of 5
 • 130mm
 • 6TPI
 • Ideal for cutting hardwood, plywood  
and PVC
 • For clean parallel cuts

Code: CRBS644D

Reciprocating Saw Blades, 
Bi-Metal

 • Pack of 5
 • 80mm
 • Ideal for cutting sheet steel, iron and 
cement panels
 • For clean, coarse cuts

Code: CRBSGP80

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Power Max 55 comes with 
Spring Pilot Drill

 • 6mm x 110mm
 • High-quality Morse taper arbors for  
use with the appropriate size machine 
and cutter
 • Use each arbor with pilot drill

Code: CAPK-QC-06

Power Max TCT Holesaws, 
For Quick Change Arbor

 • High-performance, versatile TCT cutters 
 • Can be adapted for use in magnetic 
drills using the corresponding arbor and 
pilot pin
 • 14mm – 150mm holesaws availabile in 
12mm, 30mm and 55mm depth

Size:  Code: 
14mm x 55mm CAPK-QC-14
17mm x 55mm  CAPK-QC-17
18mm x 55mm CAPK-QC-18
21mm x 55mm  CAPK-QC-21
28mm x 55mm CAPK-QC-28

Power Max 20 / 30 / 55, 
Quick Change Arbor

 • 14mm – 60mm (6mm pilot drill)
 • Straight shank Powermax TCT arbor  
for use in a standard drill chuck
 • Uses 20.1340 grub screws
 • Use with Powermax pilot drills

Code: CAPK-QC-AS

Bi-Metal Holesaw 
Constant Pitch

 • 6TPI constant pitch holesaws for 
improved life on thin gauge materials
 • Smooth cutting and long life
 • Genuine Starrett quality
 • Holesaws up to 210mm held in stock

Bi-Metal HSS-Co Holesaw 
Variable Pitch, 8% Cobalt

 • 8% cobalt holesaw with reinforced base 
plate; massively improved performance 
to standard bi-
metal holesaws
 • Fits all Starrett 
accessories

Karnasch Bi-Metal Holesaw Arbor

 • Fits Starrett holesaws and accessories
 • Use with 6mm pilot drill
 • Supplied with pilot drill

Karnasch Holesaw Arbor Spare 
Pilot Drill comes with Spring

 • Also fits Starrett holesaws and arbors
 • Comes complete with pilot spring

Code: CHDK5-P

Size:  Code: 
14mm CHD014-CP
17mm  CHD017-CP
21mm CHD021-CP
25mm  CHD025-CP

Size:  Code: 
14mm CHDK-014
17mm  CHDK-017
20mm CHDK-020
21mm  CHDK-021
22mm CHDK-022
32mm  CHDK-032

Size:  Code: 
32mm – 210mm CHDK5-210
14mm – 30mm  CHDK5-30

Gold Line TCT SuperLong Cutter

 • Premium-quality TCT cutters for drilling 
the hardest known steels
 • Length: 110mm
 • Drilling procedures available on request

Gold Line TCT Broaching 
Cutter, Long Series

 • Premium-quality TCT cutters for drilling 
the hardest known steels
 • Drilling procedures available on request
 • Full range of sizes available 12mm – 
65mm diameter
 • Length: 55mm

Size:  Code: 
22mm CMTCT-110-22
32mm  CMTCT-110-32

Size:  Code: 
14mm CMTCT-55-14
18mm  CMTCT-55-18
22mm CMTCT-55-22
26mm  CMTCT-55-26
32mm CMTCT-55-32

Pilot Pin, 2 Piece (20.1427)

 • Sold singley
 • Pilot pin for CMTCT-80 – 2 pieces
 • Length: 80mm

Code: CMZP-80-2

Gold Line TCT Broaching 
Cutter, Deep Series

 • For drilling the hardest  
known steels
 • Drilling procedures available  
on request
 • Length: 80mm
 • Full range of sizes available 
12mm – 65mm diameter
 • Precision cutters are ideal for 
difficult jobs or thick material 
where long reach is required

Size:   Code: 
18mm CMTCT-80-18
21mm  CMTCT-80-21
22mm CMTCT-80-22
23mm  CMTCT-80-23
24mm CMTCT-80-24
25mm  CMTCT-80-25
26mm CMTCT-80-26
28mm  CMTCT-80-28
29mm CMTCT-80-29
30mm  CMTCT-80-30
33mm CMTCT-80-33
35mm  CMTCT-80-35
36mm CMTCT-80-36
38mm CMTCT-80-38
40mm CMTCT-80-40
45mm  CMTCT-80-45
50mm CMTCT-80-50

Karnasch HSS Broaching 
Cutter – Short Reach

 • Ideal for use in  
general fabrication  
of structural steels
 • Length: 25mm
 • Step-hardened  
and fully ground
 • Quality German 
technology

Size: Code: 
12mm CMXS-SL-12
14mm  CMXS-SL-14
16mm CMXS-SL-16
18mm  CMXS-SL-18
20mm CMXS-SL-20
22mm  CMXS-SL-22
25mm CMXS-SL-25
26mm  CMXS-SL-26
28mm CMXS-SL-28
30mm  CMXS-SL-30
32mm CMXS-SL-32
34mm  CMXS-SL-34
35mm CMXS-SL-35
40mm  CMXS-SL-40
50mm CMXS-SL-50
60mm  CMXS-SL-60

Karnasch HSS Broaching 
Cutter – Long Reach

 • Ideal for use in general 
fabrication of structural steels
 • Length: 50mm
 • Step-Hardened and fully ground
 • Quality German technology

Size: Code: 
12mm CMXL-SL-12
14mm  CMXL-SL-14
18mm CMXL-SL-18
22mm  CMXL-SL-22
26mm CMXL-SL-26
30mm  CMXL-SL-30
32mm CMXL-SL-32
36mm  CMXL-SL-36
50mm CMXL-SL-50

Pilot Pin, Long Series

 • High-tech design and geometry with 
hardened projection tip
 • Fits all standards HSS broach cutters

Code: CMZPL

Pilot Pin, Short Series

 • High-tech design and geometry with 
hardened projection tip
 • Drilling procedures available

Code: CMZPS

Retractable Blade Trimming Knife

 • 152mm (6")
 • Retractable-blade knife with easy  
blade replacement

Code: KN1B05

Heavy Duty Standard 
Knife Blades

 • Box of 100
 • Utility blade
 • Fits all standard retractable- and  
fixed-blade utility knives

Code: KN1B15

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Irwin Bi-Metal Blue Safety Blades

 • Pack of 5 singles
 • Formed by welding high-speed  
steel edge and spring steel, having  
the benefit of both types: Safety  
and Longer Life
 • Blades are safer since they will not 
break under normal working conditions, 
they help reduce the risk of injury from 
breaking or shattering blades
 • Result in fewer blade changes which 
means fewer accidental cuts
 • High-speed steel – delivers a hardened 
cutting edge that stay sharp 3x longer 
than traditional carbon blades
 • Fits most knives – the two-notch blade 
design fits most utility knives
 • Soft-snap technology – for breaking a 
new edge confidently

Code: KN1IB5

Constructor Auto Retractable 
Safety Knife

 • Length: 60mm
 • Safety, self-retracting-blade knife with 
ergonomic shape for comfort
 • Blade retracts automatically after losing 
contact with the surface
 • Notch for cutting tape and string
 • Durable, wear-resistant plastic body
 • Quick-change blade mechanism

Code: KN1CPS1

Constructor Safety Knife

 • With ergonomic shape for comfort
 • Quick-change blade mechanism
 • Spare blades storage 

Code: KN1CSS2

Flat Cutting Disc For Stone

 • For quick accurate cuts in stone  
and concrete
 • Fits standard angle grinders
 • Suitable for all masonary materials, 
ashphalt and clay

Abrasive Metal Cutting Discs

 • Top-quality abrasive discs for  
cutting steel
 • For angle grinders
 • Mild steel and stainless material  
cutting discs
 • Approx. 2.5mm thick for good cutting life

Size:  Code: 
300mm x 20mm AC12S34
300mm x 22mm  AC12S78
115mm x 22mm AC45S78
230mm x 22mm  AC9S78

Size:  Code: 
115mm x 3mm  AMC115
125mm x 3mm AMC125
230mm x 3mm  AMC230
300mm x 3mm AMC300
350mm x 2.5mm  AMC350

Abrasive THIN Metal 
Cutting Discs

 • Top-quality mild and stainless steel 
cutting discs
 • The industry standard for  
precision cutting
 • Long life and quick cut
 • Cool-running and iron-free for  
stainless steel
 • Safety accredited 
to 80m/sec
 • Packed in 25s

Size:  Code: 
115mm x 1mm AMCT115
125mm x 1mm  AMCT125
230mm x 2mm AMCT230

Abrasive Metal Grinding Discs

 • A24 grit resin for longevity and  
fast grinding
 • For steelwork applications
 • Pack of 10

Size:  Code: 
115mm AMG115
125mm  AMG125
180mm AMG180
230mm  AMG230

HSS Cobalt Drills

 • Fully ground 5% cobalt HSS drill for 
unbeatable performance in hard 
materials including stainless steel
 • 135° angle, split point
 • 1mm – 16mm drill bits available in 
intermediate and tapping sizes

Size:  Code: 
3mm CTDC030
4mm  CTDC040
5mm CTDC050
6mm  CTDC060
7mm CTDC070
8mm  CTDC080
9mm CTDC095
10mm  CTDC100
10.5mm CTDC105
12mm  CTDC120

Chipbreaker Oilfeed T Drill

 • 22mm
 • Fully-ground HSS "Oilfeed Drills" used for 
high-speed drilling on CNC machinery
 • Suitable for structural steels
 • 8mm – 50mm drill bits available
 • Cobalt M42 version available

Code: CTDA022

HSS Jobber Drills Boxed Set

 • Convenient box set giving the complete 
range of drill sizes from 1mm – 13mm 
diameter in 0.5mm increments
 • Engineering grade HSS Jobber drills
 • 25 pieces

Code: CTDJSET25

HSS Jobber Drills

 • Engineering grade twist drills
 • Fully ground flute for superb performance 
in standard and alloyed steels
 • 135° angle, split point
 • 1mm – 14mm drill bits available in 
intermediate and tapping sizes
 • Sold individually

Size: Pack size:  Code: 
3mm x 61mm 10 CTDJ030
4mm x 75mm 10 CTDJ040
4.2mm x 75mm 10 CTDJ042
5mm x 86mm 10 CTDJ050
5.5mm x 93mm 10 CTDJ055
6mm x 93mm 10 CTDJ060
6.5mm x 101mm 10 CTDJ065
6.8mm x 109mm 10 CTDJ068
7mm x 109mm 10 CTDJ070
7.5mm x 109mm 10 CTDJ075
7.6mm x 117mm 10 CTDJ076
8mm x 117mm 10 CTDJ080
8.5mm x 117mm 10 CTDJ085
9mm x 125mm 10 CTDJ090
9.5mm x 125mm 10 CTDJ095
10mm x 133mm 10 CTDJ100
10.5mm x 133mm 5 CTDJ105
11mm x 142mm 5 CTDJ110
12mm x 151mm 5 CTDJ120
13mm x 151mm 5 CTDJ130

SDS Plus Drill Bit

 • For fast drilling of masonry
 • Twinmax flute and bionic cutting edge 
for superior performance
 • Extra-long versions available
 • Suit most small rotary hammer drills with 
capacity of up to 26mm

Size:  Code: 
5mm x 110mm CSDS05110
5mm x 160mm  CSDS05160
5.5mm x 110mm CSDS055110
5.5mm x 160mm  CSDS055160
6mm x 110mm CSDS06110
6mm x 160mm  CSDS06160
7mm x 110mm CSDS07110
7mm x 160mm  CSDS07160
8mm x 110mm CSDS08110
8mm x 160mm  CSDS08160
10mm x 110mm CSDS10110
10mm x 160mm  CSDS10160
12mm x 160mm CSDS12160
14mm x 160mm  CSDS14160
14mm x 260mm CSDS14260
16mm x 200mm  CSDS16200
18mm x 200mm CSDS18200
20mm x 200mm  CSDS20200
20mm x 450mm CSDS20450
22mm x 250mm  CSDS22250
22mm x 450mm CSDS22450
24mm x 250mm  CSDS24250
25mm x 250mm CSDS25250
25mm x 450mm  CSDS25450
26mm x 250mm CSDS26250
26mm x 450mm  CSDS26450

Blue-Tec TCT Burr, Double 
Cut, Flame

 • 12mm x 32mm x 6mm shank
 • 77mm OAL
 • Universal double cut as standard

Code: CTCBK-F12

Blue-Tec TCT Burr, Double 
Cut, Cylinder

 • 12mm x 20mm x 6mm Shank
 • 64mm OAL
 • Blu-Tec coated, German-quality  
tungsten carbide burrs for  
unbeatable performance
 • 100% braze tested for safety
 • All sizes and patterns available

Code: CTCBK-CE12

Countersink

 • Made with high-alloyed HSS-XE steel for 
superior life and drilling performance
 • 90° point as standard
 • Fits into standard magnet drill arbor

Size:  Code: 
25mm, M2 CMZ25CS
55mm CMZ55CS

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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SDS Max Hammer Drill Bit

 • Superb three cutter "Y" head gives 
improved performance and drilling speed 
even in reinforced concrete
 • Extra-long versions available
 • Suitable for heavy-duty drilling 
applications in concrete, granite, marble, 
brickwork and stone

GT85 Lubricant Spray

 • 400ml
 • Excellent mulit-purpose lubricant and 
cleaner, also used for rust penetration
 • Contains PTFE
 • Many users prefer to WD40
 • Non-sticky lubrication, effective penetrator, 
water displacer and rust proofer

Code: HGT854

Bright Zinc Coating Aerosol 
Spray Paint

 • 500ml
 • Resin-based paint, which contains 96% 
pure zinc flake and can be used as a 
coating on pipes and steel fabrication to 
reduce corrosion and as an exceptionally 
good primer coat

Code: HLZ739A

Karnasch Drilling 
& Tapping Paste

 • 125g
 • Viscous paste ideal for positional 
applications e.g. overhead
 • Ideal for standard and non-ferrous steels
 • Chlorine-free for health benefits

Drill & Tap Lube Aerosol Spray

 • 500ml
 • 'Paste' style aerosol lubricant
 • Perfect for precise drilling applications or 
positional work
 • Minimal mess or run off
 • Adheres to the cutting area

Code: HOCBR400

Karnasch, Heavy Duty Cutting 
Oil (water soluble)

 • 2.5ltr
 • High-performance, water-soluble  
cutting fluid especially designed  
for ABMAG broaching and magnet 
drilling applications
 • Pressure coolant applicator available
 • Mineral oil that is not hazardous under 
traffic law provision

Code: HOCMCK-25

Talvax Tallow

 • 500g
 • Monument Tub White Tallow is the  
best-quality, hard, white tallow used  
as a lubricant when threading conduit 
pipe and when pulling electric cables 
through conduit

Code: HTZ100

Size:  Code: 
12mm x 540mm CSDSM1254
14mm x 340mm  CSDSM1434
16mm x 340mm CSDSM1634
16mm x 540mm  CSDSM1654
18mm x 540mm CSDSM1854
20mm x 320mm  CSDSM2032
20mm x 520mm CSDSM2052
22mm x 320mm  CSDSM2232
22mm x 520mm CSDSM2252
25mm x 320mm  CSDSM2532
25mm x 520mm CSDSM2552
28mm x 520mm  CSDSM2852
32mm x 520mm CSDSM3250

Size:  Code: 
125g HOC100-125
750g  HOC100-750

Mig Tip M6

 • Standard copper Mig Tip, screws into the 
Mig Tip adapter
 • Replace regularly to ensure best  
welding performance
 • Fits 250A and 360A Mig Torches
 • Use M6 tips with M6 Tip adapters and 
M8 tips with M8 Tip adapters

Mig Shroud – Conical

 • Outer Mig Torch shroud or nozzle to 
direct the flow of shielding gas to the 
weld pool area
 • Chrome covered to prevent  
spatter sticking
 • Fits MB 25 250A lightweight Mig Torch 
or MB36 Mig Torch
 • Approx dimensions: 57mm x 20mm x 
10mm bore or 84mm x 23mm x 16mm 
bore depending on model

Code: WMT25S-C

Mig Tip Adaptor

 • M6, 250A
 • Mig Tip adapter to screw into the swan 
neck and take the Mig Tip, fits to MB25 
or MB363 Mig Torches depending on  
the model
 • Consumable part made from copper

Code: WMT25-TA

Mig Torch

 • Bestselling 360A Mig Torch and 
consumable parts
 • Lightweight and flexible
 • Industry standard Euro connection and 
flexible cable

Code: WMT3604

Mig Gas Distributor, Standard

 • 360A
 • Ceramic-type Mig Torch gas diffuser that 
fits behind the Mig Tip on a MB36 torch 
and enables the Argon Shielding gas to 
evenly disperse
 • Medium-duty, air-cooled torch

Code: WMT36GD-1

XTL Weld Mild Steel Mig Wire

 • A18 precision wound (1512)
 • 15kg reel
 • Moisture sealed
 • Quality checked and moisture  
protect packaging
 • Manufactured to BS2901

Conarc 49C SRP Electrodes

 • 450mm
 • Ideal for structural welding
 • Carton size: 3.2mm – 20kg;  
4.0mm – 16kg
 • Complies with: E7018-4-H4R

Mig Tip M8

 • Standard copper Mig Tip, screws into the 
Mig Tip adapter
 • Replace regularly to ensure best  
welding performance
 • Fits 250A and 360A Mig Torches
 • Use M6 tips with M6 Tip adapters and 
M8 tips with M8 Tip adapters

Size:  Code: 
1mm WMT34-10
1.2mm  WMT34-12

Size:  Code: 
0.8mm WMM08
1mm WMM10

Size: Code: 
3.2mm  WELHC49-SRP-324-8
4mm  WELHC49-SRP-404-8

Welding & gas cutting

Bohler Fox SUM Electrode – 6013

 • 3.2mm x 350mm
 • 20.8kg carton
 • E6103 electrode with exceptional 
weldability in all positions except  
vertical down
 • Soft arc and minimal spatter
 • Bestseller for general mild steel

Code: WEM-SUM-323-4

SDS Max Drill Bit, Flat Chisel

 • 25mm x 400mm
 • Hardened breaker chisels for SDS Max 
demolition drills
 • Smaller, lighter design means improved 
performance and less breakage
 • Specially blast-hardened tools

Code: CSDSBMC
Size:  Code: 
1mm WMT23-10

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Electrode Holder, Twist Type

 • 400A
 • Heavy-duty, twist-type electrode holders 
for quick rod changes and secure grip
 • Supplied with hex key and fitting kit

Code: WAEHT40

Bohler EV50 Vac-Pack Electrode – 7018 Low Hydrogen

 • Double-coated, easy restrike 7016 Electrode for high-strength welding application
 • E7018-1H4R specification

Tungstens Ceriated

 • Ceriated (grey tip) tungsten for tig 
welding all common metals including 
mild and stainless
 • Handy dispenser pack of 10

Tungstens 2% Thoriated

 • 2.4mm x 150mm
 • 2% Thoriated (red tip) tungsten for 
stainless and mild steel
 • Handy dispenser pack of 10

Code: WTUT24

Tungsten Zirconiated

 • 2.4mm x 150mm
 • White tip
 • Normally the electrode of choice  
for AC welding of aluminium and 
magnesium alloys
 • Handy dispenser pack of 10
 • EN26848

Code: WTUZ24

Mild Steel TIG Filler Wire A15

 • 1.2mm
 • 5kg pack
 • Popular A15 triple-deoxidised 
coppercoated tig wire for precision 
welding of all mild steel
 • Handy 5kg plastic tube packs

Code: WTMA15-12

Size: Carton:  Pack: Code: 
3.2mm x 350mm 15.12kg  Vac WELH-EV50-323-8-V
3.2mm x 450mm 21.6kg   Vac WELH-EV50-324-8-V
4mm x 450mm 21.6kg  Vac WELH-EV50-404-8-V
3.2mm x 450mm 21.6kg   Standard WELH-EV50-324-4

Size:  Code: 
1.6mm x 150mm WTUC16
2.4mm x 150mm  WTUC24

TB TB-25 Weld Cleaning 
& Polishing Fluid

 • NSF registered, ultra-performance premium 
stainless steel weld cleaning fluid
 • Highest-quality components at  
high concentrations
 • For best results neutralise with TB-40 
after cleaning

Tig Brush – Spare Brush

 • Original replacement brush tip for the 
Propel Torch wth copper ferrule

Code: ATB-6451

TB Brush Shroud

 • Genuine Tig Brush spares for the industry 
leading weld cleaner

Code: ATB-6456

TB Spare Wand – Std

 • 100mm
 • Genuine Tig Brush spares for the industry 
leading weld cleaner

Code: ATB-6460

TB TB-40 Neutraliser

 • 5ltr
 • Genuine Tig Brush spares for the industry 
leading weld cleaner
 • Blue 

Code: ATB-6462

Earth Clamp, Crocodile Type

 • 400A
 • Standard replacement earth clamps  
to fit onto all weld earth leads
 • Powerful jaw grip for superior earth

Code: WAEC400

Combination Bottle Spanner 
& Cylinder Key

 • Strong drop-forged spanner and cylinder 
key for hose nuts, regulator nuts and 
opening or closing of gas bottles
 • Standard Euro sizes

Code: WGACS

3 Flint Gas Lighter

 • Reliable spark lighters for safe and easy 
ignition of gas torches
 • Three flint design for quick, easy 
changing of flints
 • Replacement spark flints available

Code: WGAL3

Size:  Code: 
1ltr ATB-6449
5ltr  ATB-6450

Compressor Hose 
– Claw Couplings

 • 3/4"
 • With quick-release couplings and safety 
claw clamps
 • Heavy-duty, abrasion and crush resistant
 • Extreme flexibility
 • High working pressure: 300psi
 • Temperature range: -20°C – +80°C
 • Pressure range: 20bar 
 • Length: 15m
 • Yellow

Code: HO6CH15

Air Hose Whip Checks

 • ½" – 11/4"
 • Used for many years on air compressor 
hoses to prevent hose ends from 
"whipping" if the coupling blows out  
of the hose
 • Steel cables and plated springs, with 
aluminium ferrules are standard for hose 
to hose "Whipcheck"

Code: HO6CWC1

Heavy-Duty Propane 
Heating Torch

 • Single head
 • 600mm long powerful propane torches 
for general purpose burning, heating, and 
preheating for welders
 • 5m hose
 • Ideal for preheating and burning

Code: HPROT5M-1

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Oxy Propane Double Gas Bottle 
Trolley, Solid Tyre

 • Large
 • Sturdy gas trolley
 • Welded connections and large wheels for 
easy site use
 • Designed to take a full size oxygen 
bottle weighing 80kg (gross) and a 47kg 
propane bottle

Code: WGATOP-L

Hose Coupler – Left Hand 
(Fuel Gas)

 • 3/8"

Code: WGBHC-10L

Hose Coupler – Right Hand, 
(Oxygen/Argon)

 • 3/8"

Code: WGBHC-10R

Hose O-Clip

 • Industrial O-Clips for crimping over the 
end of hose tails, splicers, etc.
 • WGCBOC-18 fits 10mm dia. hose

Flash Back Arrestor

 • Features include flame arrestor, filter and 
thermal cutoff valve
 • Will auto-reset from minor flashbacks
 • Economical auto reset flashbacks

Product: Code: 
Fuel gas WGFBRM-F
Oxygen WGFBRM-O

Size:  Code: 
5⁄16", 7mm – 9mm WGBOC-08
9⁄16", 13mm – 15mm  WGBOC-13
5⁄8", 15mm – 18mm WGBOC-18

Oxygen Hose

 • 10mm x 20m
 • High-quality hose sets fitted with 3/8" BSP 
connectors and hose check valves
 • Blue coded for oxygen
 • Fully compliant to BSEN559 specification

Code: WGHO10-20

Propane Hose

 • High-quality hose sets fitted with 3/8" BSP 
connectors and hose check valves
 • Orange colour coded for propane
 • Fully compliant to BSEN559 specification

Acetylene Nozzle Mix Cutting

 • 1⁄16"
 • Up To 75mm cut
 • Heavy-duty oxygen/acetylene cutting 
nozzles to use with nozzle mix torch
 • Cuts from thin plate to 300mm

Code: WGNANM-116

Propane Nozzle Mix 
Cutting Nozzle

 • Heavy-duty oxygen/propane cutting 
nozzles to use with nozzle mix torch
 • Cuts from thin plate to 300mm

Oxygen Regulator, Single 
Stage – 2 Gauge

 • Precision-engineered single  
stage regulators
 • Accurate outlet adjustment knob, outlet 
gauge, and bottle contents gauge
 • BSEN1502503

Code: WGROX-2

Oxygen Regulator, Single 
Stage – Plugged, 10.0 Bar

 • No-gauge design makes these regulators 
ideal for site work and mobile use
 • Pressure is set by markings around 
adjustment knob
 • BSEN1502503

Code: WGROX-P

Size:  Code: 
10mm x 10m WGHP10-10
10mm x 20m  WGHP10-20

Size:  Code: 
1⁄16", up to 75mm cut WGNPNM-116
1⁄32", up to 6mm cut  WGNPNM-132
3⁄32", up to 150mm cut WGNPNM-332

Propane Regulator, Single 
Stage – Plugged, 3.5 Bar

 • No-gauge design makes these regulators 
ideal for site work and mobile use
 • Pressure is set by markings around 
adjustment knob
 • Fits all standard cylinders

Code: WGRPP-O

Argon/Argon-Mix Regulator, Single Stage, 2 Gauge

 • High-performance regulator for argon, 
argon-mix, and similar inert shielding gases 
for welding
 • Gauges show bottle contents and  
flow rate
 • Fits all standard cylinders

Code: WGRSG-2

Gas Cutting Torch

 • Well-balanced cutting torch made  
to BS6503
 • Use with a range of nozzles to cut  
mild steel
 • Secure-grip handle, pressure adjustment 
valves, and cutting lever
 • Longer lengths up to 1.5m available

Size:  Code: 
18", 90° WGT1890
36", 75°  WGT3690

For advice on  
the best products,  
call our customer 
support team on  

01293 744 444

For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk For the latest pricing visit onsite-support.co.uk
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Some Of Our Team

Warren Lynes – Managing Director
Warren joined the business in 1988 and now heads up the 
running of the business under the watchful eye of his dad. 
Like the rest of his family, Warren believes strongly in serving 
his community as well as the business, and plays an active 
role in OnSite Support’s regular CSR initiatives. Don’t tell 
anyone, but Warren hates public speaking; he’d far rather 
enjoy a good old Nando’s and a few drinks with his family 
and friends!

Damian Lynes – Sales Director
Having been with the company over 25 years, Damian says 
he still really loves the challenge of his job. He most enjoys 
the strategic aspects, helping his team identify where we can 
best support our clients, building partnerships and growing 
our businesses together. In the little time that is left outside 
work Damian dedicates his time to his family and friends, the 
great things in life and a great curry!

Richard Lynes – CEO
The founder and Chief Executive of OnSite Support, Richard 
has led the business for over 40 years, and can still be found 
in the office most days providing support for the leadership 
and wider team. He spends time assisting the community and 
devotes time to helping the disadvantaged – which is an area 
close to his heart. Richard also enjoys a game of cricket with 
the family. At the end of a busy day, a great treat is a good 
fillet steak.

Patrick Wantenaar –  
Customer Support Team Leader
Patrick has been with the business for almost four years, 
supporting his team and making sure they have the tools and 
resources they need to provide exceptional client service. He 
loves building strong relationships with his clients, and finds the 
process of delivering for them hugely rewarding. When asked 
what super-power he wishes he had, he says “super speed 
would be really helpful to find time to get everything done!”

Vincent Jenkins – Head of Operations
Vincent has been with the company for six years, and loves 
the daily challenges of his role, overseeing a number of 
critical functions and ensuring that both our own staff and 
clients are properly looked after. Vincent also wins the prize 
for the most impressive fact about his life outside work: he 
represented England in the 2006 Carp Angling World Cup! 
He now really enjoys passing on his passion for angling to his 
5-year-old son. 

Humphrey Byng – Sales Executive
Humphrey has been with the company for almost 20 years, 
and loves using his vast experience and expertise to come 
up with the right solutions for his clients, always going the 
extra mile when necessary. Outside of work Humphrey loves 
spending time with his four daughters, and is also known for 
his deadly right foot on the football pitch...

Cara Woodley – Key Account Manager
Cara has been with the company for nearly five years.  
A hugely energetic member of the team, she loves getting 
to know her clients well, and likes to try and make their day 
a little bit easier. Cara spends a lot of her spare time on two 
wheels, being a keen motorcyclist and mountain biker, and  
in her own words loves “anything adventurous!”

Christopher Wellgreen –  
Key Account Team Leader
Chris has been with OnSite Support for four and a half years, 
and leads our Key Account Team. He sees his role as that of 
an enabler – he’s there to help his team and clients alike clear 
road-blocks and improve processes to ensure that the best 
possible results are achieved. A strategist to the core, Chris 
is a keen chess player.

Roy Brown – Key Account Manager
Roy is one of our most experienced Key Account Managers, 
having been with the company for over eight years. He 
manages some of OnSite’s largest accounts, in his own 
words “ensuring they get the attention, service and care they 
deserve”. Like many of our staff, Roy is a true people person 
and loves to get to know his clients well, particularly enjoying 
the chance to introduce new innovations or solutions to them. 

Charlton Latimer –  
Key Account Manager
Charlton performs a critical role within the company as one 
of our Key Account Managers. He’s been with OnSite Support 
for nearly three years, and says what he most enjoys about 
the role is innovation and problem solving. When he’s not 
looking after our clients you’ll usually find Charlton looking 
after his two children!



Client Testimonials
We’re always keen to hear feedback from customers; here are some of the things we’ve heard recently from them that 
we’re especially proud of.

311310

“OnSite is an extremely forward thinking and 

proactive business that are always interested 

in expanding and growth be it in new sectors 

or via new technology. The support and effort 

that they provided during the introduction of 

purchase card was exceptional. The fruits of 

this effort are now clearly seen in the growth 

of the JMS account, with further plans in place 

to ensure continued growth. Next stages are 

early engagement at tender stage and working 

closely with our key operational stakeholders.”

– J Murphy & Sons

“OnSite has been a great help on site and 

also on the phone. They have provided very 

knowledgeable on-site training, bringing with 

them lots of examples of possible solutions for 

tool tethering. They ask pertinent questions 

before arriving to ensure that they can tailor 

the training to any issues that you might 

be having on site. The technical knowledge 

and information from the web site and the 

operatives at OnSite is also a great benefit and 

easily accessible.“

– Kier Group

“I have been extremely happy with the service 

and support from OnSite Support. The team are 

really friendly and happy to help with anything 

I ask. Returns due to incorrect size have run 

smoothly without issues, alongside re-ordering 

of the correct sizes. Even though the products 

are cheaper they are still of a high quality and 

I have had no complaints about PPE from the 

lads here on site. Deliveries are usually next 

day unless they need to be branded (which is 

completely understandable). Here at Snowhill 

we look forward to future purchases and 

working with the OnSite team.”

– BAM Construction

“I just wanted you to know how happy I am 

with the service I receive from Darren Oliver in 

your Customer Support Team. Darren’s customer 

service is impeccable. When I request a quote 

I always receive it within an hour of asking (in 

most cases, it is within half an hour). The whole 

process from quote through to ordering runs 

smoothly. Darren is extremely helpful and if I do 

encounter a problem with a delivery I know that 

he will sort the problem out for me. Because of 

the good service that I receive, I am more than 

happy to keep placing orders with OnSite.”

– BAM Nuttall
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A
Abrasive belts  294

Abrasive roll  296

Absorbent liner  203

Absorbent pads  203

Absorbent socks  203

Absorbent wipes  204

Accident book  134

Adhesive  211

Aerosol spray  302

Airbag  289

Air conditioning  173

Air freshener  144

Air horn  180

Anchor  114

Anemometer  243

Angle grinder  267

Antiseptic cleaning wipes  134

Applicator gun  212

Argon regulator  307

Automatic level  268

Axe  280

B
Backpack  131

Backpack sprayer  238

Bag  130–131

Bar  273

Barrier
Barrier fencing  186
Barrier marker  210
Buddha barrier  184, 198
Expanding barrier  184
Height barrier  198
Pedestrian barrier  183
Walkway barrier  184–185

Battery  248

Battery charging bank  231

Beacon  187

Belt adapter  125

Bin  230

Bin liners  157

Blade trimming knife  299

Boat level  278, 291

Boilersuit  92

Bolster  273

Bolt cutter  270

Boots  96–101

Bowl  161, 168

Broom
Broom  159
Broom clamp  158
Broom handle  158, 163
Broom head  158
Broom socket  158
Broom stay  158

Brush  159–161, 296

Bubble wrap  225

Bucket  229

C
Cable hook  249

Cable layer  284

Cable protection  249

Cable reel  241–242

Cable stand  249

Cable ties  249

Carabiner  114, 116

Carborundum blocks  293

Cargo bag  207

Carpet protection  222

Chain
Plastic chain  187
Security chain  236–237

Chair  165, 173

Chalk  208

Chisel  273–274

Cigarette bin  175

Cleaner
Biological cleaner  145
Bleach  142
Brick cleaner  144
Cleaner  140–145
Disinfectant  140
Drain cleaner  142
General purpose cleaner  144
Greener cleaner  145
Polish  140
Polishing fluid  304
Toilet blocks  143, 145
Toilet brush  160
Toilet cleaner  143, 145
Window cleaner  144

Clipboard – aluminium  129

Cloths  146, 147

Coat  79–80, 84–85

Coat hook  174

Coffee
Coffee  170–171
Coffee beans  170
Decaf coffee  171
Instant coffee  170

Combs  274

Conditioning belts  294–295

Conduit bender  290

Cone  187

Cone lamp bracket  197

Copier paper  175

Countersink  301

Coverall  83, 104

Crowbar  272, 273

Cup brush  294

Cups
Biodegradable cups  169
Plastic cups  169
Polystyrene cups  169

Curing tank  286

Cut file  278

Cutlery
Forks  168
Knives  168
Spoons  168

Cutter  298, 299

Cutting station  240

D
Defibrillator  135–136

De-Icer  262

Desk  175

Detergent  141

Dewatering filter  205

Digging fork  282

Digital level  278

Digital lock  235

Discs
Cutting discs  300
Diamond discs  297
Flap discs  294
Grinding discs  300
Sanding discs  294

Dishwasher  166

Dishwasher tablets  141

Dispenser  151–156

Disposable coverall  104

Door guard  224

Door mat  163

Drainer  284

Drainguard  205

Drain rod  288

Drain test plug  288

Drain test plug nipple  288

Drain tracing dye  289

Drill  266–267

Drill bit  301–302

Drive socket sets  271

Drum sleeve  295

Duct conduit rod  289

Dustpan  160

Dustsheets  257

E
Ear defenders  63, 67

Ear plugs  68

Earth clamp  305

Easy float  286

Electrode  304

Emergency station  178–179

Expanding foam  211

Extension lead  241

Eyebolt  127

Eye pad  135

Eye wash  135

F
Face fit test kit  112

Faceshield  53

Fall arrest block  114

Fan  173

Fence panel  185

Fencing pins  186

Filler wire  304

Film protection  223

Fire alarm  180

Fire bell  180

Fire blanket  180, 182

Fire bucket  180

Fire extinguisher  180–181

First aid kit  132–133

Fixing bolts  199

Fixing plugs  214

Fleece  89

Fleece band  295

Fleece wheel  296

Flexible hose  290

Flexi trays  204

Floor protection  222

Floor scraper  293

Fly & wasp killer  175

Foil blanket  135

Fridge  166

Fuel can  238

Funnel – plastic  238

G
Gas bottle trolley  306

Gas cage  231

Gas cutting torch  307

Gas lighter  305

Gauntlets
Chemical resistant gauntlets  41
Nitrile gauntlets  41
PVC gauntlets  41
Welders’ gauntlets  40

Gin wheel  293

Glass lifter  292

Gloves
Cut 1 gloves  32–34
Cut 3 gloves  35–36
Cut 5 gloves  30–31, 34–35, 37–39
Glove liners  35, 40
Gloves  29–42
Overgloves  39
Rigger gloves  40

Graffiti remover  144

Grease gun  290

Grit band  295

Grit bin  263

Gun cleaner  212

Gun dispenser  212

H
Hacksaw  280

Hammer  274–275, 291

Hand cleaner
Barrier cream  151
Conditioning cream  152
Hand cleanser  151
Hand cream  153
Hand sanitiser  151–153
Hand scrub  151
Hand soap  152
Handwash  149
Sanitiser  149

Handle  283

Hand pad  296

Handrail protector  224

Hand scoop  285

Hand towels  155

Harness  113, 116–117

Hat  130

Head punner  283

Health & safety poster  219

Heater  167

Heat gun  129

Heating torch  305

Helmet
Chinstrap  64
Helmet  60–62
Helmet light  63
Helmet liner  62–63
Helmet sticker  64
Welding helmet  53

Hessian roll  222

Hex keys  272

Hi-Vis
Hi-Vis bib & brace  87
Hi-Vis bodywarmer  76
Hi-Vis bomber jacket  71, 73, 80
Hi-Vis coverall  83, 85, 93
Hi-Vis fleece jacket  80
Hi-Vis jacket  71, 77, 79, 84, 88
Hi-Vis jacket & trouser  85
Hi-Vis overalls  83
Hi-Vis overtrousers  78, 82, 86–87
Hi-Vis polo shirt  74, 77, 81
Hi-Vis sleeved waistcoat  76
Hi-Vis storm coat  79
Hi-Vis sweatshirt  81
Hi-Vis trousers  73, 77–78, 82–83, 93
Hi-Vis t-shirt  74
Hi-Vis waistcoat  75, 81
Hi-Vis waterproof bomber jacket  80
Hi-Vis waterproof jacket  85
Hi-Vis waterproof overtrousers  86
Hi-Vis waterproof storm coat  79–80, 84
Hi-Vis waterproof trousers  82

Holdall  130

Holesaw  298

Hose
Compressor hose  305
Garden hose  260
Heavy-duty hose  260
Hose connector  260, 261
Hose coupler  306
Oxygen hose  306
Propane hose  306

I
Ice scraper  262

Impact socket  271

Inflator pump  289

J
Jacket

Bomber jacket  88
Rain jacket  84
Softshell jacket  89
Waterproof jacket  84

Jerry can  238

Jobber drills  301

Joint drop scraper  289

Joint rubber plunger  288

Jubilee clip  260
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K
Kettle  165

Key cabinet  236

Keys  233

Key tags  236

Kitchen roll  155

Knee pads  92

Knife blades  299

L
Ladder  251–252

Ladder clamp  250

Laddertag  253

Laminating pouches  174

Lanyard
Hard hat lanyard  124
Lanyard  115–117
Lanyard attachment loop  127
Lanyard attachment rings  126
Lanyard ring  127
Tool lanyard  120–122

Laser level
Laser distance measurer  269
Laser level  268–269
Tripod  268–269

Leather sleeves  39

LED light
LED festoon kit  242
LED head torch  247
LED Hi-Vis  76
LED light  244–246
LED torch  247–248

Lens cleaning station  55–56

Lifejacket  137

Lifting bucket  129

Lifting sling  207

Light
Floodlight  245–246
Fluorescent tubes  244
Light bulb  244
Uplight  244

Line marking  209

Litter picker  230

Locker  174

Lubricant spray  302

M
Manhole key  287

Masks
FFP2 valved masks  107
FFP3 valved masks  107
Filters  109, 111–112
Full face mask  109
Half mask  108
Half-mask respirator  111
Powered-air respirator  110

Safety glasses
Overglasses  47–48
Safety glasses  46–48, 50
Safety goggles  49, 51–52
Safety spectacles  48–50
Welders’ goggles  52

Safety knife  300

Safety netting  227

Safety shoes  96

Salt spreader  263

Sandbags  228

Saw  280

Saw blades  297

Scaffold fender  224

Scaffold sheeting  228

Scourers  146

Scraper  257

Screen prop  224

Screenwash  262

Screwdriver
Screwdriver  266
Screwdriver bit set  292
Screwdriver set  292

Security box  231–233

Security mirror  237

Sewer grab  287

Sharps bin  134

Shears  280

Shirt  91

Shock absorber  114–115

Shoe & helmet sanitiser  175

Shovel  284, 285

Shovel holer  283

Signs
Cone sign  197
Road sign  188–196
Site sign  215–221
Standing sign  219

Silicone  211

Site board  216–217

Site transformer  242

Sledge hammer  274–275

Slump cone  286

Smoke detector  175

Snow shovel  263

Socket  242

Socks  103

Sound level meter  67

Spade  283–284

Spanner  272, 291, 305

Spectacle hanging cord  56

Spill catcher  206

Spill container  204

Spill granules  205

Index

Mattock head  282

Maul  274

Measuring wheel  279

Microwave  166

Mig Tip  303

Mig torch  303

Mig wire  303

Milk  172

Mix wheel  296

Mop
Mop  163–164
Mop bucket  163–164
Mop handle  163–164
Mop head  163–164

Mould oil  286

Mug  169

N
Nail brush  160

Nailer  213

Nails  213

Netting  228

O
Oil pads  204

Overalls  92–93

Overshoes
Disposable overshoes  104
Reusable overshoes  103

Oxygen regulator  307

P
Packers  214

Padlock  233–235, 237

Paint brush  255

Painters steps  252

Paint kettle  255

Paint marker  290

Paint roller  255

Paint roller frame  255–256

Paint roller refill  256

Paint roller tray  255

Paint scraper  256

Paint scuttle  256

Paper towels  155

Pegs  210

Pen  254

Pick axe  282

Pilot drill  298

Pilot pin  299

Pipe vice jaws  289

Plan hanger  173

Plant nappy  206

Plasterers mixing whisk  293

Plasters  134

Plates  168

Pliers  270, 291

Plug  242

Podger  290

Podium platform  252

Polo shirt  90

Poly float  277

Polythene protection  223

Post digger  283

Pouch
Canvas bolt bag  125
Canvas parts pouch  125
iPad pouch  125
Tool pouch  126

Power tool wrap  129

Pressure sprayer  260

Pressurised dust suppression  293

Propane regulator  307

Protection polythene  223

Protection sheeting  222

Protection sleeve  35

R
Radios  261

Rail apron  123

Rainsuit  85

Rain trousers  86

Rake  281

Ramp  198, 199

Ratchet handle  271

Ratchet strap  207

Rings
D-Ring  127
Split ring  127
Tethering ring  128

Road lamp  186

Rock salt  262

Rope  208

Rubber mallet  274

S
Sacks

Asbestos removal sacks  228
Sacks  228

Sack truck  259

Safe step  250

Safety blades  300

Safety check book  253

Spill kit  201–203

Spirit level  278

Sponge  257

Spray gun  260

Spray paint  302

Sprinkler  260

Squash  172

Squeegee  160

Stand pipe  287

Standpipe key  287

Staple gun  292

Staples  292

Straightedge  278

String line  208

Sugar  172

Suncream  154

Sweatshirt  89

Sweetener  172

Switch & dock set  123

Switch tape pocket  123

T
Table  165

Tack mats  224

Tag system  253, 254

Tallow  302

Tape
Barrier tape  210
Tape  225–226
Warning tape  210

Tape measure  278–279, 291

Tape measure holder  126

Tarmac lute  281

Tarpaulin  222, 227

Tea bags  170

Tea towels  146

Tea urn  165

Tether
Mobile phone tether  124
Radio tether  123
Tether loop attachments  128
Tie off loops  128
Tool choke  128
Tool end cap tether  129
Wrist tether point  129

Tether loops  123

Thermometer  287

Tig brush  304

Toaster  166

Toilet roll  155–156

Toilet seat  175

Tool belt  125

Tool collar  128

Tool pocket  123

Torch  248

Trench cover  199

Trenching fork  282

Trenching shovel  285

Tripod  116

Trolley  259

Trousers  91–93

Trowel  276, 277

T-Shirt  90

Tub  229

Tube stops  289

Tungstens  304

Tying toggles  227

V
Vacuum

Vacuum  161–162
Vacuum bags  161–162

Visor  51, 53, 62

Visor carrier  62

W
Washing-up bowl  161

Washing-up brush  161

Washing up liquid  141

Water  172

Water butt  239

Water container  239

Watering can  261

Welding curtain  182

Welding lens  53

Wellington boots  102

Wet wipes  149

Wheelbarrow
Wheelbarrow  258–259
Wheelbarrow tyre  259

Whistle  175

White board  174

White spirit  257

Woodscrew  213

Workbench  240

Work platform  250

Worm screw  287

Wrench  270, 271
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To support a fast and efficient 
delivery of safety, welfare and 
site equipment to your sites, our 
Support Hub is the service we 
provide when you sign up to an 
online account with us.

Our website allows simple navigation  
to find the products you need and offers  
a one-stop-shop to review all your orders, 
invoices and proof of delivery documents  
in one place.

Personal service
•  Create a centralised portal to approve site requisitions

•  View company specific and bespoke branded products

•  Allows company to access agreed discounted price lists

•  Add company favourite products to a specific account to promote certain products 

•  Access to personal documents such as bespoke brochures and order forms

•  View your order history to identify trends in spending

Easy ordering

•  Simple website navigation to find relevant products to purchase or place requisitions

•  Review all your orders, requisitions and invoices in one place

•  All Proof of Delivery links available for download, saving time for your finance team

•  In addition to company favourites, add individual favourite products for quick, easy  
and repeat ordering

•  Search and sort function on invoices allows easy access to invoices by date, cost and 
invoice number

•  Add any extra details for delivery via our special instruction box 

Full support

•  Details of your dedicated account manager 

•  Our customer support team will check and verify your order

Online ordering made simple

Register an account at onsite-support.co.uk 

Or contact us for more information on 01293 744 444
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OnSite Support
Stephenson Way
Three Bridges, Crawley
West Sussex RH10 1TN

01293 744 444 
sales.support@onsite-support.co.uk


